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CHAPTER 1


Working with Constituent Transaction
Management


This chapter provides an overview of the Constituent Transaction Management (CTM) framework and discusses:


• Using staging tables.
• Using self-service and administrator modes for online CTM transactions.
• New user registration and CTM.
• Entity registry and CTM.
• External search match and CTM.
• List of values framework and CTM.
• Setting up CTM.
• Processing staged CTM transactions.
• Developer reference for creating a new CTM consumer.


Note. The Campus Solutions PeopleBook chapters listed under the See Also headings or See topics may get updated
with future bundle releases.


Understanding CTM
The CTM framework is used for performing Campus Solutions transactions that require staging of the data
prior to posting to production tables.


Staging of the data is done with the use of temporary records (staging records) that mimic the production
records. Because transactions normally include constituent data, CTM standardizes the handling of that data
and offers a framework to process the data that is specific to the transactions. Constituent data includes data
related to the person available in the Campus Solutions data models. Examples of constituent data include
Name, Gender, Address, Email and Driving Licenses.


The following diagram shows that a CTM transaction contains constituent data and transaction-specific data.


Representation of how CTM separates the data included in a transaction
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By staging data into temporary records prior to saving into the appropriate production records, CTM assures
consistency for handling and processing the data and offers configurability to adjust to all transactions
specificities.


A transaction defined with CTM can be online (web-based transactions performed by a self-service user) or
offline (through batch loads). In the case of transactions performed online, temporarily saving the data entered
by a self-service user allows for data retrieval when the user returns to complete the transaction. Temporarily
saving the data also allows for full completion of a transaction even when the system has not assigned an
EMPLID to a person. For example, if an online transaction takes too long to complete, the self-service user
can save the data and come back later. The data entered is saved into the staging tables and can be retrieved
when the user comes back to complete the transaction. When finally submitting the transaction, all data stays
saved inside the staging tables until Search/Match is called to identify an EMPLID. CTM keeps the data in
temporary tables, thereby allowing full completion of a transaction.


An external user interface can use CTM with the New User Registration functionality to create a user profile
for a guest user or to authenticate a returning user. Refer to the Using New User Registration Framework
PeopleBook chapter for how this is done.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using New User Registration
Framework”


When a transaction is generated, the system uses Search/Match or External Search/Match to look for
constituent data in your production environment (based on the Search/Match parameters) that matches the
constituent data in the transaction. Each defined CTM transaction can have its own Search/Match setup. You
can therefore determine the rules for creating a new ID, updating an existing ID, suspending or ignoring a
record. CTM validates the constituent data entered as well as the data entered for the transaction itself.
The system stores the constituent and the transaction-specific data in staging tables. If there are validation
errors or if Search/Match determines that the incoming constituent record should be suspended or ignored,
use the Constituent Staging and the transaction staging components to correct the data. When the staged
data passes all validations, CTM posts both the constituent and the transaction-specific staged data to the
predefined production tables. The posting is done based on rules that you defined through the Data Update
Rule functionality. You can post transactions individually or by batch to the Campus Solutions database. The
Constituent Staging and the transaction staging components are discussed in the “Processing Staged CTM
Transactions” section of this chapter.


CTM offers three ways for processing the staged data and posting to production records:


• Realtime: At the time the self-service user saves or submits an online transaction.
• Manual: At the time an administrative user individually reviews the staged data using the Constituent


Staging component or using the transaction staging component and manually posts the constituent and/or
the transaction-specific data to production table.


• Batch: Using the Transaction Management process to post multiple staged rows at the same time. The
Transaction Management process can be used for online transactions for which you do not want to process
Realtime or for data loaded through a batch utility such as File Parser.


CTM uses web services and a number of application classes to facilitate the staging and posting of constituent
and related transaction data into appropriate production tables. To do so, CTM takes full advantage of the
Entity Registry framework. All constituent and transaction staging records are tied to an Entity Name.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry"


CTM framework can be seen as a provider of processing services and the CTM transactions as consumers. At
the time of delivering the CTM framework, three consumers of CTM are delivered with the system:


• Admission Applications Web Service (AAWS) admission transaction.


• New User Registration framework.
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• UCAS batch process transaction used by the United Kingdom customers.


Note. The three delivered consumers of CTM are fully implemented and with some required setup, they
are ready for you to use. They are also referred as CTM transactions. The three delivered consumers are
documented in their respective PeopleBook chapter. To create new consumers of CTM, follow the steps
described in the “Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer” section of this chapter.


CTM Framework
CTM framework enables you to set up your own transactions or create your own consumers, whether they
are to be performed online by a guest, a self-service user or an administrative user, or performed by batch.
This chapter explains how to set up CTM, how to create your own transactions by taking full advantage of
CTM framework, and how the constituent and the transaction-specific data are processed from staging to
production tables.


Examples of transactions that CTM can process:


• Batch transactions (offline transactions): Transactions that come from an external file that needs to be
staged to first allow data processing specific to Campus Solutions and to trigger Search/Match to avoid
entering duplicates into the system. Because you do not necessarily know the quality of the data contained
in the file and want to make sure to avoid creating duplicates, keep the file data in the temporary tables,
and when ready post to the appropriate production tables.


• Self-service transactions (online transactions) that can take too long to complete and therefore should
allow the self-service user to Save and come back later to continue and Submit. The saved data, because
incomplete and potentially contains erroneous information should be staged and not be posted until the
transaction is submitted and free of validation errors. Saving the data into temporary records allows
you to display the previously entered information when the self-service user comes back to complete
the transaction.


• Self-service transactions (online transactions): You created your own web-based online transaction that
can be accessed and performed by anybody in the world. Your institution may or may not know these users
and they may never complete their transaction. Using CTM, the system stores the entered information into
temporary tables and performs Search/Match or External Search/Match to identify an EMPLID. The data
is only posted to the production records when the self-service user is serious and confirms the data entered.


Note. For the online transactions, the biggest advantage to use CTM and therefore save data into staging tables
is that it allows a self-service user to fully complete an online transaction even though an EMPLID is not yet
assigned. Only once the data is saved or submitted (depending on how you configure your CTM transaction)
Search/Match or External Search/Match is used to create or identify an ID. The process behind the scenes to
assign an EMPLID is completely transparent to the online user.


Warning! Setting up a CTM transaction requires technical knowledge of the record structure used by the
transaction.


Using Staging Tables
There are two types of staging tables:


• Constituent staging records.


• Transaction-specific staging records.
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The constituent staging records are reusable across all transactions and therefore delivered with your system
as part of CTM. The transaction-specific staging records must be created based on the transaction you want
to perform.


A staging record is modeled after the corresponding production record, but its structure varies slightly:


• It is keyed by Temporary ID (SCC_TEMP_ID) instead of ID (EMPLID).
• It is never effective-dated (even if the matching production record is effective-dated). This is because the


data entered in staging records can be updated, modified many times prior to be posted to production. Only
at that time, the data is current and therefore the production record gets set with the date the data is posted.


The constituent data is saved in the delivered constituent staging records (see the following list of delivered
constituent staging records). The transaction-specific data is stored in the transaction staging records. These
staging records are either delivered with your system in the case of fully implemented delivered CTM
consumers transactions (such as the AAWS admission transaction) or created by you for the transaction of
your choice.


See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer", Step 1: Creating or Extending Staging
Tables section of this chapter.


Constituent Staging Records
At the time of delivering this chapter, the following constituent staging records are delivered for the matching
production records:


Staging Record Definitions Staging Record Names Production Record Names
Academic History * SCC_STG_ACADHST ACAD_HISTORY
Academic Interests Header * SCC_STG_ADMIHD ADM_INTRST_HDR
Address SCC_STG_ADDR HCR_PER_ADDR_I
CHESSN (AUS) SCC_CHSNAUS_STG SCC_CHESSN_AUS
CHESSN Prior HEP (AUS) SCC_PRHEPAU_STG SCC_PRV_HEP_AUS
CHESSN Year 12 (AUS) SCC_YR12_AU_STG SCC_YEAR12_AUS
Citizenship SCC_STG_CITZN SCC_CITIZSHIP_I
Citizenship History (AUS) SCC_CITZHST_STG SCC_CITIZ_HIST


Disability SCC_STG_DISBLTY HCR_DISABL_I
Diversity SCC_STG_DIVRSTY SCC_DIVERS_I
Drivers License SCC_STG_DRV_LIC SCC_DRVR_LIC_I
Email Address SCC_STG_EMAIL HCR_PER_EMAIL_I
Emergency Contact SCC_STG_EMG_CNT SCC_EMERG_CNT_2
External System Key SCC_STG_EXT_SKY EXTERNAL_SYSKEY
Extracurricular Activity SCC_STG_EXTRACU EXTRACUR_ACTVTY
General Materials * SAD_STG_GEN_MAT GENL_MATERIALS
HESA Person (UK) SCC_HE_PERS_STG SCC_HE_PERSON
Higher Ed Student Data (NLD) SSR_STD_NLD_STG SSR_STUDENT_NLD
Honors and Awards SCC_STG_HON_AWD HONOR_AWARD_CS


Language SCC_STG_LANG SCC_ACCOM_LNG_2
Licenses and Certificates SCC_STG_LICCERT SCC_ACCOM_LIC_2
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Staging Record Definitions Staging Record Names Production Record Names
Memberships SCC_STG_MBRSHP SCC_ACCOM_MBR_2
Names SCC_STG_NAMES SCC_PER_NAME_I2
National ID SCC_STG_NID HCR_PER_NID_I
Person Data (CAN) SCC_PDECAN_STG HCR_PER_CAN_I
Person Data (NZL) SCC_PER_NZL_STG SCC_PERSONL_NZL
Person Data (USA) SCC_STG_PRSDATU HCR_PER_USA_I
Person Data Effdt SCC_STG_PDE SCC_PER_EFF_H
Person Relationship SCC_STG_RLSHIPS RELATIONSHIPS
Person SA SCC_STG_PERSSA PERSON_SA
Phone SCC_STG_PHONE HCR_PER_PHONE_I
Port of Entry Data SCC_STG_SEVPOED SEV_POE_DATA
Publications SCC_STG_PUBLIC SCC_PUBL_I
Religious Preference SCC_STG_RELPREF RELIGIOUS_PREF
Residency Official SCC_STG_RES_OFF RESIDENCY_OFF
Residency Self SCC_STG_RES_SLF RESIDENCY_SELF
Scholarship Data (NLD) SSR_SCL_NLD_STG SSR_SCHOLAR_NLD
Student Bank Account (NLD) SSF_BNK_NLD_STG SSF_BANKACC_NLD
Student Career (Constituent) SCC_STG_STD_CAR STDNT_CAREER
Student Correspondence (NLD) SSR_COR_NLD_STG SSR_CORRSPN_NLD
Student Data (AUS) SSR_STD_DAT_STG SSR_STDNT_DATA
Student Information (NLD) SSR_INF_NLD_STG SSR_STD_INF_NLD
Student Names (NLD) SSR_NME_NLD_STG SSR_NAMES_NLD
Student Nationalities (NLD) SSR_NAT_NLD_STG SSR_EMP_NAT_NLD
Student Prior Education (NLD) SSR_EDU_NLD_STG SSR_STD_EDU_NLD
Student Report (CAN) SSR_STG_CNRP_ST CAN_RPT_STDNT
Test Score * SCC_STG_TEST STDNT_TEST
Tribal Affiliation (NZL) SCC_IWI_TBL_STG SCC_IWI_TBL
Visa Permit Data SCC_STG_VISPMTD SCC_VISA_PMT_I
Work Experience SCC_STG_WORKEXP SCC_PRIORWORK


* For coding purposes, this Recruiting and Admissions record is a child of the Constituent entity. The record is
not displayed in the Constituent Staging component and cannot be configured for data update rule.


Note. You can extend this list or modify an existing staging record. See "Developer Reference for Creating a
New CTM Consumer", Step 1: Creating or Extending Staging Tables section of this chapter.


The following table is a comparison of the structure of the address staging record with the structure of its
matching production record.


Production Record (HCR_PER_ADDR_I) Staging Record (SCC_STG_ADDR)
EMPLID - Key SCC_TEMP_ID - Key
ADDRESS_TYPE - Key ADDRESS_TYPE - Key
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Production Record (HCR_PER_ADDR_I) Staging Record (SCC_STG_ADDR)
EFFDT - Key SCC_ADDRESSAREA
EFF_STATUS ADDR_TYPE_DESCR
ADDRESS_NPC_SBR ADDRESS_SBR
COUNTRY COUNTRY
ADDRESS1 ADDRESS1
ADDRESS2 ADDRESS2


ADDRESS3 ADDRESS3
ADDRESS4 ADDRESS4
CITY CITY
NUM1 NUM1
NUM2 NUM2
HOUSE_TYPE HOUSE_TYPE
ADDR_FIELD1 ADDR_FIELD1
ADDR_FIELD2 ADDR_FIELD2
ADDR_FIELD3 ADDR_FIELD3
COUNTY COUNTY
STATE STATE
POSTAL POSTAL
GEO_CODE GEO_CODE
IN_CITY_LIMIT IN_CITY_LIMIT
ADDRESS1_AC ADDRESS1_AC
ADDRESS2_AC ADDRESS2_AC
ADDRESS3_AC ADDRESS3_AC
CITY_AC CITY_AC
REG_REGION REG_REGION


SCC_AUDIT_SBR


SCC_ROW_ADD_OPRID


SCC_ROW_ADD_DTTM


SCC_ROW_UPD_OPRID


SCC_ROW_UPD_DTTM


Transaction Staging Records
At the time of delivering this document, transaction staging tables were delivered only for the AAWS
admission transactions. Therefore, if you create a transaction related to admissions data you could use those
staging tables. If you create a new consumer of CTM, you need to create your own transaction staging tables
based on the production records used by the transaction you want to integrate with CTM. For example, if
you want to create an Online Donation transaction, you will need to create staging tables for the production
tables used when entering a donation.


The following table is a comparison of the structure of the admissions academic interest staging record
with the structure of its matching production record:
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Production Record (ADM_INTERESTS) Staging Record (SCC_STG_ADMINT)
EMPLID - Key SCC_TEMP_ID - Key
ACAD_CAREER - Key ACAD_CAREER - Key
EFFDT - Key


SEQNUM - Key SEQNUM - Key
EXT_SUBJECT_AREA EXT_SUBJECT_AREA
DESCR DESCR
LS_DATA_SOURCE LS_DATA_SOURCE
PRIORITY PRIORITY


SCC_AUDIT_SBR


SCC_ROW_ADD_OPRID


SCC_ROW_ADD_DTTM


SCC_ROW_UPD_OPRID


SCC_ROW_UPD_DTTM


Using Self-Service and Administrator Modes for
Online CTM Transactions


When you create a CTM online user interface, you may want to create a self-service version (for example for
your students to use) as well as an administrative version. The user interface for the latter can be designed
for localized data entry requirements. The administrative version would allow an administrator to login and
perform the transaction on behalf of a self-service user. In this case there will be no need to create a new User
ID (performed through New User Registration) since the administrator will perform the transaction just as if a
standard PeopleSoft Campus Solutions administrative component was used. However, you would take full
advantage of the CTM utilities such as storing the data into staging tables, reviewing the staged data, and
when ready promote the staged data to the production tables in accordance with the data update rule selected
for the transaction. If the administrator did not know the ID for the self-service user, Search/Match could be
automatically triggered to find a potential matching candidate.


There is no specific CTM setup to indicate if the transaction is being performed in self-service or in
administrator mode. Instead, the logic is done directly from inside a user interface and in the web service
request messages you create for a transaction. When administrator mode is used, the request message sent
should include the <SCC_ADMIN_MODE> tag as well as any additional input parameters an administrator
should populate, if any. When self-service mode is used, the tag should not be present. It is the user interface
that dictates if the self-service or the administrator mode is used.


For examples of how this is done, see the request messages delivered with the following AAWS admission
transaction service operations:


• SAD_CREATEAPPL
• SAD_GETAPPL
• SAD_GETAPPLS
• SAD_GETATTACH
• SAD_SAVEAPPL
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• SAD_SUBMITAPPL


For example, the request message for SAD_CREATEAPPL service operation when administrator mode
is used includes:


<?xml version="1.0"?>


<SAD_CREATEAPPL_REQ xmlns="http://xmlns.oracle.com/Enterprise/HCM/services">


<SCC_ADMIN_MODE>


<INSTITUTION>PSUNV</INSTITUTION>


<ADM_APPL_CTR>BUSN</ADM_APPL_CTR>


<EMPLID>CCCM0001</EMPLID>


</SCC_ADMIN_MODE>


In this case, INSTITUTION, ADM_APPL_CTR and EMPLID are input parameters passed when administrator
mode is used.


Note. Specifying an EMPLID as part of the input parameters is optional when administrator mode is used.
This is to cover the scenarios where the administrator may not know the ID for the person he or she is
performing a transaction for. When no ID is passed, Search/Match attempts to identify or create an ID once the
transaction is saved or submitted. If the administrator does specify the ID, Search/Match is not invoked and
the ID is used to process the transaction.


Note. As part of the List of Values framework, the List of Values Setup page offers a way to set specific value
when self-service mode is used and same for when administrator mode is used. The request message for the
List of Values operation (SCC_LOV_REQ message) includes or does not include the <SCC_ADMIN_MODE>
to differentiate the requests. See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting
Up List of Values"


Note. The new user registration service operations (SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT and
SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE) do not support the Administrator mode because only the self-service
users can authenticate or create a user account for themselves.


New User Registration and CTM
The New User Registration framework consumes CTM. Delivered with your system is the New User
Registration CTM transaction called NEW_USER_REGISTRATION. Only one CTM transaction can be set
up for New User Registration transaction in your system. You can modify its configuration, but do not
change its name.


The New User Registration online transaction can be combined with any other CTM online transactions. In
fact, performing an online transaction might be done by anybody in the world, therefore unknown by your
system (unknown user or guest user), or by somebody that already has a User ID and a password (returning
user).
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When a user profile is created for a guest through New User Registration, an EMPLID is not associated.
Once authenticated to your system, CTM allows the guest to complete a subsequent online transaction
without having an ID (EMPLID) assigned. This is because the CTM transactions are keyed by Temporary
ID (SCC_TEMP_ID) and not EMPLID. After the guest saves or submits the CTM online transaction,
Search/Match is triggered and creates or identifies an EMPLID. When New User Registration is combined
with a CTM online transaction, CTM also updates the user’s user profile with the EMPLID retrieved or
created by Search/Match.


This section discusses integrating New User Registration with a CTM online transaction.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using New User Registration
Framework”, Understanding New User Registration, CTM and New User Registration


Integrating New User Registration with a CTM Online Transaction
This subsection discusses how to integrate a CTM online transaction that you have created with the New
User Registration functionality.


Delivered with the New User Registration framework is a sample login page that can be customized for your
institution security needs to allow a guest or a returning user to sign into your system. The sample login page
allows the guest to create a new user ID and password and a returning user to use an existing user ID. This page
is fully implemented with the CTM Transaction Code NEW_USER_REGISTRATION. Also delivered with
the New User Registration framework is the concept of a New User Registration Context. In the New User
Registration Context setup page, you define what should be the target page the user should be transferred to
after being successfully authenticated. The target page can be the self-service online page used by your CTM
online transaction. For example, if your CTM online transaction is created for Online Admission Applications,
the target page defined in the context of using the New User Registration login page should be defined as
your self-service online application page. That way a future applicant will not need to navigate to a specific
page. He or she will be automatically transferred to the proper page.


Note. The New User Registration framework knows nothing about the subsequent online transaction (whether
it is a CTM online transaction or not). They share the same constituent staging tables (if constituent
information is requested at registration time) and the target page defined in the New User Registration Context
ID is optional. New User Registration only facilitates the navigation orchestration of your guests or returning
users wanting to perform an online transaction that requires signing into your system.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using New User Registration
Framework”, New User Registration Sample User Interfaces - for examples of what the login or the
registration page can look like.


Note. Once the system has authenticated the user, it is also an appropriate time for your CTM online
transaction user interface to perform any initialization or setup to prepare the user for data entry into the
online transaction. Such setup may include requesting for a bulk list of values data that the user interface
can subsequently display to the user. Performing this activity up front may result in a general performance
improvement and improved user experience. In order to do that, formulate a bulk List-Of-Values request
message by submitting the request message to the SCC_GET_LOV service operation. Store the List-Of-Values
results in a temporary storage area for use throughout the online transaction functioning.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up List of Values"


CTM generates a New User Registration transaction when the self-service user registers to your system
(guest users only).
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Note. When CTM generates a New User Registration transaction, Search/Match is not triggered. It is assumed
that at this time, the constituent data is not sufficient and might be invalid. Only at the time of performing
a subsequent true transaction (CTM transaction not marked as New User Registration), Search/Match gets
triggered.


Warning! The New User Registration process needs to occur at the initial point of entry for accessing your
online user interface. Doing so allows for giving the self-service users appropriate access to the web services
that will later be used. In other words, the user cannot be authenticated to your system after performing
the online transaction.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using New User Registration
Framework”, Developer Reference to Deploy New User Registration


Entity Registry and CTM
The CTM framework uses the Entity Registry feature for processing the staged information. Each staging
record used by a CTM transaction requires an entity defined in the Entity Registry component.


The entities associated with the core constituent staging records are delivered with your system. If you created
new constituent staging records or created transaction staging records, for each of them you need to create an
entity. Review the delivered entities and modify their default setup according to your requirements.


The Entity Registry feature also enables you to easily create application classes and message schemas for the
web services a CTM transaction uses.


Delivered Entities Related to Constituent Data
The following table lists the delivered constituent entities at the time of delivering this chapter.


Entity ID Entity Name
SCC_ENTITY_20090521043203 * Academic History
SCC_ENTITY_20090520153253 * Academic Interests Header
SCC_ENTITY_20090520155755 Address
SCC_ENTITY_20091125152646 CHESSN (AUS)
SCC_ENTITY_20091126103906 CHESSN Prior HEP (AUS)
SCC_ENTITY_20091126111803 CHESSN Year 12 (AUS)
SCC_ENTITY_20090519160928 Citizenship
SCC_ENTITY_20091126094410 Citizenship History (AUS)
SCC_ENTITY_20090727142755 Disability
SCC_ENTITY_20090521053232 Diversity
SCC_ENTITY_20090727122912 Drivers License
SCC_ENTITY_20090521044252 Email Address
SCC_ENTITY_20090723101739 Emergency Contact
SCC_ENTITY_20090520151536 External System Key
SCC_ENTITY_20090520152753 Extracurricular Activity
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Entity ID Entity Name
SCC_ENTITY_20090520034905 * General Materials
SCC_ENTITY_20100120113706 HESA Person (UK)
SCC_ENTITY_20091201160101 Higher Ed Student Data (NLD)
SCC_ENTITY_20090520153127 Honors and Awards
SCC_ENTITY_20090520034508 Language
SCC_ENTITY_20090520034153 Licenses and Certificates
SCC_ENTITY_20090519141839 Memberships
SCC_ENTITY_20090521053330 Names
SCC_ENTITY_20090520155342 National ID
SCC_ENTITY_20091126154843 Person Data (CAN)
SCC_ENTITY_20091202124323 Person Data (NZL)
SCC_ENTITY_20090520035051 Person Data (USA)
SCC_ENTITY_20090520155540 Person Data Effdt
SCC_ENTITY_20090520144339 Person Relationship
SCC_ENTITY_20090520154002 Person SA
SCC_ENTITY_20090520155634 Phone
SCC_ENTITY_20090520035753 Port of Entry Data
SCC_ENTITY_20090917022051 Publications
SCC_ENTITY_20090520153904 Religious Preference
SCC_ENTITY_20090520152610 Residency Official
SCC_ENTITY_20090520152928 Residency Self
SCC_ENTITY_20091201145851 Scholarship Data (NLD)


SCC_ENTITY_20091130122625 Student Bank Account (NLD)
SCC_ENTITY_20090520153020 Student Career (Constituent)
SCC_ENTITY_20091130134055 Student Correspondence (NLD)
SCC_ENTITY_20091126120241 Student Data (AUS)
SCC_ENTITY_20091201162844 Student Information (NLD)
SCC_ENTITY_20091201143403 Student Names (NLD)
SCC_ENTITY_20091201135712 Student Nationalities (NLD)
SCC_ENTITY_20091130160704 Student Prior Education (NLD)
SCC_ENTITY_20091126132815 Student Report (CAN)
SCC_ENTITY_20090520152126 * Test Score
SCC_ENTITY_20091202113740 Tribal Affiliation (NZL)
SCC_ENTITY_20090520035455 Visa Permit Data
SCC_ENTITY_20090520154055 Work Experience


* For coding purposes, this Recruiting and Admissions record is a child of the Constituent entity. The record is
not displayed in the Constituent Staging component and cannot be configured for data update rule.


See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer", Step 3: Creating Entities section in this
chapter for more information on how to create new entities.
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See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry"


External Search/Match and CTM
CTM is integrated with External Search/Match. External Search/Match can only be run for one person at a
time (batch is not supported at the time of publication of this chapter). Therefore, CTM triggers the External
Search/Match services in the following scenarios:


• Realtime: Occurs through an online transaction, when a guest user is unknown to the Campus Solutions
system (that is, no EMPLID is passed for the user). At Save or Submit time, when Search/Match is set to
be processed Realtime, the Search/Match/Post process triggers. If External Search/Match is enabled, CTM
calls the External Search/Match services. The search results are interpreted exactly like what the Campus
Solutions system does for the internal Search/Match. For processing the realtime transaction, the Campus
Solutions system uses the Search/Match configuration that is set up in the Transaction Setup component
for the transaction that is being processed. Note that if the Search/Match configuration for 1 Match Found
= Update, and the one matching candidate comes from the external system, then the Campus Solutions
system first automatically imports the constituent data for the matching candidate and creates an EMPLID.
Then, the Campus Solutions system updates the EMPLID with the data that was entered by the guest user.


• Manually: Occurs when an administrator analyzes the data that appears in the Constituent Staging
component for a specific Temporary ID and clicks the Search/Match Results link. Because this is also
performed for a single person, External Search/Match is triggered and the search results page shows
matching candidates from internal Search/Match and/or External Search/Match depending on the results.
This is exactly the same behavior if you use the Search/Match Integrated component to perform the search.


Note. External Search/Match does not support searches in batch, therefore, the CTM Transaction Management
batch process does not trigger External Search/Match.


See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Search/Match”


PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up External Search/Match”


List of Values Framework and CTM
Self-service user interfaces (such as an online CTM transaction) constructed outside of your PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions database may contain data fields that have predefined or prompt values used to control and
streamline data entry for the user. If you want to display these values that are set up inside your PeopleSoft
Campus Solutions database, whether it is for a prompt field or a field that contains translate values, the List of
Values web service operation (SCC_GET_LOV) can be used. The web service recognizes and provides the
values that are used to populate drop-down list boxes on a user interface and for validating selections.


See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up List of Values"
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Setting Up CTM
This section discusses:


• Setting up counter.


• Setting up a transaction.


• Defining the search/match criteria.


• File Parser and CTM.


• Defining data updates rules.


• Setting Up affiliation overrides for a data update rule.
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Pages Used to Set Up CTM
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Counter Setup SCC_AWS_FIX_CTRS Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmnt, Counter Setup


Set up the max ID number
for the Temporary
Constituent ID.


Transaction Setup SCC_TRANSAC_DTLS • Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Transaction Setup


• Student Admissions,
UCAS Processing,
Search/Match Processing,
Transaction Setup


Define the transaction for
an online transaction or an
offline transaction.


Search/Match Setup SCC_SEARCH_PARMS • Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Transaction Setup,
Search/Match Setup


• Student Admissions,
UCAS Processing,
Search/Match Processing,
Transaction Setup,
Search/Match Setup


Define the Search/Match
criteria for an online
transaction or for running
Search/Match manually
from the Constituent Staging
component.


Not applicable for the user
registration transaction.


Data Update Rule Entry SCC_DUR_ENTRY Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Data Update Rule
Entry


Define the rules to update
specific constituent data
stored in the production
tables, with incoming data
from the staging records.


Not applicable for the user
registration transaction.


Affiliation Overrides SCC_DUR_AFL_OVRD Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Data Update Rule
Entry, Affiliation Overrides


Override a data update rule
based on the affiliation the
constituent has with the
academic institution.


Not applicable for the user
registration transaction.


Setting Up Counter
Access the Counter Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Constituent Transaction
Mgmnt, Counter Setup).
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Counter Setup page


Constituent Transaction Management
The system automatically increments the Temp Constituent ID field by one when CTM generates a transaction.
Set the last used number so that automatic numbering does not create numbers that already exist in the data.


Temp Constituent ID Displays the last Temporary Constituent ID assigned. The system assigns a
Temp Constituent ID when CTM generates a transaction. The value assigned
is the value for the SCC_TEMP_ID key field.


See "Setting Up CTM," Setting Up a Transaction section


Fix Counter Clicking this button resets the Temp Constituent ID based on the highest value
of that field in the database. The field is dynamically found based on the
Peopletools metadata for the record field relationships, and the maximum
possible value for that field across all possible records is set as the counter.
This avoids the possibility of the system trying to reuse an ID and being
polluted by pre-existing data.


Delegate Access
The system automatically increments the Proxy ID field by one when a delegator creates a new proxy. Set the
last used number so that automatic numbering does not create numbers that already exist in the data.


Proxy ID Displays the last Proxy ID assigned. The system assigns a Proxy ID when a
delegator creates a new proxy (new contact) in the Share My Information
component. The value created is used programmatically and not displayed
on pages.


Fix Counter Clicking this button resets the Proxy ID based on the highest value of that
field in the database. The field is dynamically found based on the Peopletools
metadata for the record field relationships, and the maximum possible value
for that field across all possible records is set as the counter. This avoids
the possibility of the system trying to reuse an ID and being polluted by
pre-existing data.


Note
After you have begun using the CTM functionality, you can access this page to determine the last number
that was incremented for the Proxy ID or the Temporary Constituent ID. Manually changing this number is
practical for the initial setup, but not recommended for further changes. If the ID entered is changed to an
existing number, the system will attempt to re-use the ID. Instead use the Fix Counter button.
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Setting Up a Transaction
Access the Transaction Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Transaction Setup).
Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — no code change:
The following sentence explaining the screen shot has been added.


The following is an example of how a delivered CTM transaction involving both constituent and
transaction-specific data can be set up (note that the Transaction Handler section contains an application
class specific to the created admissions transaction):


Transaction Setup page (1 of 2)
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Transaction Setup page (2 of 2)


Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — no code change:
The following paragraph and screen shot have been added.


The following is an example of how a delivered CTM transaction involving only constituent data can be
set up. Note that the Transaction Handler section contains the delivered application class handling only
the constituent data and the data is partitioned By Constituent (because no transaction-specific data exists,
selecting By Transaction is not logical):
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Transaction setup involving only constituent data (1 of 2)
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Transaction setup involving only constituent data (2 of 2)


The following is how the delivered New User Registration transaction is set up:
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Transaction Setup page: New User Registration transaction


Transaction Indicates the transaction code.
You specify the transaction code when you add a transaction.


Transaction Status Activate or inactivate the transaction. The field is used for informational
purpose only. No coded logic is delivered with this field.


Data Update Rule Select the data update rule that you want the system to apply to the constituent
data managed by this transaction. You define a data update rule in the Data
Update Rule Entry page.
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Transaction Options


Online Transaction Select to indicate that the transaction is performed online by a user. For
example, an online transaction occurs when an applicant saves or submits an
admission application through AAWS.
Clear this check box to indicate that the transaction is performed offline by a
user. For example, an offline transaction occurs when you use File Parser to
load applications from a text file.


New User Registration Select to indicate that the transaction is used to perform registration and
authentication of a new user.
If you select this check box, the system hides the Search/Match Setup tab, the
Partition Data group box, and the Transaction Data Launch View group box,
because they are not applicable for a new user registration transaction.


Note. Your system allows for only one transaction to be set as new user
registration at a time. The NEW_USER_REGISTRATION transaction is
delivered with your system. Because of this restriction, the system hides the
New User Registration check box for all other transactions. Do not modify the
NEW_USER_REGISTRATION transaction name because the system uses
the name to register a user account.


Batch Select if you do not want the system to immediately process Search/Match
when the data is individually submitted. If you select this option, the system
stores the submitted data in staging tables and you will need to run the
Transaction Management process to run Search/Match and post the submitted
data to Campus Solutions.
When you deselect the Online Transaction check box, the system automatically
selects and disables the Batch option. In other words, because the transaction
will be processed offline, Search/Match can only be processed by Batch.


Realtime Select to have the system immediately process Search/Match when the data
is saved or submitted from an online transaction.


Run on Save This check box appears if the Realtime check box is selected.
Select this check box if you want the system to immediately run Search/Match
when a user saves a transaction. Clear this check box if you want the system to
immediately run Search/Match when a user submits a transaction.


Warning! Selecting Run on Save will trigger Search/Match immediately after
user saves the transaction. Make sure your user interface requires sufficient
personal information to be entered so that there is enough data to populate the
search criteria used by Search/Match. Otherwise, Search/Match could create a
new ID or update an existing record with erroneous or missing information.
Any subsequent saves prior to submit will update production constituent data
if an EMPLID is assigned dependent on your data update rule settings.
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Transaction Handler
A transaction can contain generic information about a constituent (such as names, addresses, and date of
birth), as well as data specific to the transaction. For example, an admission online application transaction
will include personal information (constituent data) and application data (transaction data). You can use the
Transaction Handler group box to define how the system should handle all the transaction data. You can create
your own PeopleCode application class handler for the transaction data and then associate that application
class with the transaction in this group box.


See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer", Step 7: Setting Up a Transaction section of
this chapter for information about how to create the application class.
Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — no code change:
The following paragraph and table have been updated.


The following table lists the delivered transaction handler values and Staged Record Name value for the
New User Registration transaction (NEW_USER_REGISTRATION) or for transactions that only involve
constituent data. Do not change these values for New User Registration.


Root Package ID Path Application Class ID Staged Record Name
SCC_CTM TRANSACTION DefaultTransaction SCC_STG_CONSTIT


Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — no code change:
The following paragraph and table have been added.


The following table lists the delivered transaction handler values and Staged Record Name value for
transactions that only involve constituent data.


Root Package ID Path Application Class ID Staged Record Name
SCC_CTM TRANSACTION DefaultTransaction SCC_DFLT_TRANS


Transaction Status and Date
The system needs a record in transaction staging tables where it can store the status of the transaction
(SCC_TRANS_STS) as well as the transaction status date (SCC_TRANS_STS_DT). These two fields keep
track of the status of the transaction code and time stamp of any changes in staging records. The Staged Record
Name field indicates the record where the transaction status and the transaction status date are stored.


The transaction staging record you select here must include the following fields:


• SCC_TEMP_ID (key field)
• SCC_TRANSAC_CD
• SCC_TRANS_STS
• SCC_TRANS_STS_DT
• SCC_AUDIT_SBR record for audit tracking
• Any other fields related to your transaction
Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — no code change:
The following note has been added.
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Note. The NEW_USER_REGISTRATION transaction is an exception to the above rule. The transaction is
set up with the Staged Record Name SCC_STG_CONSTIT that does not contain the SCC_TRANS_STS
and the SCC_TRANS_STS_DT fields. The reason is that a New User Registration transaction can either
be posted or not. Therefore, its transaction status gets automatically set to Posted. The record stores the
constituent staging status field value (SCC_STG_STATUS) and the constituent staging status date field value
(SCC_STG_STS_DT) for the New User Registration transaction. SCC_STG_CONSTIT is also used across all
CTM transactions as it holds basic constituent data used inside the Constituent Staging component.


Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — no code change:
The following paragraph has been added.


SCC_DFLT_TRANS is another delivered staged record name that can be used for transactions that only
involves constituent data (the data manipulated inside the transaction is only applicable to constituent
information, not to any transaction-specific data).


For an example of how a staging record name is created and used for CTM transactions involving both
constituent and transaction-specific data, review the delivered AAWS admissions transaction staging record
SAD_APL_DAT_STG.


See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer", Step 7: Setting Up a Transaction section of
this chapter for information about how to create the application class.


Constituent Handler
Use the Constituent Handler group box to define how the system should handle the constituent data in a
transaction. You can create your own PeopleCode application class handler for the constituent data and then
associate that application class with the transaction in this group box.


The default application class that handles the constituent data is delivered with the system. You can modify
this application class or create a new application class.


The following table lists the default constituent handler values. You should always use these values when
defining the constituent handler values for an online transaction or batch load transaction.


Root Package ID Path Application Class ID
SCC_SL_TRANSACTION INTFC DefaultConstituent


See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer", Step 7: Setting Up a Transaction section of
this chapter for information about how to create the application class.


Partition Data
Use the following options to indicate how the system should maintain the data in the staging tables.


By Constituent Select this option to have the system maintain only one instance of the
constituent data for all transactions of the constituent (that is, One Constituent
: Multiple Transactions ratio). This means that constituent data updates
performed within a single transaction are visible across all other subsequent
transactions. An example of the By Constituent impact: An applicant (user ID:
Gina) has used an online application to register for a user account and then,
later on, saved or submitted four admission applications. The system creates a
total of five transactions for Gina, one transaction for user registration and four
transactions for the four applications. For all the five transaction records, the
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system maintains a single constituent record. Gina updates her email address
when saving or submitting the fourth application. The system updates Gina’s
constituent record with the new email address.


By Transaction Select this option to have the system maintain a separate instance of constituent
data for every transaction of the constituent (that is, One Constituent : One
Transaction ratio). This means that constituent data updates performed within
a single transaction are not visible across all other transactions. An example of
the By Transaction impact: An applicant (user ID: Jason) has used an online
application to register for a user account and then, later on, saved or submitted
four admission applications. The system creates a total of five transactions
for Jason. For all the five transaction records, the system maintains five
constituent records of Jason. Jason updates his email address when saving or
submitting the fourth application. The system updates Jason’s constituent
record related to the fifth transaction with the new email address but does not
update his other four constituent records.


If you have selected By Constituent, the Summary Information page of the Constituent Staging component
displays multiple transaction rows in the Related Transactions region (if multiple transactions exist for the
constituent). When you search for transactions of a user who has multiple By Constituent transactions, the
Constituent Staging component automatically displays the Summary Information page of the user with the
related transactions. In the following example, the partition data by constituent option has been selected for
the GLAKE_GRAD_TEST and PSUNV_BUSN_APPLICATION transactions and, therefore, the Summary
Information page displays for the constituent Paul, the two application transactions he applied to, on a single
page.


Partition Data By Constituent (Summary Information page)


If you have selected By Transaction, the Summary Information page of the Constituent Staging component
always displays only one transaction row in the Related Transaction region (even if multiple transactions
exist for the constituent). When you search for transactions of a user who has multiple By Transaction
transactions, the Constituent Staging component displays multiple search results. In the following example,
the partition data by transaction option has been selected for the PSUNV_UENG_APPLICATION and
ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION transactions and, therefore, the system displays multiple search results
for the constituent Sarah Dominguez.
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Partition Data By Transaction (search results)


In the following example, you can see that the Summary Information page displays only one application
transaction for the constituent because the partition data by transaction option has been selected for the
ADMISSION_APPLICATION transaction:


Partition Data By Transaction (Summary Information page)


If you have selected the partition by transaction option, the system assigns a unique temporary ID to each
transaction that the system generates for the constituent. If you have selected the partition by constituent option,
the system assigns a unique temporary ID to all the transactions that the system generates for the constituent.


See “Processing Staged CTM Transactions" section in this chapter for information on the Constituent Staging
component.


For the New User Registration transaction, partitioning is not applicable.
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Note. When using the administrator mode, the system always generates a temporary ID for each application
that an administrator creates, regardless of whether you have selected the By Transaction or By Constituent
option. In other words, the system does not support partition by constituent for the administrator mode.


Note. When creating multiple transactions that use the same transaction staging records, we recommend
setting those transactions with the same partitioning option. For instance if you choose to partition by
Transaction, do so for all of those transactions. If your choice is partition by constituent, the same applies.
You create multiple transactions if you want to use different Data Update Rule values, different Search/Match
configuration, or if you added your own logic based on transaction name.


Transaction Data Launch View
This group box indicates the location of the staging component created for the transaction. The information
given here allows users to access the transaction staging component by clicking a link on the Constituent
Staging component. This link that transfers the user to the transaction staging component is labeled with the
Transaction Name. The link is displayed on the Related Transactions grid of the Summary Information page
of the Constituent Staging component.


The Transaction Data Launch View group box is not available for user registration. Therefore, by default, the
Summary Information page does not display a link for the user registration transaction.


See "Processing Staged CTM Transactions", Reviewing Constituent Information section for more information
about the transfer link.


Defining the Search/Match Criteria
Access the Search/Match Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Transaction Setup, Search/Match Setup).
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Search/Match Setup page


Each transaction has its own Search/Match configuration. This allows for flexibility.


Note. The words “Parameters Refreshed” appear if this is the first time you have entered this page, or if the
setup of any of the parameters on this page changed since the last time you accessed this page.


Batch, Realtime, and Run
on Save


Indicates the Search/Match options you have selected on the Transaction
Setup page. These options are discussed in the "Setting Up CTM", Setting
Up a Transaction section.


Select a Search Type, Search Parameter, Search Result Code, and other search fields as appropriate. The
values selected on this page are used behind the scenes when Search/Match or External Search/Match is
processed Realtime at the time the user saves or submits an online transaction and manually from the Summary
Information page when an administrator triggers Search/Match by clicking the Search/Match Results link for
a specific transaction.


To set up Search/Match when set to process by Batch, the information given here is defaulted inside
the Transaction Manager run control component and can be modified from there. See the “Specifying
Search/Match Parameters for Batch Processing” section.


Note. Transaction Manager supports only person searches at this time. Therefore, the Search Type field
defaults to Person and only Search Parameter and Search Result Code values set up for Person are valid.


For information about setting up Search/Match rules, order, parameters, and results:


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Search/Match”


For information on how external Search/Match is used:
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See “External Search/Match and CTM” section of this chapter.


Match(es) Found
This group box contains one row for each search rule defined in the Search Parameter selected. Define
Search/Match orders and Search/Match rules on the Search/Match Rule page.


Search Order Nbr (search
order number)


For each order number, select what you want to do with the incoming record if
the search/match/post process discovers one or more matching records.


One Match and Multiple
Matches


Select whether you want to add, update, suspend, or ignore matching records:


• Add: Add a new record to your database using the data from the staging
table record.


• Update: Update the existing record in your database using the data from
the staging table record.


Note. Updates are dependent on what has been defined as update rules on
the Data Update Rule Entry component. The Data Update Rule component
is discussed in the "Setting up CTM", Defining Data Update Rules
section of this chapter.


• Suspend: Suspend any processing of the staging table record. Use the
Constituent Staging component to determine manually whether or not this
staged record matches a record in your database. The Constituent Staging
component is discussed in the “Processing Staged CTM Transactions”
section of this chapter.


• Ignore: Ignore the staging table record that matched a record in your
database.


No Match Found
Select one of the following options to specify what Search/Match should do when it does not find a matching
record in your database or the external system if you use External Search/Match:


• Add: Add the unmatched record, including personal data, to your database.
• Suspend: Keep the unmatched record in the staging tables to be looked at manually. Use the Constituent


Staging component to review the record.
• Ignore: Ignore the unmatched record completely. Use the Constituent Staging component to review


the record.


Note. You cannot define a Search/Match setting for the user registration transaction. The new user registration
feature does not ask the user enough personal information for creating a new ID. Also, a new user may
create a user ID and password without ever coming back to fill out an online application. The information
entered as part of the new user registration process is therefore kept in the constituent data staging table until
the user actually performs a transaction.


File Parser and CTM
When creating an offline transaction (you did not select the Online Transaction check box on the Transaction
Setup page), you can take advantage of the PeopleSoft File Parser utility to load data from an external file into
Campus Solutions. The external file can be a delimited file or a flat file.
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To load data from an external file perform the following steps:


1. Set up the CTM transaction (you will need the transaction code in the next step).


2. Set up File Parser definitions.


3. Run the File Parser process to load the data into staging tables.


4. Review the staged data.


5. Run the Transaction Management Process to post the staged data into the production records.


When setting up the offline CTM transaction on the Transaction Setup page (Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities, Constituent Transaction Mgmt), you must deselect the Online Transaction check box.
The Batch option for processing Search/Match gets automatically selected.


This is an example of a CTM transaction set up for loading data in batch into the staging tables:


Transaction Setup page: File Parser batch load transaction (1 of 2)
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Transaction Setup page: File Parser batch load transaction (2 of 2)


When setting up File Parser, set up the desired transaction code for the batch load on the Mapping page
of the File Mapping Definition component. You can set this code as a default value (by default, the
SCC_TRANSAC_CD field in the SCC_STG_CONSTIT record stores the transaction code). The File Parser
process can also retrieve the transaction code directly from the load file (in such a case, set the mapping
action to Direct from file).


Also, it is required to at least include the following constituent staging records on the Context Definition page
(Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, File Parser, Context Definition):


• SCC_STG_CONSTIT. It is required to set the following fields, even though they are not necessarily
required in the record:
• SUBMITTED – Default to N
• SCC_TRANSAC_CD – Set according to Transaction Setup
• SCC_STG_STATUS – Default to LD (Loaded)
• SCC_STG_STATUS_DT – Default to %Date


• SCC_SL_TRNMAP (Force Insert)
• SCC_STG_NAMES
• SCC_STG_PERSSA (should be set with Force Insert if no incoming fields are mapped)


Note. There might be transaction staging records that are also required to be defined on the Context
Definition page. Review the related transaction entities using the Entity Registry component to determine
the additional records.
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Warning! When using a file to upload data into the staging records, do not populate the EMPLID field with a
value that the system has not yet created in the production database. If you provide an EMPLID value that
does not exist in the production database, the post process to production tables will fail (the EMPLID value
passed will not be used to create a new EMPLID). The same is also true for the User ID (USERID field). The
process will not create a User ID using the value entered in the file.


See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 People Book, Using the File Parser Process


Defining Data Update Rules
Data update rules allow you to define the conditions when the constituent staging data should update the
constituent data in production records. Prior to promoting the staged data to production, CTM evaluates the
data update rules specified for the transaction that is being processed.


A data update rule defines whether or how transactions can update constituent staging data in the constituent
production tables. It is not used for the transaction-specific data. Also, the data update rule functionality
is applicable only for actions performed through CTM and not for the actions that an administrative user
performs using the Campus Solutions pages or components.


The following data update rule values are delivered with your system:


Data Update Rule Rule Name
ADD_IF_BLANK_RULE Add If Blank Rule
DEFAULT_UPDATE_RULE Default Update Rule
DO_NOT_UPDATE_RULE Do Not Update Rule


Those are samples and can be modified to accommodate your needs. When creating a new rule, you can use
one of the delivered rules as a basis to create your desired update rule(s) by clicking the Copy button. To use
the new rule, associate it with a transaction code on Transaction Setup page.


Data update rules are set at the entity level, not at the staging record level. Only the entities where Apply Data
Update Rule is selected can be defined as part of a Data Update Rule. Therefore, when adding a new data
update rule, the Data Update Rule Entry page displays all those entities for which the Apply Data Update
Rule check box is selected. This check box is available on the Entity Registry page (Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Entity, Entity Registry). For those entities that you are not using as part of your transaction,
set the Update Action to Do Not Update so you do not unintentionally blank or zero out data that may be
populated by other business processes.


In the case of effective-dated entity data such as Biographical History: If data update rules allow the data in the
Campus Solutions system to be updated but the incoming data is same as the data already in the system, then a
new EFFDT row is Not created (no data update occurs). Suppose, you have set up a rule that gender can be
updated by an online transaction. The system has the latest biographical history record, effective-dated April
26, 2009, with information such as Gender as Female and Marital Status as Single. The applicant on April
27, 2009 submits the same biographical history information such as Gender as Female and Marital Status as
Single. In this case, because the information is the same, the system does not enter a new effective-dated row.
The latest effective-dated row remains the same in the PeopleSoft system, which is April 26, 2009.


Warning! You must define the data update rules for any new entity that has been added through the Entity
Registry page where the Apply Data Update Rule check box is selected. Additional coding is also necessary to
incorporate a new entity into the data update rules.
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The following entity names are child entities of the Constituent entity. They are not applicable for data
update rules due to their key structures.


Entity Keys Notes
Person Relationship (and its child
records)


EMPLID, RELATIONSHIP_NBR and
EFFDT


A new record row is always inserted.


Exception: Relationship Type =
Spouse


• Only one spouse record row is
allowed.


• A new effective-dated row is
inserted for the spouse relationship
type.


Creation of reciprocal relationships is
not included as part of CTM.


Publications EMPLID and PUBLICATION_NBR A new record row is always inserted.
Work Experience EMPLID and SEQUENCE_NBR A new record row is always inserted.
Honors and Awards EMPLID and DT_RECVD A new record row is always inserted.


Note. Data Update Rule is not applicable for the New User Registration transaction
(NEW_USER_REGISTRATION).


Warning! Data Update Rule is only applicable for updating constituent production records with the constituent
staging data. It is not applicable to update the transaction production records.


Access the Data Update Rule Entry page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Constituent
Transaction Mgmt, Data Update Rule Entry).
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Data Update Rule Entry page (1 of 4)
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Data Update Rule Entry page (2 of 4)
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Data Update Rule Entry page (3 of 4)


Data Update Rule Entry page (4 of 4)


Copy Click to access the Copy Data Update Rule page and copy an existing rule’s
settings to the new rule.
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Refresh Click to refresh the entities populated on the Data Update Rule Entry page.
When you click the button, a message appears indicating which entities have
been added or removed from the page.
For example, suppose you added a new entity and selected the Apply Data
Update Rule check box on the Entity Registry page. In such a case, you must
click the Refresh button to populate the Data Update Rule Entry page with this
new entity. Conversely, you cleared the Apply Data Update Rule check box
on the Entity Registry page for an entity. In such a case, you must click the
Refresh button to remove the entity from the Data Update Rule Entry page.


Set All Actions To Select an update action that you want to apply for all the entities. The
update actions you can select are Add If Blank, Do Not Update, Safe Update
(applicable for only non-type entities) and Update/Insert.


Entity Name Displays the name of the entity as defined on the Entity Registry page.


Staging Record Displays the staging record where the system stores the incoming entity data
from a transaction. You define a staging record for an entity on the Entity
Registry page.


Entity Type This field is only available for entities with multiple types, such as Address
(Address Types) and Name (Name Types) entities. The default value is All.
Select Show All Types to display all the types for an entity. Select this value
if you want to specify a different update action for one or more types of an
entity. For example, suppose you want to enter Update/Insert update action for
campus address and Add If Blank update action for all the other address types
(such as home or billing). In such a case, select Show All Types for the Address
entity and specify the update action for each address type.
Select All if you do not want to display all the types for an entity. Select this
value if you want to specify the same update action for all the types of an
entity. For example, select All if you want to enter Update/Insert update action
for all the address types (such as campus, home and billing).


Warning! Do not confuse the meaning of entity type described here with the
Entity Type defined in the Entity Registry component. In the context of Data
Update Rule, entity type refers to the types included inside certain data
fields. For example Names has different types, so do Addresses, Phone,
and Email Address.


Entity Field This field is only available for entities that do not have any types, such as
Constituent and Diversity entities.
Select Show All Fields to display all the non-key fields of an entity. Select this
value if you want to specify a different update action rule for one or more
fields of an entity. For example, suppose you want to enter Do Not Update as
the update action for Date of Birth field and enter Add If Blank update action
for rest of the Constituent fields (such as Birth Location or Birth Country). In
such a case, select Show All Fields for the Constituent entity and specify the
update action for each Constituent field.
When you select Show All Fields, Entity Field displays the long description for
each of the non-key fields contained in the production record listed for the
Entity Name in the Entity Registry component.
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Note. The Show All Fields option does not display the key fields because key
fields cannot be overridden or updated.


For information about defining an entity name (entity):


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry”


Update Action
Identify what the system should do when it posts the entity data to the production records of an existing
constituent:


Select Add If Blank to add the entity data only if the constituent does not have the entity data. For example,
suppose you have assigned Add If Blank to the Home Email Address entity type for the graduate application
transaction. The email address staging record contains a Home email address for a particular Temporary ID. In
the case where that constituent does not have a home email address on the email address production record
of the database, the system adds the constituent’s home email address to the database. If the constituent
already had a Home email address, the staged value will not update the production record since it is not
blank (a value already exists).


Note. For the Update Action Add if Blank, an existing Gender of Unknown is considered to be blank and will
be updated. As well, if the National ID is populated with the Country Default (XXX-XX-XXXX for example),
it is considered to be blank and will be updated.


Select Do Not Update to prevent the constituent’s entity data from being updated. For example, suppose you
have assigned Do Not Update to the National ID entity for the graduate application transaction. The National
ID staging record contains a National ID for a particular Temporary ID. In the case where that constituent
already has a National ID on the National ID production record of the database, the system does not update the
applicant’s existing National ID.


Note. Do Not Update is the default value for all the entity names.


Note. Keep in mind the relationship of a field to another field when defining your update actions for individual
fields in an entity. For example, do not set State/Province to Update/Insert if you have Country set to Do
Not Update. If the system already has a Country value of Canada and a Province value of Alberta, but the
incoming data has a Country value of Australia and a Province value of Tasmania, you will get an error when
posting the data as Tasmania is not a valid Province for Canada.


Warning! Note that if the Do Not Update action is selected for an entity or an entity field, the data will not be
posted even if data does not exist on the production record.
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Select Safe Update to update or insert the constituent’s entity data only if the incoming data is populated. This
action is available only for entities without a type. If the entity data has an effective date, then the system
inserts new effective-dated rows but does not overwrite existing fields with blank or zero. If the entity data
does not have an effective date, then the system updates the existing record only for the fields where incoming
data is populated. For example, suppose you have assigned Safe Update to the Constituent entity for the
graduate application transaction. The system receives a graduate application with only Date of Birth and Birth
Country populated for the Constituent entity. Birth State and Birth Location are not populated as part of the
incoming data. The applicant already has Date of Birth, Birth Country, Birth State and Birth Location on
the production record of the database. In such a case, the system updates Date of Birth and Birth Country
with the incoming data but will not update Birth State and Birth Location as these fields are not populated
as part of the incoming data.


For Safe Update specifically, handling of blanks or zero values in incoming data is as follows:


• For TYPED data, being entities with a built in Type (such as Names and Addresses), the blanking out of
fields during update is allowed as these entities are atomic in nature and must be updated as a single unit.
For this reason, Safe Update is not shown as an option for entities with a Type.


• For EFFDT and non-EFFDT entities (which are not typed), we will not blank out or set an existing
field to blank or zero if Safe Update is selected as the update action. For example, on your transaction,
you require Birth Date and Birth Country to be completed but you do not have Birth Location or Birth
State/Province on your transaction. The existing record has values populated for Birth Location and Birth
State/Province. By selecting Safe Update, the values for Birth Location and Birth State/Province will not
be updated to blank when the transaction data is posted.


Select Update/Insert to update or insert the constituent’s entity data, even if the incoming and existing values
are the same. If the entity data has an effective date, then the system inserts a new effective-dated row if the
incoming data differs from the current effective-dated row. If the entity data does not have an effective
date, then the system updates the existing record.


For Update/Insert specifically, handling of blanks or zero values in incoming data is as follows:


• For TYPED data, being entities with a built in Type (such as Names and Addresses), the blanking out of
fields during update is allowed as these entities are atomic in nature and must be updated as a single unit.


• For EFFDT and non-EFFDT entities (which are not typed), we allow the blanking or zero set of entity
fields for the Update/Insert Data Update Action. For this reason, care should be taken for each entity or
field when selecting this option. There may be circumstances where it is appropriate that incoming data
blank out or set a field to zero and other cases where this is not appropriate.


Warning! Note that the Update/Insert action will update character-based fields to blank or null and numeric
fields to zero if the field is not populated on the incoming entity. For example, suppose you have assigned
Update/Insert to the Constituent entity for the graduate application transaction. The system receives a graduate
application with only Date of Birth and Birth Country populated for the Constituent entity. Birth State and
Birth Location are not populated as part of the incoming data. The applicant already has Date of Birth, Birth
Country, Birth State and Birth Location on the production record of the database. In such a case, the system
updates the applicant’s existing Date of Birth and Birth Country with the incoming data but will also update
Birth State and Birth Location to blank. For this reason, use caution when selecting the Update/Insert action to
prevent existing data from being updated to blank or zero. In the example above, if you do not want the Birth
State and Birth Location to become blank, you should select the Update Action of Safe Update.


Refer to the next section “Setting Up Affiliation Overrides for a Data Update Rule” for information on how
you can have the system update constituent data based on the affiliation the institution has with the constituent.
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See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry"


Setting Up Affiliation Overrides for a Data Update Rule
Access the Affiliation Overrides page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Constituent
Transaction Mgmt, Data Update Rule Entry, Affiliation Overrides).


Affiliation Overrides page


Warning! To use Affiliation Overrides, Transaction Setup must be set to Partition by Transaction, Institution
must be a field for the Staged Record Name entered in the Transaction Status and Date section of Transaction
Setup, and the Affiliation Overrides page must be set up.


Rule Name Displays the name of the rule given in the Data Update Rule Entry tab.


Institution and Affiliation
Code


Enter the academic institution and affiliation for which you want to override
the rule defined on the Data Update Rule Entry page.
For example, suppose for a rule name UGRD_APPLICATION you have
defined an Update/Insert update action for the Home Address entity type.
For the same rule, UGRD_APPLICATION, you can specify that if the system
receives a CTM transaction set with this rule name and the constituent has an
affiliation of Employee for the PSUNV institution, apply a different rule that
has an update action of Do Not Update for the Home Address entity type.


Affiliation Override
Rule ID


Enter the overriding rule for the academic institution and affiliation
combination.


Order Indicate the order in which you want the system to check the override rule.
The system applies the Affiliation Override Rule ID for the affiliation assigned
to the constituent using the following criteria:


• The highest order where the affiliation status is Active.


• The affiliation start date is less than or equal to the date when the
transaction is submitted.


• The affiliation end date is either blank or greater than or equal to the date
when the transaction is submitted.


For example, if you have defined an override rule for PSUNV and Employee
with order number 10 and another rule for PSUNV and Student with order
number 20, the system evaluates the Employee rule before the Student rule.
If the constituent has active affiliations for both Employee and Student, the
system applies the override rule for Employee. If the constituent has an active
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affiliation for only Student, the system applies the override rule for Student. If
the constituent does not have an affiliation for either Employee or Student, the
system applies the base update rule.


Processing Staged CTM Transactions
CTM is a framework that manages staged data for a transaction and how this data gets validated and moved to
the proper production tables. The staged data must be reviewed in two separate components:


• The Constituent Staging component (delivered with your system).


• The transaction staging component (delivered with your system for fully implemented transaction, for
instance, the Application Transactions staging component delivered with AAWS, or created by you if
you create your own CTM consumer).


Use the Constituent Staging component to review or edit the constituent data stored in the constituent staging
tables. The component includes a link that enables you to access the transaction staging component. The
transaction staging component shows the data from the staging records used for the transaction. You either
create this component (if you created a CTM consumer that has not been delivered with the system) or you use
the transaction components delivered with the system. For example, with AAWS we delivered the Application
Transactions component (SAD_APPL_STG) to allow viewing and editing the application transaction staged
data prior to posting it to the appropriate production tables.


See “Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer,” Step 5: Creating a Transaction Staging
Component – Optional section of this chapter.


The staging tables are holding tables and are separate from the core production records. Any data changes you
make in the staging components gets posted to the core production records when the posting process is executed
(real time, manually, or by batch) depending on data update rules. You can use these components to review the
information stored in the staging tables at any time. For example, you might prefer to look at the transaction
data immediately after the system loads it into the staging tables or after posting. This data is no longer editable
once all transactions related to the constituent record have a transaction status of Posted or Cancelled.


This section discusses:


• Reviewing constituent information.
• Reviewing constituent error messages.
• Constituent statuses.
• Transaction statuses.
• Reviewing constituent details.
• Reviewing constituent participation details.
• Reviewing constituent’s additional personal information.
• Reviewing constituent’s regional information.
• Running the Transaction Management process.
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Note. The search record for the Constituent Staging component is not restrictive. If your administrators
have access to the component, they will see all of the transactions performed. If you want to restrict the
information a user can see, you can create your own search record and add the Constituent Staging component
to a menu name specific to the transactions. For example, for AAWS admission transactions, we delivered
the Constituent Staging component inside an admissions menu name and the search record has been cloned
to include application center security.


Pages Used to Process Staged CTM Transactions
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Summary Information SCC_STG_CONST_STG • Campus Community,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Summary
Information


• Student Admissions,
Application Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Summary
Information


Review the constituent status
for a specific Temporary
ID, the constituent error
messages, and the
transactions performed for
or by the user.


Run the search/match/post
process or post the
transaction data.


Manually trigger
Search/Match to review the
list of potentially matching
candidates.


Constituent Details SCC_STG_CONST_DTLS • Campus Community,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Constituent
Details


• Student Admissions,
Application Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Constituent
Details


Review and edit the personal
information loaded in the
constituent staging records
for a specific Temporary
ID. Personal information
includes data such as names,
date of birth, national ID,
and address.


Participation Details SCC_STG_PARTICIP • Campus Community,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Participation
Details


• Student Admissions,
Application Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Participation
Details


Review and edit the
participation details
loaded in the constituent
staging records for a
specific Temporary ID.
Participation details may
include information such as
work experience and honors
and awards.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Additional Personal Info SCC_STG_ADDITION • Campus Community,


Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Additional
Personal Info


• Student Admissions,
Application Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Additional
Personal Info


Review and edit the
additional personal
information loaded in the
constituent staging records
for a specific Temporary
ID. Additional personal
information may include
citizenship details and
emergency contacts.


Regional SCC_STG_REGIONAL • Campus Community,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Regional


• Student Admissions,
Application Transaction
Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Regional


Review and edit the regional
information loaded in the
constituent staging records
for a specific Temporary ID.


Selection Parameters SCC_SL_SMP • Campus Community,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Transaction
Management Process,
Selection Parameters


• Student Admissions,
Application Transaction
Mgmt, Transaction
Management Process,
Selection Parameters


Enter selection parameters
for running the Transaction
Management process. You
can run search, match, and
post for saved and submitted
transactions in the staging
records. Also, you can
process a transaction for a
single person, all persons, or
use Population Selection to
select a subset of Temporary
IDs in the staging records.


Before you post the data,
set up the Search/Match
parameters on the
Search/Match Parameters
page.


Search/Match Parameters SCC_SL_SMP_PARM • Campus Community,
Constituent Transaction
Mgmt, Transaction
Management Process,
Search/Match Parameters


• Student Admissions,
Application Transaction
Mgmt, Transaction
Management Process,
Search/Match Parameters


Set up the Search/Match
parameters for the
Transaction Management
process. These are the
rules that determine what
the post process should do
with the staging record
after the Search/Match
process is complete.
The page defaults the
Search/Match parameters
entered in the Transaction
Setup component for the
Transaction Code selected.
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Reviewing Constituent Information
Access the Summary Information page (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Summary Information).


Summary Information page


Temporary ID Displays the auto-generated number.
The system assigns this number depending on whether you partitioned the
transaction either by constituent or by transaction on the Transaction Setup
page. If you have selected the partition by constituent option, a single
Temporary ID is associated to all the transactions of the individual. If you
have selected the partition by transaction option, the system assigns a new
Temporary ID to each transaction of the individual.


Note. Temporary ID is also known as Constituent Temporary ID. It is the main
key to the constituent and the transaction staging tables.


Note. The auto-generated number is initially set up in the Counter Setup
component. See the "Setting Up CTM", Setting Up Counter section in this
chapter.


Note. The Temporary ID field is only used by CTM transactions whether it is
in the staging records defined for CTM transactions or in the CTM logic. Its
value is not reused anywhere else. For instance, the post process does not
use this value to create an EMPLID. EMPLID is auto-generated and uses the
Last Employee ID Assigned value.


Constituent Status Indicates the status of the constituent data in the staging table. This status
controls when a transaction can be posted. Refer to the "Processing Staged
CTM Transactions," Constituent Statuses section for more information.


Note. Do not modify the delivered values in any way. Any modifications to
these values require a substantial programming effort.


ID Indicates the ID that will be used to post a transaction. ID value is determined
either by the User ID that performs the transaction (in the case of returning
users, the system retrieves the EMPLID value assigned to the user profile),
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the Search/Match process, or manually by an administrator if the search for
duplicates was performed individually.
Note that a returning user is a user that already has a User ID.


Run Search/Match/Post Click to run Search/Match and if an ID is identified, post the constituent data
to the appropriate production records. The transaction data also gets posted
for the transaction listed in the Related Transactions grid that are set with a
Transaction Status of Submitted (indicates the transaction is ready to be
posted).
If Search/Match has already been run, an ID is identified and the transaction
status is Submitted, the system displays the Post Transaction Data button
instead of the Run Search/Match/Post button. Clicking the Post Transaction
Data button posts the transactions listed in the Related Transactions grid that
are set with a Transaction Status of Submitted.
If all the transactions in the Related Transactions have a status of Posted, the
system disables the Post Transaction Data button.


Related Transactions


Status Indicates the status of the related transactions performed for or by the
Temporary ID. This status, along with the Constituent Status, controls when a
transaction can be posted. Refer to the "Processing Staged CTM Transactions,"
Transaction Statuses section for details.


Note. Do not modify the delivered values in any way. Any modifications to
these values require a substantial programming effort.


<Transaction Name> Click to access the transaction staging component created for the transaction
you clicked the link for. You can access the component only if you have
security access to it. The system disables the link if the user does not have
access to the target page.


Note. The link name, by default, matches the name given to the transaction
on the Transaction Setup component. In the preceding exhibit example —
Summary Information page — you can see that the link is Application Data
because for the ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION transaction the Transaction
Name is set to Application Data on the Transaction Setup component.


Online (Online Transaction) Indicates whether this transaction was performed online or offline. For
example, if the transaction is generated because a self-service user saved or
submitted a transaction, the system selects this check box. If the transaction
is generated because you have loaded staged data for multiple constituents
using the File Parser utility (that is, offline transaction), the system does
not select this check box.


Note. A transaction is set up to be performed online or offline in the
Transaction Setup page.


Search/Match Results Click to run Search/Match and manually review the matching candidates.
Using this link, you do not need to enter any search data. Instead, the
Search Parameter value defined in the Transaction Setup component for the
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transaction for which you clicked the link is used to identify the search fields
and the data for these fields is retrieved directly from the staging records. The
search results are displayed using the Search Results Code defined for that
same transaction in the Transaction Setup component.
If matches are found, the system displays the Integrated Search Results page.
Else, a message saying that no result was found is shown.


Note. The system does not display the Search/Match Results link for a
New User Registration transaction.


Note. The Search/Match function validates if External Search/Match is
enabled or disabled. If enabled, the Search/Match function triggers External
Search/Match. See “External Search/Match and CTM’ section in this chapter
for more information.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting
Up Search/Match”


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting
Up External Search/Match”


Set To Update ID Click this button if inadvertently you or the system has created or updated the
constituent data to a wrong ID and you want to repost the data with the correct
ID. The button appears only when Constituent Status = New ID Created or ID
Updated and none of the transactions listed in the Related Transactions grid
have a status = Posted (other than the New User Registration transaction called
NEW_USER_REGISTRATION).


Note. If a transaction was posted with the wrong ID (transaction status =
Posted), you need to first unpost the transaction, delete the created transaction
and then you will be able to see the Set to Update ID button and change the ID.
You unpost a transaction from the transaction staging component.


Constituent Errors
The Summary Information page displays the Constituent Errors section if the constituent status is Error.


Reviewing Constituent Error Messages
Access the Summary Information page (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Summary Information).


When constituent data is loaded into the staging records, validation is in place to make sure valid data is
entered. Errors can occur when a user saves or submits an online transaction, when an administrator enters
data directly inside the Constituent Staging component, or when the data is loaded through batch (for
example, using File Parser). When data is entered into the staging records, the system creates a transaction. A
transaction might have an error status for the constituent (person) or the transaction-specific data record. For
error indicators, look through both the components to find the erroneous field values and manually correct it.
When an error is detected, components display an error grid with the proper error message.
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For example, suppose an administrative user updates a Temporary ID’s information with an invalid email
address and an invalid National ID value. At component save time, data validation is performed. If an error is
found, the Constituent Status is set to Error and the Constituent Staging component displays the appropriate
error messages inside the Constituent Errors grid in the Summary Information page.


Note. The Constituent Staging component only validates and displays the errors related to the constituent data.
The errors related to the transaction-specific data are displayed on their respective staging component. For an
example of that, see PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, “Managing PeopleSoft Admission
Transactions”, Understanding Staged Admission Transactions Processing


Here is an example of constituent errors that the Constituent Staging component displays:


Example of constituent errors displayed in the Constituent Staging component


The Temporary IDs that are assigned a Constituent Status of Error need to be manually reconciled. You correct
the errors directly in the component and save. If the validation process does not find further errors, the system
changes the Constituent Status to Loaded, ready to go through the posting process. You can run the posting
process manually by clicking the Run Search/Match/Post button (enabled when data is eligible for posting), or
by running the Transaction Management process.


Note. To easily retrieve the Temporary IDs that need manual reconciliation, use the component search record
and select Constituent Status of Error. The search record returns all the Temporary IDs with that status.


The following example shows the Temporary IDs with error status after a search:
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Example of how to search for the Temporary IDs that have a Constituent Status of Error


Constituent Statuses
The following table describes the various constituent statuses:


Constituent Status Description How Status is Set
Loaded This status indicates that the system


has loaded the data into the staging
records and has not run Search/Match.


Set by the system if Search/Match
has not run or after an administrator
corrects an error.
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Constituent Status Description How Status is Set
New ID Created This status indicates that the system


has run Search/Match and has created
a new Employee ID for the staging
record.


The system assigns this status to a
record when it adds a new Employee
ID. It adds a new Employee ID when
the Search/Match settings for the
transaction determine that the record
is new. The system also assigns
this status to a record when you
manually set the constituent status to
Add New ID and then click the Run
Search/Match/Post button or run the
Transaction Management process.


The system can assign this status at
any time during the process depending
on how the transactions are set up. If
you have selected the real time option
on the Transaction Setup page, the
status assigns this status when the user
saves or submits their transaction.


Set by the system.


ID Updated This status indicates that the system
has run Search/Match and has found
an existing Employee ID for the
staging record or the transaction has
been processed for a returning user
where the Employee ID is known for
the user.


The system assigns this status to a
record when it updates constituent
data for an existing Employee ID.
It updates an existing Employee
ID when the Search/Match settings
for the transaction determine that a
matching record exists or if a returning
user saves or submits a subsequent
transaction. This can be done at any
time during the process depending on
how the transactions are set up. If the
process is real time, it will be done
at the point the user either saves or
submits their transaction.


Set by the system.
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Constituent Status Description How Status is Set
Suspended This status indicates that the system


has run Search/Match and has
suspended the staging record for your
review.


The system suspends a record from
further processing because possible
matches have been found based on
the Search/Match settings for the
transaction.


If previously you had changed the
status from Suspended to any other
status, you can manually change the
status back to Suspended (depending
on whether the constituent data has
been posted to the production record).


Set by the system.


Set manually.


Ignore This status indicates that the system
has run Search/Match and the
Search/Match parameters setup
suggests you to ignore the staging
record.


Processing of the record will not
continue while this status is set. You
can also manually assign this status
if you want the system to ignore the
staging record for further processing.


Set by the system.


Set manually.


Error This status indicates that the system
has encountered a problem when
processing the record.


The system can assign this status to a
staging record when it encounters a
problem during data validation, when
running Search/Match, or when the
data is being posted.


The system displays the error message
on the Summary Information page.
You must resolve the error and save
the record. The system does not allow
you to manually change from Error
status to another status. When you
resolve an error and save the record,
the status automatically changes to
Loaded, which indicates that you
need to start the processing again
by running the post process again
(whether it is done by clicking the
Run Search/Match/Post button or the
Post Transaction Data button or by
running the Transaction Management
process). Notice that if an ID was
already identified, the post process
will use it to revalidate and to post the
data.


Set by the system.
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Constituent Status Description How Status is Set
Add New ID This status indicates that you have


determined that the constituent should
be added as a new person.


You can assign this status when you
have determined that the staging
record should be added with a new
Employee ID.


Set manually.


Update ID This status indicates that you have
determined that an existing constituent
record should be updated with the
staging data.


You can use the Search/Match
results or the ID field to choose the
Employee ID whose record you want
to update. After assigning this status
and choosing an Employee ID, you can
click the Run Search/Match/Post
button or run the Transaction
Management process to update
the existing record.


Set manually.


Cancelled This status indicates that you have
determined the transaction is
incomplete, duplicate or should
not be processed further. You cannot
delete a transaction but you can
cancel a constituent transaction. No
further data updates by the user or the
administrative user can be performed
on a cancelled row. The Transaction
Management process ignores the
cancelled rows.


Note. Cancelling a constituent implies
that none of the transactions tied to it
can be updated or processed further.


Also if your user interface for the
online transaction is configured
appropriately, this status can be
used when an end user has manually
cancelled the transaction (for instance,
closed the browser window) before
saving or submitting an online
transaction.


Set by the system.


Set manually.


Transaction Statuses
The following table describes the various transaction statuses:
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Transaction Status Description
Saved This status indicates that the system has saved the


transaction to the staging records and the transaction is not
ready to be processed.


There are three ways to set a transaction status to Saved:


1. Automatically by the system when an online
transaction is saved (the user interface calls a Save
service operation).


See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM
Consumer," Step 4: Creating or Maintaining Web
Services section in this chapter for more details about
the Save service operation.


2. Manually by an administrative user from the
transaction staging component if for any reasons the
transactions is not ready for processing.


3. When setting up the File Mapping Definition, you can
define the default value that File Parser should assign
as the Transaction Status.


For more information about how to set up File Parser:


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions
9.0 PeopleBook, “Using File Parser for Loading
Applications"


Submitted This status indicates that system has submitted the
transaction to the staging records and the transaction is
ready to be processed.


There are three ways to set a transaction status to
Submitted:


1. Automatically by the system when an online
transaction is submitted (the user interface calls a
Submit service operation).


See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM
Consumer," Step 4: Creating or maintaining Web
Services section in this chapter for more details about
the Submit service operation.


2. Manually by an administrative user from the
transaction staging component to indicate the
transaction is ready to be processed. You cannot post
Saved transactions; only transactions with Submitted
status can be posted.


For more information about how to set up File Parser:


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions
9.0 PeopleBook, “Using File Parser for Loading
Applications".
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Transaction Status Description
Saved Error This status indicates that the system encountered problems


when saving a transaction. You must resolve these errors
before the transaction can be posted.


You cannot manually change this status. When you resolve
the error and save the staging record (from the appropriate
transaction staging component), the system automatically
sets the status back to Saved.


Submit Error This status indicates that the system encountered problems
when submitting a transaction. You must resolve these
errors before the transaction can be posted.


You cannot manually change this status. When you resolve
the error and save the staging record (from the appropriate
transaction staging component), the system automatically
sets the status back to Submitted.


Pending This status indicates that manual reconciliation is required
for some data element which is not necessarily an error.


For example, as part of AAWS, when manual reconciliation
is required for application fee waiver requests, the status is
set to Pending and the application fee status is set to Waiver.
You can manually change this status.


Note. Your transaction needs to include code to determine
the conditions where this status should be assigned.


Posted This status indicates that the system has successfully posted
the transaction. The staged data got inserted inside the
appropriate production records.


The system runs the posting process when you click the
Post Transaction Data button or the Run Search/Match/Post
button, or when you run the Transaction Management
process.


Reviewing Constituent Details
Access the Constituent Details page (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Constituent Details).
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Constituent Details page (1 of 2)


Constituent Details page (2 of 2)
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Reviewing Constituent Participation Details
Access the Participation Details page (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Participation Details).


Participation Details page (1 of 5)


Participation Details page (2 of 5)
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Participation Details page (3 of 5)
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Participation Details page (4 of 5)
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Participation Details page (5 of 5)


Add Attachment Click this button to browse for any file you want to attach to the page. After
attaching the file, click the View link to open it in a separate browser window,
or click Add to attach multiple files.


Reviewing Constituent’s Additional Personal Information
Access the Additional Personal Info page (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Constituent
Staging, Additional Personal Information).
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Additional Personal Info page (1 of 7)
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Additional Personal Info page (2 of 7)


Additional Personal Info page (3 of 7)
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Additional Personal Info page (4 of 7)


Additional Personal Info page (5 of 7)
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Additional Personal Info page (6 of 7)
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Additional Personal Info page (7 of 7)


Reviewing Constituent’s Regional Information
Access the Regional page (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Constituent Staging,
Regional).
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Regional page (1 of 9)
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Regional page (2 of 9)
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Regional page (3 of 9)


Regional page (4 of 9)
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Regional page (5 of 9)
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Regional page (6 of 9)


Regional page (7 of 9)
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Regional page (8 of 9)


Regional page (9 of 9)
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Running Transaction Management Process
Access the Selection Parameters page (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Transaction
Management Process, Selection Parameters).


Selection Parameters page


Use this functionality to process temporary constituent IDs stored inside the constituent and the transaction
staging tables. You can process all IDs, just one at a time, or use Population Selection to select staged IDs
meeting custom criteria. You can decide to only process the submitted transactions, the saved transactions,
or a combination of both. The process allows you to change the transaction status from Saved to Submitted,
run Search/Match and once an EMPLID is identified, post the constituent and transaction data to production
tables. The Transaction Management process does not process IDs with a Constituent Status set to Cancelled
or for which their transaction is already Posted. It also does not run the Search/Match process when an
EMPLID is already identified or the Constituent Status is set to Ignored, Suspended, or Error. When an ID is
set to be suspended, only manual intervention performed from the Constituent Staging component can be
done to reset the status to something else after evaluation. For instance, a self-service user submits an online
transaction. Search/Match found one exact match and the transaction was set up to suspend the constituent if
this condition is encountered. The suspended record requires manual intervention by the administrative user to
validate whether the matching candidate found should be updated or not.


Regardless of how the post process is run, if it encounters any problems during processing, it will assign the
record a transaction status of Saved Error or Submitted Error. Use the Constituent Staging and the transaction
staging components to review these errors.


Transaction Name Select the transaction for which you want to process the constituent and
their transactions.


ID Selection


ID Selection Select one of these values:
All Person Temporary IDs: Select to run the process for all the persons in the
staging record who are associated with the selected transaction name.
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One Person Temporary ID: Select to run the process for a single person
(constituent) in the staging record who is associated with the selected
transaction name.
Population Selection: Select if you want to use the population selection
process for selecting the temporary IDs who are associated with the selected
transaction name.


Temporary ID Available only when the ID Selection is One Person Temporary ID. You must
enter the specific constituent temporary ID to process here.


Note. The field prompt does not display the Temporary IDs that have a
Constituent Status set to Cancelled, Ignore, or Suspended or a Transaction
Status set to Posted, Saved Error, Submitted Error, or Pending.


Process Submitted
Transactions


Select if you want the system to process transactions that have a transaction
status of Submitted. When you select this option, the Submitted Transactions
box appears.


Process Saved Transactions Select if you want the system to process transactions that have a transaction
status of Saved. When you select this option, the Saved Transactions box
appears.
The system posts only submitted transactions to the database.


Submitted Transactions
This group box appears only when the Process Submitted Transactions option is selected.


Run Search Match Select to run Search/Match for the Submitted transactions.


Post Transaction Data Select to post the Submitted transactions.


Note. When processing submitted transactions, the component forces you to select both check boxes. This
is to ensure that you are not introducing duplicates into your database. Once an ID (EMPLID) is identified,
whether it is because Search/Match created or updated an ID, or because an ID was already identified, the
process validates and posts the transaction data immediately.


Saved Transactions
This group box appears only when the Process Saved Transactions option is selected.


Update Status to Submitted Select to change the transaction status from Saved to Submitted.


Note. This option is particularly useful when loading data in batch (for
example when using File Parser) and setting the File Mapping Definition to
assign the value Saved as the Transaction Status. Doing so allows you to
review the staged data before it gets processed (Constituent Status is set to
Loaded and Transaction Status is set to Saved). When ready to post the
transactions, you can use the Transaction Management process to update the
Transaction Status from Saved to Submitted.


Run Search Match Select to run Search/Match for the saved transactions. If the process identifies
that a new ID needs to be created or an existing ID needs to be updated, the
constituent data is automatically posted.
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When an EMPLID is already known to the system, Search/Match is not
invoked by the process.


Post Transaction Data Select to post the transactions. Only submitted transactions can be posted.
Therefore, to be able to select this check box, you must select the Update
Status to Submitted and the Run Search Match check boxes. If you select all
the three check boxes, the Transaction Management process will first change
the status to Submitted, then it runs Search/Match and finally depending on the
Search/Match parameters it posts the transactions.


Population Selection
This group box appears only when the ID Selection of Population Selection is selected.


Population selection is a method for selecting the IDs to process for a specific transaction. Selection tools are
available based on the selection tools that your institution selected in the setup of the Population Selection
process for the Transaction Management process and on your user security. Fields in the group box appear
based on the selection tool that you select. If your institution uses a specific delivered selection tool (PS Query,
Equation Engine equation, or external file) to identify IDs for a specific transaction, you must use it.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using the Population Selection Process”


Specifying Search/Match Parameters for Batch Processing
Access the Selection Parameters page (Campus Community, Constituent Transaction Mgmt, Transaction
Management Process, Search/Match Parameters).
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Search/Match Parameters page


Use this page to set up your Search/Match parameters. These are the rules that determine what the post
process should do with the staging record after the Search/Match process is complete. The fields on this page
are similar to the Search/Match Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Constituent
Transaction Mgmt, Transaction Setup, Search/Match Setup). The Search/Match parameters that you define
for the Transaction Management process overrides the Search/Match parameters set up on the Transaction
Setup component.


Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer
Take advantage of the CTM framework to create your own consumers of CTM. The CTM transactions
created for a consumer can be performed online or offline by your users. Use the steps discussed in this
section as guidelines to do so.


Warning! Creating a CTM consumer is a technical effort and requires knowledge of Application Designer,
web services, Integration Broker, and Entity Registry,


The below diagram shows all the steps in the appropriate order that need to be performed to create your
own CTM consumers using the CTM framework:
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Creating a new consumer of CTM


This section discusses:


• Step 1: Creating or extending staging tables.
• Step 2: Creating or maintaining an entity application class.
• Step 3: Creating or maintaining entities.
• Step 4: Creating or maintaining web services.
• Step 5: Creating a transaction staging component – optional.
• Step 6: Setting up data update rules.
• Step 7: Setting up a transaction.
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• Step 8: Creating a user interface (for online transactions only).
• Step 9: Setting up list of values – optional (for online transactions only).
• Step 10: Setting up New User Registration - optional (for online transactions only).
• Step 11: Creating a setup component for a transaction – optional (for online transactions only).
• Step 12: Setting up File Parser (for offline or batch transactions only).


Step 1: Creating or Extending Staging Tables
A staging record used with CTM must be keyed by Temporary ID (SCC_TEMP_ID field) (high level key).
This field is a unique identifier that helps keeping track of staged transactions. The rest of the keys for a
staging record are similar to the equivalent production record. It is never effective-dated (even if the matching
production record is effective-dated). This is because the data entered in staging records can be updated,
modified many times prior to be posted to production. Only at that time, the data is current and therefore the
production record gets set with the date the data is posted.


Example: Suppose your CTM transaction captures admissions data and you also want to ask specific questions
for which the user can select from answers that are displayed on the user interface. Assume the production
record to store the answers to the questions is named SCC_EXTN and its definition is as follows:


Production record definition (SCC_EXTN)


Its equivalent staging record definition (for example, call it SCC_EXTN_STG record) should be defined
as follows:


Matching Staging record definition (SCC_EXTN_STG)


The Staging table holds the staged data before it gets promoted to its matching production table.


Later, you will link the newly created staging record with its matching production record through an entity
defined in the Entity Registry component (See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer",
Step 3: Creating Entities section of this chapter).


For CTM, the staging record that you select in the Entity Registry component for the parent entity is referred
as the parent staging record. Other than including the SCC_TEMP_ID field as a key like the other staging
records, ensure that the parent staging record also includes the following additional fields:
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• SCC_TRANSAC_CD (Transaction Code)
• SCC_TRANS_STS (Transaction Status)
• SCC_TRANS_STS_DT (Transaction Status Date)
• SCC_AUDIT_SBR record for audit tracking
• Any other fields related to your transaction.


Later, you will also enter the parent staging record for the Transaction Code in the Transaction Setup
component (See "Developer Reference for Creating a New CTM Consumer", Step 7: Setting Up Transaction
section of this chapter).


The following is an example of how the parent staging record SAD_APL_DAT_STG, contained in the
Application parent entity (delivered with the AAWS admission transaction), is defined in the Entity Registry
component:
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Example of Entity Registry component with the parent staging record for the parent entity Application


The following is an example of how the SAD_APL_DAT_STG parent staging record (delivered with the
AAWS admission transaction) is defined in the Transaction Setup component for the transaction code
ADMISSIONS_APPLICATION:
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Example of Transaction Setup component with the SAD_APL_DAT_STG parent staging record for AAWS transaction


See See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry"


Step 2: Creating an Entity Application Class
Along with the staging records you created for your CTM transaction (whether they are constituent staging
records or transaction-specific staging records), you can create a supporting application class for each
combination of staging and matching production records. Generally, this application class provides the
properties, and adds any custom validation, pre-save, or setDefault logic. However, because it is an application
class, anything can be overridden. To see all the methods refer to the Entity Registry PeopleBook chapter.
The created application class needs to be entered in the Entity Registry component for the corresponding
entity name.


Note. The application class can be created blank. Entity Registry can help generate the needed base code,
which can then simply be copied and pasted into application designer.


The following is an example of the SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC application package that comprises the
delivered application classes used by CTM:
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Example of application classes used by CTM


Note. If you created a new constituent entity, we recommend to not create the corresponding application class
under the SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC application package. Instead, create a separate application
package. The reason being that any modifications made to the delivered application package is considered
a customization and might be overridden when a bundle is delivered.


Note that this step is only to create a shell application class. You create a name for it using Application
Designer, but the PeopleCode logic is created through Entity Registry.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry”, Creating a
New Entity, for details on how to create application classes using the Entity Registry component.
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Step 3: Creating Entities
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the CTM framework takes full advantage of the Entity Registry
feature. Each combination of staging record and production record along with their application class need its
own entity. The new entity can be a parent entity or a child of an existing parent. For instance, the Constituent
and the Application entities, delivered with your system, are parent entities of many children.


Register a new entity in the Entity Registry page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Entity, Entity
Registry).


When creating an entity that will be used as part of a CTM transaction, select an Entity Type that is defined to
use both production and staging records. Two delivered Entity Types are set up that way:


• Staged HR Entity (use it if the production record is owned by HR).


• Staged Entity.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry”, Creating a
New Entity, for details on how to create application classes using the Entity Registry component.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry”, Configuring
Entity Types, Setting Up Entity Types


Step 4: Creating or Maintaining Web Services
CTM uses web services to move data to the production tables. If the CTM consumer you are creating involves
transactions to be performed online, you can allow the self-service users to Save the transaction so that they
can come back later to Submit when ready. If you choose to do so, you will need to create web services for
the following actions:


• One service for the Save action.


• One service to retrieve a specific saved transaction.


• One service to retrieve multiple saved transactions.


• One service for the Submit action.


Use PeopleTools Integration Broker to create the web services.


Delivered with your system are the following AAWS web service operations constructed for the delivered
CTM admission transaction. You can use them as samples to create your own web services.


Service Service Operation
Operation


Type Messages Action
SAD_ADMISSIONS SAD_CREATEAPPL Synchronous SAD_CREATEAPPL_


REQ


SAD_CREATEAPPL_
RESP


SAD_FAULT_RESP


Creates the application.


SAD_ADMISSIONS SAD_GETAPPL Synchronous SAD_GETAPPL_REQ


SAD_GETAPPL_RESP


SAD_FAULT_RESP


Retrieves one specific
application.
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Service Service Operation
Operation


Type Messages Action
SAD_ADMISSIONS SAD_GETAPPLS Synchronous SAD_GETAPPLS_REQ


SAD_GETAPPLS_
RESP


SAD_FAULT_RESP


Retrieves all applications
for a defined individual.


SAD_ADMISSIONS SAD_GETATTACH Synchronous SAD_GETATTACH_
REQ


SAD_GETATTACH_
RESP


SAD_FAULT_RESP


Retrieves attachments.


SAD_ADMISSIONS SAD_SAVEAPPL Synchronous SAD_SAVEAPPL_REQ


SAD_SAVEAPPL_
RESP


SAD_FAULT_RESP


Saves an application.


SAD_ADMISSIONS SAD_SUBMITAPPL Synchronous SAD_SUBMITAPPL_
REQ


SAD_SUBMITAPPL_
RESP


SAD_FAULT_RESP


Submits an application.


Creation or update considerations for CTM:


• Service operations should be synchronous so request and response messages should be created.
• The Entity Registry component provides a utility called Generate XSD that creates a schema that can be


used to create web service messages (through Integration Broker). Use it to update or create the schema
for either the delivered messages or the messages you create.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry”, Creating a
New Entity, for details on how to create application classes using the Entity Registry component.


Step 5: Creating a Transaction Staging Component – Optional
Delivered with CTM is the Constituent Staging component. The component enables an administrative user to
review, update, and correct errors related to the staged constituent data entered for a CTM transaction. The
component also enables the administrative user to process the transaction for which the constituent data was
entered. But different consumers of CTM will probably also have transaction-specific data in addition to
constituent data in a CTM transaction. In such a scenario, you can optionally create a component, similar
to the Constituent Staging component, which an administrative user can use to review, update, and correct
errors related to the staged transaction-specific data. The transaction staging component will complement
the Constituent Staging component. Both must use the Temporary ID field (SCC_TEMP_ID) as high level
key. The transaction staging component name you create and the menu navigation where you place it can
be entered in the Transaction Setup component (in the Transaction Data Launch View group box). This will
set a hyperlink on the Constituent Staging component allowing the user to easily navigate to the appropriate
transaction staging component for the selected Temporary ID. To create your own transaction staging
component and connect it with the delivered Constituent Staging component, we have delivered three subpages
that can be inserted directly into the component you create in Application Designer.
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Note. Each functionality that consumes CTM will probably require its own transaction staging component to
display the transaction data specific to the functionality. Creation considerations:


1. At the top of the first page of your transaction staging component, add the following three delivered
subpages:
a. SCC_STG_HEADER_SBP: Used inside any transaction staging components (that is, this subpage


can be used for all transactions). Contains all the generic fields pertinent to a CTM transaction, for
instance, Temporary ID, User ID, Name, Constituent Status, and so on. The subpage also contains
the fields for manually processing the transaction. For instance, the Run Search/Match/Post, Post
Transaction Data, and Set to Update ID buttons. Finally, it contains the logic to assure proper
component behavior based on the Constituent Status and the Transaction Status. The following is an
example of the SCC_STG_HEADER_SBP subpage when used in a transaction staging component:


Example of the SCC_STG_HEADER_SBP subpage


b. SCC_MESSAGELOG_SBP: Contains the grid for the errors that are found when CTM processes the
transaction. The following is an example of the SCC_MESSAGELOG_SBP subpage when used
in a transaction staging component:


Example of the SCC_MESSAGELOG_SBP subpage


c. SCC_TRANSAC_SBP: Contains the transaction generic information and offers the possibility to
unpost a posted transaction. The following is an example of the SCC_TRANSAC_SBP subpage
when used in a transaction staging component:
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Example of the SCC_TRANSAC_SBP subpage


2. Below the subpages, add the fields that you had included in the transaction staging records. Based
on the quantity of data to display, use as many tabs as you need. Each tab should include the
SCC_STG_HEADER_SBP subpage as header.


3. Create the component search record to include the desired access security. Consider using a view that will
return the Temporary IDs of only the transactions for which the component is built. For instance, your
institution might be using CTM for AAWS admissions transaction as well as for a new CTM consumer.
Because these two CTM consumers use different transaction staging records, you will be using two
different transaction staging components. The search record for your new transaction staging component
could limit the Temporary IDs that have rows in one or more staging records (staging records that you
created for your new CTM consumer). This way, your users will not see the Temporary IDs that performed
the AAWS transactions. Also, consider securing the search record. For instance, the delivered search
record to access the Constituent Staging component does not restrict the returned Temporary IDs. However,
the delivered search record to access the Application Transactions staging component (SAD_APPL_STG)
limits the returned Temporary IDs based on Application Center security tied to the User ID that accesses
the staging component. The Application Transactions staging component is delivered with AAWS.


4. Once you create the component, component PeopleCode must be added to have the logic
contained in the three subpages working properly. To do so, a generic application class
(SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:UTIL:StageReviewBase) is delivered. It contains properties and methods
that process data, change user interface details of fields residing in the three sub-pages. The application
class must be extended and methods in it should be overridden according to functional requirement.
For example, to construct its transaction staging component (Application Transactions component), AAWS
admission transaction uses the application class SAD_ADM_APPL:Components:SAD_APPL_STG. This
application class extends the SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:UTIL:StageReviewBase application class. The
StageReviewBase class contains Recruiting and Admissions specific logic.


Note. SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:UTIL:StageReviewBase contains a method called
constituentStatusChangeEvent(). This method is invoked every time the SCC_STG_STATUS property is
changed. This method is intended to be overridden by the subclass to add transaction specific logic.


Note. The SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:UTIL:StageReviewBase contains the SCC_RERUN_PUSH_
BTN_FieldChange(); and SCC_CONST_STS_UPD_FieldChange(); methods. These two methods
should be defined in the subclass and invoked from component record field PeopleCode events of
the records fields <component>.SCC_SL_DERIVED.SCC_RERUN_PUSH_BTN.FieldChange and
<component>.SCC_SL_DERIVED.SCC_CONST_STS_UPD.FieldChange. This is necessary to ensure
that the push buttons on the header subpage works. Explanation to various other methods and properties of
StageReviewBase class is given inside the application class itself. These methods/properties may or may
not be overridden based on functional requirements.
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Note. The SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:UTIL:StageReviewBase contains a method called method
processtrandtls to populate the subpage SCC_TRANSAC_SBP. This method populates the fields of the
subpage related to the transaction from the transaction staging record. This method should be called during
the time of building transaction staging component and also every time the transaction staging record
undergoes data changes during transaction processing.


Note. The SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:UTIL:StageReviewBase contains a method called
SCC_TRANSTG_WRK_SCC_STS_UNPOST_Fieldchange. If you wish to provide the
ability to unpost a transaction, extend this method in your Transaction App class with the
required business logic/ business process to unpost a transaction. The delivered method
SCC_TRANSTG_WRK_SCC_STS_UNPOST_Fieldchange would flip the transaction status field
SCC_TRANS_STS of the staging record and set the value to "Submit". It would also appropriately change
the values in UI as the status changes. To enable this, the method has to be invoked from the Fieldchange
event of the SCC_STS_UNPOST field of your Transaction staging component PeopleCode.


5. Register the new component under the menu you choose and grant administrative users access to it.


Note. For an example of how this is done, use the Application Transactions staging component (Student
Admissions, Application Transaction Mgmt, Application Transactions) delivered with AAWS and admission
transactions functionality. This is the Application Transactions staging component:
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Example of a transaction staging component integrated with CTM


Note. In the above example, AAWS Application Transactions component only uses the described first two
subpages. It does not use SCC_TRANSAC_SBP. Instead the transaction uses its own logic.


See PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions 9.0 PeopleBook, “Managing PeopleSoft Admission Transactions”,
Reviewing and Editing Staged Admission Application Transactions.


Step 6: Setting Up Data Update Rules
See "Setting Up CTM", Defining Data Update Rules section of this chapter.


Step 7: Setting Up a Transaction
See: "Setting Up CTM", Setting Up a Transaction section of this chapter.


Setup considerations:
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1. The Transaction Handler application class handles the activities specific to the posting of
the data for your new CTM transaction, for instance, data validation, posting, save, purge,
to get related transactions and so on. The application class you specify here must extend the
SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC:AbstractTransaction. Any method of this class can be overridden by
the Transaction Handler class as per business requirements. The following is an example of a Transaction
Handler application class code:


import SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC:AbstractTransaction;


class TransactionClass extends SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC:AbstractTransaction


method TransactionClass ();


/* May override these methods as per business requirement */


method validate(&p_tempConstituentID As number, &p_log As


SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC:MessageLog out) Returns boolean;


method post(&p_tempConstituentID As number, &p_EMPLID As string);


method save(&p_tempConstituentID As number, &p_EMPLID As string);


method getRelatedTransactions(&p_tempID As number, &p_transacCode As string)


Returns array of SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC:RelatedTransaction;


method purge(&p_arrTempConstituentID As array of number);


end-class;


method TransactionClass


%Super = create SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC:AbstractTransaction();


end-method;


Note. For an example of a delivered Transaction Handler application class that extends the
SCC_SL_TRANSACTION:INTFC:AbstractTransaction, look at the AAWS admission transaction
delivered application class SCC_OLA.TRANSACTION.AdmissionTransaction.


2. The Staging Record Name is the staging record you created in Step 1: Creating or Extending Staging
Tables subsection of this chapter. It is the parent staging record for your transaction.


3. While you can use different values, we recommend to set the Constituent Handler information as follows:
• Root Package ID: SCC_SL_TRANSACTION
• Path: INTFC
• Application Class ID: DefaultConstituent


4. The Transaction Data Launch View should contain the location of where you applied the transaction
staging component you created in step 5. Leave the values as blank if you decided not to provide a
component to review the staged transaction-specific data.


5.


Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — no code change:
This step has been added.
When creating a CTM transaction that only involves constituent data (no transaction-specific data),
consider setting up your transaction with the following Transaction Handler information:
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Example of Transaction Handler section on Transaction Setup page


A delivered example of a CTM transaction that does not involve any transaction data is
DELEGATED_ACCESS. This CTM transaction can be used to gather constituent information about the
third party (the proxy) who has been delegated access to a student data. In this case the transaction will
only process constituent data, leaving all the transaction-specific data logic unused.


Note. For examples on how the Transaction Setup component is configured for the delivered AAWS admission
transaction, refer to the screenshots in the "Setting Up CTM", Setting Up a Transaction section and "Setting
Up CTM", Defining the Search/Match Criteria section of this chapter.


Step 8: Creating a User Interface (for online transactions only)
The user interface for your CTM online transaction can be created using PeopleTools language, or others.
While we recommend using Oracle Application Development Framework (Oracle ADF) to develop an online
transaction user interface, you can use any technology or tool that complies with PeopleTools Integration
Broker.


Creation considerations:


1. Start by defining the data collection flow for your online user interface. This exercise will help you
identify where the web services you created in one of the previous subsections gets invoked. For example,
an online application user interface, may have the following data collection flow:
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Example of a data collection flow for an Online Application


2. Because an online transaction requires authenticating the user, consider using the New User Registration
framework to take advantage of all the Campus Solutions security objects delivered with the framework.
Some self-service users may already have a username and a password to access your system (returning
users) some don’t (guest users). The New User Registration framework allows both users to authenticate
to your system and once successfully authenticated, be transferred to the online self-service page used by
your CTM transaction.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using New User Registration
Framework”, Developer Reference to Deploy New User Registration.
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3. Once the system has authenticated the user, it is also an appropriate time for the user interface to perform
any initialization or setup to prepare the user for entry into the online transaction. Such setup may
include requesting for a bulk list of values data that the user interface can subsequently display to the
user. Performing this activity up front may result in a general performance improvement and improved
user experience.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up List of Values"


A typical self service online transaction user interface might perform the following actions:


To allow a new user to register and a returning user to login:


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using New User Registration
Framework”


To initialize retrieval of list of values for specific fields:


• After authenticating the user, optionally formulate a bulk List-Of-Values request message.
• Submit the request message to the SCC_GET_LOV service operation.
• Store the List-Of-Value results in a temporary storage area for use throughout the online transaction


functioning.


Refer to the third step related to list of values discussed in the Creation considerations topic of this subsection.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up List of Values"


To retrieve saved transactions:


If the online transaction allows the self-service user to save an incomplete transaction in order to come back
later, create a page where you can display the incomplete transaction names so a user can select the proper
transaction to complete. A get service will retrieve the saved data.


Step 9: Setting Up List of Values – Optional (for
online transactions only)
Self-service user interfaces constructed using tools external to your PeopleSoft Campus Solutions database
may contain data fields that have predefined or prompt values used to control and streamline data entry for a
user. If you want to display these values that are set up inside your PeopleSoft Campus Solutions database,
whether it is for a prompt field or a field that contains translate values, you can take advantage of the List of
Values web service to do so. This delivered web service recognizes and provides the values that are used to
populate drop-down list boxes on a user interface and for validating selections.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up List of Values"


Step 10: Setting Up New User Registration - Optional
(for online transactions only)
See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using New User Registration
Framework”, Developer Reference to Deploy New User Registration.
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Step 11: Creating a Setup Component for a CTM Consumer–
Optional (for online transactions only)
In the Transaction Setup component you create a Transaction Code and associate the data update rule value
and the Search/Match parameters you want to use when the transaction is performed. Now, for your CTM
consumer, depending on the values entered by a self-service user while performing the transaction, you
may want to use different data update rules and Search/Match settings. For instance, the AAWS Online
Application may allow online users to apply to an institution PSUNV and to an academic career UGRD.
Now a different online user may apply to institution ORACL and to an academic career GRAD. Because the
different institutions or the different academic careers business processes may differ, you may need to use
different data update rule codes or different Search/Match parameters to process these two transactions. This is
achieved by setting two different transaction codes and using a setup component that will interpret, based on
the data entered by the self-service user, which transaction code to use. Notice that this is possible because
the same staging records, production records, application classes and user interface are used to perform
the two transactions. Only the values entered vary.


Therefore, depending on the nature of the CTM consumer you are creating, you may, like for AAWS Online
Application, need to create multiple transaction codes for the same transaction. You do so if you want to use a
specific data update rule code or Search/Match parameters based on the values entered by the self-service user
while performing the transaction. A setup component for the CTM consumer will therefore need to be created
to identify what fields and values should define which Transaction Code to use. The transaction codes will use
the same staging and production records, the same application classes, the same entities, and the same staging
component. Only the data update rule or the Search/Match parameters (defined for the Transaction Code)
could be different based on the data entered by the self-service user.


An example of a setup component for a CTM consumer is delivered with the AAWS admission transaction:
Application Configuration component (SAD_ADM_APL_CONFIG). Typical to admissions, their business
processes function differently from one institution to another and from one academic career to another. While
the staging and the production tables are the same, the behavior to update them and to process the transaction
varies depending on the institution and the academic career values entered by the self-service user.


The following shows the extended transaction setup component delivered with the AAWS admissions online
application transaction. To access this component, select Set Up SACR, Product Related, Recruiting and
Admissions, Application Configuration, Application Configuration.


Example of an extended transaction setup component – Application Configuration component


When a self-service user or an administrator uses the institution-created user interface to perform an online
transaction, logic should be in place inside the user interface to interrogate the extended transaction setup
component to determine which Transaction Code to use based on the values entered by the user.
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For example, a transaction code PSUNV_UGRD_EXAMPLE is created with a data update rule value
DO_NOT_UPDATE_RULE and a second transaction code ORACL_GRAD_EXAMPLE with a different data
update rule value DEFAULT_UPDATE_RULE. The extended transaction setup component should specify that
for institution PSUNV and academic career UGRD, the transaction code to use is PSUNV_UGRD_EXAMPLE.
And for institution ORACL and academic career GRAD to use transaction code ORACL_GRAD_EXAMPLE.


Note. The Application Configuration component supports only AAWS.


Step 12: Setting Up File Parser (for offline or batch
transactions only)
You must set up File Parser for offline transactions.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Using the File Parser Process”


See "Setting Up CTM", File Parser and CTM section of this chapter.
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Managing Communications


This chapter lists prerequisites and common elements, provides overviews of communication management and joint
communications, and discusses how to:


• Assign communications.


• Use the Letter Generation process.


• Use the Communication Generation process.


• Review communications.


• Use the Envelope and Label Generation process.


• Delete communications.


See Also
lscc, Understanding the 3Cs &#x2014; Communications, Checklists, and Comments


lscc, Using the 3C Engine


lsfn, Using Mass Change


lscc, Using the Population Selection Process


Understanding Communication Management
Communication management enables you to track and analyze all of your institution’s contacts with students,
staff, constituents, and organizations inside and outside the institution. You can track:


• All incoming and outgoing communications.


• All types of communication—letters, email, phone calls, personal contact, facsimiles, and so on.


• Communications generated by other offices that affect your office.


• All staff involved with a communication.


You can also assign communications to individuals, organizations, and groups of people.


To assign a communication, you must select the method, category, context, direction, and letter code for that
communication to identify basic information about the communication, such as the who, what, when, and how
of each communication, which correlate in this way:


• Method = How
• Context = What


• Category = Why
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• Direction = Where
• Date = When
• ID = Who


Use the communication management pages to manually assign communications to individuals or organizations.
You can access the communication management pages as described here, or you can access them by clicking
the Communication button on pages throughout the system.


You can assign communications to individuals and organizations manually, or you can use the 3C engine to
automatically assign communications to individuals or organizations based on rules and conditions that
you define.


See lscc, Using the 3C Engine, Defining 3C Engine Triggers.


You can indicate whether the communication is a phone conversation, a letter, or an in-person meeting with the
individual. If the communication is an outgoing softcopy document, you can, with either Letter Generation or
Communication Generation, manage the variable data and enclosures to include, and enter comments that
you can choose to print or not print in the output. With Communication Generation, you can also manage
variable data, attachments to include, and comments to include or exclude in an outgoing email. With
Communication Generation, you can also send an outgoing communication based on the student’s preferred
method of either letter or email, and send it in any language supported by your institution that is set at the
student’s preferred language.


In addition to creating communications for individuals, you can create communications for organizations. For
example, you can send letters to schools announcing that an admissions counselor from your institution will be
in their area on a certain date, or you can send bills to companies with which your institution does business.


When you assign a communication, you must identify the data to extract about the recipients and select
the code from the Standard Letters table to identify the template to use. For Letter Generation, you use
your institution’s word processing software to merge the data into a template created with that software and
associated with the letter code, or into one of the sample Microsoft Word templates that the PeopleSoft
application delivers. For Communication Generation, you identify the data source from which to extract data,
associate it with the XML report definition, and associate the report with the standard letter code.


Use the inquiry pages to review communication information for an individual or an organization. You can
enter criteria and search for a summary of communications or view details of the communication assignments.
You can search for a summary of communications to determine if a specific communication was sent, if it
included enclosures, or if it was a joint communication.


Note. You are able to view only those communications that are associated with the communication 3C groups
to which you have security access. With 3C group inquiry access, you can view communication assignments,
but you cannot change them. With 3C group update access, you can view and change the communications.
Use the Operator 3C Groups Summary page to determine or change an individual’s 3C group security status.


See lsfn, Setting User Defaults, Entering User Defaults, Selecting the Type of 3C Group Access.


This procedure provides a high-level overview of the managing communications processes and the order in
which they must be performed. Steps 1 through 5 are described in Setting Up Communications.


To generate and manage communications:


1. Set up codes for the standard letters that your institution wants to use.
Each letter requires an administrative function.


2. Set up communication contexts.
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Contexts include methods, directions, and letter codes.
3. Set up communication categories.


Categories are sets of communication contexts.
4. Set up communication 3C groups.


3C groups are required for assigning security access for communications.
5. (Optional) Set up communication speed keys (Comm Keys).


Comm Keys enable you to associate communication elements together and access them as a set, using
the assigned shortcut code.


6. Assign communications to individuals or organizations.
You can assign communications manually or you can use the 3C engine to assign communications
automatically in real time or in the background.


7. Review communications assigned to individuals or organizations.
You can review the details of each communication. You can view a list of all communications assigned to
them. You can also review the security access that users have for viewing or updating the communications.


8. Generate the communications.
You can use either the Letter Generation process to generate letters or the Communication Generation
process to generate letters and emails. The Letter Generation process extracts data that you can then, using
your word processing software, merge into letter templates. The Communication Generation process
extracts only the data specified in the source file and merges it immediately into the associated Oracle
BI Publisher templates for letters or emails. For emails, the process also sends the generated outputs to
the extracted email addresses.


9. Review the data that was extracted for each of the IDs processed.


Understanding Joint Communications
PeopleSoft Campus Solutions enables you to communicate jointly with individuals at a common address rather
than producing separate communications for each individual. For example, you can invite a married couple or
two roommates to an event by sending a single invitation to their joint address.


Functions on the relationships and communications pages enable you to create joint communications for two
individuals when at least one of the individuals exists in your database.


Detailed information about each page where you select an option or enter data to manage joint communications
is included in the appropriate places throughout the documentation. The following procedure provides a
high-level overview of the process and indicates where the relevant pages are documented.


To set up joint communications functionality:


1. Design how the two names appear in the greeting and in the address portion of the letter by setting up the
joint salutation on the Joint Salutation Type Table page.


See lscc, Designing Campus Community, Establishing Salutations.
2. Set the Default Salutation Type on the Installation Defaults - CC page.


If no default salutation type is defined, the letter generation data extract process fails.
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See lscc, Designing Campus Community, Reviewing or Defining Campus Community Installation Settings.
3. Create joint usages on the Name Usage page.


Always include the default salutation type (from step 2) in usage orders for joint communications so that
the process does not fail due to the lack of a salutation.


See lscc, Designing Campus Community, Establishing Name Usages.


To generate a joint communication:


1. Set the letter code on the Standard Letters page to Allow Joint Communication.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes.


2. Create the relationship on the Relationship page for the individual in your database.


Click the Manage Joint Communication button to access the Joint Communication Management page,
where you set the relationship to Create Joint Communication, and define the joint salutation.


See lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Relationships Data.
3. Identify the address to use for the joint communication and select the Joint Address check box on the


Relationship Address page.


See lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Relationships Data.
4. Assign the communication to the individual in your database; if both individuals are in your database,


assign the communication to only one.
You can use the 3C engine to detect the related records and automatically assign the joint communication,
or you can assign the communication manually on the Person Communication page, where you assign
communications to individuals.
Select the Create Joint Communications check box on the Person Communication page. This check box
is available for selection based on steps 1 and 2 and when the ID has a relationship set to enable joint
communications and the letter code is set to enable joint communications.


See lscc, Using the 3C Engine.


See lscc, Managing Communications, Assigning Communications.
5. Run the Letter Generation or the Communication Generation process to create an extract file containing


data for the joint IDs, including the specified joint salutation and joint address.
The Communication Generation process extracts the joint email address specified in the Relationships
component.


See lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Relationships Data.
6. (Optional) Review communications and verify when they were sent, to whom they were sent, and if


they were joint.
You can review all communications in the system or review a summary of communications assigned to the
primary individual or the related ID, if it exists. The joint communication is listed in the summary for both
IDs even though the joint communication can be assigned to only one ID.


See lscc, Managing Communications, Reviewing Communications.
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Prerequisites
Before assigning and managing communications, you must set up communications in the system.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Communications


Common Elements Used in This Chapter


(communications)
Click to transfer to where you can add a new communication for the individual
or organization.


(checklists)
Click to transfer to where you can add a new checklist for the individual or
organization.


(comments)
Click to transfer to where you can enter a new comment for the individual or
organization.


View or Edit Click to transfer to where you can view or edit the communication assignment.


Note. The View link is available when the user has 3C group inquiry access
for the communication category. The Edit link is available only when the user
has 3C group update access for the communication category.


Assigning Communications
This section discusses how to:


• Assign a communication.
• Review or update variable data.
• Add or delete enclosures.
• View the communication generated by the Communication Generation process.
• Identify recipients for an organization.
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Pages Used to Assign Communications
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Person Communication COMM_MGMT1 • Campus Community,
Communications, Person
Communications,
Communication
Management


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Communications,
Communication
Management


• Contributor Relations,
Communications,
Communications,
Person, Communication
Management


Assign communications
to individuals.


Organization
Communication


ORG_COMM_MGMT1 • Campus Community,
Communications,
Organization
Communications,
Communication
Organization


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
Organizations,
Communications,
Organization
Communication


• Contributor Relations,
Communications,
Communications
- Organization,
Organization
Communication


Assign communications to
organizations.


Variable Data VAR_XXXX_SEC (where
XXXX is the administrative
code)


• Click the Variable Data
button on the Person
Communication page.


• Click the Variable Data
button on the Organization
Communication page.


Review or edit variable
data for an individual or
organization.


Communication Enclosure ENCL_TBL_SEC • Click the Enclosures
button on the Person
Communication page.


• Click the Enclosures
button on the Organization
Communication page.


Review, add, or delete
enclosures when assigning a
communication.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
View Communication SCC_CG_ATTREL Click the View Generated


Communication link that
appears on the Person
Communication or
Communication Recipient
Data pages or on the
Organization Comm
Recipients page when a
communication is generated
by the Communication
Generation process.


Launch a new window
displaying the final outputs,
including softcopy
enclosures, generated by the
Communication Generation
process.


Organization Comm
Recipients


ORG_COMM_MGMT2 • Campus Community,
Communications,
Organization
Communications,
Communication
- Organization,
Organization Comm
Recipients


• Contributor Relation,
Constituent Information,
Organizations,
Communications,
Organization
Communication,
Organization Comm
Recipients


• Contributor Relations,
Communications,
Communications
- Organization,
Organization
Communication,
Organization Comm
Recipients


Identify the contacts,
departments or locations at
the organization who should
receive the communication.


Assigning a Communication
Access the Person Communication page (Campus Community, Communications, Person Communications,
Communication Management) or the Organization Communication page (Campus Community,
Communications, Organization Communications, Communication Organization).
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Person Communication page (1 of 2)


Person Communication page (2 of 2)
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Organization Communication page (1 of 2)


Organization Communication page (2 of 2)


Note. If you transferred to this page by clicking the Communication button on another page, the administrative
function of the functional area of the first page, along with the academic institution and all the variable data
associated with the administrative function, transfers here. If you did not transfer here from a functional area,
you must enter the function, institution, and variable data.


Communication Assignment


Function Enter the code for the functional area that includes this communication.


Available function codes are from the Administrative Functions page.


Variable Data Click this button to access the Variable Data page, where you can view or enter
the required variable data associated with the specified function.
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Institution Specify the institution responsible for this communication.


Comm Key (communication
speed key)


Enter the name of the communication speed key that contains the
communication category, communication context, method, direction, and
letter code for this communication.
When you select a communication speed key that is valid in your user
preferences, the system displays all the values for you. If you do not use a
valid communication speed key, you must enter the category, context, method,
direction, and letter code values manually.


Category Enter the category code for this communication.


Available category codes are from the Communication Categories page.


Context Enter the context code for this communication.
Available context codes are from the Communication Contexts page.


Method Enter the method for this communication.


Only the methods associated with the specific context on the Communication
Contexts page are available.


Note. The method selected on the Communication Generation process run
control component overrides the method that you enter on the assignment
component.


Direction Select the direction for this communication.
Only the directions associated with the specific context on the Communication
Contexts page are available from the prompt list.


Letter Code The code, from the Standard Letter Table CS component, for this
communication. The letter codes available are those associated with the
context and function selected for this communication.


Include Enclosures If the selected letter code represents a letter that is set up to include enclosures,
the system automatically selects this check box for you. You can then click the
Enclosures button to review, add, or delete the set enclosures.
If the letter is not set up to include enclosures, you can manually select this
check box to include enclosures and click the Enclosures button to add the
desired enclosures.


Enclosures This button is available when the Include Enclosures check box is selected.
Click to access the Communication Enclosure page, where you can review,
add, or delete enclosures.


Communication Process Details


Communication Date The default communication date is the system’s current date. You can
override this date.
Enter the date on which the communication should be processed. For example,
you might assign a communication today, but want the communication to
be processed two weeks from today. Override the default date and enter the
date two weeks from now. The extract processes for both Letter Generation
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and Communication Generation look at this date to know when to generate
the communication.


Begin Time and End Time Enter the times when the communication begins and ends. These times are
helpful for telephone or in person communications.


Comments Enter comments to further identify or describe the communication for this
individual.
If comments are associated with the communication speed key, the system
automatically displays them here. You can change these comments or
delete them.


Print Comment Select this check box to print comments on the communication.


Communication ID Enter the ID of the staff person who communicated with or is initiating this
communication with the individual.


Department (Optional) Enter the department within your institution that is responsible
for assigning this communication.
Available departments are from the Department Profile page.


Create Joint
Communications


This check box is available only if the individual to whom you are assigning
the communication has a joint relationship on the Relationships component
and if the letter code on the Standard Letters page is set to allow joint
communications.
When available, select this check box to address the communication jointly to
this individual and the related individual identified on the Relationships page.


See lscc, Managing Communications, Understanding Joint Communications.


See lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Relationships Data.


Checklist Association
The system automatically populates the fields in this group box only when the communication is created
as part of a checklist.


Sequence The checklist sequence, from the Checklists page.


Item Sequence The checklist item sequence number, from the Checklists page, that created
this communication.


See lscc, Setting Up Checklists, Setting Up Checklist Templates.


Communication Outcome
When you run either the Letter Generation process or the Communication Generation process, the system
automatically completes the fields in this group box to indicate the outcome of the communication, at which
point the fields become uneditable.


If you do not use either of the processes and you want to track the communication outcome, you must manually
enter the appropriate values in the fields.


Communication Generated
Date


The system displays the date and time when the process generated the
communication.
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For the Letter Generation process this is the Update Communication Letter
Printed Date With from the run control page.
For the Communication Generation process this is the Update Communication
Generation Date With from the run control page.


Communication Completed Select the check box to indicate that the communication was generated. For
example, the communication is complete if the phone call was made or if
the letter was generated.
The Letter Generation and Communication Generation processes automatically
mark the communication complete so that the process will not select the ID
again for the same communication.
On the run control pages for both processes, you can set the process to
not mark the communication complete if the ID is missing critical data.
Administrative users can add the missing critical data (for example, a missing
address) and the process will select the ID again for processing.


See lscc, Managing Communications, Using the Letter Generation Process.


See lscc, Managing Communications, Using the Communication Generation
Process.
If you are using a communication speed key, the system might select this check
box for you, depending on information associated with that Comm Key.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Communication Speed Keys.


Date Activity Completed Enter the date when completing the communication. Letter Generation and
Communication generation processes populates this date with the Update
Communication Completed Date With date from their respective run control
page. You can manually override this date.


Note. When you update the status of a communication that is related to a
checklist item, the system displays a message reminding you to also update the
status of the checklist item.


Unsuccessful Outcome Select this check box to indicate that the communication was unsuccessful.
For example, if no one answered the phone or the letter was returned as
undeliverable.
If the Letter Generation or Communication Generation process was used,
the process selects this check box to indicate that the process was unable
to successfully extract data for this communication. The Communication
Generation process also selects this check box if the ID was set to receive an
email but no email address was found, and if no organization recipient was
found when generating an organization communication.
If you are using a communication speed key, the system might select this check
box for you, depending on information associated with that Comm Key.


Reason Available when the Unsuccessful Outcome check box is selected.
Indicates the reason that the communication was unsuccessful. For example,
if a letter that you sent was returned, you might select Returned Mail as the
reason that the communication was unsuccessful.
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The Letter Generation or the Communication Generation processes select
Missing Critical Data to indicate that the absence of critical data prevented the
extract process from completing for this communication.
Values for this field are delivered with the system as translate values. Do not
modify the values of Missing Critical Data, Invalid Email Address, and
No Org Recipients Found.


Language Used and Method
Used


Displays the values used by the generating process.


The Letter Generation process uses the base language that was set for your
institution at installation and the method of Letter, which is the only method
that the process supports.


The Communication Generation process uses the language and method
specified on the Communication Generation run control component.


Also, for communications with individuals, if your institution supports
preferences and the Communication Generation process is set to use them,
the preferences takes priority over your institution’s base language and the
method selected during communication assignment.


For example, assume that your institution’s base language is English and the
assigned method isLetter, but an ID’s preferred language is French and her
preferred method is email. The Communication Generation process is set
to use the preferences and upon completion of the process, the outcome
Language Used would be French, and the Method Used would be Email.


For communications with organizations, the Language Used is your
institution’s base language, and the Method Used is determined by your
selection on the Communication Generation Run Control parameters page.


Note. Communication preferences are not supported for organization
recipients.


Process Used Displays the name of the process used to generate the communication: Letter
Gen, Comm Gen, or Manual if you manually completed the communication.


Process Instance Appears only when the communication for the ID is marked Completed by
the Letter Generation, Communication Generation, or Envelope and Label
Generation process. You cannot change the number. The process instance
number is a reference to the communication data used by the process to
generate and complete the communication.


The process instance number from the Communication Generation process
retrieves the data extracted for the letter to ensure data consistency when
envelopes and labels are generated by the Envelope and Label process. The
process uses the Communication Generation process instance number (on
the Envelope and Label Generation Selection Parameters page) to capture
the same data.


View Generated
Communication


This link appears only when a communication is generated by the
Communication Generation process and the Letter Printed Data field in the
Standard Letter Table CS component for the letter code used, is set to All or
Name/Address Only.
If recipients are set for the ID on the Relationships component, this link
appears on the Communication Recipient Data page for each recipient for
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whom the communication was generated. The process uses the language and
method assigned to the main ID for the ID’s recipients.
For organization communications, the link appears on the Organization Comm
Recipients page for each recipient for whom the communication was generated.
Click to access the View Communication page where you can view the final
outputs of the generated communications, including softcopy enclosures. This
is useful for history purposes and for reprinting a letter or re-sending an email.


Note. The View Generated Communication link appears only for the
Communication Generation process. The Letter Generation process saves
extracted data inside the Communication Letter Data page for each ID.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes.


See lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Individual
Relationships.


Reviewing or Updating Variable Data
Access the Variable Data page. (For individuals, click the Variable Data button on the Person Communication
page. For organizations, click the Variable Data button on the Organization Communication page.)


Variable Data page


Different fields and data appear on this page based on the administrative function selected on the Person
Communication page.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Administrative Functions


Adding or Deleting Enclosures
Access the Communication Enclosure page. (For individuals, click the Enclosures button on the Person
Communication page. For organizations, click the Enclosures button on the Organization Communication
page.)
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Communication Enclosure page


Note. When an enclosure is set as required for a letter on the Standard Letters page, information for that
enclosure is visible but not available on the Communication Enclosure page. Thus, users are prevented from
deleting an enclosure that your institution has decided is required.


Seq. No (sequence number) The system automatically enters the next sequential number, up to 10, for each
enclosure that you add. You can override the numbers manually to reorder the
list of enclosures for this communication.
When you run the letter generation data extract process, the process lists, in the
order identified here, up to 10 maximum enclosures on the main letter.


Enclosure Code Enter the code for the letter that is to be included as an enclosure for this
communication.
The letter codes available are those associated with the same function that
you select for the main letter code. For example, if you select the function
ADMA for the main letter code, the Enclosure Code field prompt list displays
the letter codes that exist and are associated with the function ADMA on
the Standard Letters page.


Enclosure Type The system automatically displays the type of output (Hardcopy or Softcopy)
associated with the selected enclosure letter code.


Required Select this check box to indicate that the specific enclosure must accompany
this communication at all times.


Viewing the Communication Generated by the
Communication Generation Process
Access the View Communication page (click the View Generated Communication link that appears on the
Person Communication or Communication Recipient Data pages or on the Organization Comm Recipients
page when a communication is generated by the Communication Generation process).


View Communication page
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Example view of a generated letter output
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Example view of a generated envelope output


View Click to open a new window displaying the .pdf or .rtf file containing the
generated letter or email output.


Note. The first letter code in the View Generated Communication list is the
main letter code of the generated communication. The other letter codes, if
any, are the enclosures letter codes.


View Envelope Appears only when the Create Envelopes output option is selected on the
Process Parameters page in the Communication Generation component.
Click the link to open a new window displaying the .pdf file containing the
generated output for the envelope. Viewing the envelope data can help you
gather all information necessary to resend a communication.


Note. You can view only the generated envelope, not the label. However you
can use the envelope data to recreate the label if necessary.


Identifying Recipients for an Organization
Access the Organization Comm Recipients page (Campus Community, Communications, Organization
Communications, Communication - Organization, Organization Comm Recipients).
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Organization Comm Recipients page


If the letter code used to assign the communication has Communication Generation parameters defined on
the Standard Letters Table page, then both the Recipients - Comm Gen Process and Recipients - Letter Gen
Process group boxes appear. If, when you assign the communication, you do not know which process will be
used to generate the communication, you can either define recipients for both processes, or you can leave the
fields blank in which case, the process evaluates default usages to select the recipients.


Recipients - Comm Gen Process
The Communication Generation process will extract data for multiple recipients including contacts,
departments, locations or any combination of those.


The system displays values in the Contact, Department, and Recipient group boxes based on the Contact
Recipient, Department Recipient, and Location Recipient values that you enter.


The fields are enterable only when Custom List is selected. If you do not know who should receive the
communication for an organization, do not select any recipients. The Communication Generation process
will evaluate the value entered in the Org Communication Usage group box in the run control component. If
the process does not find recipients based on the usage, it selects the Unsuccessful Outcome check box and
displays the reason No Org Recip Found (no organization recipient found).
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After the Communication Generation process runs, each group box becomes unavailable and lists who in that
group was set to receive the communication. The system displays a View generated communication link next
to each recipient for whom the output was generated. Click to access the Communication View page where
you can launch a window displaying the final output as it was addressed to that recipient.


If you select All Departments, the system displays all the departments for the organization in the Recipients -
Comm Gen Process group box as of that date. For example, if you run the process 2 weeks later and 3 more
departments were added, the process extracts data for all departments including those 3 and the group box lists
3 more department names than before.


Contact Recipient Enter the type of contact that should receive this communication. The available
values are: (Blank), All Contacts, Custom List, Org Preferred Contact, and
Org Primary Contact. These are translate values and should not be modified.


View Organization
Contacts


Click to access the Organization Contacts Summary page, where you can view
all the contacts for this organization by contact type to determine which
contacts should receive this communication.


Contact Number and
Preferred


Enter the number of the specific recipient contact. The system displays the
contact’s name, type, location, and department. If the contact is set as the
preferred contact on the Contact Summary page for the organization, the
system selects the Preferred check box.


See lscc, Adding Organizations to Your Database, Creating Organization
Records, Identifying the Organization, Active Contacts.


Department Recipient Enter the departments whose contacts should receive this communication. The
available values are: (Blank), All Departments, Custom List, and Org Primary
Department. These are translate values and should not be modified.


View Organization
Departments


Click to access the Organization Department Summary page, where you can
view all the departments and their contacts for this organization to determine
which contacts should receive this communication.


Department Number Enter the number of the specific recipient department. The system displays the
department and location names from the Organization Departments page


See lscc, Adding Organizations to Your Database, Creating Organization
Records, Identifying the Organization, Active Departments.


Location Recipient Enter the location whose contacts should receive this communication. The
available values are: (Blank), All Locations, Custom List, and Org Primary
Location.These are translate values and should not be modified.


View Organization
Locations


Click to access the Organization Location Summary page, where you can
view locations for this organization to determine which contacts to select as
recipients for this communication.


Location Number Enter the number of the specific recipient location.
The location information comes from the Location Summary page for the
organization.


See lscc, Adding Organizations to Your Database, Creating Organization
Records, Identifying the Organization, Active Locations.
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Recipients - Letter Gen Process
For the Letter Generation process, you can identify the recipient for the organization if you know it, or you can
leave the fields blank, in which case the process evaluates default usages to select the recipient for you.


Contact Number Enter the contact number of the person at the organization who should receive
this communication. Available IDs are from the Organization Contacts page.


Department Number Enter the number of the department at the organization whose contact should
receive this communication. Available departments are from the Organization
Departments page.


Location Number Enter the number of the location to use for this organization. Available
locations are from the Organization Locations page.


Using the Letter Generation Process
This section provides overviews of the Letter Generation (Letter Gen) process and the sample templates,
lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Specify general parameters.
• Specify date/merger parameters.
• Specify checklist parameters.
• Run the letter generation data extract process.


Understanding the Letter Generation Process
You can extract data from your PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system and use it to generate letters, labels,
lists, envelopes, and so on. You can extract data from one individual ID, all individual IDs, or all organization
IDs in your database. You specify the type of data to extract and then run the extract process. The system
places the extracted data into a comma delimited (.csv) file, which is a standard format readable by most word
processing programs. Then, using your institution’s word processing software, you can merge the data into any
of the templates that you have for the letter codes defined on the Standard Letters page, including the sample
Microsoft Word templates delivered with the system, and print the outcome.


For information about using your institution’s word processing software to merge data and print letters,
consult the manufacturer’s documentation.


Before you can extract letter data, a communication record for the desired letter must be assigned to the
intended recipients. For joint communications, you should assign the communication to only one of the
individuals. If you assign it to both, the letter generation process extracts the data for both IDs and will print
two joint communications for the same two people. The record must include the appropriate administrative
function, communication category, and communication context, and specify a method of Letter and the
direction of Outgoing. You can assign communications to individuals or organizations manually or using the
3C engine or mass change functionality.


When the communication records exist, follow this procedure to use the Letter Generation process to extract
data and generate a letter:


To generate a letter:
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1. Specify the data to extract for the letter, including the ID, address usage, address name, salutation, and
letter code.


2. Specify the date to print on the letter, the date to use as the letter completed date, and the communication
date selection range.


3. Specify any checklist items to include in the letter.
4. Run the Letters Data Extract process to extract the specified data.
5. Use your word processing program to merge the extracted data into the letter template.
6. Save the softcopy template with merged data or use it to print the letter.


Specifying the parameters for extracting data for the letter includes selecting the letter to use, identifying the
individuals or organizations whose data you want to extract, and specifying the types of data to extract. Use
the run control pages, described in the following sections, to specify extract data parameters.


After defining all of the parameters for extracting data, run the data extract process. Unless you specify a
different file path, the process places the data files in the temporary directory for the server. You can specify a
shared folder on your local machine or on any valid network drive path.


When the process finishes, files with the appropriate file names are placed at the specified extract file path
destination. If you select the .csv output, three files are created at the destination:


• CCLTR<LETTERCODE>.CSV for letters.


• CCLBL<LETTERCODE>.CSV for labels.


• CCLTRGEN.DAT file, which is coded to work with the Microsoft Word templates delivered with the
system.


For example, if you use the TRN letter code and you select the .csv output, the file for letters at the destination
is CCLTRTRN.CSV.


Note. If you use a letter code for which you specified a unique SQC, you must place the SQC in the same
directory as the CCLTRGEN.sqr and the CCLTRUNQ.sqc. You must also modify CCLTRNAM.SQC
to look for the specific SQC.


You can review extracted data online for individuals and organizations on the Communication Letter Data
pages.


When you run the letter generation data extract process, the data specified under Letter Printed Data for that
letter code on the Standard Letter Table page is listed on the Communication Letter Data page for individuals
or on the Organization Communication Letter Data page for organizations. You can use these pages to review
and confirm the data extracted for an individual or organization. For example, using the Communication Letter
Data page, you can confirm the address to which the letter for a specific individual was addressed.


The letter generation data extract process automatically formats extracted addresses to meet U.S. postal
regulations for domestic and international mail. The format is reflected in the address listed on the appropriate
Letter Data page.


If you set a relationship to generate a copy of communications for a separate recipient on the Communication
Recipient page in the Relationships component, you can view the data extracted for that separate recipient
on the Communication Recipient Data page described in this section.
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Understanding the Letter Generation Sample Templates
The letter generation data extract process creates a .dat file for merging data from your system into Microsoft
Word templates. The PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system delivers sample Microsoft Word templates. You
can use the sample templates as delivered, modify them (unless otherwise indicated in the warning below), or
create your own Microsoft Word templates.


This table lists the CS letter codes with corresponding delivered sample templates.


Letter Code Description
Microsoft Word Template


Name


APP Appointment Mailer CCLTRAPP.DOC


AV1 Gift Acknowledgement CCLTRAV1.DOC


AV2 Gift Receipt CCLTRAV2.DOC


CST* Inquiry Acknowledge – Viewbook CCLTRCST.DOC


F02 Frosh Missing Requirements CCLTRF02.DOC


F03 Frosh Admit Regular CCLTRF03.DOC


FAN* Financial Aid Notification FANLTR.DOC


IHC International Health Coverage CCLTRIHC.DOC


IN1 Initiative Appeal CCLTRIN1.DOC


JNT Summer party - Joint Invitation CCLTRJNT.DOC


MAD Mid-Term Academic Deficiency CCLTRMAD.DOC


MB1 Membership Card CCLTRMB1.DOC


OFR Early Offer Letter CCLTROFR.DOC


OPR Web Operator Notification CCLTROPR.DOC


P01 Inquiry Acknowledgment CCLTRP01.DOC


REC Admit Recipient Letter CCLTRREC.DOC


Warning! Do not modify the PeopleSoft Financial Aid FAN letter code or template. Modifications to this
value could cause processes that depend on it to fail, requiring substantial reprogramming effort.


For sample templates delivered for PeopleSoft HRMS, refer to the PeopleSoft HRMS 9.0 Application
Fundamentals PeopleBook, "Setting Up and Generating Form Letters."
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Prerequisites
Before identifying data to extract and merge into letters or other communications output, design your Campus
Community structure, including names and address usages. Before specifying checklist items data to extract,
set up checklists and tracking groups.


See Also
lscc, Designing Campus Community


lscc, Setting Up Checklists


Pages Used for the Letter Generation Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


General Parameters RUNCTL_LTRGEN1 Campus Community,
Communications, Letter
Generation, General
Parameters


Specify general parameters
for extracting letter data,
including the IDs for which
data is to be extracted, the
letter code into which the
data should be merged, the
name and address usages to
use, and the joint salutation
(if appropriate).


Date/Merge Parameters RUNCTL_LTRGEN2 Campus Community,
Communications, Letter
Generation, Date/Merge
Parameters


Specify the necessary file
locations, dates, and sort
option for extracting data.


Checklist Parameters RUNCTL_LTRGEN3 Campus Community,
Communications, Letter
Generation, Checklist
Parameters


Specify any checklist items
to extract and use in a letter.


Specifying General Parameters
Access the General Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Letter Generation, Checklist
Parameters).
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General Parameters page


ID Selection


All IDs Select to extract the data from all IDs (person IDs and organization IDs) that
are assigned a communication with the letter code indicated and that are not
marked complete.


One ID Select to extract the data from the one individual ID indicated. The
communication with the indicated letter code must be assigned to this
individual.
If you select the One ID option, specify the individual’s ID in the Person
ID field.


All Person IDs Select to extract the data from all the individuals’ IDs that are assigned
a communication with the letter code indicated.


One Org ID (one
organization ID)


Select to extract the data from the one organization ID indicated. The
communication with the indicated letter code must be assigned to this
organization.
If you select the One Org ID option, specify the organization’s ID in the
Organization ID field.
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All Org IDs (all organization
IDs)


Select to extract the data from all the organization IDs that are assigned a
communication with the letter code indicated and that are not marked complete.


Letter Code Selection


Letter Code Enter the letter code that identifies the template into which to merge the
extracted data.
Only those letter codes to which you have 3C group security access are
available from the list.


Missing Critical Data


Produce Communication Select this check box for the process to produce the extract file even if critical
data is missing (for example, address information or name of the recipient).


Complete Communication Select this check box for the process to set the status to Complete even
if critical data is missing.


Name and Address Usage
Name and address usages apply to letters addressed to individuals. They do not apply to letters for
organizations.


Address Enter the type of address, from the Address Usage page, to extract for this
letter.
You can list address types in a preferred search-and-use order. For example, if
you list an address usage that containsMailing, Billing, and Home the system
searches for the mailing address first; if none exists, then the billing address; if
none exists, the home address last.


Addr Name (address name) Enter the type of name, from the Name Usage page, to extract for the address
section of this letter.


As with addresses, you can list address name types in a preferred
search-and-use order.


Salutation Enter the type of name, from the Name Usage Table page, that the system
should extract for use in the opening or salutation of this letter.
For example, you might want to use the individual’s primary full name in the
address section of the letter, but use his preferred first name in the salutation
(Dear Dave).
As with addresses, you can list salutation name types in a preferred
search-and-use order.


Joint Salutation Usage


Joint Name The Joint Name field is available when the selected letter code is set on
the Standard Letters page to allow joint communications. The joint names
available in the list are those with the Joint Usage check box selected on the
Name Usage page.
The process extracts this salutation name usage for IDs set up for joint
communications.
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ID Extract Name Usage


ID Extract Name Usage Enter the ID name usage to use. The ID Extract Name Usage is an additional
way to extract name data using the name usage.
For example, you might want to use the individual’s primary full name in the
address section of the letter (Mr. Juan M. Dominguez), his preferred first name
in the salutation (Dear Juan), and his last name in the text to say We are sure
the Dominguez family will enjoy participating in this event.
As with addresses, you can list ID name types in a preferred search-and-use
order.


Specifying Date/Merge Parameters
Access the Date/Merge Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Letter Generation,
Date/Merge Parameters).


Date/Merge Parameters page


Extract File Path/Options
The server temporary directory is the default location for the .cvs and .dat extract files. If you want the system
to place the files elsewhere, specify the correct path here.


The path must be a valid network path, containing the path delimiter (forward slash or back slash), and be in
the appropriate letter case (upper or lower) for your platform. For example, on Windows NT where the target
machine is Machine01 and the target folder is LtrData, the valid path is \\Machine01\temp\LtrData\.
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File Type Select the file type (CSV or Other) to create an extract file compatible with
your word processing program. Comma delimited (.csv) files are compatible
with most word processing programs.
The process also creates a .dat file specifically for Microsoft Word and the
Word templates delivered with the system.


Update Communication Letter Printed Date With
Select the date to appear on the letter.


Communication Date Select to use the communication assignment date from the Person
Communication page for individuals or the Organization Communication page
for organizations as the date on the letter.


System Date Select to extract the current system date for the date of the letter.


User Supplied Date Select to use the specified date as the date of the letter. You must supply the
desired date.


Update Communication Completed Date With
Select the date for the system to use as the communication completed date on the communication record.


Communication Date Select to use the date when the communication was assigned as the
communication completed date.


System Date Select to use the current system date as the communication completed date.


User Supplied Date Select to use the specified date as the communication completed date. You
must supply the desired date.


Communication Date Range Selection
Enter the date range of the communication records from which to extract data. For example, you might want to
extract data only from those IDs to which you assigned a specific letter code and set the communication date
between January 1 and March 1 of the current year.


Use the date range to schedule and manage letter communications. For example, you might schedule daily or
weekly runs of the letter generation data extract process for prospect inquiry letters, or missing information
letters for applicants.


The from and to date range is inclusive of the dates that you enter.


Word Merge Parameters
If you are using the sample Word templates delivered with the system or if you are using other templates
created in Microsoft Word, specify parameters here. A macro (CCLTRGEN.DOT) built into the delivered
Word template process uses these parameters when performing a letter merge.


If you are not using Microsoft Word, you can skip these fields.


Note. Setting these parameters on the Letter Generation run control page affects the data included in the
CCLTRGEN.DAT file, but does not invoke the Word merge process. To perform a letter merge, you must
launch Word and perform the merge process.


Template Path Enter the file path to the template into which the process should merge the data.
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Sort Option Enter the order in which the process should sort the merged letters.
Values for this field are delivered with the system as translate values. Do not
modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values could
require substantial programming effort.


Send to Printer Select for the Word letter merge process to automatically send the letter with
merged data to the printer.


Specifying Checklist Parameters
Access the Checklist Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Letter Generation, Checklist
Parameters).


Checklist Parameters page


Checklist Type Enter the type of checklist from which the process should extract data for
this letter.


Tracking Group Enter the tracking group whose checklist data the process should extract
for this letter.


Checklist Code Enter the specific checklist code whose checklist item data the process should
extract for this letter.


Tracking Group Status
If you specified a tracking group, you must also select a tracking group status. You can select more than
one status option.


Initiated Select to extract tracking group data with the status of Initiated for this letter.


Completed Select to extract tracking group data with the status of Completed for this letter.
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Checklist Status


Initiated Select to extract data from checklists with the status of Initiated for this letter.


Completed Select to extract data from checklists with the status of Completed for this letter.


Item Status
If you specified a checklist code, you must select a checklist item status. You can select more than one
status option.


Initiated Select to extract data from checklist items with the status of Initiated for
this letter.


Completed Select to extract data from checklist items with the status of Completed
for this letter.


Waived Select to extract data from checklist items with the status of Waived for
this letter.


Notified Select to extract data from checklist items with the status of Notified for
this letter.


Second Notification Select to extract data from checklist items with the status of Second
Notification for this letter.


Running the Letter Generation Data Extract Process
After you specify the extract parameters, you can run the CCLTRGEN data extract process by clicking the Run
button from the General Parameters page, the Date/Merge Parameters page, or the Checklist Parameters page.


Note. Setting parameters on these run control pages affects the data included in the CCLTRGEN.DAT file;
however, it does not invoke the merge process. To perform a merge, you must launch the merge process
provided from within your institution’s word processing software. If you want to merge the extract data
into any of the sample templates (or other Word templates), you must launch Word and perform Word’s
Mail Merge process.


Note. The default output for CCLTRGEN is .csv. This setting is defined within the CCLTRGEN program.
Selecting Type and Format field values on the Process Scheduler Request page does not change this output.


See Also
lscc, Managing Communications, Reviewing Communications, Reviewing Extract Data for a Communication


Using the Communication Generation Process
This section provides overviews of the Communication Generation (Comm Gen) process and the sample
templates, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Enter selection parameters.
• Enter process parameters.
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• Enter email parameters.
• Enter checklist parameters.


Understanding the Communication Generation Process
The Communication Generation process (SCC_COMMGEN) is an application engine process that enables
you to select specific fields from which to extract critical data for a letter code assigned to individual and
organization IDs for whom you want to generate the communication. If your institution sets up and supports
multiple languages and multiple methods for communications, you can generate communications for
individuals in the language and method preferred by each recipient ID.


For communicating with organizations, the Communication Generation process enables you to select multiple
contacts of multiple types as recipients of the communication for an organization. You can use contact names
or organization departments and locations or any combination thereof.


Note. The preferred communication language and method features apply only to person communications. You
cannot set preferences for recipients of organization communications.


The Communication Generation process supports enclosures, joint communications, communication recipients,
checklist extract and status update, usages (names, address and salutation), print communication comment, and
so on. Oracle BI Publisher is a PeopleTools feature that enables you to manage and merge communication
templates and data source files for the Communication Generation process to generate letters or emails. The
process uses standard letter codes from the Standard Letter Table page in PeopleSoft Campus Community.


Note. Both the Letter Generation and the Communication Generation processes use the letter codes set in the
Standard Letter Table CS component. The only difference is that you must set up some additional aspects of a
letter code specifically for the Communication Generation process. The Letter Generation uses the same letter
codes, but ignores the Communication Generation-specific settings.


To use the Communication Generation process, you must first assign a communication record for the desired
letter code to the intended recipients. For joint communications, you should assign the communication to only
one of the individuals. If you assign it to both, the Communication Generation process extracts the data for both
IDs and generates two joint communications for the same two people. The record must include the appropriate
administrative function, communication category, and communication context and the direction of Outgoing.


You can assign communications to individuals or organizations manually, or you can use the 3C engine to
assign them using the Population Selection process, the Trigger Event process, or the Mass Change process.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Communications, Setting Up the Communication Generation Process


lscc, Managing Communications, Understanding Joint Communications


lscc, Managing Communications, Assigning Communications


lscc, Managing Communications, Assigning Communications, Adding or Deleting Enclosures
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Understanding the Communication Generation
Sample Templates
The Communication Generation extract process uses an Oracle BI Publisher data source for merging data
from your system into templates. The PeopleSoft system provides samples of Oracle BI Publisher templates
for the Communication Generation process. Templates are objects stored in the PeopleSoft database that are
associated with report definitions starting with QA_CS and have a data source type of XMLDoc Object. You
can use the sample templates as delivered, modify them unless otherwise indicated, or create your own
templates. The sample report definition and template names begin with QA_CS, but you can rename them.


See PeopleTools: Oracle BI Publisher for PeopleSoft.


This table lists the letter codes and corresponding report definitions.


Letter Code Description Report Definitions


CG Communication Generation Test QA_CSCGREPO


QA_CSXTRADMA


CG1 Comm Generation Org Test 1 QA_CSCG1REPO


QA_CSXTRAVIN


CG2 Comm Generation Org Test 2 QA_CSCG2REPO


QA_CSXTRAVIN


CGO Comm Generation Org Test QA_CSCGOREPO


QA_CSXTRAVIN


F01 Frosh Application Acknlgment QA_CSF01REPO


QA_CSXTRADMA


F02 Frosh Missing Requirements QA_CSF02REPO


QA_CSXTRADMA


REC Admit Recipient QA_CSRECREPO


QA_CSXTRADMA


RM1* Reminder Letter - 1st Request QA_CS_SF_RMD


RM2* Reminder Letter - 2nd Request QA_CS_SF_RMD


RM3* Reminder Letter - 3rd Request QA_CS_SF_RMD


XT1 Extract Enclosure 1 QA_CSXTRGEN


XTR Extract Data testing - CommGen QA_CSXTRGEN


*Before modifying these letter codes, consult your student financials department or system administrator.
Modifications to these could cause failure of processes that depend on them.
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Prerequisites for the Communication Generation Process
Before identifying data to extract into a template, design your Campus Community structure, including
names and address usages. Before specifying checklist items data to extract, set up checklists and tracking
groups. Before running the Communication Generation process to generate and print letters, configure your
printer for printing PDF format, and before running the process to generate and send emails, set your Process
Scheduler SMTP settings.


See Also
lscc, Designing Campus Community


lscc, Setting Up Checklists


PeopleTools: PeopleSoft Process Scheduler, "Managing PeopleSoft Process Scheduler," Using PSADMIN with
PeopleSoft Process Scheduler.


PeopleTools: Oracle BI Publisher for PeopleSoft.


Pages Used for the Communication Generation Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Selection Parameters SCC_CG_RUNCTL1 • Campus Community,
Communications,
Communication
Generation, Selection
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Session Management,
Acknowledgements,
Generate
Acknowledgements,
Communication
Generation, Selection
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Communications, Process
Communications,
Communication
Generation, Selection
Parameters


Specify general parameters
for extracting letter data,
including the recipient IDs
for which data is to be
extracted, the letter code,
and report name. Also define
the language and the method
for the Communication
Generation process to use to
generate a specific letter
or email.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Process Parameters SCC_CG_RUNCTL2 • Campus Community,


Communications,
Communication
Generation, Process
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Session Management,
Acknowledgements,
Generate
Acknowledgements,
Communication
Generation, Process
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Communications, Process
Communications,
Communication
Generation, Process
Parameters


Specify usages and dates
for the Communication
Generation process to use,
identify how the process is
to handle missing critical
data, and specify where the
process is to place and sort
the output when generating a
specific letter or email.


Email Parameters SCC_CG_RUNCTL_EMAL • Campus Community,
Communications,
Communication
Generation, Process
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Session Management,
Acknowledgements,
Generate
Acknowledgements,
Communication
Generation, Process
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Communications, Process
Communications,
Communication
Generation, Process
Parameters


Enter email data for the
Communication Generation
process to use when
generating an email.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Checklist Parameters SCC_COMM_CHKLST • Campus Community,


Communications,
Communication
Generation, Email
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Session Management,
Acknowledgements,
Generate
Acknowledgements,
Communication
Generation, Email
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Communications, Process
Communications,
Communication
Generation, Email
Parameters


Specify any checklist items
to extract and use in a letter
or an email.


Entering Selection Parameters
Access the Selection Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Communication Generation,
Selection Parameters).


Selection Parameters page (1 of 2)
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Selection Parameters page (2 of 2)


ID Selection


ID Selection Select the type of IDs to process: All IDs, All Person IDs, One Person ID,
All Org IDs, One Org ID or Population Selection. These are translate values
and should not be modified.


Note. When the Population Selection value is selected, the IDs selected will
be processed only if they have a communication assigned to them using the
specified letter code, are within the communication date range, and are not yet
completed. To assure that selected IDs have the desired letter code assigned,
consider using the same population selection tool (same PS Query name,
Equation Engine equation, or external file) inside the 3C Engine process to
assign the desired letter code communication to the IDs.


Person ID Available only when the ID Selection is One Person ID. You must enter the
specific person ID to process here.


Organization ID Available only when the ID Selection is One Org ID. You must enter the
specific organization ID to process here.


Population Selection
This group box appears only when the ID Selection of Population Selection is selected.
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Population selection is a method for selecting the IDs to process for a specific transaction. The Population
Selection group box is a standard group box that appears on run control pages when the Population Selection
process is available or required for the transaction. Selection tools are available based on the selection tools
that your institution selected in the setup of the Population Selection process for the application process and on
your user security. Fields in the group box appear based on the selection tool that you select. The fields behave
the same way from within the group box on all run control pages and application processes


If your institution uses a specific selection tool (PS Query, Equation Engine equation, or external file) to
identify IDs for a Communication Generation transaction, you must use it.


The PeopleSoft system delivers predefined sample queries to enable you to select person IDs, organization
IDs, or both. The predefined queries are:


• QA_CS_CC_PS_COMMGEN - Population Selection and CommGen for PER.
• QA_CS_CC_PS_COMGEN_ORG - Population Selection and CommGen for ORG.
• QA_CS_CC_PS_COMMGEN_BOTH - Population Selection and CommGen for P+O.


The PeopleSoft system also delivers predefined sample equations to enable you to select person IDs,
organization IDs, or both. The predefined equations are:


• CCCBPSPERS - Person only.
• CCCBPSORGS - Organizations only.
• CCCGPSBOTH - Person and organizations.


See lscc, Using the Population Selection Process.


Letter Code Selection


Letter Code Enter the letter code to use.
Only letter codes set up for the Communication Generation process and that
are currently assigned to the specified IDs are available. For example, if you
select All Person IDs and the FAN letter code is not assigned to any ID, the
FAN letter code is not available.


Note. If you select the ID Selection of Population Selection or All IDs, all
letter codes enabled for the Communication Generation process are available.
This is because the IDs to select are still unknown at this point


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes.


Administrative Function Displays the administrative function associated with the letter code.


Report Name,Data Source
ID, and Template List


Only the reports to which the report definition gives you security access,
are available.
If the letter code is associated with only one report, the system displays
the report name, the data source file, and a list of the templates associated
with that report.


If the letter code is associated with more than one report, click Report Name
to select the additional reports to use. When you select a report, the system
displays the list of templates associated with that report along with the
language and method for which the template is created. The Template List
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group box shows which template the system will use as a default template
if there is no specified template.


Note. An error message appears if two or more template IDs have the same
combination of language and method inside one report definition. The
combination of method and language must be unique for the Communication
Generation process to know which template to use for each ID generated.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Setting Up the Communication
Generation Process, Creating a Template.


See PeopleTools: Oracle BI Publisher for PeopleSoft.


View Report Definition Click to open a new browser window displaying the Report Definition search
page. In the new browser window, enter the report name or other information
about the definition that you want to view and click Search to access the Report
Definition component for the report. View the definition to confirm that it is
the definition that you want to make available and to preview the templates.
You can make changes to the report definition if you have security access to
the page.


Enclosures Assigned (Softcopy)


Enclosure Code,Data
Source ID, and Template
List


If the letter code includes softcopy enclosures for the IDs, the system displays
each enclosure code and its relevant information. Enter the report name
to use for each enclosure.


If no softcopy enclosures are included, the system collapses the group box.


Note. If you select the ID Selection of Population Selection, you must select
a report definition for all the enclosure codes that were included in the
Person/Org Communication Management component when the letter code was
assigned. This is because the IDs to select are still unknown at this point.


Refresh Enclosure List Click to cause the Enclosures Assigned (Softcopy) section to include all
available softcopy enclosures including enclosures that were added to the
system since the last refresh of the process run control ID.
Refresh the list of enclosures periodically to make sure you are processing the
communications appropriately in scheduled runs of the process. Failure to
refresh the list could result in producing missing enclosures for some IDs.
For example, assume that you schedule a run control ID of AAA to run every
night to generate a communication for all IDs that have the letter code ABC
assigned. The next day, an administrator assigns letter code ABC to John Smith
and includes enclosure XYZ. XYZ is not already included in the Enclosures
Assigned (Softcopy) group box for run control AAA. If you don’t refresh the
list to cause XYZ to be included before the next run, the process will not
generate the XYZ letter for John Smith.


Report Name, Data Source,
and Template List


These fields behave the same in the Enclosures Assigned (Softcopy) group box
as in the Letter Code Selection group box
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No Matching Template Found


Use Default Template
or Do Not Produce
Communication


Select an option to specify what to do if the language and method combination
to use for an ID is not listed in the template list for the report name selected.
Select Use Default Template to use the template set as the default inside the
report ID, or select Do Not Produce Communication to not produce the
communication for an ID where no template is found.
For example, if in the Communication Language Usage section the language
to use is Preferred and the preferred language of the ID is Italian but no Italian
template is associated with the specified report, do you want the system to use
the default template, which in this case is the English Letter template, or do
you want the system to skip the communication for that ID?


Note. The option that you select applies to the main letter code, not to the
enclosures. The process assumes that the report definition contains an
enclosure code with at least one language and method combination that is the
same as the one set for the main letter code. If the system does not find at least
one that is the same, a message appears when you try to save the run control
component or when the process runs and encounters the problem.


Communication Language Usage
Select options in this group box and in the Communication Method Usage box, to identify the template
for the Communication Generation process to use.


Specified and Language, or
Preferred


The system selects the Specified option by default and sets the Language field
to the base language that was set at installation. You can change the language
to use, however, the Template List group box for the main letter code must
include a template that uses the language that you specify.
If your institution supports language preferences, you can select Preferred to
cause the system to evaluate and use the preferred language of each ID if any.
When Preferred is selected, the Language field becomes unavailable.
If your institution did not set communication preferences to Support multiple
languages on the Installation CC page, then the system automatically selects
the Specified option and makes both the Specified and Preferredoptions
unavailable. You must specify the language to use.


Communication Method Usage
Select options in this group box and in the Communication Language Usage group box, to identify the template
for the Communication Generation process to use.


Specified and Method, or
Preferred


The system selects the Specified option by default and sets the Method field
to Letter. You can change the specified method, however the Template List
group box for the main letter code must include a template that uses the
method that you specify.
If your institution supports method preferences, you can select Preferred to
cause the system to evaluate and use the preferred method of each ID. When
Preferred is selected, the Method field is unavailable.
If your institution did not set communication preferences to Support multiple
methods on the Installation CC page, then the system automatically selects
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the Specified option and makes both the Specified and Preferredoptions
unavailable. You must specify the method to use.


Entering Process Parameters
Access the Process Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Communication Generation,
Process Parameters).
Bundle 29
The Use Preferred Email Address check box is added for Person communications.


Process Parameters page
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Person Communication Usage
Fields in this group box are available for input only if the ID Selection field on the Selection Parameters page
is set to All IDs, All Person IDs, One Person ID, or Population Selection.


If the field is available, you must enter the usage to use for searching for data for that field.


Address Enter the type of address, from the Address Usage page, to extract for this
communication. You can list address types in a preferred search-and-use order.
For example, if you list an address usage that contains mailing, billing, and
home address types, the system searches for the mailing address first; if none
exists, then for the billing address; if none exists, for the home address last.


Warning! If the Communication Generation process encounters IDs that
are set to receive an email but the address usage does not include email
types, the process cannot send the email and therefore will not generate the
communication for those IDs. When the method selected on the Selection
Parameters page is Email or Preferred, then the address usage must include
email types or a combination of address types and email types; at least one
template for the main letter code must be for emails.


Address Name Enter the type of name, from the Name Usage page, to extract for the address
section of this letter. As with addresses, you can list address name types in
a preferred search-and-use order.


Salutation Enter the type of name, from the Name Usage Table page, that the system
should extract for use in the opening or salutation of this communication.
For example, you might want to use the individual’s primary full name
in the address section of the letter, but use his preferred first name in the
salutation (Dear Dave). As with addresses, you can list salutation name types
in a preferred search-and-use order.


Extra Name The extra name is an additional way to extract name data using the name
usage. For example, you might want to use the individual’s primary full name
in the address section of the letter (Mr. Juan M. Dominguez), his preferred first
name in the salutation (Dear Juan), and his last name in the text to say "We are
sure the Dominguez family will enjoy participating in this event." As with
addresses, you can list ID name types in a preferred search-and-use order.


Use Preferred Email
Address


Bundle 29
New


Select this check box to use the preferred email address (as indicated on the
Electronic Addresses page) for this communication.


See lscc, Designing Campus Community.


Joint Salutation Usage
The Joint Name field is available for input only if the ID Selection field on the Selection Parameters page is set
to All IDs, All Person IDs, One Person ID, or Population Selection, and only if the letter code is set to permit
joint communications. The available Joint Name values are applicable values from the Name Usage Table.


If the field is available, you must enter the name type to use in the salutation for joint communications.


See lscc, Designing Campus Community.
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Org Communication Usage
Fields in this group box are available for input only if the ID Selection field on the Selection Parameters page
is set to All IDs, All Org IDs,One Org ID, or Population Selection.


If the field is available, you must enter the usage to use for searching for data for that field.


Org Recipient Enter the usage for the process to evaluate. The process evaluates this usage to
find and retrieve the recipients to use for the organization communication.


Contact Name Enter the usage for the process to evaluate. The process evaluates this
usage to find and the name type to use in the output for each organization
recipient contact.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Setting Up the Communication Generation Process, Defining
Organization Communication Recipient Usages.


Communication Date Range Selection
Enter the date range of the communication records from which to extract data. For example, you might want to
extract data only from IDs to which you assigned a specific letter code and set the communication date to
between January 1 and March 1 of the current year.


The From and To date ranges are inclusive of the dates that you enter.


Update Communication Generation Date With
Select the date to use as the date when the communication is generated. When the Communication Generation
process finishes, it enters this date in the Communication Generation Datefield in the Communication
Management component for persons or organizations as appropriate.


Communication Date Select to use the communication assignment date from the Person
Communication page for individuals or the Organization Communication page
for organizations, to use as the date of generation.


System Date Select to extract the current system date to use as the date of generation.


User Supplied Date Select to use the specified date as the date of generation. You must supply the
desired date.


Update Communication Completed Date With
Select the date for the system to use as the communication completed date on the communication record.


Communication Date Select to use the date when the communication was assigned as the
communication completed date.


System Date Select to use the current system date as the communication completed date.


User Supplied Date Select to use the specified date as the communication completed date. You
must supply the desired date.


Output Settings
Specify how to sort the generated outputs. You can choose to preview a sample of the outputs before running
the process, or if the communication is a letter, you can choose to send the output directly to the printer
for printing.
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Warning! If you do not select either Preview Online or Send to Printer, when the process runs it generates
the communication. If, in the Standard Letter Table CS component, Letter Printed Data is set to either
Name/Address Only or All for the letter code, then the process saves the data indicated and inserts the View
Generated Communication link in the Person or Organization Communication Management components. You
must manually navigate to the Communication Management component for each of the processed IDs to view
or print the final outputs individually. If the Letter Printed Data is set to None for the letter code, the process
generates the communications, but does not save data or make the output retrievable. If the communication is
an email, the process sends the email to the specified IDs.


Sort Option Enter how to sort the generated outputs.
Available options are:
All Alphabetically by ID Type to sort first, organization communications sorted
alphabetically by the first letter of each recipient’s name, contact, department,
or location name depending on how the output is addressed, and then individual
communications alphabetically by each recipient’s last name/first name.
Country, Postal (default value) to sort by each recipient’s postal or zip code.
Use this sort option to streamline mass mailings sent through the postal service.
Country, Postal by ID Type to sort first, organization communications by each
recipient’s country and postal address, and then individual communications
by each recipient’s country and postal address.


Online Preview Select to preview the output online in PeopleSoft Report Manager.


When selected, the system sends a sample of all related outputs to PeopleSoft
Report Manager with corresponding links for you to click to preview each
output. For example, if an ID has two enclosures and three communication
recipients, Report Manager displays a total of 12 document links labeled with
the report definition name for each letter code and the name of each recipient.
One document link is for the main letter code output and two links are for the
enclosures associated with the main ID. The same links appear for each of
the three recipients.


Note. Previews do not cause communications to be marked Completed and
no information is entered in the Person or Organization Communication
Management components for the communication.


When generating communications for multiple IDs, the online preview
functionality extracts data for previews of only the first 10 IDs and their
enclosures and recipients.


Email Address If the communication method usage is either Email or Preferred on the
Selection Parameters page and the Online Preview check box is selected, then
the Email Address field appears.
Enter an email address whose inbox you can access to see how the emails
will be sent. When you provide an email address for online previewing, the
generated outputs do not appear in the PeopleSoft Report Manager.
Continuing with the example from the Online Preview field, the email address
that you enter will receive four different emails: one for the main ID and
one for each of the three recipients. The enclosures will be attachments to
the emails. If an email is missing for a specific recipient, it is probably
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because no email address exists in the Related ID (or Name) field in the
Relationships component.


Note. The Communication Generation process uses the main letter code
template as the body of the email text. To do so, the process automatically
converts the format of the main letter template to HTM format. Enclosures, if
assigned, are not converted. The process includes them as attachments using
the default output format set in the report definition.


See lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Relationships Data,
Entering Relationship Addresses.


See PeopleTools: PeopleSoft Process Scheduler, "Using Report Manager."


Send to Printer and
Destination Printer


If the communication method usage is either Letter or Preferred on the
Selection Parameters page, then the Send to Printer option is available.


Select the check box to send letter communications directly to the printer.
When selected, the Destination Printer field appears. You must enter the
path to the printer.


When you are generating letters, you can retrieve the output at the specified
printer or by clicking the View Generated Communication link in each
processed ID’s Person or Organization Communication component (if the
letter code is set to save the data to the communication record), or both.


Note. If, on the Selection Parameters page, the communication method usage
is Email or the Online Preview check box is selected, then the Send to Printer
option is unavailable. You cannot send an email to the printer, nor can you
send communications set to Online Preview to the printer.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes, Setting Up a
Letter Code.


See PeopleTools: Oracle BI Publisher for PeopleSoft.


Send to File and File Path If the communication method usage is either Letter or Preferred on the
Selection Parameters page, then the Send to File option is available.
Select the check box to save the generated letter communications as a single
file. When selected, the File Path field appears. You must specify the file
path to use.
When the process runs, it sorts and merges all the final letters into one file and
saves it to the file path that you entered. The filename is CommGen_<process
instance nbr>.pdf, where <process instance nbr> is the unique process
instance number assigned by the Communication Generation process for
that run.
You can use the file to make last-minute changes to the communications or
send to a third-party vendor such as a mailing company.


Note. If, on the Selection Parameters page, the communication method usage
is Email or the Online Preview check box is selected, then the Send to File
option is unavailable. You cannot save an email to a file, nor can you save
communications set to Online Preview to a file.
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When you are generating letters, you can retrieve the output from the file at the
destination you specify or by clicking the View Generated Communication link
in each processed ID’s Person or Organization Communication component (if
the letter code is set to save the data to the communication record), or both.


Note. The file created is a .pdf file regardless of the format type defined in the
report definition associated with the letter code.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes, Setting Up a
Letter Code.


See PeopleTools: Oracle BI Publisher for PeopleSoft.


Create Envelopes, Create
Labels and Report Name


If the communication method usage is either Letter or Preferred on the
Selection Parameters page, then the Create Envelopes and Create Labels
options are available.
Select the appropriate check box to generate envelopes or address labels for
the letter communications.
When selected, the Report Name link appears. You must select the report
definition for the Communication Generation process to use. The report
definition enables the process to retrieve address information from the
associated data source to merge into the appropriate envelope or label template.
Only the report definitions that are created with a data source configured with
the same administrative function used in the main letter code are available.
For example, if the main letter code has a data source configured for the
ADMA administrative function, then only the report definitions created
with a data source set up for administrative function ADMA are available
for envelopes and labels.


Warning! The Communication Generation process does not re-extract data
for envelopes and labels. It reuses the data extracted for the main letter code
report definition to merge inside the envelope or label template. This ensures
consistency between the address, the salutation information printed on the
letter, and the name and address on the envelopes and labels. If you need to
extract additional data to include on the envelopes or labels (for example, you
might want to print the name of the admissions recruiting center for the ID on
the envelope or label), then you must include the data inside the data source
of the report definition for the main letter code. If the data is not in the data
source for that report definition, it will not be extracted.


When the Send to File option is selected and you select Create Envelopes
or Create Labels, the process sorts and merges all the address data into
one file and saves it to the file path that you entered. The process applies
the salutation, address, and sort order specified for the main letter to the
corresponding envelopes and labels.
The filename for envelopes is CommGenENV_<process instance nbr>.pdf and
the filename for labels data is CommGenLBL_<process instance nbr>.pdf,
where <process instance nbr> is the unique process instance number assigned
by the Communication Generation process for that run.
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Note. When Send to File is selected, the file format is always .pdf regardless
of the format type defined in the Report Definition used for generating the
labels or envelopes


When the letter code is set to save data to the communication record and
the Create Envelopes option is selected, the Communication Generation
process saves the respective envelope inside each processed ID’s Person or
Organization Communication Management component. Click the View
Generated Communication link, and then the View Envelope link to view
and reprint the envelope if needed.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes, Setting Up a
Letter Code.


See lscc, Managing Communications.


Note. The Create Labels option does not make the generated label available
inside the Person or Organization Communication Management component
for the IDs processed. Use the Create Envelopes option to recreate the label
if needed.


Envelope Printer and Label
Printer


If the Send to Printer check box is selected and you select the Create
Envelopes or Create Labels options, the Envelope Printer or Label Printer field
appears. Enter the path to the printer that is set up to print envelopes or to the
printer that is set up to print labels.


Report Definitions for labels and envelopes must use the same administrative function as the administrative
function associated with the main letter code. Consider creating report definitions and data sources for each
administrative function that you use. The following table provides an example of delivered elements for labels
and envelopes for three sample administrative functions.


Admin
Function Data Source


Label
Template


Envelope
Template


Label Report
Definition


Envelope
Report


Definition
ADMA QA_CS_


LBLENV_
ADMA


QA_CS_CC_
LABEL.rtf


QA_CS_CC_
ENVELOPE.rtf


QA_
CSLBLADMA


QA_
CSENVADMA


AVIN QA_CS_
LBLENV_AVIN


QA_CS_CC_
LABEL.rtf


QA_CS_CC_
ENVELOPE.rtf


QA_
CSLBLAVIN


QA_
CSENVAVIN


GEN QA_CS_
LBLENV_GEN


QA_CS_CC_
LABEL.rtf


QA_CS_CC_
ENVELOPE.rtf


QA_CSLBLGEN QA_CSENVGEN


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Setting Up the Communication Generation Process, Creating a Data
Source File.


See PeopleTools: Oracle BI Publisher for PeopleSoft, "Creating Report Templates."
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Warning! When generating letters, you must select either Send to File or Send to Printer to ensure the
ability to retrieve and view the letter outputs. If you do not select either Send to File or Send to Printer, you
must manually navigate to each processed ID’s communication component to retrieve and view the output.
However, the output is in the communication record only if the assigned letter code is set to save it there.


For emails, the process automatically sends the generated communication to each processed ID. You cannot
retrieve and view an email output before sending. You can however, select Send to File or Send to Printer to
retrieve and view the email that was sent.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes, Setting Up a Letter Code.


Missing Critical Data


Produce Communication Select this check box for the process to produce the communication even if
critical data is missing, for example, even if address information or name
of the recipient is missing.


Complete Communication Select this check box for the process to set the status to Complete on the
communication record, even if critical data is missing.
Critical data is set in the Communication Data Source component.


Note. If Email Address for Person for individuals or Organization Recipient
Email and URL information for organizations, is not marked as critical data,
the process considers the email address to be critical data for generating
an email.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Setting Up the Communication
Generation Process, Creating a Data Source File.


Entering Email Parameters
Access the Email Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Communication Generation,
Process Parameters).
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Email Parameters page


From Enter the email address of the person or entity that is sending the email.
This email address will replace any default email address that your institution’s
server might use to indicate from whom an email was sent. You can use this
for cosmetic appearance. For example, if the Registrar Office sends the email,
you might enter Registrar_Office@university.com. The email address may be
valid or not. If it is not, your template should include text similar to: This
email was sent by an automated system. Do not reply to this email address.
This field is required if the communication method usage is Specific Email
or Preferred.


Subject You can enter email subjects for each email template language encountered on
the Template Selection group box on the Selection Parameters page.
If the Communication Language Usage option is set to Preferred on the
Selection Parameters page then the system generates subject fields for each
email template language encountered in the Template Selection group box. If
zero or one email template is found, or if the Communication Language Usage
option is set to Specific, then a single Subject field appears on this page.
All Subject fields require a value when the Communication Language Usage
option is set to Preferred and the Communication Method Usage option is set
to either Preferred or Email Specific.
When you click the Run button, the Communication Generation process
(SCC_COMMGEN) retrieves the appropriate subject field from the
SCC_CG_EML_RCTL table based on the email template language used to
generate the communication.
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Reply to, Sender, and
Bounce to


(Optional) Enter values if your institution’s email service uses these fields
when sending emails.
The Reply to email address must be valid. This is the email address that will
appear when the recipient replies to the sender. It overrides the Fromemail
address.
The Bounce To address is a valid email address set to receive all emails that
do not send successfully.


Importance and Sensitivity
Options that you select in these group boxes appear in the email transmission for the recipient to see.


Entering Checklist Parameters
Access the Checklist Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Communication Generation,
Email Parameters).


Checklist Parameters page
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Checklist Item Selection


Administrative Function Enter the administrative function associated with the checklists to use.
If the checklists that you want to use are associated with different
administrative functions, use the add button to enter each administrative
function and select the checklists and items associated with that function.


Checklist Context


Checklist Type, Tracking
Group, or Checklist Code


Select the context by which to select the checklists to extract.
The fields on the page change based on the checklist context that you select.


Checklist Type
This group box appears regardless of which context you select.


Checklist Type Enter the types of checklists from which the process should extract data for
this letter or email.
You can select more than one checklist type for an administrative function.
For example if you select Requirement List, the process extracts checklist
information for checklist codes set up with that checklist type.


Checklist Code and Checklist Code Status
This group box appears only if you select a Checklist Context of Checklist Code.


If you select Checklist Code, then you must select a checklist status to use. The process will include
only checklist codes with the status that you specify. You can select more than one checklist code for an
administrative function and more than one checklist status for each checklist code.


Institution Enter the institution related to the desired checklist. Often the same checklist
codes are shared by more than one institution, and the system needs to use
the correct one.


Checklist Code Enter the specific checklist codes whose checklist item data should be
extracted for this letter or email.
You can specify more than one checklist code.


Checklist Status Select the status of the checklists from which to extract data for this letter
or email.


You can select either the status of Completed or Initiated, or you can add
a row to list both.


Tracking Group and Tracking Group Status
This group box appears only if you select a Checklist Context of Tracking Group.


If you select Tracking Group, then you must select a group status to use. The process will include checklist
items assigned to the tracking group and tracking group status that you specify. You can select more than one
tracking group for an administrative function and more than one group status for each tracking group.


Tracking Group Enter the tracking group codes whose checklist item data should be extracted
for this letter or email.
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You can enter more than one tracking group for an administrative function.


Group Status Select the group status from which to extract checklist data for this letter
or email.
You can select Completed or Initiated, or you can add a row to select both.


Checklist Item Status
Regardless of the context that you select, you must specify the checklist item status to use. You can select
more than one checklist item status for an administrative function.


Available checklist item status values include: Completed, Waived, Notified, Second Notification, and so on.


See lscc, Setting Up Checklists.


Resetting Generated Communications
A successful run of the Communication Generation or Letter Generation process updates the following items
on the communication record for each processed ID:


• Communication Generation Datefield.
• Communication Completed option.
• Date Activity Completed field.
• Unsuccessful Outcome option with its Reason field.
• Language, Method, and Process Used fields.
• View Generated Communication link (only for Communication Generation process and if setup allows it).


When the items are updated, the process sets the communication to Communication Completed, and neither
the Communication Generation process nor the Letter Generation process will process that ID again for that
communication.


If you need to generate the communication again or reset the fields (for example, if you mistakenly used
the wrong template or selected the wrong IDs to process), then you must either manually navigate to each
processed ID’s Person or Organization Communication Management component and clear the Communication
Completed check box, or use the Reset Communications page to reset the communication.


You can specify which of the processed IDs to reset: All IDs, All Person IDs, All Org IDs, One Person ID,
or One Org ID.


Resetting clears the information from the communication record, refreshes the processing tables, and deletes
from the XML storage tables. The Letter Generation process does not use processing tables that need to be
refreshed.


Note. You must run reset the communication to refresh the processing tables if the Communication Generation
process ends abnormally.


This section discusses how to reset the communication.
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Page Used to Reset Generated Communications
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Reset Communication SCC_CG_RESET • Campus Community,
Communications, Reset
Communication


• Contributor Relations,
Communications, Process
Communications, Reset
Communication


• Contributor Relations,
Session Management,
Acknowledgements,
Generate
Acknowledgements, Reset
Communication


Reset the communications
generated by the
Communication Generation
process or the Letter
Generation process by
clearing the Communication
Completed check box and
resetting the other values
populated by the processes.


Also reset the
Communication Generation
process tables if the process
ended abnormally.


Resetting a Communication
Access the Reset Communication page (Campus Community, Communications, Reset Communication).


Reset Communication page


Process instance, Run
Date/Time, and Run Status


Select the process instance number for which you want to reset a generated
communication.
Process instance numbers are available only for a process run status of Success,
No Success, Warning, Delete, Error, or Cancelled.


When the process instance number has a run status of Success, the
Reset Communication process clears all process information that the
Communication Generation process or the Letter Generation process added to
the communication record for each processed ID.
When the process instance number has a run status of No Success, Warning,
Delete, Error, or Cancelled, the Reset Communication process clears all
of the processing tables, so that you can run the process to generate the
communication again.


ID Selection, Person ID,
and Org ID


Specify which IDs within the process instance to reset. Only the IDs generated
in the specified process instance are available.
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• Enter All IDs to reset all of the processed IDs.
• Enter All Person IDs or All Org IDs to reset all of the person IDs or all


of the organization IDs that were processed.
• If you enter One Person ID or One Org ID, the Person ID or the Org ID


field appears. You must enter the ID.


Click the Run button to invoke the SCC_CG_RESET Application Engine process. The system does the
following:


1. Clears rows in the process tables that were used for the specific Communication Generation run.
The process tables are: SCC_COMMGEN_AET, SCC_CG_PRCS_AET, SCC_CG_MERG_TBL,
SCC_CG_PRCS_TBL and SCC_CG_TRGT.


2. Identifies the communications to reset based on the ID Selection dropdown on the run control page.
3. For each communication identified in step 2, deletes from the XML storage tables (SCC_CG_ATTDET,


SCC_CGR_ATTREL, SCC_ORG_CTC_ATT, SCC_ORG_DPT_ATT and SCC_ORG_LOC_ATT).
4. For each communication identified in step 2, updates the process-related fields on the


PS_COMMUNICATION table:
• COMPLETED_COMM=’N’
• COMPLETED_ID=’ ’
• COMPLETED_DT =%DateNull
• UNSUCCESSFUL=’N’
• OUTCOME_REASON=’ ’
• LETTER_PRINTED_DT=%DateNull
• PROCESS_INSTANCE=0
• SCC_COMM_MTHD=’ ’
• SCC_COMM_LANG=’ ’
• SCC_COMM_PROC=’ ’


Reviewing Communications
This section discusses how to:


• Review extract data for a communication.


• Review extract data for an additional individual recipient.


• Review a summary of communications.


• Review 3C Group access to a communication.


• Review details of a communication.
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Pages Used to Review Communications
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Communication Letter Data COMM_LTR_DATA Campus Community,
Communications, Person
Communications,
Communication Letter Data


Review extract data for a
communication assigned to
an individual. This page can
only be updated by Letter
Generation extract process.


Organization
Communication Letter Data


ORGCOMM_LTR_DATA Campus Community,
Communications,
Organization
Communications, Org
Communication Letter Data,
Communication Letter Data


Review extract data for a
communication assigned
to an organization. This
page can only be updated by
Letter Generation extract
process.


Communication Recipient
Data


COMM_RECPNT_DATA • Campus Community,
Communications, Person
Communications,
Communication Letter
Data, Communication
Recipient Data


• Campus Community,
Communications, Person
Communications,
Communication
Management,
Communication Recipient
Data


• Contributor Relations,
Communications,
Communications - Person,
Communication Letter
Data, Communication
Recipient Data


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Communications,
Communication Letter
Data, Communication
Recipient Data


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Communications,
Communication
Management,
Communication Recipient
Data


• Contributor Relations,
Communications,
Communications -
Person, Communication
Management,
Communication Recipient
Data


View data for an additional
individual recipient.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Communication Summary COMM_SUMMARY • Campus Community,


Communications, Person
Communications,
Communication Summary


• Student Admissions, 3 C’s
and Event Summaries,
Communication Summary


• Student Recruiting, 3 C’s
and Events Summaries,
Communication Summary


• Contributor Relations,
Communications,
Communications - Person,
Communication Summary


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Communications,
Communication Summary


• Self Service, Outreach,
View person information,
Constituent Information,
Communication Summary


• Records and Enrollment,
3 C’s Summaries,
Communication Summary


• Student Recruiting,
Student Recruiters,
Summaries,
Communication Summary


Search for and
review a summary of
communications to or from
an individual.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Org Communication
Summary


ORG_COMM_SUMMARY • Campus Community,
Communications,
Organization
Communications, Org
Communication Summary


• Contributor Relations,
Communications,
Communications
- Organization,
Communication Summary
- Org, Org Communication
Summary


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
Organizations,
Communications, Org
Communication Summary


• Self Service, Outreach,
View Organization
Information, Constituent
Information - Org,
Communication Summary


Review communications
with an organization.


Operator 3C Groups
Summary


OPR_GRP_3C_SUM • Campus Community,
Communications, Person
Communications,
Communication Summary,
Operator 3C Groups
Summary


• Campus Community,
Communications,
Organization
Communications, Org
Communication Summary,
Operator 3C Groups
Summary


View 3C group inquiry
and update access to
communications with
individuals or organizations.


Person Communication
Management


COMM_MGMT1 Campus Community,
Communications, Person
Communications,
Communication Detail,
Communication Detail


View details of a
communication assigned to
an individual.


Org Communication Detail ORG_COMM_MGMT1 Campus Community,
Communications,
Organization
Communications, Org
Communication Detail


View the details of a
communication assigned to
an organization.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Organization Comm
Recipients


ORG_COMM_MGMT2 • Campus Community,
Communications,
Organization
Communications, Org
Communication Detail,
Organization Comm
Recipients


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
Organizations,
Communications,
Organization
Communication


• Contributor Relation,
Communications,
Communications
- Organization,
Organization
Communication


View the details of the
recipients set to receive a
communication that is
assigned to an organization.


Reviewing Extract Data for a Communication
Access the Communication Letter Data page (Campus Community, Communications, Person Communications,
Communication Letter Data) or the Organization Communication Letter Data page (Campus Community,
Communications, Organization Communications, Org Communication Letter Data, Communication Letter
Data).


Communication Letter Data page
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Organization Communication Letter Data page


The Communication Letter Data page and the Organization Communication Letter Data page are for viewing
purposes only; you cannot enter or modify data. Information on this page is controlled from the Letter Printed
Data value set in the Standard Letter Table CS component. Use this page to review the data extracted for an
ID as the result of the Letter Generation process.


Note. The Communication Generation process does not update the page. Instead it makes the final outputs
accessible from View Generated Communication link in the Person and Organization Communication
components.


Reviewing Extract Data for an Additional Individual Recipient
Access the Communication Recipient Data page (Campus Community, Communications, Person
Communications, Communication Letter Data, Communication Recipient Data).
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Communication Recipient Data page


The Communication Recipient Data page is view-only; you cannot enter or modify data. Information
appears on this page only if you have set up a separate recipient on the Communication Recipient page in
the Relationships component for the specified letter code. The page is updated by both Letter Generation
and Communication Generation process.


Reviewing a Summary of Communications
Access the Communication Summary page (Student Admissions, 3C’s and Event Summaries, Communication
Summary) or the Org Communication Summary page (Campus Community, Communications, Organization
Communications, Org Communication Summary).
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Communication Summary page


Org Communication Summary page


Note. Multiple views of the page are available by clicking the tabs in the group box. We document fields that
are common to all views first.


Common Page Information: Selection Criteria Region
If you click the Search button without entering any values, the system searches for all communications for
the individual or organization and displays the results at the bottom of the page. You can enter values or any
combination of values to limit the search.


Function Enter the administrative area on which to search.
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Variable Data Click to access the Variable Data page, where you can add values to search
on for specific variable data related to the administrative function that you
selected.
If no variable data is required or allowed for the administrative function
selected, the Variable Data link is unavailable.


Category Enter the category from the Communication Categories page, for which
to search.


Method Enter the method from the Communication Contexts page, for which to search.


Direction Enter the direction from the Communication Contexts page, for which
to search.


Letter Code Enter the letter code from the Standard Letters Table page, for which to search.


Status Enter the status of the communications for which to search.


Available values are:


All: The system searches for all communications regardless of status.


Complete: The system searches only for completed communications.


Incomplete: The system searches only for incomplete communications.


Search Click to launch the search based on the criteria you selected.


General Info Tab
For the Organization Summary page, the Process Used field indicates if the recipient’s information is in the
Recipients - Letter Gen Process or the Recipients - Comm Gen Process tab.


Click the trash can icon to delete any communication from the recipient’s record. The icon appears under
these conditions:


• The system is configured, on the Installation Default - CC page, to allow individual communication
deletion.


• 3C Group Security allows the user to access the particular records.


See [PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook]Deleting Individual Communications.


Letter Details Tab
Use the Letter Details tab to determine if supplemental information is provided about the communication, such
as enclosure letter codes and descriptions if enclosures were included, the related ID if the communication was
joint, and the category and context for the communication.


Note. A joint communication can be assigned to only one of the two individual IDs. However, when a joint
communication is assigned, the communication is listed in the summary for both IDs. For example, if you
assign a joint communication to primary ID 12345 with the related ID 13578 and you view the summary
for ID 12345, the joint communication check box is selected and no related ID value appears. When you
view the summary for (related) ID 13578, however, the joint communication check box is selected and the
related ID of 12345 appears.
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Reviewing 3C Group Access to a Communication
Access the Operator 3C Groups Summary page (Campus Community, Communications, Person
Communications, Communication Summary, Operator 3C Groups Summary or Campus Community,
Communications, Person Communications, Communication Summary, Operator 3C Groups Summary).


Operator 3C Groups Summary page


You can review the inquiry and update access of the 3C groups that have access to the communication, and you
can change the inquiry access for a group on this page. You cannot change the update access.


Reviewing Details of a Communication
The Communication Detail and Org Communication Detail pages are view-only versions of the Person
Communication Management and Organization Communication pages where you assign the communications.
You can view the details of an assigned communication on these pages, but you cannot enter or edit the data.


See Also
lscc, Managing Communications, Assigning Communications
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Using the Envelope and Label Generation Process
This section provides an overview of the Envelope and Label Generation (SCC_CGLABELS) process,
and discusses how to:


• Enter selection parameters.


• Enter process parameters.


Understanding the Envelope and Label Generation Process
Use the Envelope and Label Generation process (SCC_CGLABELS) to generate envelopes and labels for a
communication previously generated by the Communication Generation process (SCC_COMMGEN) (or for
envelopes and labels previously generated by the Envelope and Label Generation process if you are rerunning
them) or for a hardcopy communication that does not have a template in your PeopleSoft system, such as
a brochure, flyer, post card, and so on.


For communications previously generated by the Communication Generation process, you can use the process
to rerun the envelopes without having to reset and regenerate the full communication. Use the Communication
Generation process instance number to ensure consistency in the name, address, and salutation data between
the letter and the envelope or label.


For hardcopy communications, use the process to generate envelopes or labels for a specific set of IDs without
extracting more data than required for an envelope or label (usually name and address data).


Note. You can use the Letter Generation process to generate labels and envelopes for hardcopy
communications, but the process extracts all of the data that it would extract for a letter.


Warning! IDs that have a communication set to Completed either manually or by the Letter Generation
process are not recognized by the Envelope and Label Generation process. The process recognizes and
processes only communications completed by the Communication Generation process or the Envelope and
Label Generation process.
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Pages Used for the Envelope and Label Generation Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Selection Parameters SCC_CG_RUN_ENVLBL1 • Campus Community,
Communications, Set
Up Communications,
Envelope and Label
Generation, Selection
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Session Management,
Acknowledgements,
Generate
Acknowledgements,
Selection Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Communications, Process
Communications,
Selection Parameters


Specify general parameters
for extracting name and
address data for envelopes
and labels.


Process Parameters SCC_CG_RUNCTL2 • Campus Community,
Communications, Set
Up Communications,
Envelope and Label
Generation, Process
Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Session Management,
Acknowledgements,
Generate
Acknowledgements,
Process Parameters


• Contributor Relations,
Communications, Process
Communications, Process
Parameters


Specify usages and dates
for the Envelope and Label
Generation process to use,
identify how the process is
to handle missing critical
data, and specify where the
process is to place and sort
the outputs.


Entering Selection Parameters
Access the Selection Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Set Up Communications,
Envelope and Label Generation, Process Parameters).
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Selection Parameters page


Communication Selection


Process Instance If the communication was previously generated, select the process instance for
which you want to generate envelopes or labels.


Only the process instances created by either the Communication Generation
or the Envelope and Label Generation process are available to ensure that
the data extracted by those processes is the same data that will be used to
generate the envelopes and labels.


Note. The process instance number appears in the Process Instance field on
the processed ID’s Person Communication Management or Organization
Communication Management page.


Letter Code Enter the letter code of the item for which you want to generate envelopes
and labels.
If you entered a process instance number, the letter code of the generated
communication appears in the Letter Code field, and the field is unavailable.
If the communication has not been completed, enter the letter code for which
you want to generate the envelopes and labels. For example, it could be a letter
code for a hardcopy item (brochure, flyer, post card, or other) for which you
want to generate envelopes and labels.


Note. All letter codes are available, whether or not they are set up for the
Communication Generation process.


Communication Date Range Selection
This group box appears only when the letter code is entered manually.
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From Date and To Date Enter the date range of the communication records from which to extract data.
For example, you might want to extract data only from IDs to which you
assigned a specific letter code and set the communication date to between
January 1 and March 1 of the current year.


ID Selection


ID Type, Person ID, and
Org ID


Specify the types of IDs for which you want to generate envelopes and labels.
The choices are: All IDs, All Org IDs, All Person IDs, One Org ID, One
Person ID, or Population Selection.


When a process instance number is entered, only the IDs processed within
the process instance are available.


When a letter code is manually entered, the only IDs available for processing
are the person IDs and organization IDs with that letter code assigned within
the specified date range and where the communication is not completed.


If you enter One Person ID or One Org ID, the Person ID or the Org ID field
appears. Enter the specific ID for which to generate the envelope or label.


Population Selection
This group box appears only when the ID type is Population Selection.


Selection Tool Select the tool to use to identify the population for the process.
Only tools set to Active on the Selection Tool setup page and the applicable
selection tools defined in the context definition for the process are available.
The PeopleSoft system delivers the following tools with a default status of
Active: Equation Engine, External File, and PS Query.


Query Name, Equation
Name, or Attached File


The field appears based on the selection tool specified.
Enter the name of the query or equation to use or upload the external file to
use to select the desired population.


See lscc, Using the Population Selection Process.


Output Selection


Create Envelopes, Create
Labels, and Report Name


Select the appropriate check box to generate envelopes or labels or both.
When selected, the Report Name link appears. You must select the report
definition to use. The report definition must contain the envelope or label
template to use and enables the process to retrieve name address information
from the associated data source to merge into the template.
Only the report names to which you have security access are available.
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Note. When generating envelopes and labels from within the Communication
Generation process, only the report definitions that are created with a data
source configured with the same administrative function used in the main
letter code are available. However, when generating envelopes and labels
with the Envelope and Label Generation process, the data source associated
with the report definitions does not need to match the administrative function
of the letter code.


For example, with the Envelope and Label Generation process you can generate
envelopes and labels for a letter code with the ADMA administrative function,
and use a report definition with the GEN administrative function. This enables
you to use a generic report definition to create envelopes and labels.


Warning! When a Process Instance number is entered the Envelope and Label
Generation process does not re-extract data for envelopes and labels. It reuses
the data extracted for the main letter code report definition to merge inside the
envelope or label template. This ensures consistency between the address,
the salutation information printed on the letter, and the name and address on
the envelopes and labels. If you need to extract additional data to include on
the envelopes or labels (for example, you might want to print the name of
the admissions recruiting center for the ID on the envelope or label), then
you must include the data inside the data source of the report definition
for the main letter code. If the data is not in the data source for that report
definition, it will not be extracted.


This table lists the predefined report definitions provided for generating envelopes and labels. You can use
these as is or use them as samples from which to create your own templates:


Admin Function Report Name Report Description
GEN QA_CSENVGEN CommGen Envelope - GEN
GEN QA_CSLBLGEN CommGen Label - GEN
AVIN QA_CSENVAVIN CommGen Envelope - AVIN
AVIN QA_CSLBLAVIN CommGen Label - AVIN
ADMA QA_CSENVADMA CommGen Envelope - ADMA
ADMA QA_CSLBLADMA CommGen Label - ADMA


Entering Process Parameters
Access the Process Parameters page (Campus Community, Communications, Set Up Communications,
Envelope and Label Generation, Process Parameters).
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Process Parameters page


Output Settings


Sort Option Enter how to sort the generated outputs. Available options are:
All Alphabetically by ID Type to sort organization envelopes and labels first,
alphabetically by the organization description and then by the first letter of
each recipient’s name, contact, department, or location name depending on
how the output is addressed, and then sort individual envelopes and labels
alphabetically by each recipient’s last name/first name.
Country, Postal to sort by each recipient’s postal or zip code. Use this sort
option to streamline mass mailings sent through the postal service. This is
the default value.
Country, Postal by ID Type to sort organization envelopes and labels first, by
each recipient’s country and postal address, and then sort individual envelopes
and labels by each recipient’s country and postal address.
If a process instance number is entered, this field is unavailable. The process
uses the sort option from the generated communication.
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Complete Communication Select to have the Envelope and Label Generation process mark the
communication Completed for each processed ID.
When selected, the Envelope and Label Generation process updates the
ID’s communication record (Person Communication or Organization
Communication page) by marking the communication Completed and
displaying the View Generated Communication link. Use the link to retrieve
and view the envelope output (the label output is the same as the envelope
output).
Selecting this check box is especially useful for hardcopy letter codes that you
want to consider completed after the envelopes or the labels are generated.
If a process instance is entered, the check box is cleared and unavailable
for change.


Note. If you need to reset communications that have been marked Completed
by the Communication Generation process or the Envelope and Label
Generation process, use the Reset Communication process.


See lscc, Managing Communications, Resetting Generated Communications.


Online Preview Select to preview the data, in envelope and label format based on the template
in the specified report, online in PeopleSoft Report Manager.
When selected, the system sends a sample of all related outputs to PeopleSoft
Report Manager with corresponding links for you to click to preview each
output.
For example if you used the QA_CSXTRENV_GEN report to generate the
envelopes, the system displays a QA_CSXTRENV GEN Extract Envelopes
link in Report Manager. Click the link to open the .pdf file that contains the
data in envelope format, for all of the processed IDs.
If you used the QA_CSXTRLBL_GEN report to generate the labels, the
system displays a QA_CSXTRLBL GEN Extract Label Definition link in
Report Manager. Click the link to open the .pdf file that contains the data in
label format, for all of the processed IDs.


Note. Previews do not cause communications to be marked Complete and
no information is entered in the Person or Organization Communication
Management components for the communication.


When generating envelopes and labels for multiple IDs, the online preview
functionality extracts data for previews of only the first 10 IDs and their
enclosures and recipients.


Send to File and File Path Select to send the data, in envelope and label format based on the template in
the specified report, to the destination file that you specify.


Use the file to review the data before printing or use the file to send to a
third-party such as a mailing service.


Note. When Send to File is selected, the file format is always .pdf regardless
of the format type defined in the Report Definition used for generating the
labels or envelopes.
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Send to Printer, Envelope
Printer, and Label Printer


Select to send the data, in envelope and label format, directly to the printer
that you specify.


Missing Critical Data, Person Communication Usage, Joint Salutation Usage, Org
Communication Usage and Communication Processing Dates
If a process instance number is entered, fields in these group boxes are unavailable. The process uses the
settings from the generated communication. Otherwise fields in these group boxes are the same as described
for the Process Parameters page in the Communication Generation component.


Note. While the Salutation Name field is most useful for generating a letter or email communication, you can
also use the field to extract the name of an ID to create nametag labels. Your template might say: Hello my
name is <salutation name> and your label printer might be set to print pages of name tags. As with addresses,
you can list salutation name types in a preferred search-and-use order.


See lscc, Managing Communications, Using the Communication Generation Process.


Deleting Communications
This section provides an overview of communication deletion and discusses how to:


• Delete individual communications.
• Delete communications in batch.


Understanding Communication Deletion
The Delete Communications batch component enables you to define high-level parameters for removing
communications from the system. For example, the institution might want to purge old communication records
that are no longer required, or might need to correct a communications assignment made in error. You can
delete entire categories, or further define the parameters by letter code or specific date ranges. Population
Selection functionality enables you to target specific subsets of IDs within your deletion parameters.
Security is enforced at the category level based on the user’s 3C Group security. To delete communications
individually, use the Communication Summary component for people or the Org Communication Summary
component for organizations.
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Pages Used to Delete Communications
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Communication Summary COMM_SUMMARY • Campus Community,
Communications, Person
Communications,
Communication Summary


• Student Admissions, 3 C’s
and Event Summaries,
Communication Summary


• Student Recruiting, 3 C’s
and Events Summaries,
Communication Summary


• Contributor Relations,
Communications,
Communications - Person,
Communication Summary


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Communications,
Communication Summary


• Self Service, Outreach,
View person information,
Constituent Information,
Communication Summary


• Records and Enrollment,
3 C’s Summaries,
Communication Summary


• Student Recruiting,
Student Recruiters,
Summaries,
Communication Summary


Search for and
review a summary of
communications to or from
an individual.


Delete Communications SCC_DEL_COMMUNICTN Campus Community,
Communications, Delete
Communications


Define processing
parameters to run the Delete
Communications process.


Deleting Individual Communications
Access the Communication Summary page.
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Communication Summary page


The system displays all communications accessible through individual 3C Group setup. To delete a
communication, click the trash can button beside the row. Warning and confirmation messages appear. The
system deletes the record when you save the page.


When you delete a communication, any enclosures associated with the communication are also removed.
These enclosures share the same sequence number; since they considered subordinate, they do not have a trash
can icon beside them and cannot be separately deleted here.


Note. Deleting a communication from a person does not remove it from any related recipients; to delete a
communication from a related recipient, search for their record and remove it manually. Also, when you delete
a communication, all related comments and checklist items remain.


See Also
[PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook]Reviewing Communications


Deleting Communications in Batch
Access the Delete Communications page.
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Delete Communications page


Select one or more parameters to narrow the set of communication records to be deleted. The Academic
Institution, Administrative Function, and Category fields are required; all other parameter selections are
optional. To define a subset of specific IDs for which you want to delete communications, use the Population
Selection group box.


This page allows for up to three rows of communication preferences. This limit has been applied to constrain
the complexity of, and processing time needed for, the resulting SQL statement executed by the deletion
process. Only the communication preferences are subject to this requirement. Note that the Population
Selection parameter of the run control is only set once and is applied to all communication preference rows.


Administrative Function Select an administrative function. The values available here are defined on
the Administrative Function Table.


Category Select a category of communications. The values available here are defined by
3C group security.


Context Select a communications context. The values here are those valid under the
Category selected.


Letter Code Select a specific communication letter code. The values here are those valid
under the Category and Context selected.


From Date and To Date These fields are optional; however if used, both date fields must be completed
and the From Date value must precede the To Date value.


Use the Population Selection group box to define a set of IDs, select a PS Query or define an external file.
Queries available for selection have the 3C Delete Bind Record "SCC_3CDEL_BND" included in the
query. IDs returned by the Population Selection process apply to all Communication Preference rows in the
component.


After you specify the parameters, you can run the SCC_3CDELETE Application Engine process by clicking
the Run button. When you click the Run button, the system searches for all communications matching the
parameters specified on this page and deletes them. Only the target communications are deleted and any
related checklists and comments remain, while maintaining the relationships between the relevant 3C tables.
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Note. A user’s 3C group must have the Inquiry Indicator selected to be able to see anything associated
with it and so delete it.
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Working with the Notifications Framework 


Introduction 


The Notifications Framework provides a consistent, extensible communication mechanism that 


Campus Solutions product areas (“consumers”) can use to enable communications from their areas.  


Customers can also use the framework for their own needs. 


Notification support is a requirement of many existing and new Campus Solutions features including 


Delegated Access and other initiatives (referred to as Notifications Framework Consumer 


applications).  Notifications encompass a broad area of communications between the Campus 


Solutions system and users and also between users themselves. A notification may take these forms 


(referred to as “channels”): 


1. Email 


2. SMS 


3. Alerts (for example, Informational message that appears on a portal homepage) 


4. Worklist Items (an actionable hyperlink that appears on a portal homepage) 


The first iteration of the framework was the email channel, released to support Delegate Access/New 


User Registration in October 2012 (bundle#27).  In the April 2013 bundle (bundle#29), the whole 


framework has been significantly enhanced to extend the email channel and add new channels for 


SMS, alerts, and worklist items. 


The Notifications framework: 


1. Enables the new developments in Campus Solutions, such as Campus Access (mobile) and 


Evaluations, to easily include notifications, plus 


2. You can craft your own solutions to use the framework without needing to reinvent the lower 


level coding that enables emails, alerts, SMS and worklists to be sent and tracked. 


How It Works 


This framework: 


A. Delivers an extensible, light-weight PeopleCode framework that can adapt to future needs. 


B. Provides options to co-exist with, consume or be utilized by the existing COMMGEN 


processing. 


C. Supports both real-time and batch notifications. 


D. Provides a generic configurable notification solution that is not bound to any particular 


consuming application or to any particular UI technology. 


E. Provides a Notification code level API that is flexible enough to be useful to all consuming 


applications. 


At the deeper, technical level, the solution architecture uses the Entity Registry to generalize all 


notifications into a single structure.  The architecture is modeled on a pluggable channel-based 


approach.  Each notification type is supported by a dedicated channel that supports the idiosyncrasies 


of the particular notification type.  All notification channels conform to the standard interface of a 


Notification Channel.  As new notification types are identified, it will be a matter of creating a new 


channel that conforms to the standard Channel interface and then registering that channel with the 


framework. 


Core goals are to: 







1. Provide a generic extensible framework which meets the real-time notification needs of 


current features. 


2. Not overlap with CommGen functionality (but to compliment and co-exist with it). 


3. Provide a clear code level API that is usable by all forms of consumers (for example, 


Application Classes, Components, Application Engine programs, web services and so on). 


The architecture has been implemented using vanilla PeopleTools application classes and Object 


Oriented design principles. 


A vital point to understand is that the framework is not directly exposed to system users, but is used 


by consuming applications, also known as “consumers” (for example Delegate Access, New User 


Registration), which in turn interface with system users.  PeopleSoft developers, rather than regular 


users, would directly interact with the framework, aside from the set up pages described below. 


Technical Overview 


The Notifications Framework is used to send notifications to interested parties (determined by the 
consumer setup), via a notification channel (email, SMS, alerts or worklists) based on some 
transaction performed by a consuming application (“the consumer”).  For example, if an email needs 
to be sent to a person with whom an employee wants to share some data, and hence grants access 
to some of his/her data (as is the case with Delegated Access functionality), then the consumer can 
make use of Notifications Framework to achieve the purpose of sending email notifications to the 
person. 


The content that needs to be sent to the concerned parties has to be created as a Generic template, 
which are then used to create the notification.  These templates are grouped together under a 
common consumer. Based on the consumer setup, valid templates for a transaction are selected, and 
a notification item is created against each valid template. 


Finally, the items are checked for any errors or/warnings, and if the items are found to be eligible for 
sending, then they are sent using the People Tools Notification Classes provided 
(PT_WF_NOTIFICATION.Notification App Class). The following diagram illustrates the relationships 
between the components of the framework: 







 


Figure 1 Notifications Framework High Level Architecture 


In the diagram above, the AbstractNotification class acts as a layer of encapsulation over the 


NotificationManager, which is the gateway for all consumers using the Notifications Framework.  This 


is the Abstract Base class that consumers of the Notifications Framework should extend and 


implement in order to minimize consumer effort in sending notifications.  After all the processing is 


completed the NotificationRouter calls the applicable Notification Channel to deliver the notification 


type item/items created. 


 







Figure 2 Notifications Framework Communications Diagram (Illustration for SMS Channel, same for all 
other channels) 


Notifications Framework Entities: 


Entity Record 


Notification Request Header SCC_NTFREQ_HDR 


Notification Request Detail SCC_NTFREQ_DTL 


Notification Request Item SCC_NTFREQ_ITM 


Notification Recipient SCC_NTFREQ_RECP 


Notification Data SCC_NTFREQ_DATA 


 


 


Figure 3 Entity Hierarchy 


Setting Up and Consuming the Notifications Framework 


This section discusses how to set up the Notifications Framework for sending ad hoc email 


notifications using the email channel.  Where other notification channels differ from the email channel, 


the differences are highlighted. 


The Notifications Framework uses the generic templates of the PeopleTools Workflow Technology, 


and the reader is urged to review the information in the PeopleTools People Book: “Workflow 


Technology - Using Notification Templates”, for a more comprehensive understanding. 


For each of the templates, the Notification Setup page is used to determine the email address to use 


for sending notifications to the recipients. From there you can define what email addresses to use in 


the ‘To’ section of the email message as well as in the CC (carbon copy) or BCC (blind carbon copy) 


sections. Email addresses of CC recipients are made publicly aware of the notification.  Email 


addresses of BCC recipients are made aware of the notification privately.  


If you know the recipients have an EMPLID in the system, you can select to use their email address 


you have on file that is marked as Preferred (subject to the user’s notification preferences, if any – 


see below). If instead, the email address should be obtained from a specific place, than custom logic 


can be used.  For example, within Delegated Access, an email notification is sent to the proxies at the 







time they are created.  At creation time, an email address needs to be entered in the Delegated 


Access self-service page (Share My Information – Details page).  To send the email notification to the 


proxies, custom logic is used to retrieve the proxy’s email address from that specific page.  If instead 


you want to send the notifications to a specific email address, a static address can be entered.  This 


option should mostly be used when you are testing the notification templates.  


Pages Used to Set Up Notification Framework 


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage 


Generic Template 
Definition 


WL_TEMPLATE_GEN PeopleTools, Workflow, 


Notifications, Generic 


Templates 


Define the templates to 
send email notifications. 
Define the Message Text 
and the variables to 
include. 
 
Note: The list of variables 
contained in each of the 
messages is delivered 
with your system and 
require extended coding 
effort to be modified. 


Notification Setup SCC_NTF_SETUP Set Up SACR, System 


Administration, Utilities, 


Notifications, Notification 


Setup 


Set up the recipients for 
the notifications. In this 
page a notification 
template is created by 
associating to a generic 
template. The recipient’s 
configuration is also 
detailed here. 
 


Notification 
Consumer Setup 
 


SCC_NTF_CON_CFG Set Up SACR, System 
Administration, Utilities, 
Notifications, Notification 
Consumer Setup 


Specify the generic 
templates and application 
classes that the system 
will use for sending 
notifications related to a 
specific consumer. 


Step 1 - Configuring the Generic Templates for Notifications Framework  


Access the Generic Template Definition page (PeopleTools, Workflow, Notifications, Generic 


Templates), which defines the basic message template along with any variables to be inserted into 


the message.  The data for these variables is populated by the Notifications Framework consumer in 


its code, and the bind variables are replaced with the consumer-populated data at runtime to generate 


the notification’s content. 







 
Generic Template Definition page 


Template Name of the generic template that will later be associated to the 


Template Name in the Notification Setup page. 


Description Description of the template. 


Instructional Text  Notifications Framework does not use this field. Enter informational 


text about the generic template. 


Priority Notifications Framework does not use this field.  For information 


purposes only. 







Sender Select how you want the system to derive and display the From 


email address value in the email notification.  Select one of the 


following values: User, System, System-Blackberry, or Other: 


User: The system uses the sender’s email address defined in its 


user profile to populate the From field of the email message. This 


email address is defined under PeopleTools, Security, User 


Profiles, User Profiles, General. Click the Edit Email Address link. 


This value is derived from the %EmailAddress people code system 


variable. 


When no email address is populated in the sender’s user profile, 


the system uses a default value. The default value is set up in the 


SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:NotificationConstants application 


class. Delivered with your system the default value is set as 


peoplesoft@oracle.com. Modify this default value accordingly. 


Note: If you want to keep the sender anonymous or if the sender’s 


email address is not to be displayed to the recipients, do not select 


this value. For example, when a notification is sent as part of the 


Delegated Access functionality, you may not want to display the 


delegator’s email address (student email address) to the proxy (a 


third party). Displaying a student’s email address might infringe 


your privacy regulations. 


See PeopleBooks PeopleTools: PeopleCode Language Reference, 


System Variables for more information on the %EmailAddress 


system variable. 


System: The system uses the email address value defined in the 


configuration file (.cfg) through the respective system variables 


(%SMTPSender).  For example, you can maintain the privacy of 


delegator (not showing email address) by specifying Sender as 


“System” or “Other”. 


When no email address is found, the system uses a default value. 


The default value is set up in the 


SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:NotificationConstants application 


class. Delivered with your system the default value is set as 


peoplesoft@oracle.com. Modify this default value accordingly. 


Note: The email address you configure in the configuration file must 


be a valid email address, otherwise the email notifications will not 


be sent. 


See PeopleBooks PeopleTools: PeopleCode Language Reference, 


System Variables for more information on the %SMTPSender 


system variable. 







 System-Blackberry: The system uses the email address value 


defined in the configuration file (.cfg) through the respective system 


variables (%SMTPBlackberryReplyTo).  


When no email address is found, the system uses a default value. 


The default value is set up in the 


SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:NotificationConstants application 


class. Delivered with your system the default value is set as 


peoplesoft@oracle.com. Modify this default value accordingly. 


Note: The email address you configure in the configuration file must 


be a valid email address, otherwise the email notifications will not 


be sent. 


See PeopleBooks PeopleTools: PeopleCode Language Reference, 


System Variables for more information on the 


%SMTPBlackberryReplyTo system variable. 


 Other: When selected, the Email ID field is required. Enter the email 


address of your choice to be displayed in the From field of the email 


message. Use this option to protect the privacy of the sender. 


Note: The email address you enter in the Email ID field does not 


need to be valid. This allows you to enter a meaningful email 


address such as: YourInstitutionName@edu.com.  


Email ID The system uses the email address entered in this field only if you 


have selected Other in the Sender field. 


Subject Enter the subject that will later appear on the email message. The 


subject can contain variables. 


Message Text Enter the message text contained in the email message. The 


message text can contain variables. 


 


Template Variables 


If bind variables are used in the Subject or Message Text, the same must be defined in the Template 


Variables grid. The consumer populates the list of all values that can be used in a StringHashMap 


having a (Key, Value) pair, with bind variable number as the key. These values are called as 


Notification Context Parameter values.  The required values are then used in the generic template. 


Template variables can be used in any order and in any quantity.  You may use only 3 or 4 variables 


from the entire list or maybe none. These can be any values from the list; for example, %5, %13 and 


%17 if we are using three variables. These values would be populated at runtime and the sent mail 


would have these values replacing the bind variables.   


Warning! When any template variables are used, their population logic also needs to be coded in the 


consumer code where the notifications are triggered. For example, Delegated Access provides a list 


of template variables and the logic to populate them is also delivered in the Delegated application 


class code. Therefore, addition of any new template variables requires substantial programming 


efforts. 







Step 2 - Configuring Notification Setup for the Generic Templates 


Access the Notification Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Notifications, 


Notification Setup).  This page links the generic template discussed previously into the Notifications 


Framework, sets the channel, criticality, and how the recipients are determined. 


 


Notification Setup page (email channel selected) 







Notification Template ID Displays the auto-generated unique ID.   


When you add a new notification template record, this field 


displays the value NOID until you save the record. When 


you save the new record, the field displays the ID that the 


system assigned to the template. 


Template Name Informative name for the Notification Template ID created 


above.  A template created here needs to be associated to 


a generic template name. You can give the template the 


same name of the generic template name or give a more 


informative name.  


Status Activate or inactivate the notification template.  The status 


must be “Active” for a notification to be generated from the 


notification template.  If the status of a template is 


“Inactive”, an error message is logged for a notification 


criticality of “Process Dependant” template and 


information message logged for an “Informative” template. 


Notification Type Type of notification to send. Valid values are Alerts, Email, 


SMS and Worklist.  This is the channel to be used by the 


notification. 


Override Notification 


Preferences 


Only available if the Notification Type selected is Email or 


SMS.  If selected, this causes the recipient’s notification 


preferences (set up in Self Service > Campus Personal 


Information > Notification Preferences) to be ignored.  The 


system would then use the values set for the Preferred 


Email Address or Preferred Phone Number as set via 


Campus Community > Personal Information > 


Biographical > Addresses/Phones > Electronic Addresses 


(for Email Address) / Phones (for Phone Number).  For 


most situations it would be left unchecked, but in 


circumstances where a recipient must get an email, 


regardless of the preferences (if any), it should be 


checked.  The primary reason for this field is that some 


notifications must be sent to a recipient even if they have 


decided to disable Email or SMS Notifications.  An 


example would be emails sent from the system to enable 


a user to retrieve a password, in the case of a forgotten 


password. 







Notification Criticality Indicates how critical the template is from the business 


process perspective, and may be set to either Informative 


or Process Dependant.  If it is critical to the business, we 


advise that you select Process Dependant, otherwise 


select Informative.  This information is later used to 


categorize the errors that may have happened when 


triggering the email template and sending the email 


notification. 


If there is an error with a notification template that has 
been set as Informative, then the system continues with 
the processing.  This error is considered as a Normal 
Error.  If, however, there is an error with a notification 
template set as Process Dependant, the system stops 
processing, as the business process would be impacted 
by this error.  This is classified as a Reconcile Error. 


Normal errors are logged in the Notification Error logging 


tables.  Reconcile errors are logged in the system’s App 


Server Logging (same as Exceptions). These would only 


be logged when tracing is enabled. 


For example, within Delegated Access framework, an 


email notification is sent to the proxy to indicate a 


transaction has been delegated and inform them of the 


steps to take to make use of this privilege.  The email 


notification sent to the proxy is critical for the completion of 


the delegation process. In this case the email template set 


for the proxy can be marked as Process Dependant.  A 


second email is also sent to the person who delegated 


access as a courtesy to inform him or her that access to 


her or his data was delegated to somebody else. The 


template for this second email is mostly informational 


(Informative).  


The log tables holding the error and warning information in 


case of informational (Informative) templates are: 


 SCC_NTF_LOG 


 SCC_NTF_LOGPARM 


The app server logs hold the error messages for Process 


Dependant templates, and can be found as a trace file in 


the App Server log folder.  Consequently, a trace needs to 


be enabled to log these messages. 


Notification Life (in days) This option becomes available if the channel (Notification 


type) selected is Worklist. This option is used to timeout 


the worklist item notification based on the number of days 


set in this field. 


Generic Template Select the generic template for which you want to define 


the recipients. 


 







Recipients Configuration 


Use this group box to indicate how the system should set the To, CC, and BCC values in the 


notification messages.  Note that the sections (To, CC, and BCC) available in this group box vary 


depending on the Notification Type (channel) selected:   


1 Emails - To, CC, and BCC 


2 Alerts –  To 


3 SMS –  To 


4 Worklists –  To 


None Available only for CC and BCC. 


Select if you do not want to include an email address in 


the CC or BCC section of the email. 


Preferred Email Address Select this option if you want to use the recipient’s email 


address that is marked as preferred in the email address 


record (EMAIL_ADDRESSES). 


Choose this option mostly if you know the recipients have 


an ID in your system (the email address record is keyed 


by EMPLID). 


Note that if the recipient has set their notification 


preferences (Self Service > Campus Personal Information 


> Notification Preferences) to another email address, then 


it is used for the email rather than the preferred email 


address, unless the Notification Setup page’s ‘Override 


Notification Preferences’ is checked (Set Up SACR > 


System Administration > Utilities > Notifications > 


Notification Setup) 


Custom Logic Select if you want an application class to determine how 


the email address of the recipient should be set. You have 


to create this PeopleCode application class and specify 


the class’s name in the Application Class field. 


When you select the Custom Logic option, the Application 


Class field becomes available. 


For an example of an application class containing custom 


logic to determine an email address to use, see the 


Delegated Access application class called 


SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DACustomLogicProvider. 


Static Address Select if you want all the email messages to be sent to a 


particular email address. Enter this email address in the 


Email Address field.  


When you select the Static Address option, the Email 


Address field becomes available.  


Use this option mostly when you are testing the 


notification templates to verify the content of the email 


messages generated and the required configuration is 


properly done. 







 


Step 3 - Set Up a Notification Consumer 


Access the Notification Consumer Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, 


Notifications, Notification Consumer Setup).  This is the point where, for a consumer, the template 


and notification set up are associated with the consumer code (the application class) that will populate 


the template fields and send the notification via the chosen channel to the recipient. 


 


 


Notification Consumer Setup page 


Notification Consumer ID Displays the auto-generated unique ID.   


When you add a new notification consumer record, this 


field displays the value NOID until you save the record. 


When you save the new record, the field displays the ID 


that the system assigned to the consumer. 


Consumer Name Enter the name of the consumer that will consume the 


notification framework. 


Status Activate or inactivate the notification consumer.  


If the consumer is inactive, the system will not send any 


notifications. 


 







Notification Templates 


Use this group box to specify the templates that you have configured for the notification consumer on 


the Notification Setup page. To process notifications, the framework needs to know which templates 


are valid to use for sending out emails with respect to the consumer’s business process or scenario.  


For each of the templates, specify the application class logic which the Notifications Framework will 


use to identify the valid template for triggering the notification.  For example, within Delegated Access, 


two email notifications are sent at the time the user delegates new access to somebody. After making 


the data change and saving the component, one email notification is sent to the user and one to the 


person to whom access has been delegated. These two notifications use two different templates and 


are generated under a specific logic. The logic is defined in an application class.  For examples of 


application classes containing logic to trigger a notification, look at any of the delivered Delegated 


Access application classes: 


 SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DADelegGrantTemplateProvider 


 SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DAProxyGrantTemplateProvider 


 SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DAKnownProxyGrantTmpltProvider 


 SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DAProxyrevokeTemplateProvider 


The Application Class, configured against each consumer Template Name, would be invoked (returns 


true or false) to determine if that particular template is to be used for sending notifications or not. 


Step 4 - Trigger the Notifications Framework 


This step describes how functionality would initiate a notification and depends on the Consumer 


functionality involved.  An example would be the Delegated Access - Share My Information page, 


from where the Notifications Framework is triggered. 


As displayed below, the Contact Name, Relationship and Email Address are defined in the page. The 


transactions for which access is to be granted/revoked are then selected/cleared. On selecting the 


Save button, the Notifications Framework is triggered via the Application Class code associated with 


it. 


 


Figure 4 Delegate Access "Share My Information" Page 







Users can refer to the Delegate Access Application Class SCC_DA:NOTIFY as a reference for how to 


trigger the Notifications Framework as a consumer. 


Methods in Notifications Framework to be used by Consumer 


Note: As of Bundle 29, consumers no longer use the NotificationManager application class; they now 


need to extend the AbstractNotification class.  


On instantiating the AbstractNotification class, a Notification Header object is instantiated.  On calling 


the createNotificationDetail() method of AbstractNotification class, Notification Detail object/s are 


created.  Next, the consumer needs to use the createConsumerNotificationItems() method of 


AbstractNotification to create the item/s associated with the transaction.  Finally, the send() method of 


the AbstractNotification must be  invoked. This in turn calls the Header send(), followed by Detail 


send() and Item send().  Item send() invokes the NotificationRouter send(), which creates the 


appropriate channel object, in this case Email (EML), and calls the send() of the EmailChannel App 


Class. This in turn calls the send() method of the PeopleTools created 


PT_WF_NOTIFICATION.Notification which delivers the Email notification. 


The methods that need to be used by the consumer to consume the Notifications Framework are 


listed below: 


1. Write an AppClass that extends AbstractNotification class. The Consumer ID needs to be 
passed to the Super Class constructor here, as shown below. 
 


Sample Code: 


%Super = create SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:AbstractNotification(&Consumer_ID); 


 


2. Implement the abstract method createNtfContext(). This will create the context for the 
consumer as already explained in HDD section above. 
 


Sample Code: 
method createNtfContext 


   /+ Returns SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:INotificationContext +/ 


   /+ Extends/implements SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:AbstractNotification.createNtfContext 


+/ 


    


   Return create SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DANotificationContext(); 


    


end-method; 


 


3. Implement the abstract method populateNtfContext(). This method populates the context 
create above with the necessary values as will be required during the processing. 
 


Sample Code: 
/* Downcast */ 


   Local SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DANotificationContext &myNtfCntxt = &p_ntfContext As 


SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DANotificationContext; 


    


   Rem Populate DANotification Context values; 


   &myNtfCntxt.EMPLID = &Emplid; 


   &myNtfCntxt.SCC_DA_PRXY_ID = &proxyId; 


4. Invoke the send() method 
 
%This.send(); 
 
 


5. Override the OnSuccess() and OnError() for custom behavior. 
Sample Code: 







method onSuccess 


    


   SQLExec("Update PS_SCC_DA_PROXY set SCC_DA_NTF_REQ_ID=:1 where  EMPLID=:2 and 


SCC_DA_PRXY_ID=:3", %This.ntfReqID, &Emplid, &proxyId) 


 


end-method; 


 


 


 


method onError 


 


SQLExec(“Update PS_OUTPUT set RESULT= :1”, &Error); 


    


end-method; 


 


Step 5 - Set Up SMS Notification Page 


This setup is only needed for consumers using the SMS channel to send notifications (Set Up SACR, 


System Administration, Utilities, Notifications, SMS Notification Setup). 


 


Figure 5 SMS Notification Setup Page 


This page stores information about the account details of the SMS Gateway that sends the SMS 


notification beyond the system.  As well as the usual security details like user name, password and 


sender name, it also has information about the URL of the SMS Gateway, which is used to create the 


final URL with parameters for sending the SMS notification.  These details are saved to the record 


SCC_NTF_SMS. 


Username The username for the SMS Gateway account used for sending SMS. 


Password The password for the SMS Gateway account used for sending SMS. 







Sender The Sender name for the SMS Gateway account used for sending SMS. 


SMS Method SMS can be sent either by HTTP URL posting or SOAP method using HTTP 


protocol. 


SMS Gateway 


URL 


The URL of the SMS Gateway provider. 


Application 


Class Path 


The Customer-implemented Application Class which extends the 


BaseSMSChannel. This class is used primarily to create the final SOAP 


Message/URL which is to be sent for triggering the SMS.  It needs to be updated 


after modifications have been made to the page. 


Step 6 - Integration Broker Set Up for the SMS Channel 


Note: Currently, Integration Broker set up is only needed for the SMS channel. 


Nodes 


Create a new External Node or use an existing Node (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration 


Setup, Nodes, this node has been delivered as part of April 2013 Bundle changes to the Notification 


Framework).  Set up the properties of the Node as shown in the screenshots below. 


 


Figure 6 Node Definition Page 


 







Figure 7 Node - Connectors Page 


 


Figure 8 Node - Routings Page 


Ensure that there is an Active Outbound Routing from the local node to the external node.  If not 


create/generate an active routing. 


Message 


Create a new Non-Rowset based message as shown below. 


 


Figure 9 Message Definition Page 







Service Operation 


Create a new Service Operation, as shown below. This should use the message created above: 


 


Figure 10 Service Operation - General Page 


On the Routings tab, see that there is an active outbound Routing from the Local Node to the External 


node created above, as shown below: 


 


Figure 11 Service Operation - Routings page 







Service 


Create a new Service, and add the Service Operation to the Service, as shown below: 


 


Figure 12 Service Page 


Please note that the above service needs to be called by PeopleCode in the consumer application. 


Batch Notifications Run Control Page 


The batch notifications run control page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Notifications, 


Batch Notifications) can be used to send notifications in batch mode. This run control uses the 


Population Selection feature to select the EMPLIDs of the recipients who will receive the notifications.  


Currently it can be used to send Email, SMS and Alert notifications.  It cannot send Worklist 


notifications, nor can it send notifications if the template recipient is configured to “Custom Logic”.     







 


Figure 13 Batch Notifications Run Control Page 


Following are the details of each field on the page: 


Academic Institution The academic institution to be used in the PS Query criteria. 


Population selection When this check box is selected, the selection tool becomes 


available. (this run control does not support manual selection) 


Selection Tool Select the Population Selection tool available for this component.  


Notification Consumer Enables selection of a consumer from the dropdown list of all 


Notifications Framework consumers. 


Template Name Enables selection of a template from the dropdown list of all active 


templates for the selected consumer.  Currently, only templates of 


types Email, SMS & Alert and not set to use “Custom Logic” in 


recipient configuration are available. 


Notification Item Tag Enables the entry of ad-hoc text to tag the notification.  The text 


entered in this field is used to populate the notification item 







SCC_NTFREQ_ITM_TAG column. 


Notification Importance By default this importance is populated with the generic template 


priority field. A user can override this value. 


Notification Type This is a read-only field populated from the selected notification 


template. 


Notification Criticality This is a read-only field populated from the selected notification 


template. 


To This is a read-only field populated from the selected notification 


template. 


Priority This is a read-only field populated from the selected notification 


template. 


Subject This is a read-only field populated from the selected notification 


template. 


Message Text This is a read-only field populated from the selected notification 


template. 


Bind variables This grid is populated based on the template name selected and the 


population query selected. 


 Data Key: Bind variable key from the generic template. 


 Description: Bind variable description from the generic 


template. 


 Field Name: This dropdown is populated with the list of fields 


selected in the PS Query. The user can map the field from 


the PS Query to the bind variable, so that the value from the 


query can be used as bind value for the bind variable in the 


template. 


 Value: This is a free form text. A user can enter a value in this 


field so that this static value can be used as bind value for the 


bind variable in the template. 


Notifications Preferences Setup For Users 


Users and administrators can set and amend their preferences for how they will receive their 


notifications using the following pages (and are recommended to do so).  Please note that these 


preferences will be ignored if the Notification Setup page option of Override Notification Preferences 


has been selected).  This capability is offered for situations where a recipient must be sent a 


notification even if they have not set their preferences yet, and particularly relates to Delegate 


Access/New User Registration. 


Self Service Users 


For individual users, the Self Service Notification Preferences page enables them to specify which 


phone or email type should receive notifications (Self Service, Campus Personal Information, 


Notification Preferences). A major reason for this feature is so that the user can set their phone type 


to one which can handle an SMS message, unlike the traditional fixed line phones. 







 


Figure 14 Self Service Notification Preferences 


Administrative Users 


Administrative users can use the Notification Preferences page to update individual user preferences 


(Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Personal Attributes, Notification 


Preferences): 


 


Figure 15 Admin Notification Preferences Page 


Users must have at least one email or SMS type to be able to set a preference on these pages.  If a 


phone or email address does not exist, the user can use the “Define Emails” or “Define Phone 


Numbers” hyperlink that will automatically appear to set them, as illustrated below: 


 


Figure 16 Admin Notification Preferences Page with define phone number hyperlink 


See: PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Managing Biographical 


Information, Managing Personal Attributes Information 


See: PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self-Service Campus Personal 


Information, Using Self-Service Personal Attributes Data 
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CHAPTER 1


Using the Population Selection Process


This chapter provides an overview of the Population Selection group box and discusses how to:


• Use the Population Selection process.
• Run the Population Update process.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up the Population Selection Process


Understanding the Population Selection Group Box
Bundle 29
Updated list of application processes:
* Documentation-only update: Added Mass Assign Student Waivers; Added Create and Maintain
Evaluations
* Added Create Project Records (this process is part of the Student Academic Project feature)


A standard group box appears on run control pages for processes that use the Population Selection process
to select the IDs to process. The Population Selection process may be required for some processes (for
example, the Mass Assign Service Indicators process) but optional for others (for example, the 3C Engine
process). The Population Selection Context Definition for a process controls whether the Population Selection
process is available and if is required or optional.


If your institution defines a context definition that makes the Population Selection process available, the run
control page for that process includes a standardized Population Selection group box. If the Population
Selection process is available but optional, the run control page includes a check box that users can either
select or clear to enable or disable the use of the Population Selection process. Depending on the page design,
the check box, if it appears, might or might not be within the standard group box.


For the Mass Assign Service Indicators process, which is used in this section as an example of a process
configured to use population selection, the group box appears at the top of the run control page. Because
population selection is mandatory, the check box does not appear.


This section discusses the fields, links, and buttons that behave the same in the standard population selection
group box wherever it appears on run control pages throughout PeopleSoft Campus Solutions. The values
and parameters that you enter are specific to the application process. Consult the appropriate PeopleSoft
PeopleBook for information about using population selection for a specific application process.


This table lists the application processes that, as of the date of this publication, are configured to use the
Population Selection utility.
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Application Process Reference
Audience Criteria See lsav, Setting Up Initiatives, Defining Audiences, Setting Up Audience


Criteria.
Advisement Report See lsaa, Producing Academic Advisement Transcript Reports.
Application Delete by Batch See lsad, Deleting Prospect and Applicant Information, Deleting Applications,


Selecting a Group of Applications to Delete.
Prospect Delete by Batch See lsad, Deleting Prospect and Applicant Information, Deleting Prospect


Records, Selecting a Group of Prospect Records to Delete.
3C Engine See lscc, Using the 3C Engine, Running the 3C Engine Process.
Mass User Security Replacement See lsfn, Securing Campus Community, Replacing User Security, Replacing User


Security for Multiple Individuals.
Population Update See lscc, Using the Population Selection Process, Running the Population Update


Process.
Process Student Groups See lscc, Setting Up Student Groups, Assigning a Group of Students to a Student


Group, Running the Student Group Process.
Service Indicator Person Mass
Assign and Service Indicator
Organization Mass Assign


See lscc, Managing Service Indicators, Mass Assigning or Mass Releasing
Service Indicators, Mass Assigning Service Indicators.


Service Indicator Person Mass
Release and Service Indicator
Organization Mass Release


See lscc, Managing Service Indicators, Mass Assigning or Mass Releasing
Service Indicators, Mass Releasing Service Indicators.


Aid Year Activate See lsfa, Setting Up Your Financial Aid Awarding Cycle, Activating an Aid Year
for a Student.


Mass Packaging Select See lsfa, Awarding and Packaging Students, Performing Mass Packaging Using
Application Data.


Select Students for Need Summary
Validation


See lsfa, Managing Repackaging, Running the Need Summary Validation
Process, Selecting Students for Need Summary Validation.


Select Students for Repackaging See lsfa, Managing Repackaging, Performing Batch Repackaging, Selecting
Students for Repackaging.


Process Satisfactory Academic
Progress (SAP)


See lsfa, Satisfactory Academic Progress, Processing and Maintaining SAP,
Running the SAP Batch Process.


SF External Award Feed See lsfa, Managing External Award Reporting, Processing Student Financial
Payments, Receiving Student Financials Payments as External Awards.


Mass Contract Select See lssf, Administering Payment Plans, Enrolling Multiple Students in a Payment
Plan or Third-Party Contract, Processing Mass Contract Assignments.


Process Transcripts and Batch
Transcript Request


See lssr, Producing Transcripts, Processing Batch Transcripts (Application
Engine).


Process User Edit Messages See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Financial Aid 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1,
Authorizing and Disbursing Financial Aid, Managing User Edit Messages,
Assigning User Edit Messages in Batch].


Ability to Benefit See [Assessing Eligibility for Financial Aid]Managing Ability to Benefit.


NSLDS Request See [Assessing Eligibility for Financial Aid]Generate Financial Aid History or
Transfer Student Monitoring Inform File Requests .
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Application Process Reference
NSLDS Data Push See [Assessing Eligibility for Financial Aid]Using the NSLDS Data Push


Process.
Mass Select Transactions See [Maintaining Receivables]Creating Group Post Entries Using Population


Selection.
Mass Assign Student Waivers See [PeopleSoft Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook]Assigning Waivers for


Multiple Students.
Create Project Records See Managing Student Academic Projects, Creating Student Academic Projects


in Batch
Create and Maintain Evaluations See Using Evaluation Management, Processing Evaluations in Batch


Using the Population Selection Process
This section lists the pages used for implementing the population selection process and provides an example.


Pages Used for the Population Selection Process
Note. You access the pages listed here from the standard Population Selection group box, wherever it
exists in the database. You will use other pages depending on the values and parameters that you enter
for a specific process. Those pages are documented where the specific run control page for that business
process is documented.


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Equation Editor EQUATION_EDITOR Click the Create Equation


or Edit Equationlink in the
Population Selection group
box on a run control page
when the selection tool is
Equation Engine. The Create
Equation and Edit Equation
links only appear if the user
has appropriate security for
creating or editing equations
and the selection tool is
Equation Engine.


Create a new equation or
edit the selected equation to
use for a process.


Equation Parameters SCC_EQTN_POP_PARM Click the Edit Prompts link
in the Population Selection
group box on a run control
page when the selection tool
is Equation Engine. The
Edit Prompts link appears
only if the equation is set
to use prompts.


View or enter prompts for an
equation.


See lsfn, Working with
Equation Engine.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Query Manager QRY_SELECT Click the Launch Query


Manager link in the
Population Selection group
box on a run control page
when the tool is PS Query.


Reporting Tools, Query
Manager


If you have security access to
Query Manager, create a new
query or edit the selected
query to use for a process.


Preview Selection Results SCCPS_RESULTS Click the Preview Selection
Results link in the Population
Selection group box on a run
control page. The Preview
Selection Results link
appears only if preview
functionality is enabled on
the Selection Tool page for
the tool selected.


Preview the results that will
be returned by the tool.


Population Selection File
Mapping


SCCFP_PS_FILE Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
File Parser, Population
Selection File Map


Click the Create File
Mapping link or Edit
File Mapping link in the
Population Selection group
box on a run control page
when the tool is external file.


Create or edit a mapping for
an external file for use by
the Population Selection
process.


Mass Assign Student
Waivers


SSF_RUNCTL_STD_WVR Student Financials, Tuition
and Fees, Calculate Batch
Tuition, Mass Assign Student
Waivers


Use a batch process to
populate the Assign Student
Waiver table and override
the waiver code values for
multiple students.


Example: Using Population Selection
Access the run control page for the specific process, for example, the Mass Assign service indicators process
(Campus Community, Service Indicators, Person, Mass Assign).
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Example of the standard Population Selection group box on a Campus Solutions page


Population Selection


Selection Tool Select the tool to use to identify the population for the process.
Only tools set to Active on the Selection Tool setup page and the applicable
selection tools defined in the context definition for the process are available
in this drop-down list box.
The PeopleSoft system delivers the following tools with a default status of
Active: Equation Engine, External File, and PS Query. If your institution
creates other tools, sets them to active status, and lists them in the context
definition for a specific process, then they also will be available in this
drop-down list box.
Fields and links appear on the subpage based on the tool that you select.
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Equation Engine Tool
This section describes the fields and links that appear when you select the Equation Engine tool in the
Population Selection group box on a page.


See lsfn, Working with Equation Engine.


Example of the Population Selection group box with the Equation Engine tool selected


When you select the Equation Engine tool, if you have the appropriate security for creating equations a
Create Equation link appears next to the Equation Name field. If you must create an equation, you can
click this link to launch Equation Editor in a separate window, where you can create the equation, save it,
and then enter the equation name in the Equation Name field without exiting the page that contains the
Population Selection group box.


If you have the appropriate security to create and edit equations, when you enter an equation name the Create
Equation link will change to the Edit Equation link. You can click the Edit Equation link to open the Equation
Editor page for that equation and edit it.


Note. If you save the page with an equation name entered in the Population Selection group box and you
subsequently edit and save that equation in Equation Editor, then you do not have to save the page that
contains the group box again to benefit from changes to the equation.


Selection Tool Displays the type of tool that you selected. In this example, Equation Engine
was selected.


Equation Name Select the equation to use.
Only equations valid for the specific process are available. Limiting the
prompt list to valid equations ensures that users select IDs with the appropriate
data needed for running the process. Valid equations include the application
prompt name that is set on the Equation To Context Mapping page.


See lsfn, Working with Equation Engine.
The PeopleSoft system delivers predefined equations for specific processes.
A list of equations delivered as of the date of this publication is provided as
an appendix to this PeopleBook.


See lscc, Population Selection Process Queries and Equations.


Create Equation This link appears only if you have security access to create new equations
and if no equation name is entered.
Click this link to launch Equation Editor in a new window, where you can
create a new equation.
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Warning! Never modify and save a delivered equation using the original
equation name. The PeopleSoft system delivers predefined equations upon
which specific processes depend. If you want to create a different version of a
delivered equation, save it using a different name and then modify it.


See lsfn, Working with Equation Engine.


Edit Prompts This link appears after you enter the equation name and only if the equation
that you selected is set to use prompts.
Click this link to access the Equation Parameters page, where you can view
or enter prompts for the equation.


See lsfn, Working with Equation Engine.


Edit Equation This link appears only if you have appropriate security for editing existing
equations.
Click this link to launch Equation Editor in a new window, where you can
view and edit the specified equation.


Preview Selection Results This link appears only if the Enable Preview Results check box is selected on
the Selection Tool page for the Equation Engine.
Click this link to preview results based on the parameters that you selected
before you run the process.


PS Query Tool
This section describes the fields and links that appear when you select the PS Query tool in the Population
Selection group box on a page.


Example of the Population Selection group box with the PS Query tool selected


Selection Tool Displays the type of tool you selected. In this example, the PS Query tool
was selected.


Query Name Select the query to use.
Only queries valid for the specific process are available. Limiting the prompt
list to valid queries ensures that users select IDs with the appropriate data
needed for running the process. Valid queries use a data source record listed
in the context definition.
The PeopleSoft system delivers predefined equations for specific processes.
A list of equations delivered as of the date of this publication is provided as
an appendix in this PeopleBook.
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See lscc, Population Selection Process Queries and Equations.


Edit Prompts This link appears after you enter the query name and only if the query that
you selected is set to use prompts.
Click this link to access the Query Prompts page, where you can view or
enter prompts for the specified query.


See lscc, Setting Up Communications, Setting Up the Communication
Generation Process, Creating Valid PeopleSoft Queries and Application
Classes.


Launch Query Manager This link appears only if you have the appropriate security for accessing the
Query Manager component.
Click this link to launch Query Manager in a separate window, where you can
create or update a query without exiting the Population Selection subpage.


Warning! Never modify and save a delivered query using the original query
name. The PeopleSoft system delivers predefined queries upon which specific
processes depend. If you want to create a different version of a delivered
query, save it using a different name and then modify it.


See PeopleTools: PeopleSoft Query.


Preview Selection Results This link appears only if the Enable Preview Results check box is selected
on the Selection Tool page for the PS Query tool.


Click this link to preview results based on the parameters that you selected
before you run the process.


External File Tool
This section describes the fields and links that appear when you select the External File tool in the Population
Selection group box on a page.


Example of the Population Selection group box with the External File tool selected


Depending on how your institution sets up the external file tool for population selection, you will be required
to upload a file as an attachment or you will be required to provide a path to a file. If you upload a file as
an attachment, your system will be set up to locate the attachment where the application server and Process
Scheduler can access it. If you provide a path, you must be sure to provide a path that the server and Process
Scheduler can access.


The example used in this section requires an uploaded file to attach.
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Selection Tool Displays the type of tool selected. In this example, External File was selected.


Upload File This button appears only after you select the External File tool.
Click to browse to an existing file to upload. The file can be stored anywhere;
however, it must be either a delimited file or a flat (fixed length) file that is
compatible with PeopleSoft File Parser.


Note. Proprietary file formats such as Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Word, and
Lotus Software’s Lotus 1-2-3 are not supported by File Parser. An Excel
spreadsheet, for example, would need to be saved as a comma separated value
(.csv) file format.


When you upload a file, the system places the file in a path accessible to the
applications server and Process Scheduler, and attaches the file to the process.


See lscc, Using the File Parser Process.


Attached File Displays the name of the uploaded and attached file.


Delete File and View File These buttons appear only after you upload a file.
Click View File to view the uploaded file and verify that its contents are
mapped correctly for parsing.
Click Delete File to delete the uploaded file from the attachment path.


Create File Mapping Click to access the Population Selection File Mapping page, where you can
map the uploaded file for use with the Population Selection process.


Edit File Mapping This link appears only after you upload a file and create or select the file
mapping.
Click to access the Population Selection File Mapping page, where you can
view or edit the mapping created for the uploaded file.


Preview Selection Results This link appears only if the Enable Preview Resultscheck box is selected on
the Selection Tool page for the External File tool.
Click this link to preview results based on the parameters that you selected
before you run the process.


Warning! When using an external file selection tool, always preview the
results to verify that the contents of your file are mapped correctly for parsing.
If you don’t verify the mapping, you could have misplaced columns—for
example, the column labelled Institution could contain values for the names of
the IDs.


External File Mapping
This section shows a completed Population Selection File Map page.
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Example of the Population Selection File Map page


See [PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook]Using the File Parser Process.


Running the Population Update Process
This section provides an overview of the Population Update process and discusses how to set parameters
for running the process.


Understanding the Population Update Process
Population Update is a process that uses the Population Selection utility to update values in selected fields.
Your institution or department must choose the records and fields to make available for update and set user
security to identify which users can update the records. The user selects the records and fields to update on
the Population Selection Update run control page.


Each record that can be updated by the process has a query to use for population selection. This query is
joined with other records to determine the population that you want to update when you use the PS Query
selection tool.


See lsfn, Securing Campus Community, Securing and Setting Up the Population Update Process.


See lscc, Using the Population Selection Process.


The application records that are configured to use the Population Update process are:


• Admission Application Recruit Cat (ADM_APPL_RCR_CA)
• Admission Prospect Career (ADM_PRSPCT_CAR)
• Records needing INAS Calcs (INAS_CALC_RECS)
• Federal Overrides for INAS (INAS_FED_EXT)
• Profile Overrides for INAS (INAS_PROF_EXT)
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• ISIR Internals/Control Data (ISIR_CONTROL)
• Loan Origination Detail (LOAN_ORIG_DTL)
• Loan Disbursement (LOAN_DISBMNT)
• Loan Origination Citizenship (LOAN_ORIGNATN)
• Pell Disbursement (PELL_DISBMNT)
• Pell Origination (PELL_ORIGINATN)
• Pell Origination Detail (PELL_ORIG_DTL)
• Relations with Institution (PERS_INST_REL)
• ACG/SMART Origination Detail (SFA_ASG_ORG_DTL)
• External Award Staging detail record (SFA_EASTAGE_DTL)
• SAP Student Career Exceptions (SFA_SAP_STDNT2)
• SAP Student Term Exceptions (SFA_SAP_STDNT3)
• SAP Student Aid Year Exception (SFA_SAP_STDNT4)
• SLC Student Data Table (SFA_SLC_STUDENT)
• Packaging Status Summary (STDNT_AID_ATRBT)
• Student Awards (STDNT_AWARDS)
• Student Career (STDNT_CAREER)
• Tuition Calculation (STDNT_CAR_TERM)
• Student Equation Variables (STDNT_EQUTN_VAR)
• Student FA Term (STDNT_FA_TERM)
• Student Packaging Variables (STDNT_PKG_VAR)


Page Used to Run the Population Update Process
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Population Selection Update SCC_RUNCTL_POP_UPD Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Utilities,
Population Update,
Population Update Process,
Population Selection Update


Set parameters for running
the Population Update
process.


Selecting the Update Parameters
Access the Population Selection Update page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Population
Update, Population Update Process, Population Selection Update).
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Population Selection Update page


Select Record/Field for Update


Record (Table) Name Enter the name of the record to update.
Only the records to which you have security access and that your institution or
department has made available for updating are available values.
Multiple tables can be updated on one run control. A table can be referenced
only once per run control because the table is a key field for the process.


Institution and Aid Year When you enter the record name, the system displays the key fields for that
record so that you can specify the exact rows to update in the table.
For example, for Financial Aid records, the Institution and Aid Year fields
appear.


Error Reporting Selection
You can choose to have the process display error messages only or all of the messages that it encounters during
the update, or you can choose not to display any of the messages. Displaying at least the error messages gives
you an opportunity to decide whether to investigate and resolve the problems.


Population Selection
Fields and links in this group box behave as in the standard Population Selection group box throughout
Campus Solutions.


See lscc, Using the Population Selection Process, Understanding the Population Selection Group Box.


Selection Tool Enter the selection tool that your institution uses to select the population to
update: PS Query, Equation Engine, or External File.
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Query Name, Equation
Name, or File Name


Enter the name of the query, equation, or file that you use to select the
population that you want to update.


Select Fields to Update
When you enter the Record (Table) Name, the fields that are available for update become available for selection.


Field Name and Field Value Enter each field that you want to update and enter the value to use.
When you run the Population Update process, the system finds the record and
updates the field values with the values that you specify for the records that
you have identified using the Population Selection utility.


For the following records you can decide whether to update the existing effective dated row or to insert a
new effective dated row:


• ISIR Internals/Control Data
• Student FA Term


The following records have additional functionality:


• Admissions Application Recruitment Category: Optional Batch EIP for this record.
• Admissions Prospect Career: Optional Batch EIP for this record.
• Records needing INAS Calculation: Hardcoded value "P" for Protection Reason.


Calculation of Total Duration.
• Loan Origination Detail: Hold/ UnHold logic, custom XLAT.
• Loan Origination: Logic to update Borrower Citizenship Status for Grad PLUS, Subsidized, and


Unsubsidized Loans.
• Pell Origination: The date fields associated with Pell Origination Status and Pell Trans Status are also


updated with the system date.
Corresponding update to Student Aid Attribute


• External Award Staging Detail: Custom translate for processing status.
• Student Career: The date field associated with the Synchronize Advisement Report is also updated


with the system date.
• Term Activation: The tuition calc required field is set to Y when the Override tuition group is updated.
• Student Equation Variables: Validated against term activation record.
• Student Packaging Variables: Validated against student aid record.
• Student FA Term : Update of Override fields related to update of FA Load, NSLDS Loan Year, and


Direct Lending Year.
Validation of entered FA load value.


• SAP records : Operator ID of the person running update and date/time stamp of the process.
Validation of EMPLIDs selected for Population Update process.
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Chapter: Using New User Registration 


Framework 
This Campus Community PeopleBook chapter provides an overview of the New User Registration 


framework and discusses: 


 New User Registration web service operations. 


 Setting up CTM for New User Registration. 


 Setting up New User Registration context. 


 Provisioning access through the Gatekeeper. 


 Accessing New User Registration sample user interfaces. 


 Deploying New User Registration. 


 Developer Reference to deploy New User Registration. 


Understanding New User Registration 
New User Registration is a framework that enables a user to sign into the Campus Solutions system in 


order to complete a specific online self-service transaction. For example, on your institution’s portal you 


may indicate the steps a future applicant should make in order to apply online. In this case the specific 


online self-service transaction is the online application. A link can be given to transfer the user to your 


Campus Solutions database where the future applicant first needs to sign in. Going through New User 


Registration, the user can either create a user ID and password or reuse an existing user ID to sign into 


your system. New User Registration assigns the newly created user profile with generic security roles 


needed to access your system, and once created or if the user uses an existing user ID, New User 


Registration provisions just-in-time the user profile with security role(s) specific to the online transaction 


for which New User Registration is integrated with. Once authenticated, New User Registration can 


transfer the user immediately to a predefined target page related to that specific online transaction.  


In a nutshell, New User Registration offers user validation, user registration, system authentication, 


generic and specific (just-in-time) security provisioning and finally easy navigation access by transferring 


the newly authenticated user to a pre-defined target page specific to the online self-service transaction 


the user elected to perform. 


For example, if you are using Admission Applications Web Services (AAWS) and deployed an online 


application self-service component, an online applicant will first use New User Registration to register for 


a user ID (or first get authenticated if the applicant already has a user ID) and then perform the online 


application transaction, such as submitting an application. In this case, after being successfully 


authenticated to your system, the system provisions the applicant’s user profile with the role security 


specific to access your online application page and then immediately redirects the applicant to this online 


application page. Another example is, if you are using the Delegated Access feature, a person who has 
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received delegated access (known as proxy) could first use New User Registration to access your system 


by either creating a user ID or reusing an existing one if the proxy already has a user ID. Once 


successfully authenticated through New User Registration, the system could provision the proxy’s user 


profile with a security role needed to access the Delegated Access initial page (the Proxy Terms and 


Conditions page).  


[Bundle 29. Added web service operations for retrieving User IDs and resetting passwords] 


New User Registration provides web service operations that a user interface can use to create a user 


account (user ID) (SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT) and authenticate a user 


(SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE). It also provides web service operations for retrieving a user ID 


(SCC_USERREG_GET_USERID) and resetting a password (SCC_USERREG_GET_PASSWORD and 


SCC_USERREG_GET_PSWD_HINT). Also, New User Registration is a consumer of the Constituent 


Transaction Management (CTM) framework (delivered CTM transaction code is 


NEW_USER_REGISTRATION). This allows staging of any constituent information entered at the time of 


registering a new user ID (for example, when creating a user ID, you may want to ask the user to enter 


his or her name, email address, and so on). If the online transaction integrated with New User 


Registration is defined as a CTM transaction, it can reuse or display the constituent data entered at 


registration time in the self-service transaction pages (that is, if the CTM transaction is partitioned by 


constituent). 


Delivered with your system are two sample login pages. Both are visually similar and they allow a user to 


create a new user or use an existing one to access your system. One sample page is referred as the New 


User Registration login sample page.  This page is fully integrated with all the New User Registration 


framework security objects. It serves as an example of how your own custom login page can be 


integrated and deployed with New User Registration. For example, it can reside outside of your firewall 


and be set as a Kiosk. The second sample page can be used by your developers to test and evaluate the 


New User Registration framework objects. This page is referred as the New User Registration Tester 


page. It contains the same functionality included in the New User Registration login sample page, but is 


meant to be used inside the same database. This page is truly intended to be used for testing purposes 


and should not be deployed in a production environment. 


The following diagram shows the new user and the returning user flows when New User Registration 


(NUR) framework is deployed. For each of the steps, the bottom row (red boxes) shows the setup needed 


to perform the step. Each of these settings is explained in this chapter. 
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New User and Returning User Flows 


See Also 


 PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, Working with Constituent 


Transaction Management, for more details on how both CTM and New User Registration function 


together. The latest version of the Working with Constituent Transaction Management chapter is 


available in the Bundle 29 Campus Community package. 


 New User Registration Web Service Operations section. 


 “CTM and New User Registration” in the Understanding New User Registration section. 


 “Step 1: Initial Setup for New User Registration” in the Developer Reference to Deploy New User 


Registration section. 


 


New User Registration Terminology 


The following terms are important to the understanding of New User Registration framework and are used 


throughout the chapter: 


Guest New user. A person who is unknown to the Campus 


Solutions system and who wants to perform an online 


transaction. A guest needs to register for a user ID to 


access the system. 


Returning User A person known to the Campus Solutions system and who 


wants to perform an online transaction. This person will 


use his or her existing user ID and password to access the 


system. 


CTM  Constituent Transaction Management. A framework that 


allows a user to perform an online transaction without 


having an EMPLID known. CTM stores the constituent 


and the transaction-specific data in staging records. The 


system assigns an EMPLID only after the user saves or 


submits the online transaction. Using CTM allows no 


interruption for a user to complete an online transaction 


because the process that the system uses to assign an 


EMPLID is completely transparent to the online user.   


Online transaction or online 


self-service transaction 


Refers to the transaction consuming the New User 


Registration framework.  
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Login page The login page to access the Campus Solutions system. 


This login page is integrated with the New User 


Registration framework security objects. Institutions 


customize the delivered sample login page or use their 


own to comply with their security management 


requirements. 


Target page The page to which the guest or the returning user is 


redirected after being authenticated through the New User 


Registration framework. The target page is defined in the 


New User Registration Context setup component. 


Landing page The page to which the guest or user is redirected before 


registration and authentication by the system. 


Autologger 


 


An object that the New User Registration framework 


delivers. This object allows signing in the guest or the 


returning user directly into your system after being 


successfully authenticated.  


Gatekeeper 


 


A utility that the New User Registration framework 


delivers. This utility acts as a router for all requests from 


external clients wishing to access Campus Solutions self-


service pages. An external client is a user interface that is 


built by an institution and that lie outside the PeopleSoft 


system.  


The Gatekeeper uses the New User Registration Context 


ID to provision application-specific security role and 


transfer the user to a specific target page after 


authentication. 


SwitchUser 


 


A PeopleTools function used by the New User 


Registration Tester sample page to autolog the guest’s or 


the returning user’s entered user ID. The function switches 


a signed in user to another one. 


Anonymous user When the guest elects to create a new user ID, he or she 


is first considered an anonymous user by the system. 
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Provisioning New User Registration provisions security roles at two 


different levels: 


Basic provisioning: When a guest creates a new user ID 


though New User Registration, basic roles are provisioned 


to the newly created user profile. Basic roles grant access 


to generic information that all users are required to have to 


access and navigate in your system. This provisioning is 


required. 


Specific provisioning: When a New User Registration 


Context is used, the guest or the returning user is 


provisioned just-in-time after being authenticated with 


application level security. The security provisioning done 


here is specific to the application integrated with New User 


Registration. This provisioning is optional. 


CTM and New User Registration 


You can configure your login page to additionally request some personal information such as first name, 


last name, email address and so on when a user creates a new user ID. Because this information 


requires an EMPLID to exist in order to be stored into the respective production tables and at the time of 


registering the user does not have an EMPLID, New User Registration consumes the CTM framework to 


store the personal information entered. This information is stored in the CTM constituent staging tables. 


At that time, the system enters the information under a Temporary ID (SCC_TEMP_ID instead of 


EMPLID) and the CTM transaction code used (delivered with your system) is called 


NEW_USER_REGISTRATION. If New User Registration is followed by a subsequent CTM online 


transaction (and that CTM transaction is set up to be partitioned by constituent), the system can gather 


additional personal information and create or assign an EMPLID and promote the staged constituent data 


to the respective production tables.  


The following diagrams show where CTM takes place as part of the New User Registration flow when a 


guest accesses your system from a New User Registration login page. Notice that CTM is not involved 


when a retuning user signs into your system through New User Registration. This is because at the time 


of authenticating, the returning user, by standards, is usually only asked to enter a user ID and a 


password. 


[Bundle 29. New user interfaces for logging in and creating an account.] 
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When user creates a new user ID 


 


When user reuses an existing user ID to sign in 


Note: When New User Registration consumes CTM, the system does not trigger the process to create 


EMPLIDs. This is to prevent non-serious individuals to create user records for themselves in your system 


and pollute your database with dummy names or with users that will never pursue any other actions with 


your institution. To prevent this, CTM triggers Search/Match only when the guest performs a subsequent 


online transaction such as Online Application. Only then the constituent data entered can be considered 


valid. 


Note: The self-service online transaction integrated with New User Registration does not need to be a 


CTM transaction. A self-service online transaction is usually configured for CTM when the data entered by 


the self-service user needs to be staged prior to be promoted to the production tables or when an 


EMPLID needs to be identified with the self-service user. Using CTM allows for no user interruption to 


assign an EMPLID. If the integrated self-service online transaction does not require an EMPLID to be 


assigned or no data to be staged, it can still be integrated with New User Registration. Refer to the 


Working with Constituent Transaction Management PeopleBook chapter. 


See Setting Up CTM for New User Registration. 


Notifications Framework and New User Registration 


The New User Registration framework uses the Notifications Framework as part of the Forgot User ID 
utility. New User Registration triggers the Notifications Framework from the New User Registration 
sample login page or New User Registration Tester page. When a user clicks the Forgot your User ID link 
and enters his or her email address, the system validates the email address and the user ID is retrieved. 
The Notifications Framework sends an email that contains the user’s ID.  
 
An email template for sending an email message that contains the user’s ID is delivered with your system. 


It uses a custom logic to retrieve the user’s email address. This logic is delivered with your system and 
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uses the email address stored inside the user’s user profile (this email address must match the email 


address entered by the user at the time of requesting the user ID to be sent). The custom logic is 


contained in the application class called 


SCC_IDENTITY_MGR:NOTIFICATION:NURCustomLogicprovider.  


 
Reviewing the Delivered Notification Template for New User Registration 


Delivered with your system are email templates. Generic templates establish a common format for 
notifications. 
 
Template Name  Notification 


Description  
Trigger  Recipients  


NUR_EMAIL_OPRID Basic email message 
that includes the user 
ID of the requestor.  
Example:  
 
Email Subject: Your 
User ID to access the 
Campus Solutions 
system.  
 
Email Message: You 
are receiving this email 
message because you 
had forgotten your 
User ID to access the 
Campus Solutions 
system.  
 
Your User ID is 
TEST100 
 
This is an auto 
generated email; 
please do not respond 
to this message. 
 


From the New User 
Registration sample 
login page or New 
User Registration 
Tester page after user 
presses the Forgot 
your User ID? link and 
enters his or her email 
address. After 
validating the email 
address, the user ID 
value is retrieved and 
included in the email 
message sent to the 
email address entered. 


The user who has 
forgotten his or her 
user ID to login to the 
Campus Solutions 
system.   


 


To modify the template, go to PeopleTools, Workflow, Notifications, Generic Templates.  
 
Warning! The notifications are intended to be short and simple messages with the purpose of informing 
about a specific subject. The list of variables contained in each of the messages is delivered with your 
system and require extended coding effort to be modified. 
  
At the time of delivering the template for the Forgot User ID utility, only the below variables were defined. 


Adding more variables requires substantial programming effort. 


 %1 => OPRID  
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 %2 => URL Link (not used in the delivered template) 


Note: As part of New User Registration framework, only the Forgot User ID utility consumes the 


Notifications Framework. The Forgot Password utility uses the PeopleTools send password email utility.  


See “Working with the Notifications Framework” in the Bundle 29 Campus Community PeopleBook for 
information on setting up New User Registration as a consumer of the Notifications Framework. 


New User Registration Context 


A New User Registration Context is optionally used when the New User Registration framework is 


consumed by a specific self-service online transaction. A New User Registration Context is defined 


through a New User Registration Context ID and you later embed this value in the URL that you create to 


transfer a user to the New User Registration login page. A New User Registration Context ID is needed if 


you want to seamlessly provision the newly authenticated user with application security roles and to 


transfer the user to a predefined target page related to the self-service online transaction for which the 


user is signing into your system. It is the Gatekeeper that uses this information passed in the URL to 


provision just-in-time and grant the user security access to the target page. 


The New User Registration Context ID is read by the Gatekeeper immediately after a user has 


successfully been authenticated to your system. The New User Registration Context ID defines the 


security roles that the system should assign just-in-time to the user so he or she has application security 


to perform the online transaction and be automatically transferred to the target page for that specific self-


service transaction. Both security provisioning and page transfer occur after the user (guest or returning 


user) is successfully authenticated by New User Registration to your system. 


You can define a New User Registration Context for each of your online self-service transactions that you 


integrate with New User Registration. Each of them will have their own security provisioned and target 


page information.  For example, if you deploy an Online Application self-service transaction, the applicant 


can register and authenticate through New User Registration and be automatically provisioned with the 


security role to access your Online Application page and to avoid the applicant having to navigate to the 


page, transfer him or her directly to that page. 


To define a New User Registration Context, use the New User Registration Context page 


(SCC_APPL_CONTEXT). The security provisioning is defined by roles and the target page can either be 


a PeopleSoft Internet Architecture (PIA) page defined in your PeopleSoft system or a URL to transfer to 


an external site. Security provisioning and/or target page transfer are optional. Create a New User 


Registration Context for your integrated self-service transaction only if you want to provision specific 


security for the transaction and/or want to transfer the user directly to a target page related to the 


integrated self-service transaction. 


In the Deploying New User Registration section you will learn that the New User Registration Context ID 


is an optional element. It can be embedded in the URL that you create for a user to perform a self-service 


transaction. This transaction requires the user to first sign into your system through a New User 


Registration login page. 


You can create a default New User Registration Context ID. If no New User Registration Context ID is 


passed in the URL when accessing the New User Registration login page, the default is used to provision 


and/or transfer the user to a target page. In this case of course you must have a default New User 
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Registration Context ID whose setup contains generic information such as your institution’s home page to 


be used as the target page. 


See Provisioning Access through the Gatekeeper. 


See Setting Up a New User Registration Context. 


See Deploying New User Registration. 


Sample User Interfaces for New User Registration 


The system provides two Campus Solutions sample login pages for New User Registration: 


 New User Registration page (SCC_NUR_REG) 


 New User Registration Tester page (SCC_NUR_TESTER)  


These sample login pages are visually similar. These pages allow a user to create a new user or use an 


existing one to access your system.  


One sample page is the New User Registration login sample page (SCC_NUR_REG). This page is fully 


integrated with all the New User Registration framework security objects (web services, Gatekeeper, 


Autologger, authorization and authentication logic, the delivered New User Registration CTM transaction 


(NEW_USER_REGISTRATION), and the Forgot User ID and Forgot Password utilities. It serves as an 


example of how your own custom login page can be integrated and deployed with New User Registration. 


For example, it can reside outside of your firewall and be set as a Kiosk. Consider using this page as a 


sample to create your institution-specific login page. This sample page will work with the Kiosk setup only.  


The second sample page can be used by your developers to test and evaluate the New User Registration 


framework objects. This page is the New User Registration Tester page (SCC_NUR_TESTER). It 


contains the same functionality included in the New User Registration login sample page (except for the 


Autologger and the Gatekeeper), but is meant to be used in the same database. This page is truly 


intended to be used for testing purposes and should not be deployed in a production environment. 


See Accessing the New User Registration Sample User Interfaces. 


See Deploying New User Registration. 


New User Registration Web Service Operations 
[Bundle 29. SCC_USERREG_GET_USERID, SCC_USERREG_GET_PASSWORD, 


SCC_USERREG_GET_PSWD_HINT service operations have been added.] 


The New User Registration framework provides the SCC_USERREG service. The SCC_USERREG 


service includes the following service operations: 


 SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT: This operation creates a user account. 


 SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE: This operation authenticates a user. 
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 SCC_USERREG_GET_USERID: This operation retrieves a user’s ID. 


 SCC_USERREG_GET_PSWD_HINT: This operation retrieves a user’s password hint. 


 SCC_USERREG_GET_PASSWORD. This operation resets a user’s password. 


The following diagram shows the SCC_USERREG web service operations and their messages. The 


diagram also shows the location from where an online transaction can access the SCC_USERREG web 


service. 


 


SCC_USERREG Web Services and Example of a Locator 


Create User Account (SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT) Service 


Operation 


Use this service operation to enable an online user to create a username (user ID) and password. This 


service operation creates a new PeopleTools user profile.  


The service operation provides support for the PeopleTools user management system. In addition, the 


service operation supports other user management systems through the delivered adapter architecture. 


To have your PeopleSoft system interact with another user management system through 


SCC_USERREG, a new adapter needs to be created.  


When calling the Create User Account service operation, the user is required to choose a username and 


password and optionally to enter some constituent information such as first name, last name, email 


address, and so on. A call to the Create User Account service operation results in none or a single user 


account being created in the configured user management system. If the username is valid and does not 


already exist in the user management system, then the service operation creates a user account. The 


new user account created can be used immediately (no need for the new user to manually login). The 


user account is created based on an existing user ID that serves as template (the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE 


user ID). This account must contain the basic Role and Permission security to access and use your 


system. This is also referred as the generic role provisioning. The service operation copies the user 


default information contained in this template, to create the new account. Therefore, you must set up the 


SCC_SS_TEMPLATE user account to allow an online transaction to use New User Registration. A 


second user ID that needs to be created and which also serves as a template to create user profiles is 


SCC_GUEST. For information on setting up SCC_SS_TEMPLATE and SCC_GUEST, refer to the “Step 
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1: Initial Setup for New User Registration” subsection in the Developer Reference for Deploying New User 


Registration section of this chapter.  


The Create User Account service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Verifies whether the required input parameters have been passed in the user registration 
page (username, password, and confirm password). 


2. Retrieves any constituent information from the input parameters, if included in the registration 
page, and validates the information. The constituent information is stored in the CTM 
constituent staging tables using the delivered CTM transaction called 
NEW_USER_REGISTRATION.  


3. Calls the user management adapter to: 


1. Verify that the requested username does not exist in the user management system. 


2. Verify your Password Controls setup is respected. Those are defined under 
PeopleTools, Security, Password Configuration, Password Controls. 


3. Create the new user account. 


4. Authenticate the user and signs the user into the online transaction. 


4. Prepares the response message. The service operation either creates a new user account 
which the user can immediately use or returns an error.  The service error will return an error 
in the following conditions: 


1. The username, password or confirm password input parameters are invalid. 


2. Constituent information provided through the input parameters is invalid. 


3. The PeopleSoft Password Controls rules are not respected.  


4. A user account for the same username already exists in the user management 
system. 


 
Note: If you intend to use the delivered Forgot User ID and Forgot Password utilities, when you 
create a new user account, you must require an email address to be entered. This email address is 
stored in the newly created user profile and will serve to send user ID or reset password if the user 
later forgets his or her user ID or password. Delivered with your system, the New User Registration 
Sample login page and New User Registration Tester page require an email address to be entered 
because these pages include the Forgot User ID and Forgot Password utilities. 
 


The Create User Account service operation includes the following three messages: 


Input message: SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_REQ 


The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service 


operation receives from a calling online transaction (mostly the user registration page): 
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SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_REQ Message Parameters 


 


The following input parameters are mandatory by the registration page to pass to the service operation: 


 SCC_USERNAME 


 SCC_PASSWORD 


 SCC_CONFIRMPWD 


 CONSTITUENT 
 


Note: While the CONSTITUENT tag is required in the request message (as indicated in the request 


message schema: <xs:element maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1" ref="CONSTITUENT"/>) the 


CONSTITUENT elements can be empty in the request. This is because it is possible, but optional to 


gather constituent information at registration time. 


Note: Constituent is an entity defined in the Entity Registry. Use the PeopleTools Schema page to access 


the SCC_ENTITY_CONSTITUENT message schema (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, 


Messages, Schema). Any attributes contained in the schema can be used in the registration page. 


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry" for 


more information about entities. The latest version of the Setting Up Entity Registry chapter was posted to 


My Oracle Support as part of the Campus Community documentation updates for Bundle 27. 


The following is an example of the SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_REQ message that the 


SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service operation receives from a user registration page: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_REQ> 


        <SCC_USERNAME>KANGA</SCC_USERNAME> 


        <SCC_PASSWORD>Rooly23</SCC_PASSWORD> 


        <SCC_CONFIRMPWD>Rooly23</SCC_CONFIRMPWD> 


  <CONSTITUENT> 


   <!-- Constituent data shape --> 


  </CONSTITUENT> 
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</SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_REQ> 


Output message: SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_RESP 


The following diagram shows the output parameters that the SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service 


operation passes to the calling online transaction: 


 


 


SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_RESP Message Parameters 


Note: Constituent is an entity defined in the Entity Registry. Use the PeopleTools Schema page to access 


the SCC_ENTITY_CONSTITUENT schema (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, 


Messages, Schema).  


The following is an example of the SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_RESP message that the 


SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service operation responds to the calling online transaction: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_RESP> 


  <CONSTITUENT> 


   <!-- Constituent data shape --> 


  </CONSTITUENT> 


<NUR_REGISTRATION_CONTEXT> 


        <SCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID>SCC_NURCTXT_20120918102441</SCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID> 


        <SCC_APPL_CONTEXT>NUR_DELEGATED_ACCESS</SCC_APPL_CONTEXT> 


        


<URL>http%3a%2f%2fyourServer.yourDomain.com%2fEMPLOYEE%2fH900P7AO%2fp%2fSCC_DA


_PROXY%2fSS_CC_DA_TERMS_CON%2fSS_CC_DA_TERMS_CON%2fU> 


 </NUR_REGISTRATION_CONTEXT> 


</SCC_UR_CREATEACCT_RESP> 


 


Fault message: SCC_FAULT_RESP 


 
If the service operation encounters an error condition, it responds with the SCC_FAULT_RESP message. 
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The following diagram shows the output parameters that the SCC_FAULT_RESP service operation 


passes to the calling online transaction: 


 


SCC_FAULT_RESP Message Parameters 


Authenticate User (SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE) Service 


Operation  


This service operation uses the delivered User Manager adapter to validate a username (user ID) and 


password combination with the installed user management system. The service operation is delivered 


with the ability to authenticate a user using the PeopleTools user management system. 


A call to the SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE service operation verifies whether the supplied 


username and password combination is correct using the configured user management system. If the 


username and password combination is correct, then the user is signed into the PeopleSoft system. All 


users accessing the SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE operation have an Anonymous status until they 


have been successfully authenticated. Anonymous users only have minimal system access.  


Use SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE to allow a user to access your system through a front door, such 


as a login page.  


The service operation performs the following steps: 


1. Verifies whether the input parameters exist (username and password). 


2. Calls the user management adapter to validate the username and password combination. 


3. If an EMPLID is tied to the retrieved user profile, uses the EMPLID to retrieve constituent 
information on the authenticated person.  


4. Prepares the response message. The service operation either signs in the user to the 
PeopleSoft system or returns an error. The service error will return an error in the following 
conditions: 


1. The input parameters, username and password, are invalid. 


2. The username and password combination cannot be authenticated using the user 
management system. 


 
The Authenticate User service operation includes the following three messages: 


Input message: SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_REQ 
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The following diagram shows the input parameters that the SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE service 


operation receives from a calling online transaction (mostly the user login page): 


 


 


SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_REQ Message Parameters 


 
The following input parameters are mandatory for the login page to pass to the service operation: 


 Username 


 Password 


The following is an example of the SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_REQ message that the 


SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE service operation receives from a login page: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_REQ> 


        <SCC_USERNAME>KANGA</SCC_USERNAME> 


        <SCC_PASSWORD>Rooly23</SCC_PASSWORD> 


</SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_REQ> 


 


Output message: SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_RESP 


The following diagram shows the output parameter that the SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE service 


operation passes to the calling online transaction: 


 


SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_RESP Message Parameters 


Note: Constituent is an entity defined in the Entity Registry. Use the PeopleTools Schema page to access 


the SCC_ENTITY_CONSTITUENT schema (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, 


Messages, Schema).  
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The following is an example of the SCC_UR_ AUTHENTICATE_RESP message that the 


SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE service operation transmits to the calling online transaction: 


<?xml version="1.0"?> 


<SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_RESP> 


  <CONSTITUENT> 


   <!-- Constituent data shape --> 


  </CONSTITUENT> 


<NUR_REGISTRATION_CONTEXT> 


        <SCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID>SCC_NURCTXT_20120918102441</SCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID> 


        <SCC_APPL_CONTEXT>NUR_DELEGATED_ACCESS</SCC_APPL_CONTEXT> 


        


<URL>http%3a%2f%2fyourServer.yourDomain.com%2fEMPLOYEE%2fH900P7AO%2fp%2fSCC_DA


_PROXY%2fSS_CC_DA_TERMS_CON%2fSS_CC_DA_TERMS_CON%2fU> 


 </NUR_REGISTRATION_CONTEXT> 


</SCC_UR_AUTHENTICATE_RESP> 


Fault message: SCC_FAULT_RESP 


Refer to the SCC_FAULT_RESP message example in the SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service 


operation section. 


Retrieve User ID (SCC_USERREG_GET_USERID) Service Operation 


[Bundle 29. New] 


This service operation retrieves a user’s ID using the Forgot User ID utility. A user must provide the email 


address that is associated with his or her OPRID (stored inside the user’s profile) in order to retrieve the 


user ID. The user ID is retrieved only if one OPRID is associated with the email address. The New User 


Registration framework uses the Notifications framework to generate the email message that contains the 


user ID.   


The Retrieve User ID service operation: 


1. Verifies whether the required input parameter (email address) has been passed in the Forgot my 


User ID page. 


2. Validates whether the email address entered is associated with only one user ID (OPRID) (from 


the PSOPRDEFN and PSUSEREMAIL records). 


3. Prepares the response message. The service operation either retrieves the user ID and uses the 


Notifications framework to send an email that contains the user ID, or returns an error. An error is 


returned when: 
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a. The email address is not found. 


b. The email address is associated with multiple user IDs (OPRIDs), or to no user ID. 


The Retrieve User ID service operation includes the following messages: 


Input Message: SCC_USERREG_GET_USERID_REQ 


The email address is a mandatory input parameter to pass to the service operation. The utility evaluates 


whether there is only one OPRID assigned to the email address. If so, the user ID is retrieved.  


Output Message: SCC_USERREG_GET_USERID_RESP 


When the user ID is retrieved, an email that contains the user ID is sent to the user as part of the 


response. The Notifications framework is triggered to send the email message. 


Note: If more than one user ID is assigned to an email address or no user ID is found, the user ID is not 


retrieved and an error message appears. 


See Notifications Framework and New User Registration. 


See also Using the Forgot User ID Utility section. 


See also Step 9: Configuring the Forgot User ID Utility 


Retrieve Password Hint (SCC_USERREG_GET_PSWD_HINT) Service 


Operation 


[Bundle 29. New] 


This service operation retrieves the Forgot Password Hint set when a user forgets his or her password 


and triggers the PeopleTools Forgot Password utility. The PeopleTools Forgot Password utility requires 


that Forgot Password Hints should be defined. A user must provide his or her user ID in order to reset 


and receive a new password. When a user forgets his or her password and invokes the Forgot Password 


utility, the user ID that is provided is used to fetch the email address and Forgot Password hint set. The 


user’s response is compared with the information stored in the database. 


The Retrieve Password Hint service operation: 


1. Verifies whether the required input parameter, user ID (OPRID), has been passed in the Forgot 


my password page. 


2. Evaluates whether the user ID is valid.  


3. Prepares the response message. If the user ID is valid, the service operation retrieves the 


associated email address and displays the password hint set, or returns an error. An error is 


returned when: 


a. The user ID is not found. 


b. The user ID is not associated with a Forgot Password hint set. 
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c. The user ID is not associated with an email address, so an email cannot be sent. 


The Retrieve Password Hint service operation includes the following messages: 


Input Message: SCC_USERREG_GET_PSWDHINT_REQ 


The user ID (OPRID) is a mandatory parameter to pass to the service operation. The service operation 


evaluates whether the user ID is valid. If so, the associated email address and hint question are retrieved.  


Output Message: SCC_USERREG_GET_PSWDHINT_RESP 


If the user ID is valid, the associated email address and hint question are returned. If the user ID does not 


exist, is not associated with an email address or hint question, the service operation displays an error. 


See Using the Forgot Password Utility. 


See also Step 10: Configuring the Forgot Password Utility 


Reset Password (SCC_USERREG_GET_PASSWORD) Service 


Operation 


[Bundle 29. New] 


This service operation resets a user’s password using the PeopleTools Forgot Password utility. When a 


user forgets his or her password and uses the Forgot Password utility, the user ID that is provided is used 


to fetch the associated Forgot Password hint set. The user must provide the correct response to the hint 


question. The response is compared with the information stored in the database, and when the 


information matches, a new password is generated and emailed to the user. 


The Reset Password service operation: 


1. Evaluates whether the user’s response to the hint question matches the information stored in the 


database. 


2. Generates a new password if the user’s response and the information in the database match. 


The Reset Password service operation includes the following messages: 


Input Message: SCC_USERREG_GET_PASSWORD_REQ 


The hint response is a mandatory parameter to pass to the service operation. The custom interface 


SCC_NUR_EMAIL_PSWD is invoked. If the hint response matches the information in the database, the 


password is reset and all the PeopleTools tables are updated with the new password. 


Output Message: SCC_USERREG_GET_PASSWORD_RESP 


A new password is generated and emailed to the user through the PeopleTools Forget Password email 


utility. 
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Setting Up CTM for New User Registration 
Access the Transaction Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Constituent 
Transaction Mgmt, Transaction Setup). 
  


 
Transaction Setup page: New user registration transaction 
 
A New User Registration CTM transaction called NEW_USER_REGISTRATION is delivered with your 


system.  


Verify the delivered and recommended setup for this transaction by accessing the CTM Transaction 


Setup page. 
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See Setting Up a Transaction in the Working with Constituent Transaction Management chapter of the 


Campus Community PeopleBook for bundle 29.  


Setting Up New User Registration Context 
Access the New User Registration Context page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, New 


User Registration, New User Registration Context). 


 


 


New User Registration Context page 
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New User Registration 


Context  ID 


Displays the unique ID that the system assigns when you add a 


New User Registration Context.  


When you add a new context, this field displays the value NOID 


until you save the record. When you save the new context, the 


field displays the ID that the system assigned to the context. 


You will later optionally embed this ID in the URL used to 


transfer users to the login page configured for using the New 


User Registration framework. After authenticating the guest or 


the returning user, New User Registration uses this value to 


read the New User Registration Context ID setup and 


provisions the security role(s) and/or transfers the user to the 


target page accordingly.  


New User Registration 


Context  


Enter the name of the context for the New User Registration 


Context ID. For example, if you create a New User Registration 


Context ID for accessing your online application page you could 


enter here Online Application. 


Description Enter a longer description for the New User Registration 


context (50 characters). 


Default Select to mark the New User Registration context as default.  


Only one New User Registration context can be marked as 


default.  


The system uses the default New User Registration Context 


when a New User Registration Context is not passed in the 


URL that the user clicks to access the login page. In such a 


case when the New User Registration Context is not passed, 


the system uses the New User Registration Context ID marked 


as default.  


If a New User Registration Context is not passed, the system 


looks for a default New User Registration Context. If no default 


is found, then the user is transferred by default to the home 


page and no provisioning occurs. 


It is optional to pass the New User Registration Context in the 


URL.  


Note: When using the New User Registration Tester sample 


page, because no URL is used, the system looks at the New 


User Registration Context ID marked as default. If no default is 


found, then the user is transferred by default to the home page 


and no provisioning occurs. 
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Status Values include Active and Inactive. Default is Active. 


If the URL refers to an inactive New User Registration Context, 


then the user is transferred by default to the home page and no 


provisioning occurs. 


Provisioning Context Available value is Auto Provisioned.  


Select Auto Provisioned if context should be Public. 


When Auto Provisioned is selected, the guest or the returning 


user is provisioned with application role level security 


dynamically just-in-time by the Gatekeeper. The Gatekeeper 


gets these roles from the list of roles you select in the Security 


to Provision grid. After real-time provisioning the user is 


redirected to the specified target page. 


 


Security to Provision 


Optional. 


Use this grid to define a list of security roles specific to the consuming self-service transaction (such as 


AAWS Online Application or Delegated Access) for which the New User Registration context is created 


for.  The roles that you enter in this grid are assigned only to the users going through the New User 


Registration framework for a specific consuming self-service transaction.  


These roles are assigned by the Gatekeeper to the user profile of the newly created user or the returning 


user after the user is successfully authenticated by your system.  


Role Name Select the application level security role names that you want 


to provision the user’s user profile going through the New User 


Registration framework with this New User Registration 


context. The prompt returns the roles set up in the 


PeopleTools Roles component (PeopleTools, Security, 


Permissions & Roles, Roles). 


Note: If you specify a target page on this page, make sure you 


enter a role name that grants access to the specified target 


page. Else the user will not be transferred to the target page 


due to lack of security. 


 


Target Page 


Optional.  


Depending on the online transaction consuming New User Registration, it may make sense to transfer the 


user directly to a target page instead of making the user manually navigate to the desired page after 
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successfully being authenticated through New User Registration. For instance, if you have deployed an 


online application self-service transaction the system can direct the user to your Online Application Home 


page. In Delegated Access, the system should direct the proxy directly to the very first page the proxy 


should access to take advantage of the delegated accesses (the Proxy Terms and Conditions page). 


Notice that the target page can also be an external URL. 


If you do not identify the target page in this group box, the user is redirected to the application home 


page. 


URL If the target page lies outside the PeopleSoft system, provide 


the URL to access the page.  Immediately after getting 


authenticated, the user will be transferred directly to this URL 


address. 


Component Name, Menu 


Name, Bar Name, Item 


Name, Page Name 


If the target page is built within the PeopleSoft system, list the 


menu objects to retrieve the proper page. 


Note: If you are using an external UI that lies outside the 


PeopleSoft system, do not set these fields. 


Access Mode Indicate the mode in which the target page should open, when 


the user is transferred to the target page. Values include Add, 


Correction, Update and Update All. 


See the following topic titled Access Mode field for more 


information. 
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Node Name This is a required field regardless of whether the target page is 


a URL or a PeopleSoft component name. 


Select the name of the local node defined for the database 


where the target page is located (for a typical installation, 


select a default local node).  


The default local node is defined in the Integration Broker 


Nodes component (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, 


Integration Setup, Nodes). The Gatekeeper uses this node to 


transfer the user to the specified target page.  


Note: Delivered with your system are two New User 


Registration Context IDs:  


 SCC_NURCTXT_20120918102441 - 


NUR_DELEGATED_ACCESS (used for Delegated 


Access functionality) 


 SCC_NURCTXT_20130211110717 - 


NUR_CHANGE_PASSWORD (used by the NUR 


Forgot Password utility).  


If you intend to use these delivered contexts, you must update 


the Node Name from the default value ‘LOCAL’ to your local 


node name.  


 


Access Mode field 


If one of the roles you listed in the Security to Provision grid includes a permission list granting access to 


the component and menu names listed in the Target Page group box, make sure you select the action 


mode used in the permission list for the page name selected. For example, the preceding graphic shows 


the role “CS - DA Proxy TermsConditions”. This role contains a permission list that grants access to the 


SCC_DA_PROXY menu and the SS_CC_DA_TERMS_CON component which contains the page 


SS_CC_DA_TERMS_CON. When opening the page permission, the Actions selected is Update/Display. 


You would therefore select the ‘Update’ value. 
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If you didn’t list any roles, make sure you select an Action Mode for which the component was created. 


For example, the preceding graphic shows the component name SS_CC_DA_TERMS_CON was used. 


If you open this component using Application Designer, the Component Properties show that the 


possible Actions selected is “Update/Display”. In this case you would select the ‘Update’ value.  


 


 


Provisioning Access Through the Gatekeeper 
The Gatekeeper is a Campus Solutions security utility that has the responsibility of dynamically 


provisioning application level security access and navigational orchestration to Campus Solutions pages 


or even navigation outside of Campus Solutions to a newly authenticated user. Prior to redirecting a user 


to a specific target page, the Gatekeeper is also responsible for validating that the self-service requestor 


is authorized (provisioned) to access a particular self-service application. 


The New User Registration framework is PeopleTools web service based and therefore usable from any 


technology that supports SOAP over HTTP web service integration. 


The Gatekeeper and New User Registration 


The New User Registration framework, after having successfully authenticated a user to your system, 


uses the Gatekeeper to optionally perform the following two tasks: 


1. Provisions the newly authenticated user with the security needed to perform the self-service 


transaction for which the user has signed in through New User Registration. 
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2. Transfers the newly authenticated user to the target page defined for the self-service transaction 


for which the user has signed in through New User Registration. 


The application level provisioning is performed just-in-time. The user’s user profile is being provisioned 


with the roles listed in the New User Registration Context ID used at the final moment when the user 


accesses the Campus system to perform a specific self-service transaction. Once provisioning is 


completed, if a target page is entered in the New User Registration Context ID, the Gatekeeper verifies 


the user has security access to the target page and if so, transfers the user.  


The context in which the security role and the target page are defined is specific to the self-service 


transaction. The information is set up in the New User Registration Context setup page and stored under 


a New User Registration Context ID. The New User Registration Context ID is what the Gatekeeper 


needs to know to perform the security provisioning and the page transfer. 


See Setting Up New User Registration Context section. 


The use of the Gatekeeper within New User Registration is possible when the New User Registration 


login page is accessed from a launching point to perform a subsequent self-service transaction. For 


example, from your institution’s web site, you could advertise that it is possible to apply online at your 


institution and display a Click here to apply link. The link URL will need to be embedded with the following 


information: 


1. The content reference where the New User Registration login page is located so the user can be 


redirected to it. 


2. The gatekeeper information. 


3. The New User Registration Context ID (optional). 


See Deploying New User Registration section for information about how to create the URL. 


See “Step 7: Creating a URL to Access the New User Registration Login page” subsection in the 


Developer Reference to Deploy New User Registration section for information about how to create the 


URL. 


From the launching point, the user is transferred to the New User Registration login page. Once 


successfully authenticated, New User Registration, through the Gatekeeper and the New User 


Registration Context ID passed in the URL, provisions the security role(s) related to the self-service 


transaction (for example, security role needed to access the Online Application page) and then transfers 


the user directly to the target page defined for performing the self-service transaction for which the user 


launched the New User Registration process. When no New User Registration Context ID is passed, the 


Gatekeeper uses the New User Registration Context ID you marked as the default.  


Warning! When you deploy New User Registration framework, all the existing users you have in your 


system will need to have access to the Gatekeeper in order to use their existing user ID to sign in through 


a New User Registration login page. The new users (the guest creating a user ID through New User 


Registration) will be provisioned with the Gatekeeper security as part of the “basic provisioning” defined in 


the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE user ID.  
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See “Step 8: Provisioning the Gatekeeper Permission List to all of Your Users” in the Developer 


Reference to Deploy New User Registration section.   


See “Step 1: Initial Setup for New User Registration” in the Developer Reference to Deploy New User 


Registration section. 


 


Accessing New User Registration Sample User 


Interfaces 
[Bundle 29. Redesigned sample login page and tester page and included Forgot User ID and 


Forgot Password utilities.] 


This section describes the New User Registration sample pages and discusses how to: 


 Use the New User Registration login sample page. 


 Use the New User Registration Tester page. 


 Use the Forgot User ID Utility. 


 Use the Forgot Password Utility. 


The Campus Solutions sample login pages for New User Registration are meant to be used only as a 


reference or guide for implementing New User Registration in your institution. While they both are visually 


similar, one is fully integrated with all the delivered New User Registration framework security objects and 


can be referenced by your developers as a foundation for building your own login page. The second one 


can be used for testing purposes to evaluate the security objects comprised inside the New User 


Registration framework.  


The delivered sample New User Registration Campus Solutions pages are not intended to be deployed in 


a production environment for end users. 


Most institutions might already have deployed their security management system and could continue 


relying on it. Institutions can deploy New User Registration fully or partially, or can choose to continue to 


rely on their existing security system without using New User Registration. 


There are two sample interfaces for New User Registration: 


 New User Registration page (SCC_NUR_REG) (also referred as the New User Registration login 


sample page). 


 New User Registration Tester page (SCC_NUR_TESTER).  


These pages are examples of a system login user interface that allow users to sign in using an existing 


user ID and password or to create a new one if none exists. These pages also contain examples of a 


Forgot User ID and Forgot Password utilities.  
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The sample login pages allow a user to create a new user ID or reuse an existing one to access your 


system. These pages also integrate with the following New User Registration framework security objects 


to: 


 Provision the basic roles set up in SCC_SS_TEMPLATE.  


 Trigger the New User Registration web service operations for creating and authenticating a user 


(SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT and SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE). 


 Use the delivered New User Registration CTM transaction (NEW_USER_REGISTRATION). 


 Take advantage of the New User Registration Context ID. 


 Validate user authorization and authentication based on PeopleTools security.  


 Allow a user to launch the Forgot User ID or Forgot Password utility. 


Pages Used to Access New User Registration Sample User Interfaces 


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage 


New User 
Registration 


SCC_NUR_REG Set Up SACR, System 


Administration, Utilities, 


Sample User Interfaces, 


New User Registration 


Shows an example of 
how to integrate and 
deploy your custom login 
page with New User 
Registration 


New User 
Registration Tester 


SCC_NUR_TESTER Set Up SACR, System 


Administration, Utilities, 


Sample User Interfaces, 


New User Registration 


Tester 


Tests and evaluates New 
User Registration 
framework objects 


Forgot my User ID 
[Bundle 29. New] 


SCC_NUR_FRGT_US
RID 


Click the Forgot your User 


ID link on the New User 


Registration or New User 


Registration Tester page 


Retrieves user ID 


Forgot My Password 
[Bundle 29. New] 


SCC_NUR_FRGT_PS
WD 


Click the Forgot your 


password link on the New 


User Registration or New 


User Registration Tester 


page 


Resets user password 


 


Using the New User Registration Login Sample Page 


The New User Registration login sample page is also integrated with the following New User Registration 


framework security objects:  
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 The Autologger to immediately sign in the user into your system. 


 The Gatekeeper to optionally provision specific application role level security and to transfer to an 


application specific target page. 


 A specific or defaulted New User Registration Context ID specified in the URL to access your 


login sample page. 


 The language links to access your system in the user’s preferred language (requires that your 


system supports translation for at least one language other than the base language). 


The page is integrated with all of the delivered New User Registration framework security objects. It is 


intended to be used outside of your system’s firewall such as within a Kiosk. When deployed, the login 


page (or a custom version of it) is accessed through a URL (not from a Peoplesoft regular menu 


navigation). As explained in the New User Registration Context section, the URL is embedded with the 


Gatekeeper information and optionally a New User Registration Context ID.  


The New User Registration login sample page deployed with a Kiosk can be represented as follows: 
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F


I


R


E


W


A


L


L


PSft KIOSK


(Anonymous NUR access)


USER EMAIL/


BROWSER


Click here to signon


Click here to register


Register


http://slc00sui.us.oracle.com/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/
c/SAD_OLA_MENU.SAD_NUR_DEMO.GBL&cmd=start?
CAMPUS_URL= 
http%3a%2f%2fadc6160557.us.oracle.com%2fpsp%2fps
%2fEMPLOYEE%2fHRMS%2fs%2fWEBLIB_SCC_NUR.SCC
_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_GateKeepe
r%3fSCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID%3dSCC_APPL_2012061906
2516


PSft


SIGNON.HTML


Signon


http://adc6160557.us.oracle.com/psp/ps/


EMPLOYEE/HRMS/s/


WEBLIB_SCC_NUR.SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.Field


Formula.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper?SCC_APPL_CON
TXT_ID=SCC_APPL_20120619062516&cmd=login


AUTOLOGGER


GATEKEEPER


SELF SERVICE


APPLICATION


redirect


 


Deploying the New User Registration login sample page 


The self service Kiosk allows anonymous user access to the New User Registration page outside the 
firewall. 


After account creation, users authenticate via the standard PeopleTools login page. To allow for a 


seamless experience the Autologger facilitates the automatic sign-on after account creation. Note that in 


the case of account creation the embedded URL (CAMPUS_URL) is used to retain information on the 


target page. The orchestration and flow between the various components is shown in the following 


sequence diagram: 
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User Browser PSft KIOSK AUTOLOGGER NUR Web Service PSft sign-on GATEKEEPER


GET NUR Page


NUR Page


Fill in details


Click Create Account


Create Account Request


Create Account Response


HTTP REDIRECT


GET Autologger


Store credentials


Get credentials and target URL


Populate SIGNIN.HTML FORM


SIGNIN.HTML


Javascript onLoad event


SIGNIN FORM auto-submit


Authenticate and Issue PS_TOKEN


PS_TOKEN


GET Target Page


Check Provisioning


Target Page


 


Orchestration of various New User Registration framework elements 


Note that all sign-in related request and response processing should occur over a secure transport layer 


(SSL) until such a point as the PS_TOKEN cookie is issued to the browser. 


Using the New User Registration Tester page 


The New User Registration Tester page is visually similar to the New User Registration login sample 


page, but has the following use and implementation differences:  


 The page is deployed within your firewall (resides inside the production database). It is only for 


testing and evaluating the New User Registration framework.  Your developers should use the 
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tester page to review and understand the different pieces contained in the New User Registration 


framework. 


 It is accessed by a system administrator (not by an end user) from a PeopleSoft menu navigation, 


not from a URL. 


 The Autologger is replaced by the SwitchUser function. Because the page is contained in your 


system database and is accessed by the signed-in administrative user ID, the SwitchUser 


function signs off the administrative user ID to sign in the newly created user ID or the existing 


user ID you enter in the login page. 


 Because no URL is used, no New User Registration Context ID is specified. The New User 


Registration Tester page instead uses the New User Registration Context ID you set with the 


Default field checked. 


 Clicking the displayed language links do not change the language in which the newly created 


user or the returning user sees the system. Because the New User Registration Tester is first 


accessed by the administrator, the SwitchUser function will not change the languages.   


Note: The tester page is intended for testing purposes and should not be deployed in a production 


environment.  


User Flow For a Returning User 


1. Navigate to the New User Registration Tester page or access the New User Registration login 


sample page from a predefined URL. 
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New User Registration login sample page or New User Registration Tester page 


The following describes the New User Registration page or New User Registration Tester page. 


 


User ID Provide an existing user ID. 


Password Provide the password.  


Sign In Click to sign into the system.  


The system validates whether the user ID and password match 


a valid user profile. If the validation passes without errors, the 


system triggers the SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE service 


operation, auto logger, and gatekeeper. 


Select a Language Displays the list of languages supported by your system.  The 


guest can select a language from this list in which he or she 


can view and use the PeopleSoft system, as well as locale 


formatting conventions for dates, times, and number. 


 


Forgot your User ID Click to access the Forgot my User ID page. 


See Using the Forgot User ID Utility. 


Forgot your password Click to access the Forgot My Password page. 


See Using the Forgot Password Utility. 


 


2. The returning user enters the user ID and password, and clicks the Sign In button. This will trigger the 


SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE service operation, auto logger (or SwitchUser if the New User 


Registration Tester page is used) and gatekeeper. 


3. If the New User Registration login sample page is used, after pressing the Sign In button, the new 


user is authenticated through the PeopleTools security logic to access your system. Because of that 


the user sees, for a few seconds, your regular login page pre-populated with the user ID and the 


password entered by the returning user. Below is an example of what the user will see if the  


delivered PeopleTools login page is used: 
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PeopleTools login page  


Depending on how you deploy the user registration page, you may want to replace this page with a 


message like: “Please be patient while we are transferring you to our system.” To perform this 


customization, you alter the HTML found in the SCC_PT_SIGNON.HTML object in application 


designer to remove the text shown in the above graphic and just show the message “Please be 


patient while we are transferring you to our system.” 


You will view the main login page only when signing in through the New User Registration login 


sample page. If the New User Registration Tester page is used, you will not see it because the 


authentication is performed within the same database and you are signed into the system through 


the SwitchUser function.  


4. After successfully getting authenticated the returning user is automatically signed into the system. If a 


New User Registration Context ID is known (whether it is passed through a URL if the New User 


Registration login sample page is used or a default New User Registration Context ID is identified in 


the case of the New User Registration Tester page), and security role(s) are listed, the system 


provisions the application level security role(s) defined. If the New User Registration Context ID 


includes a target page, the system transfers the returning user directly to the target page.  Else, the 


system transfers the returning user to the application client’s home page.  


User Flow For a Guest 


1. Navigate to the New User Registration Tester page or access the New User Registration login 


sample page from a predefined URL. From these pages, the new user registration fields appear 
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below the sign-in fields (under Create Account) and users without an existing user ID can directly 


register a new account.  


If the New User Registration login sample page is used, then after pressing the Create Account 


button, the new user is authenticated through the PeopleTools security logic to access your 


system. Because of that the user sees, for a few seconds, your regular login page pre-populated 


with the user ID and the password entered by the guest. Below is an example of what the user 


will see if the delivered PeopleTools login page is used: 


 


PeopleTools Login page  


Depending on how you deploy the user registration page, you may want to replace this page with 


a message like: “Please be patient while we are transferring you to our system.” To perform this 


customization, you will have to alter the HTML found in the SCC_PT_SIGNON.HTML object in 


application designer to remove the text shown in the above graphic and just show the message 


“Please be patient while we are transferring you to our system.” 


You will view the main login page only when signing in through the New User Registration login 


sample page. If the New User Registration Tester page is used, you will not see it because the 


authentication is performed within the same database and you are signed into the system through 


the SwitchUser function.  


2. Clicking the Create Account button will trigger the SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service 


operation, auto logger (or SwitchUser if the New User Registration Tester page is used) and 


gatekeeper. 
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3. After successfully being authenticated, the new user is automatically signed into the system. If a 


New User Registration Context ID is known (whether it is passed through a URL if the New User 


Registration login sample page is used or a default New User Registration Context ID is identified 


in the case of the New User Registration Tester page), and security role(s) are listed, the system 


provisions the application level security role(s) defined. If the New User Registration Context ID 


includes a target page, the system transfers the new user directly to the target page. Else, the 


system transfers the new user to the application client’s home page.  


The following describes the New User Registration login sample page or New User Registration Tester 


page that displays the user registration fields: 


Choose your User ID Enter a user ID.  


Note: Some institutions might prefer to create user IDs by 


prefixing some letters, using their own algorithm (for example, 


an institution named PeopleSoft University may want their user 


IDs to start with the letters PU). No such algorithm is delivered 


with this sample user interface. If required, institutions can add 


logic to their user interface for user ID creation. 


Create a password and 


Confirm your password 


The guest chooses a password. The system performs the 


validation when the user clicks the Create Account button. 
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Email Address, First Name 


and Last Name 


Optional. The guest enters this constituent information. 


Although the SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service 


operation supports most of the constituent fields, the sample 


New User Registration login pages include only these three 


constituent fields. While First Name and Last Name fields are 


optional, Email Address is required when the Forgot User ID or 


the Forgot Password utility is deployed. You can add more 


constituent fields if required or delete these if you do not want 


to gather constituent information at account creation time. The 


values that the guest enters in these constituent fields are 


stored inside the delivered constituent staging records 


(delivered with CTM). Additionally, the Email Address value is 


also stored inside the newly created user profile. The email 


address stored in the user profile is used in the Forgot User ID 


and Forgot Password utilities. Use the PeopleTools Schema 


page to access the SCC_ENTITY_CONSTITUENT schema 


(PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Messages, 


Schema). Any attributes contained in the schema can be used 


in the registration page.  


The constituent information, entered by the guest user, is 


stored in the CTM constituent staging tables and can be viewed 


using the Constituent Staging component under the CTM 


transaction code called NEW_USER_TRANSACTION. At this 


stage no EMPLID is assigned so the data cannot be promoted 


to the corresponding production tables. Staging the data allows 


retrieval from inside a subsequent CTM transaction. Because 


the subsequent transaction also stores the data in the CTM 


constituent staging tables, the self-service user will not have to 


enter the same information twice (at registration and while 


performing the subsequent CTM transaction). 


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 
PeopleBook, Working with Constituent Transaction 
Management. 
 
See CTM and New User Registration in the Understanding New 
User Registration section. 
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Create Account Click to create your account. 


The system performs the following validation when the guest 


clicks the Create Account button: 


 Verify that the information in the Create a password 


and Confirm your password fields match. If they do not 


match, an error message appears. 


 Verify the user ID entered is not already in use inside 


the PeopleTools security table (PSOPRDEFN record). 


 Verify that the entered information for the constituent 


fields is valid (for example, verify whether the email 


address entered is valid).  Display the HCM error 


messages if the information is invalid.  


If the validation passes without errors, the system stores the 


constituent information in the CTM staging records and triggers 


the SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT service operation. 


Using the Forgot User ID Utility 


[Bundle 29. New] 


Click the Forgot your User ID link on the New User Registration login sample page or New User 


Registration Tester page. 


 


Forgot my User ID page 
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Enter your Email address Provide an email address. This is used to retrieve the user ID 


(OPRID). 


The email address you provide must match one and only one 


user ID in the system. If so, a successful message is returned 


to the user: “Your request was successful. Your User ID will be 


sent at the email address you entered.” If the email address is 


either associated to multiple user IDs or to no user ID, an error 


message is returned: “We cannot retrieve your username at 


this time.” 


Retrieve User ID Click to validate the email address entered. If the process 


locates the email address inside a user profile, it triggers the 


Notifications Framework to send an email message that 


contains the user ID.  


For information on setting up New User Registration as a 


consumer of the Notifications framework, see the “Working 


with the Notifications Framework” chapter in the Bundle 29 


Campus Community PeopleBook. 


Return to the logon page Click to cancel the process and return to the login page. 


 


Warning! To enable a user to invoke the Forgot User ID utility, an email address must first be stored in 


his or her user profile. Before you deploy this functionality, all user IDs in your system must have an 


associated email address stored in the user’s profile. This email address is used to retrieve the user ID 


and to send the email notification message that includes the forgotten user ID. The delivered New User 


Registration login sample page and New User Registration Tester page require the email address field to 


be populated at account creation time. This ensures that user IDs created through New User Registration 


will have an email address stored in the user’s profile.   


See the Notifications Framework and New User Registration section for information on how the New User 


Registration Forgot User ID utility uses the Notifications Framework. 


See Working with the Notifications Framework in the Bundle 29 Campus Community PeopleBook for 


information on setting up New User Registration as a consumer of the Notifications framework. 


See also Step 9 Configuring the Forgot User ID Utility in the Developer Reference to Deploy New User 


Registration section. 


Using the Forgot Password Utility 


[Bundle 29. New] 


Click the Forgot your password link on the New User Registration login sample page or New User 


Registration Tester page. 
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Forgot My Password page 


User ID Enter your user ID. This is used to retrieve the user’s email 


address from the user’s user profile so that the password can 


be regenerated and emailed to the user. 


Continue Click to access the Answer security question page. 


Note: When you click Continue, the system validates whether 


the user ID you provided has an associated email address in 


the user’s profile. The email address is used to send the new 


password. If no email address is found, the following message 


is sent to the user: “A new password cannot be sent as no 


email address was found. Contact your system administrator.” 


 


Warning!  To enable a user to invoke the Forgot User ID utility, an email address must first be stored in 


his or her user profile. Before you deploy this functionality, all user IDs in your system must have an 


associated email address stored in the user’s profile. This email address is used to send the email 


notification message that includes the new temporary password. The delivered New User Registration 


login sample page and New User Registration Tester page require the email address field to be 


populated at account creation time. This ensures that user IDs created through New User Registration will 


have an email address stored in the user’s profile.   
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Answer security question secondary page 


Question Shows the security question the user previously answered.  


Note: If a security question has not previously been answered, 


the user cannot reset his or her password. The following error 


message is displayed “A security question has not previously 


been answered. Contact your system administrator.” 


Note: As delivered with the generic PeopleTools security, a 


self-service user can answer a security question under: Home 


page > My System Profile. In the General Profile Information 


page, click the Change or set up forgotten password help link. 


The user can select a security question and enter a response. 


This page is delivered with your system and security needs to 


be granted to all of your users. Alternatively, a simpler self-


service version of this page could be created.   


Response Enter the answer to the security question. 
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Email New Password Click to trigger the email template utility and auto-generate a 


temporary password. 


An email with a temporary password is sent only if the 


response to the security question is correct and there is an 


email address stored in the PSOPRDEFN.EMAILID field for 


the user ID that was provided. 


The password is automatically reset in the user’s profile (in the 


PSOPRDEFN table).  


Example of an email message that might be sent to a user 


requesting his or her password to be reset: 


"You are receiving this auto-generated email message 


because you requested your Campus Solutions password to 


be resetted. Use the following temporary password: 


JMWFBUEU. 


Press this link or copy the below URL to access the system 


with your newly generated password. You will be requested to 


change the temporary password immediately”. 


http://yourServer.yourDomain.com/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/


s/WEBLIB_SCC_NUR.SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula


.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper?SCC_APPL_CONTEXT=SCC_NU


RCTXT_20130211110717.” 


 


See Step 10: Configuring the Forgot Password Utility in the Developer Reference to Deploy New User 


Registration section for information on how to deploy the Forgot Password utility. 


Deploying New User Registration 
This section presents some examples for deploying New User Registration. Institutions can adopt these 


examples, only pieces of it, or continue using their own security implementation (for example, with an 


identity management solution, LDAP or any other user management system).  


The New User Registration login page should be accessed from where an unidentified user wants to 


perform a specific transaction that requires signing in to your system.  


New User Registration can be triggered from: 


 A link or a button on the institution’s web site. 


 A URL sent through an email notification. 


For example, if you deployed an “Online Application” self-service transaction, your portal may include a 


button or a link “Click here to apply online”. The URL configured behind the button or the link can contain 
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information to first transfer the future applicant to the New User Registration login page prior to then be 


transferred to your online application page. This URL contains information in which context the self-


service transaction is performed. Another example for accessing the New User Registration login page is 


when a user receives an email notification and you include a link in the text so the user can easily sign in 


to your system, from the email message, to perform a specific transaction. Delivered with your system is 


the Delegated Access functionality that is intended to use this deployment (the proxy receives an email 


notification instructing him or her to access the system to accept the terms and conditions and to start 


reviewing the access delegated by a specific person). 


The underlying steps involved in providing an anonymous user access to your Campus Solutions system 


to perform a specific online transaction are as follows: 


1. New User Registration starts either with a user receiving an email notification containing a link to 


access the Campus Solutions system (the link will result in a transfer to your New User Registration 


login page) or with a button or a link located on a website located outside of your Campus Solutions 


system inviting an anonymous user to perform a self-service transaction (for example, a link: Click 


here to apply online). A button or any other UI element can also be implemented to point to a URL. 


2. If the user already has an account then he or she can use that account to sign into the system. This 


authentication can occur through the New User Registration authenticate service operation, vanilla 


Peopletools login page or a federated login page. 


3. If the user has no account then he or she can register for a new account through a new user 


registration page. This calls the New User Registration Create Account service operation. At this point 


the user is authenticated by the Campus Solutions system and can sign in. 


4. The URL should be embedded with the Gatekeeper information with the queryString parameter 


SCC_APPL_CONTEXT. Refer to the “Step 7: Creating a URL to access the New User Registration 


login page” subsection in the Developer Reference to Deploy New User Registration section. 


5. After the user is authenticated, the Gatekeeper interrogates the URL queryString parameter to 


determine which context (New User Registration Context ID) the user is requesting access to. It does 


this by using the user’s user ID (OPRID) and a combination of SCC_IDM_PROVISN and 


SCC_IDM_APPS tables to determine whether the user has already been provisioned to the given 


application (or needs to be provisioned just-in-time).  


 


SCC_IDM_APPS contains the New User Registration Context information, for example, all 


applications that are available to be provisioned to a user. 


 


SCC_IDM_PROVISN contains all the applications (New User Registration Context IDs) that have 


been previously provisioned to a user. This table keeps a track of who has been provisioned to what. 


6. If a New User Registration Context ID is found, a call is made to the Campus Identity Manager 


provisionTran() API method. This method provisions the user profile with the roles contained in the 


New User Registration Context ID in real time.  
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7. If the New User Registration Context ID also contained a target page, the Gatekeeper validates that 


the user has security access to it and if so, transfers the user to the target page. Else an error is 


returned and the user is not transferred. 


 Note: The delivered New User Registration framework uses the PeopleTools security validation and 


authentication logic. 


The following diagram illustrates where New User Registration (NUR) takes place when triggered from a 


button or link located outside of your Campus Solutions system (for example, as part of your Online 


Application (AAWS) transaction) and when triggered from a URL contained in an email notification (for 


example as part of the Delegated Access (DA) process):  


 


Representation of where New User Registration is situated when consumed by a self-service transaction 


The above diagram shows that New User Registration is considered a black box, independent from any 


logic specific to the self-service transactions that are consuming it. Notice that New User Registration is 


always placed before performing the self-service transaction. The reason is that within PeopleTools 


security management, the security needs to be provisioned prior to accessing a component. 


You can define the logic contained inside the New User Registration black box as shown in this diagram: 
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New User Registration black box logic 


The following describes the New User Registration black box logic depicted in the preceding diagram: 


1. User clicks a link or button or any other user interface elements configured with a URL embedded 


with a New User Registration Context ID (this link could be on the institution’s website or in an 


email message). 


2. The login page must authenticate the user (and provide the option of creating the user account). 


An institution can implement this through the New User Registration service operations. After 


successful authentication or account creation, the gatekeeper provisions security defined in the 


New User Registration Context ID passed and re-direct the user to the target page to perform the 


self-service transaction. 


3. Note that the user registration page should be publically accessible to anonymous users. 


4. The New User Registration web service operations inspect the SCC_IDM_PROVISN record to 


determine which applications the user has access to. This information is then returned to the user 


interface in the web service response. The user interface may choose to use this information to 


assist in the user navigation. For example, this response code shows that the user has access to 


the Delegated Access application: 


<NUR_REGISTRATION_CONTEXT> 


        <SCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID>SCC_NURCTXT_20120918102441</SCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID> 


        <SCC_APPL_CONTEXT>NUR_DELEGATED_ACCESS</SCC_APPL_CONTEXT> 


        


<URL>http%3a%2f%2fyourServer.yourDomain.com%2fEMPLOYEE%2fLOCAL%2fp%2fSCC_DA_PROXY%2fSS_CC_DA_TERM


S_CON%2fSS_CC_DA_TERMS_CON%2fU</URL> 


    </NUR_REGISTRATION_CONTEXT> 


5. If you are not using New User Registration Context and want to implement real time application 


processing, then you must include the logic in your applications to call the Campus Identity 


Manager IDM interface method provisionApp() API in order to insert a row to the provisioning 


table SCC_IDM_PROVISN. This could be done, for example, from an online component. 
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6. At this point, user is authenticated and the URL (containing the context) is being processed. The 
Gatekeeper checks the provisioning context defined in the New User Registration Context ID. At 
the time of delivering the New User Registration framework, only the Auto Provisioned option is 
possible. There are three possible outcomes: 


 The New User Registration Context does not exist. In such a case, the Gatekeeper 
responds with a HTTP 403 Forbidden response (Failed attempt - hacker). 


 The New User Registration Context does exist but the user is not provisioned to it. In 
such a case, the Gatekeeper responds with a HTTP 401 Unauthorized (Failed attempt - 
hacker). 


 The New User Registration Context does exist and the user is provisioned to it. The 
Gatekeeper does a lookup on the NURContext configuration table based on the supplied 
SCC_APPL_CONTEXT and responds with a HTTP 407 Temporary redirect (Successful 
attempt). 


7. If the user has the appropriate security roles, the client is redirected and user is presented with 
the target page. If the relevant security roles have not been assigned to the user, then an error 
message is generated.  


8. At this point, control falls within the domain of the individual application.  
Note: If an application requires further real time transaction level provisioning, then you must 
include a logic in the application to call the Campus Identity Manager IDM interface method 
provisionTran() API in order to insert a row to the provisioning table SCC_IDM_PROVISN. This 
could be done, for example, from an online component.  


 


Developer Reference to Deploy New User Registration 


Step 1: Initial Setup for New User Registration  


To create user accounts, New User Registration requires two pre-defined user profiles set with the 


following user IDs:  


 SCC_GUEST 


 SCC_SS_TEMPLATE 


Once created, those user profiles can be used as templates to grant your guests basic security access to 
your PeopleSoft system.  
 
To be provisioned with application level security and transfer to a specific target page, the newly created 
user ID will need to be provisioned with a security role granting access to the Gatekeeper.  
 
Create a role containing security access to the security objects needed for using New User 
Registration (e.g. Gatekeeper and Forgot Password/Forgot User ID utilities): 
To create the role, use the Roles component (PeopleTools, Security, Permissions &Roles, Roles) and 


enter the following information: 


Field  Value 


Role Name <name of your choice. E.g.’CS - NUR GateKeeper’> 
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Description  <description of your choice> 


Permission 


Lists 


[Bundle 29. Added permission list HCCPCSSA1210 - CS NUR Utilities.] 


HCCPCSSA1200 - CS NUR GateKeeper. This permission list is delivered with your 


system. It grants security access to  generic NUR objects: 


1. Web library: 


 WEBLIB_SCC_NUR. This web library contains three functions for which 


the following two need to be set with Access Permissions = Full Access: 


o SCC_SS_AUTOLOGGER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_AutoLogger 


o SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper 


o SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_setPSToken 


The function is set with Access Permissions = No Access. 


2. Page access: 


 Menu Name = SCC_NUR 


 Component Name = SCC_NUR_REG (contains the delivered sample NUR 


Sample login page) 


3. Web services used for generic registration and authentication logic: 


 SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATION (Full Access) 


 SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT (Full Access) 


 HCCPCSSA1210 - CS NUR Utilities. This permission list is delivered with your system. It 


grants security access to optional NUR utilities such as Forgot Password and Forgot User 


ID: 


1. Page access to the PeopleTools delivered ‘Change My Password’ 


 Menu Name = MAINTAIN_SECURITY 


 Component Name = CHANGE_PASSWORD 


2. Web services used for the Forgot Password and the Forgot User ID utilities: 


 SCC_USERREG_GET_PASSWORD (Full Access) 


 SCC_USERREG_GET_USERID (Full Access) 


 SCC_USERREG_GET_PSWD_HINT (Full Access) 
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3. Component Interface: 


 SCC_NUR_EMAIL_PSWD 


o Cancel – Full Access 


o Find – Full Access 


o Get – Full Access 


o Save – Full Access 


4. Allow Password to be Emailed = ‘Y’ (used for the Forgot Password utility). 


 
Create SCC_GUEST user ID: 
 
In PeopleTools 8.5+, any anonymous inbound request originates from the ANONYMOUS node. For 


example, when a guest (unknown person) requests for a user ID, the user registration service operation 


associates the request with the ANONYMOUS node. 


To enable anonymous access to Campus Solutions web services in a secure fashion, the PeopleSoft 


system, by default, associates all anonymous requests with a default account: SCC_GUEST. Therefore, 


to use New User Registration, you need to set up a default user profile that has minimal system access. 


This default user profile should be set with the User ID SCC_GUEST. 


To create the SCC_GUEST account, use the User Profiles component (PeopleTools, Security, User 


Profiles, User Profiles) and enter the following information: 


Field  Value 


User ID SCC_GUEST 


Symbolic ID <As defined for your institution> 


Password <password of your choice> 


Confirm Password <password of your choice> 


Language Code <Language of your choice> 


ID Type None 


Role Name PeopleTools and Standard Non-Page Permissions and either CS – NUR 


GateKeeper or the role name you created above to grant access to the New 


User Registration Gatekeeper. 


Note: The anonymous user will need access to a role that contains the 


permission list HCCPCSSA1210 – CS NUR Utilities. In this way, the 


anonymous user can use the Forgot User ID and Forgot Password utilities. 
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Perform the following steps to update the ANONYMOUS Integration Broker node: 


1. Access the Node Definitions page (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Nodes) 


and select Node Name ANONYMOUS. 


2. In the Node Definitions tab, ensure that Node Type is set to External, the Default User ID is set to 


SCC_GUEST, and the Active Node and Segment Aware options are selected. 


3. In the WS Security tab, enable WS-Security for this node by selecting an authentication token 


type (for instance Username Token). 


Note: It is assumed that you have performed and validated all the basic Integration Broker setups prior to 


setting up the node. Refer to the Integration Broker PeopleBooks for information on Integration Broker 


gateway setup and service configuration. 


Create SCC_SS_TEMPLATE User ID: 
After successfully processing the user registration request, the user registration service operation creates 


a new account for the user. In other words, the service operation creates a PeopleTools user profile for 


the guest. The service operation uses the template account SCC_SS_TEMPLATE to clone its security 


setup and create a new account for the guest.  


Create the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE account and assign any common default values that your institution 


wants new users to automatically receive when registering. To be authenticated to your system through 


New User Registration, the new user needs to have access to the Gatekeeper. Add to this user ID 


template the role you created above to grant access to the Gatekeeper.  


To create the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE account, use the User Profiles component (PeopleTools, Security, 


User Profiles, User Profiles) and enter the following information: 


Field Value 


User ID SCC_SS_TEMPLATE 


Symbolic ID <As defined for your institution> 


Password <password of your choice> 


Confirm Password <password of your choice> 


Language Code <Language of your choice> 


Navigator Homepage HCSPNAVHP 


Process Profile  HCSPPRFL 


Primary HCPPALL 


Note: Identifying a Primary Permission List is needed for personal data 


information getting its security information from there. For example. 
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Citizenship, Visa Permit, Demographic Data Access (DDA), and so on.  


Row Security HCDPALL 


ID Type None 


Role Name Examples: PeopleSoft User, Standard Non-Page Permissions and either CS 


– NUR GateKeeper or the role name you created above to grant access to 


the New User Registration Gatekeeper. Also, add any other roles you want to 


grant access your guests at the moment of registering. 


Note: Make sure the role names you include in this generic user ID template 


only grant access to basic components and security objects to access your 


PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system. The role names provided here are only 


examples. 


 


Warning! The information given in the grid above related to SCC_SS_TEMPLATE role assignment and 


configuration are for use only in a testing or demo environment. Before migrating your transaction setup 


and the web services to a production environment, we recommend that you complete a thorough analysis 


of your institution's security requirements.  


Also, we recommend that you allocate the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE user ID only a minimal amount of 


system access that is required to execute the needed web services for your self-service transactions. You 


define Web Services access under PeopleTools, Security, Permissions & Roles, Permission Lists, Web 


Services. For instance, any roles that you assign to the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE should contain at least a 


Permission List that has access to the following web services: 


Web Services Service Operations Access Definition 


<custom services> <custom service operations> Full Access Web services you created 


to perform your self-


service transactions.  


For example, to perform 


the AAWS online 


application transactions, 


select Service 


‘SAD_ADMISSIONS’ and 


select Full Access to each 


of the service operations. If 


you setup a transaction for 


Delegated Access, select 


Service ‘SCC_DA’ and 


select Full Access to each 


of the service operations. 
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SCC_USERREG SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE  
SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT 


Full Access Web services to use New 


User Registration and 


User Authentication. 


SCC_LOV SCC_GET_LOV  Full Access Optional. Web service to 


use List of Values. 


SCC_SM_SERVICE SCC_SM_SERVICE_SYNC Full Access Optional. Grant access 


only if you use External 


Search/Match. 


SCC_SM_FETCH SCC_SM_FETCH_SYNC Full Access Optional. Grant access 


only if you use External 


Search/Match. 


 


Similarly, any roles that you assign to the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE user ID template should contain at least 


a Permission List that has access to the following HCM component interfaces that are required to operate 


these services (which are used by CTM to access the HCM Person data): 


 HCR_EMPLOYEE_CHECKLIST_SRV 


 HCR_IDENTIFICATN_DATA_SRV 


 HCR_JOB_DATA_POI_SRV 


 HCR_MIL_EE_TRK_SRV 


 HCR_NAMES_OTHER_SRV 


 HCR_PERSONAL_DATA_SRV 


Assigning Specific Security Roles to a User: 


Because different online transactions integrated with New User Registration can have their own security 


needs, each online transaction can define these roles in the New User Registration Context page. Refer 


to the “Step 3: Defining New User Registration Contexts” subsection in this section for information on how 


to setup the application specific provisioning. 


Step 2: Validating the CTM Transaction Delivered for New User 


Registration 


See Setting Up CTM for New User Registration section. 


Step 3: Defining New User Registration Contexts (optional) 


For each of the online transactions you want to integrate with New User Registration, create a New User 


Registration Context ID or create a New User Registration Context ID that will serve as default.  
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See Setting Up New User Registration Context section. 


Step 4: Designing Your Registration or Login page  


See New User Registration Sample User Interfaces section. 


Step 5: Setting Up a Kiosk 


You have to perform these setups on the database of the Kiosk: 


 The User Exception check box needs to set on the Routing Definition page of the Kiosk. When 


the check box is selected, in case an error is encountered during processing it allows the system 


to capture the SOAP fault and display it. Else, when the check box is not selected the system 


responds with a HTTP 500 error. To access the Routing Definition page, select PeopleTools, 


Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Routings. 


 


 


 Verify that the gateway is Active. To access the Gateways page, select PeopleTools, Integration 


Broker, Configuration, Gateways. 
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Press the Ping Gateway button to make sure the gateway is active. The results should show:  


 
Note: The gateway needs to be active on both the Kiosk as well as the production environments. 


 Verify that the setup target location is configured. To access the Target Locations page, select 


PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Configuration, Service Configuration. In the Service 


Configuration tab, click the Setup Target Locations link. 
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 Verify that you can ping the node. To access the Connectors page, select PeopleTools, 


Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Nodes, Connectors. From the Connectors page, press the 


Ping Node button. 
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Click the Ping Node button to verify the results. Make sure Message Text shows ‘Success’ as 


shown below: 


 


 


 During the the consume web services step ensure that the Build Documents Message check box 


is cleared. To access the Consume Web Services wizard, select PeopleTools, Integration Broker, 


Web Services, Consume Web Service. 
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 Verify that schema exists for the imported message. To access this schema, first navigate to  the 


General page of the service operation (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, 


Service Operations), then click the View Message link for the message, and finally click the 


Schema tab. 


 


 
 


Step 6: Ensuring that the New User Registration Web Services are 


Running 


Use the Provide Web Service page to publish the SCC_USERREG web service (PeopleTools, Integration 


Broker, Web services, Provide Web Service). 


New User Registration includes the following web services: 


Service Service Operations 


SCC_USERREG SCC_USERREG_AUTHENTICATE 


SCC_USERREG SCC_USERREG_CREATEACCT 


SCC_USERREG SCC_USERREG_GET_PASSWORD 


SCC_USERREG SCC_USERREG_GET_PSWD_HINT 


SCC_USERREG SCC_USERREG_GET_USERID 
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See PeopleSoft Integration Broker PeopleBook for information on how a web service should be activated 


and functioning. 


Step 7: Creating a URL to Access the New User Registration Login 


page 


When implementing the New User Registration framework, whether you consume it from a URL in an 


email message, or a URL configured behind a button, a link or any other user interface elements, you will 


need to provide the information where your New User Registration login page is located, the Gatekeeper 


and optionally what New User Registration Context value should be used for the consuming application. 


The URL is the starting point to trigger the New User Registration framework. The location where you 


trigger the New User Registration framework dictates where you place the transfer link to your New User 


Registration login page. 


Delivered with your system are New User Registration Constants that you can modify to enter specifically 


what information should be embedded in your URL. The New User Registration Constants are configured 


in the SCC_IDENTITY_MGR.UTIL.NURConstants application class.  


Note: In the following table, the value “/ps/” shown in the URL refers to the portal name selected when 


the PeopleSoft Internet Architecture (PIA) was installed to create your database. By default this value is 


set to ‘ps’. If the default values were accepted at database installation time, then no action is required. 


Otherwise, you will need to ensure you use the name defined during the PIA installation. 


New User Registration 


Constants 


Delivered value Description 


&KIOSK_HOSTNAME "yourServer.yourDomain.com" Used to set the Kiosk host 


details. 


&TARGET_HOSTNAM


E 


"yourServer.yourDomain.com" Production host 


server/address needs to go 


here. 


&AUTOLOGGER_URI "/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/s/WEBLIB_SCC_


NUR.SCC_SS_AUTOLOGGER.FieldFormula.I


Script_SCC_AutoLogger" 


Autologger location where 


the web library is located. 


&NUR_URI "/psc/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/SCC_NUR.SCC


_NUR_REG.GBL&cmd=start?" 


NUR URI path. This is the 


starting page to be launched. 


&PSFT_SIGNIN_URI "/psp/ps/?cmd=login&languageCd=ENG" Sign in page details go here. 


&USE_AUTOLOGGER True Set to true since Kiosk 


needs it 


&NUR_URI_TRANSFE "/psc/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/SCC_NUR.SCC Used for Language links to 


transfer the user to the 
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R _NUR_REG.GBL&cmd=start" content. 


&GATEKEEPER_URI "/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/s/WEBLIB_SCC_


NUR.SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.I


Script_SCC_GateKeeper/SCC_APPL_CONTX


T_ID" 


Gatekeeper path; this will not 


change. 


 


Use the AppendContextData method contained in the SCC_IDENTITY_MGR:Sample:PeoplesoftIDMImpl  


application class to add the Context data XML to the Response Message. 


Use the createUserV2 method contained in the SCC_IDENTITY_MGR:Sample:PeoplesoftIDMImpl  


application class to add the roles you want to grant access at user ID creation time. Use the PeopleTools 


function EncodeURLForQueryString to encode the URL exposed in the XML for security purposes. For 


example, for the Delegated Access feature the URL is included in the email notification sent to a proxy. 


The URL is created using the New User Registration constants application class and constructed inside 


the SCC_DA_NOTIFICATION.NOTIFY.OnExecute application class. You can use the following 


concatenation to create the target URL that is emailed to the delegator. You can also change this as per 


your requirements. Suppose the link should direct the user to the New User Registration login sample 


page and once successfully authenticated, automatically transfer the user to the delegated access target 


page (the Proxy Terms and Conditions page). For this scenario, the logic could be: 


Outside firewall: &url = "http://" | &NURConst.KIOSK_HOSTNAME | &NURConst.NUR_URI | 


"CAMPUS_URL= http://" | &NURConst.TARGET_HOSTNAME| &GATEKEEPER_URI 


Inside firewall: target hostname(&TARGET_HOSTNAME) + DA Proxy Terms and Conditions page 


navigation part. 


In the example, you can use https:// instead of http://. To use HTTPS, you must change http:// to https:// 


in: 


 SCC_NUR_REG.GBL.SCC_NUR_WRK.SCC_NEWUSER_BTN.FieldChange component 


peoplecode 


 SCC_NUR_REG.GBL.SCC_NUR_WRK.SCC_CREATEUSER_BTN.FieldChange component 


peoplecode 


 SCC_DA.NOTIFICATION.NOTIFY.OnExecute application class 


The following are examples of how to construct the URL based on different implementation scenarios:  


Use of a Kiosk web profile 


When a Kiosk is deployed, the delivered New User Registration login sample page (or a custom variation) 


can be used. The New User Registration login sample page allows for a new user to either register to 


your system by creating a user ID and a password or a returning user by signing in with an existing user 


ID. After successfully authenticating, the user is optionally provisioned with some security roles needed 


by the New User Registration consumer and transferred to a related target page. When a Kiosk is used 
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the URL is set up in New User Registration constants. Notice that since the New User Registration login 


sample page allows for new and existing users to authenticate, a unique URL is needed. The URL needs 


to be constructed as follows: 


kiosk url  (&KIOSK_HOSTNAME )+ target hostname(&TARGET_HOSTNAME) + Gatekeeper 


(&AUTOLOGGER_URI) 


Example: 


http://yourServer.yourDomain.com/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/SAD_OLA_MENU.SAD_NUR_DEMO.G


BL&cmd=start?CAMPUS_URL= 


http%3a%2f%2fyourServer.yourDomain.com%2fpsp%2fps%2fEMPLOYEE%2fHRMS%2fs%2fWEBLIB_S


CC_NUR.SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper%3fSCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID


%3d SCC_NURCTXT_20120827160226  


The first portion of the URL relates to your Kiosk location: 


http://yourServer.yourDomain.com/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/SAD_OLA_MENU.SAD_NUR_DEMO.G


BL&cmd=start? 


The second portion of the URL relates to the Gatekeeper and to the New User Registration Context: 


CAMPUS_URL= 


http%3a%2f%2fyourServer.yourDomain.com%2fpsp%2fps%2fEMPLOYEE%2fHRMS%2fs%2fWEBLIB_S


CC_NUR.SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper%3fSCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID


%3d SCC_NURCTXT_20120827160226 


Note: The CAMPUS_URL is simply a URL that points to the Gatekeeper with the New User Registration 


Context (SCC_APPL_CONTEXT) identified. 


All external intranet users should be forced through the Gatekeeper as a point of control. This will help 


institutions to more accurately configure their firewalls also (for example, allow firewall pass through to 


one very specific Gatekeeper URL for all self-service users) 


Note: Embedding the URL with a New User Registration Context is optional. When none is passed, the 


system retrieves the New User Registration Context you marked as default.   


Use of a PROD web profile 


In this case a Kiosk is not deployed and users, after successfully authenticating, are directly transferred to 


the self-service transactions. In this case you would need two distinct URLs: one for the new users and 


one for the existing users (returning users). Notice that the returning users will need to have proper 


security provisioned in order to have access to the target page. Refer to “Step 8: Provisioning the 


Gatekeeper Permission List to all of Your Users” subsection in this section. 


For example, if you know that the users who will trigger the URL to access your login page will already 


have a user ID created, you may want to use a URL that transfers to a login page that does not offer the 


option to create a new user.    


Example: 


http://yourServer.yourDomain.com/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/s/WEBLIB_SCC_NUR.SCC_SS_GATEKE



http://slc00sui.us.oracle.com/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/SAD_OLA_MENU.SAD_NUR_DEMO.GBL&cmd=start?CAMPUS_URL

http://yourserver.yourdomain.com/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/s/WEBLIB_SCC_NUR.SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper?SCC_APPL_CONTEXT=SCC_NURCTXT_20120709222439&cmd=login
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EPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper?SCC_APPL_CONTEXT=SCC_NURCTXT_20120709222


439&cmd=login.  


In this case PeopleTools will intercept the transfer and present the regular login page for the user to sign 


in.  


If the New User Registration consumer knows that the user will need to create a new User ID, then the 


system will still need to transfer the user to a login page where he/she will have the choice of creating or 


reusing a User ID.  


Custom New User Registration solution  


Depending on how you configured your login page and how your institution does security management 


construct the URL to allow a user to register and authenticate to your system.  


See Understanding Web Profiles in the Configuring the Portal Environment chapter of the PeopleTools 


Portal Technology PeopleBook. 


See New User Registration Context in the Understanding New User Registration section. 


See also Details of an iScript URL in the PeopleCode API Reference PeopleBook, Internet Script 


Classes (iScript) chapter. 


Warning! The application classes and PeopleCode logic used by the New User Registration framework 


construct URLs using http://. If you want secure communication over your computer network, you must 


replace it with https:// (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure). The following is a list of places you will need 


to make the appropriate changes: 


  SCC_NUR_REG.GBL.SCC_NUR_WRK.SCC_NEWUSER_BTN.FieldChange component 


peoplecode 


 SCC_NUR_REG.GBL.SCC_NUR_WRK.SCC_CREATEUSER_BTN.FieldChange component 


peoplecode 


 SCC_DA.NOTIFICATION.NOTIFY.OnExecute application class 


 


Step 8: Provisioning the Gatekeeper Permission List to all of Your 


Users  


Delivered with your system is the permission list HCCPCSSA1200 - CS NUR GateKeeper. Access to the 


Gatekeeper is included in this permission list. Add this permission list to a role that you want to assign to 


all of your users that could potentially register with your system through a New User Registration login 


page. For example, students, alumni, applicants, and so on. 


The HCCPCSSA1200 permission list grants access to the web library WEBLIB_SCC_NUR as shown 


below: 



https://
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The web library grants access to the following permissions: 


 


For your existing users to have access to the Gatekeeper, add the HCCPCSSA1200 permission list to 


one of your roles that you provision to all your users. Having security to the Gatekeeper will allow your 


existing users to sign in through New User Registration login page with an existing user ID/password 


combination and take advantage of the Gatekeeper functions (automatic application level provisioning 


and page transfer after successfully signing into your system). If a user doesn’t have access to the 


Gatekeeper, the following error will be returned after being authenticated: Not Authorized 


If you also implement the New User Registration Forgot Password and Forgot User ID utilities, your 


existing users will also need to have access to the HCCPCSSA1210 permission list. This permission list 


grants access to the web services needed for the two utilities: 
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For the guest users, create a new role that will exclusively contain the HCCPCSSA1200 permission list. If 


you also implement the New User Registration Forgot Password and Forgot User ID utilities, also include 


the HCCPCSSA1210 permission list.  Add this role to the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE user ID. By default, the 


guest will be provisioned with all security setup inside that user ID. Refer to the “Step 1: Initial Setup for 


New User Registration” subsection for more information on how to create the SCC_SS_TEMPLATE user 


ID. 


Step 9: Configuring the Forgot User ID Utility 


[Bundle 29. New] 


To configure the Forgot User ID Utility: 


 Store email addresses in the PSOPRDEFN.EMAILID and PSUSEREMAIL.EMAILID records 


where PRIMARY_EMAIL = ‘Y’.  


To take advantage of the Forgot User ID utility, your users need to have an email address stored 


in their user profile. In order to return the correct user ID value, the user who has forgotten his or 


her user ID is asked to provide an email address. This email address must match one and only 


one user profile stored in your system. The Forgot User ID utility requires the user to have an 


email address stored in his or her user profile. See the Setting General User Profile Attributes 


section in the PeopleTools Security PeopleBook for more information about the email address 


stored in the user profile. 


Note: To take advantage of the Forgot User ID utility, all your existing users must have an email 


address stored in their user profile. Users created through the New User Registration login page 


are required to enter an email address. This email address is automatically stored in the newly 


created user profile. The email address needs to be populated in the records 


PSOPRDEFN.EMAILID and PSUSEREMAIL.EMAILID with an email type (EMAILTYPE field) and 


the PRIMARY_EMAIL field needs to be checked. 
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 Set up the Notifications Framework. 


1. If necessary to reflect your needs, set up the generic template NUR_EMAIL_OPRID. 


Delivered with your system is the generic template NUR_EMAIL_OPRID that is 


configured for the Forgot User ID email message. You can modify the text of this 


template. To set up the template, go to PeopleTools, Workflow, Notifications, Generic 


Templates.  


See the Notifications Framework and New User Registration section for information on 


the email template. 


2. Verify the notification setup and the email recipients for the generic template. This setup 


is delivered with your system as sample data (Notification Template ID 


SCC_NTF_TMP_20130213051038 – NUR_EMAIL_OPRID). To view the setup, go to Set 


up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Notifications, Notification Setup.  


3. Verify the setup for the notification consumer for New User Registration. This is also 


delivered with your system as sample data (Notification Consumer ID 


SCC_NTF_CON_20121212000832 – New User Registration). To view the setup, go to: 


Set up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Notifications, Notification Consumer 


Setup.   


See “Setting Up and Consuming the Notifications Framework” in the Working with the 


Notifications Framework chapter, Bundle 29 Campus Community package. 


 Grant all users access to a permission list that is set up to grant access to the Forgot My User ID 


page. See “Step 1: Initial Setup for New User Registration.”  


Step 10: Configuring the Forgot Password Utility 


[Bundle 29. New] 


To configure the Forgot Password Utility:  


 Store email addresses in the PSOPRDEFN.EMAILID and PSUSEREMAIL.EMAILID records 


where PRIMARY_EMAIL = ‘Y’. 


The New User Registration Forgot Password utility leverages the PeopleTools security function 


for forgotten passwords. This function uses the PeopleTools Workflow and requires the user to 


have an email address stored inside his or her user profile. That is inside the General tab of the 


user’s user profile, through the Edit Email Address link.  


See the Setting General User Profile Attributes section in the PeopleTools Security PeopleBook 


for more information about the email address stored in the user profile. 


Note: To take advantage of the Forgot Password utility, all your existing users must have an 


email address stored in their user profile. Users created through the New User Registration login 


page are required to enter an email address. This email address is automatically stored in the 


newly created user profile. The email address needs to be populated in the records 
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PSOPRDEFN.EMAILID and PSUSEREMAIL.EMAILID with an email type (EMAILTYPE field)  


and the PRIMARY_EMAIL field needs to be checked. 


 Create password hint questions. 


To use the Forgot Password utility, your users need to answer a security question or password 


hint question. To create password hint questions, go to PeopleTools, Security, Password 


Configuration, Forgot Password Hint. 


See Creating Hints for Forgot Passwords in PeopleTools Peoplebook Security Administration. 


 Set up the Forgot Password email text. 


When the user initiates the Forgot Password utility and successfully answers the security 


question, an email message is sent to the email address. It includes a newly generated 


password. You can configure the email message text by going to Peopletools, Security, 


Password Configuration, Forgot Password Email text.  


The email text must include the <<%PASSWORD>> tag. PeopleTools replaces it with the newly 


generated password. To facilitate user experience, it is recommended that you also include a 


URL that will transfer the user automatically to the New User Registration sample login page (or 


your own version of this page). This forces the user to immediately change the newly received 


password. To do this, embed the following information in the URL: 


 Content reference to the NUR log-in page. 


 Gatekeeper information 


 NUR Context ID set to transfer the user to the PeopleTools “Change Password” as a 


target page. Delivered with your system is the New User Registration Context ID 


SCC_NURCTXT_20130211110717 - NUR_CHANGE_PASSWORD configured to 


provision access to this page and transfer the user to it. 


This is an example of an email message text: 


"You are receiving this auto-generated email message because you requested your Campus 


Solutions password to be reset. Use the following temporary password: <<%PASSWORD>>. 


Click this link or copy the below URL to access the system with your newly generated password. 


You will be requested to change the temporary password immediately.” 


http://yourServer.yourDomain.com/psp/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/s/WEBLIB_SCC_NUR.SCC_SS_


GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper?SCC_APPL_CONTEXT=SCC_NURCTX


T_20130211110717”. 


For more information about creating email text for forgotten passwords, see Working with 


Passwords in the PeopleTools Security Administration PeopleBook. 


 Grant all your users access to a self-service page where they can respond to a security question. 
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Delivered with your system with the generic PeopleTools security a self-service user can answer 


is a security question under Home page, My System Profile. In the General Profile Information 


page (USER_SELF_SERVICE), by clicking the link Change or set up forgotten password help, 


the user can select a question and enter a response. This page is delivered with your system and 


security needs to be granted to all of your users. Alternatively, a simpler self-service version of 


this page could be created. 


See Step 7: Creating a URL to Access the New User Registration Login page for information 


about other New User Registration constants.  


 Configure the Forget My Password page. 


This is a delivered custom version of the Tools page EMAIL_PSWD as public. 


See PeopleTools 8.52: Security Administration, Working with User Profiles Across Multiple 


PeopleSoft Databases, Implementing Default User Profile Synchronization. 


 Create the URL you include in the forgotten password email text. 


After taking advantage of the Forgot Password utility, the user receives an email message 


containing the newly generated password. In this email message, it is recommended that you 


include a URL to access the New User Registration login page. Use this page to force the user to 


reset the temporary password he or she received. After the user logs in with his or her temporary 


password, the user should be automatically redirected to the Change Password page. For the 


URL to be functionally appropriate, make sure you set up the host or kiosk information. Also, set 


up the values for the following New User Registration constants that are in the application class 


SCC_IDENTITY_MGR:UTIL:NURConstants. 


o &TARGET_HOSTNAME: Set up the URL of your server where you are running your 


PeopleSoft Campus Solution application using the form:   


<ServerName>.<DomainName>.com(yourServer.yourDomain.com). 


o &KIOSK_HOSTNAME: Set up the URL of your server where you are running the KIOSK 


web profile using the form: 


<ServerName>.<DomainName>.com (yourServer.yourDomain.com). 


See Step 7: Creating a URL to Access the New User Registration Login page for information 


about other New User Registration constants.  


 Make sure you grant all your users access to a permission list set up with Allow Password to be 


Emailed and Forgot My Password. 


See “Step 1: Initial Setup for New User Registration” for information about the permission lists. 


 Set up the New User Registration Context ID for the Change My Password page, or use the 


delivered SCC_NURCTXT_20130211110717 - NUR_CHANGE_PASSWORD context ID.  


 Set the PeopleTools Workflow to activate email. 
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The New User Registration Forgot Password utility leverages the PeopleTools send password 


functionality. Since this functionality uses the PeopleTools Workflow, the following setup is 


required:  


Go to PeopleTools > Workflow > Defaults & Messages > Set Workflow Defaults. In the Worklist 


System Defaults page > System Wide Route Processing, make sure the Worklists Active and the 


Email Active checkboxes are selected. Reboot the application server for the changes to take 


effect. 


Troubleshooting New User Registration  


 Ensure that the service operations created for the consuming self-service transactions and the 


service operations delivered with the New User Registration framework are configured with Full 


Access security. To do so, access the General page (PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration 


Setup, Service Operations, General) for the desired service operation. Click the Service 


Operation Security link and make sure the permission lists used inside SCC_SS_TEMPLATE 


have Full Access. 


 If you use the New User Registration Forgot Password utility and you see the following 


Integration Broker error, it means your user does not have access to a permission list set to 


'Allow Password to be Emailed = 'Y': 


 


 








CHAPTER 1


Managing Biographical Information


This chapter provides an overview of biographical information, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Manage names data.
• Manage addresses and phones data.
• Manage personal attributes information.
• Manage FERPA privacy controls.
• Manage relationships data.
• Enter emergency contact data.
• Track work experience.


Understanding Biographical Information
Personal information is personal data that distinguishes one individual from another. The most basic of
this information is a person’s biographical data, which includes name, address, gender, marital status, and
date of birth.


When you manage many individuals in a database, you want to know and quickly access more than the
basic information about them. With the personal information data pages, you can also enter and track an
individual’s various telephone numbers and addresses (street, email, and uniform resource locator [URL]), and
you can maintain data about the individual’s ethnicity, visa and permits, citizenship and passports, languages,
relationships, religious preference, emergency contacts, and work experience.


You can enter and maintain different name types for an individual. With effective dating, you can also
maintain and review the history of name changes for each type. For example, when the divorced Mrs. Edith
Jones advises your institution that she has remarried and changed her last name to Bramowitz, you can
maintain her preferred name, Edith Bramowitz; her former name, Edith Jones; and her maiden name, Edith
Brown. Departments that need to know when these name changes occurred can determine that by reviewing
the history of each name type.


You can also enter and maintain different address types for an individual. For example, you might want to enter
an individual’s home, business, mailing, and permanent address. You can update these addresses as needed and
maintain the address change history. In addition to traditional addresses, many individuals have at least one
email or web address and several telephone numbers. You can enter and review electronic addresses and phone
numbers in your system. After you enter addresses data, you can run processes to apply or remove seasonal
addresses, update linked addresses, and search for a specific address for an individual.


Use the pages described in this chapter to report personal attributes, including the ethnicity of students, staff,
and constituents in your campus community. The United States government requires that students must be
placed in at least one of a limited number of ethnic groups.
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You can identify the reciprocal individual relationships that your institution wants to track. Reciprocal
relationships include spouses, mother and daughter or mother and son, brother and brother or brother and
sister, employer and employee, and so on.


You can use reciprocal relationships to associate an individual in your database with another individual inside
or outside of your database. When you associate two individuals, you can set up joint communications for
them and maintain one joint address to which to send the joint communication. For example, you can set up a
joint communication addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Smith.


You can set the system to automatically verify the marital status that you enter on the Biographical Details
Data page against the relationship that you select on the Relationships page. To set automatic marital status
verification, select the marital status and associated relationship on the Relationship/Marital Status page
that you want the system to verify. If the verification determines that the marital status of either individual
is not the specified status for that relationship, a warning message appears, suggesting that you update the
marital status on the Biographical Details page. For example, if you set the marital status of Married and the
relationship of Spouseon the Relationships/Marital Status page, when you select the relationship of Spouse
on the Relationships page, the system verifies that the marital status of each individual on the Biographical
Details page is Married. If the marital status of either individual is different from Married, the system displays
the warning message.


Note. Some default values for relationships are set on the Installation Defaults - Campus Community page
including reciprocal relationships. When the Create Reciprocal Relationship check box is selected on the
Installation Default - CC page, the system automatically updates the relationship record for both IDs when you
enter and save information on pages in the Relationship component.


You can track which languages an individual can read, speak, or write and to what degree of proficiency. You
can also identify the religious preference, if any, reported by an individual and track the religious preferences
of your overall campus community. You can also set preferences for the language and method by which an
individual wants to receive communications from your institution.


You can enter the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of people to contact when an individual has an
emergency situation. You can enter as many contacts and as many phone numbers for each contact as the
individual provides or as your institution requires.


You can use U.S. Standard Industry Classification (SIC) and Standard Occupational Classification (SOC)
codes to identify and track data about an individual’s work experience, including the name of the individual’s
former employer, employment begin and end dates, and the most current rate of pay.


You can enter or update most basic biographical data about an individual on the Biographical Details page
when you create the personal record, or you can access pages described in this section to edit or update specific
information. When you save information on the pages described in this section, the system writes it to the
relevant maintenance tables and updates the same information on other pages where it appears, including the
Biographical Details page. Detailed information about using the Biographical Details page to add or update a
person is provided in the Adding a Person in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions section of this PeopleBook.


When you license PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, you can also present basic biographical information to
students and faculty so that they can view and update their own information, which minimizes the need for
your staff to enter and maintain the data.


See Also
lscc, Adding a Person to Your Campus Solutions Database


lsss, Using Self-Service Campus Personal Information
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Prerequisites
Before entering or updating basic biographical data, you must design and set up names, addresses, and
other foundational elements of Campus Community. You must also set up basic elements for personal data
management.


See Also
lscc, Designing Campus Community


lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Emergency Contacts Data


Managing Names Data
This section discusses how to:


• Enter name types for an individual.


• View name history.


• (NLD) Enter the name to report for GBA.
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Pages Used to Manage Names Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Names SCC_NAMES_89 • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Names


• Campus Community,
Personal Information
(Student), Biographical
(Student), Names


• Student Recruiting,
Student Recruiters,
Personal Information,
Names


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Personal Information,
Names


• Student Recruiting,
Maintain Prospects,
Personal Information,
Names


View or create name types
and data for an individual.


Name Type History SCC_NAME_HIST_SEC Click the Name History
link for a name type on an
individual’s Names page.


View the history of an
individual’s name type and
update or add a new effective
date for that name type.


Names (NLD) SSR_NAMES_NLD • Personal Information
NLD, Student GBA
Names NLD


• Click GBA Reporting
Names in the Netherlands
section of the Regional
page in the Biographical
Details component.


Enter an individual’s name
to report for GBA.


Entering Name Types for an Individual
Access the Names page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Names).
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Names page


Warning! You must click Submit to submit data that you enter on the Names page before you save the page.
Saving the page without first submitting the data will clear the fields for which you entered values and
data will be lost.


Current Names


Name Type Displays the individual’s current name types as links.


Click the link to view or update data for an existing name type. The system
displays the associated data in the relevant fields.


The system displays the name format with the name fields previously entered
for this name type and the Display Name, Formal Name, and Name fields at
the bottom of the page, where you can add a new past or future effective-dated
row for the name type.


Name Displays the individual’s name as it appears in the default display name
format for the selected name type.


Name History Click to access the Name Type History page, on which you can view the
history of the name type.


To update the current name type for the individual, click the Name History
link, add a new name row, specify the effective date and name format, and
edit the related name fields.
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Add/change a name
Use this area of the page to add or edit name information for the Name Type link that you selected at the
top of the page.


Type of Name Select the type of name, such as Primary, Preferred, Legal, or Maiden, to
add or update for this individual.
Values for this field are set up on the Name Type Table page.


Format Using Displays the name format currently used for this name type.


Change Format Click to select a different name format to use.
Enterable fields appear based on the format that you select. For example, for
the English name format, the prefix, first name, middle name, last name,
and suffix fields appear.


See lscc, Designing Campus Community, Establishing Name Usages, Defining
Name Usages.


Display Name, Formal
Name, and Name


Displays the name formats to use throughout the system.


Display Name is the format to use in the heading of person pages.


Formal Name contains the individual’s first name and last name with prefix.


Name displays the name as LastName, Suffix, comma, First Name, Middle
Name.


(Refresh)
Click to update the display name formats to reflect any changes made in any
of the name fields.


Submit Click to submit data before saving the page.
Submitting the data changes the data in the Current Names area so that you can
view the changes, and clears all fields in the Add/change a name area.
To save the changes to the database, you must click Save.


Reset Click to clear all fields in the Add/change a Name area, which enables you to
re-enter field values.


Viewing Name History
Access the Name Type History page (click the Name History link for a name type on an individual’s Names
page).
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Name Type History page


The system displays the history of the selected name type. You can view or add data as permitted by the mode
(add, update/display, include history, or correct history) that you select.


(NLD) Entering the Name to Report for GBA
Access the Names page (Personal Information NLD, Student GBA Names NLD).


Names page


Enter the individual’s name to report for GBA.


Managing Addresses and Phone Data
This section provides an overview of managing addresses, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Enter addresses for an individual.
• Link addresses.
• Enter electronic address data.
• Enter seasonal addresses.
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• Process seasonal addresses.
• Update linked addresses.
• Search for addresses.
• Enter phone data.


Understanding Address Management
Some of your faculty or constituents might routinely relocate and work from a different address. For example,
a student might go to his family’s ski lodge every winter break or a staff member might volunteer out of state
each summer. Using the Seasonal Addresses feature, you can track temporary addresses to stay in contact with
individuals while they are away. You enter the individual’s seasonal address data with the appropriate begin
and end dates. Then you run the seasonal addresses process to apply or remove the address, based on the begin
and end dates. You can run the process to apply the seasonal address for a specific individual or you can run it
to apply or remove all seasonal addresses between certain start and end dates.


When you update an address for a campus location or organization, the campus location or organization
address for individuals linked to that location or organization are not changed in your database until you run the
Update Linked Addresses process. When you run the process, the system locates all the individuals with whom
that campus location or organization is linked and updates the changed address there as well. For example,
when you change an organization’s address and run the Update Linked Addresses process, the system locates
each of the individuals who are linked to that organization and changes the organization’s address.


You can search for addresses for individuals. You can search on address usage, email type, or address type. For
example, if you want to send an email message to an individual at his dorm, you can search on the email type
of Dormitory. If you need to send a billing notice, you can search on the address type of Billing or search on
the address usage of Billing. However, if no address type of Billing exists for the individual, you will get no
results. If your institution has assigned address usages, use one of the address usage search orders (in this case,
Billing, Mailing, Home, Permanent) to have the system search for and find the first appropriate address.


Note. The system searches only on active addresses.


You can view a list of all addresses in your system for an individual, which includes all address types that have
been entered for the individual. It also includes the individual’s current addresses, any previous addresses that
are now inactive, and any addresses that are set to become active in the future.


Prerequisites
Before managing seasonal or linked addresses or before searching for addresses in your system, enter
addresses and address types for the individual.


See Also
lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Addresses and Phone Data, Entering Addresses for an
Individual


lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Addresses and Phone Data, Entering Electronic Address
Data
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Pages Used to Manage Addresses
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Addresses SCC_BIO_DEMO_ADDR • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical,
Addresses/Phones,
Addresses


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Biographic
Information, Addresses


Enter or review an
individual’s address types
and data.


Address History SCC_ADDR_HIST_SEC Click the Edit/View Address
Detail link for an address
type in the Current Addresses
area of the Addresses page.


View the history of a
specific address type for
an individual.


Edit Address EO_ADDR_XXX_SEC (where
XXX = the country code)


• Click the Edit Address
link on the Addresses
page or the Seasonal
Addresses page.


• Click the Update
Addresses link on the
Address History page.


If you access the Edit
Address page by clicking
Edit Address, enter address
data for the specified address
type.


If you access the Edit
Address page by clicking
Update Addresses, edit
or update any address
data associated with the
individual.


Electronic Addresses E_ADDR_PERS • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Addresses,
Electronic Addresses


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Biographic
Information, Electronic
Addresses


• Student Recruiting,
Student Recruiters,
Personal Information,
Electronic Addresses


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Personal Information,
Electronic Addresses


Enter or review an
individual’s email address
and URL data.


Seasonal Address CC_ADDR_SEASONAL Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Addresses,
Seasonal Address


Enter a seasonal address for
an individual.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Process Seasonal Addresses RUNCTL_SEASNL_ADDR Campus Community,


Personal Information,
Biodemo Processes, Apply
Seasonal Addresses


Run the process to apply
or remove the designation
of Seasonal Address to
specified addresses in the
Current Addresses area of
the Addresses and Address
History pages.


Address Linkage SCC_ADDRSA_LNK_SEC Click the Address
Linkagelink in the Edit
Address area of the
Addresses page or the
Address History page.


Link an address type to the
location of a campus or an
organization.


Update Linked Addresses RUNCTL_CCADDLINK Campus Community,
Biodemo Processes, Update
Linked Addresses


Run the process to update
linked addresses throughout
your system.


Address Search ADDRESS_SRCH • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Address Search


• Contributor Relation,
Constituent Information,
People, Biographic
Information, View
Addresses


Search for a specific address
for an individual.


Phone Numbers PHONE_PERS Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Addresses,
Phones


Enter or review an
individual’s telephone
numbers.


Entering Addresses for an Individual
Access the Addresses page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Addresses/Phones,
Addresses).
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Addresses page


Information that you enter here is the same as the address data that you enter on the Biographical Details
page when you create a personal record. When you save the data (either there or here), the system updates
the address data in both places.


See lscc, Adding a Person to Your Campus Solutions Database, Adding or Updating Biographical Details Data.


Current Addresses
If the individual has current addresses in the database, this area of the page shows the current address types
and the associated data. If the individual does not have a current address, the text No current addresses exist
appears instead.


Address Type Displays the individual’s current address types as links.
Click the link to view or update data for the address type. The system displays
values for the current address in the relevant fields. Displaying the address
data enables you to copy it from one address type to another.
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Edit/View Address Detail Click to access the Address History page, on which you can view the history
of the address type.
To update the current address type for the individual, click the Edit/View
Address Detail link, add a new address row, specify the effective date and
address format, and edit the related fields.


Add Address


Effective Date Enter the date on which the address is active.
Enter addresses in the chronological order of their effective dates. Enter the
earliest dated address first and the future-most dated address last.


See lsfn, Reviewing Installation Setup and System Defaults.


Country Enter the country code for the address format to use for the individual. The
system displays the fields required for that country as defined on the Country
Table - Address Format page.


Edit Address Click to access the Edit Address page, on which you can enter new address
data in the specified format.


Address Linkage Click to access the Address Linkage page, on which you can link an address
type to a campus location or organization location.


Add Address Types
A particular address often applies to more than one address type for an individual. For example, an individual’s
dormitory, campus, and billing addresses might be the same.


To copy the address, effective date, and status from one address type to other address types, select the address
types to which to assign the data, click Submit, and then click Save.


Address Type Click the current address type such as Dormitory, Campus or Billing, to copy.
The system displays the associated address data beneath the Edit Address link
in the Add Address area of the page.
To make changes to the data, click Edit address and make the changes.


(blue asterisk to the left of
an address type)


Indicates that the address type exists and that it has a current or future-dated
address with a status of Active. Be sure that you want to add a new
effective-dated row to the existing data before selecting the address type.


Explain Click to display an explanation of the marks that indicate the successful or
unsuccessful creation of an address type.


Note. A green check mark indicates the successful creation of an address
type. A red X appears if you try to create an address type that causes effective
dates to become out of sync for a specific address type. For example, a red
X appears if the address type that you are adding already has an existing
duplicate effective date, or when an earlier effective-dated address currently
exists for the address type.


Submit To copy the address data to each of the selected address types, click Submit.
A green check mark appears next to each address type to which the data is
successfully copied and the new or updated addresses appear in the Current
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Address area of the page. The addresses are not written to the Addresses
Table until you click Save.


Note. When you create multiple address types from one source address, you
can have a mixture of successful and unsuccessful outcomes (green check
mark or red X respectively). The data only from successful outcomes appear
in the Current Address area.


Edit/View Address Detail Click to access the Address History page, on which you can change the
effective date and status for any newly submitted address and address type
before you save it. You can also add a new effective-dated row for the selected
address type.


Reset Click to clear address information in the Add Address and Add Address Type
areas. Doing so enables you to enter different data, either manually or by
clicking the Address Type link to copy address data from a current address.


Linking Addresses
Access the Address Linkage page (click the Edit/View Address Detail link for an address type in the Current
Addresses area of the Addresses page).


Address Linkage page


This page enables you to specify the addresses to link. It also enables you to set linked data to manual
maintenance so that the Update Linked Addresses process (or any other automatic update process) will
bypass the information.


Organization
Enter information to identify the organization address to which you want to link.
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Location
Enter information to identify the location address to which you want to link.


Location Address and Type Enter the location address and specify the address type to which to link.


Data and Print Line Enter address data to print for this location and specify on which address
line to print it.


Maintain Manually


Maintain Address
Manually


Select to maintain the address manually and have the system bypass it in the
update linked addresses process or other automatic update processes.


Maintain Other Data
Manually


Select to maintain other data (from Location or Organization page areas)
manually and have the system bypass it in the update linked addresses process
or other automatic update processes.


Entering Electronic Address Data
Access the Electronic Addresses page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Addresses,
Electronic Addresses).


Electronic Addresses page


Note. Information that you enter here is the same as the email address data that you enter from the Biographical
Details page when you create a personal record. When you save data here, the system updates the same
email address data on the Biographical Details page.


See lscc, Adding a Person to Your Campus Solutions Database.


Email Information


Email Type Select the type, such as Home, Business, or Mailing, that describes this
email address.
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Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values.


Email Address Enter the individual’s email address.


Preferred Select to indicate the individual’s preferred email address, which is the one to
use first when contacting this individual. You may select only one preferred
email address for an individual.


For information about preferred email for Notifications,


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Managing
Biographical Information, Managing Personal Attributes Information, Entering
Notification Preferences


URL Information


Type Select the type (such as Home, Business, or Mailing) that describes this
electronic address or URL.


URL Address Enter the individual’s URL or home page address.


Entering Seasonal Addresses
Access the Seasonal Addresses page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Addresses,
Seasonal Address).


Seasonal Addresses page


Address Type Select the type of address that is seasonal for this individual. Only the address
types for which the individual has data are available.
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Note. If the main address data for the address type of this seasonal address is
removed, an error message is shown similar to "Business Seasonal Address is
invalid - no Active Business Address on file. Seasonal Addresses may only be
added for active address types." You can recreate the main address information
for this address type, select a different address type for the seasonal address,
or remove it.


Start Date Indicate the date when the seasonal address begins to apply.


End Date Indicate the date when the seasonal address ceases to apply. When the end date
occurs, the system automatically increases the start and end dates by one year
and resets the address for the next year.


Country Enter the country formatting to use for this address.
When you exit the Country field, the address fields appear in the format for the
selected country as defined on the country Address Format page.


Processing Seasonal Addresses
Access the Process Seasonal Addresses page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biodemo Processes,
Apply Seasonal Addresses).


Process Seasonal Addresses page


Select One ID Select this check box to apply or remove seasonal addresses for one individual
only. You must specify the individual’s ID in the ID field.
If you do not choose Select One ID, the system applies or removes seasonal
addresses for all IDs for which seasonal address data exists.


Use Start Date Range Select this check box to indicate that all seasonal addresses beginning within
the specified date range should be applied or removed.


Use End Date Range Select this check box to indicate that all seasonal addresses ending within the
specified date range should be applied or removed.
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Note. You must enter either a start date range, an end date range, or both. If the individual has multiple
seasonal addresses, consider specifying a date range long enough to include all of them in the search.


If you specify only one date in a range, the system limits the search to seasonal addresses that begin or
end, respectively, on that specific date.


Updating Linked Addresses
Access the Update Linked Addresses page (Campus Community, Biodemo Processes, Update Linked
Addresses).


Update Linked Addresses page


Location Link Select this check box to indicate that the process should update all addresses
linked to locations.


Organization Link Select this check box to indicate that the process should update all addresses
linked to organizations.


Searching for Addresses
Access the Address Search page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Address Search).
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Address Search page


Selection Criteria


ID Enter the ID of the individual whose address you want to find.


Usage Enter the type of address usage or search order for the system to use in
the search.
All address usages on the Address Usage page are available.


Email Type Enter the type of email address, if any, for which the system should search,
such as Home, Dorm, or Business.
Only the existing email types for this individual are available. If no email data
exists for the individual, no email types are available.


Address Type Enter the type of street address for which the system should search, such as
Home, Dorm, or Business.


All address types are available. If no data of that type exists for the individual,
no results are returned.


Search Click to launch the search.


Address Data
The system displays the search results in this area.


Update Addresses Click this link to access the Addresses page on which you can edit or update
any address data associated with the individual.
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Entering Phone Data
Access the Phone Numbers page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Addresses,
Phones).


Phone Numbers page


Note. Information that you enter here is the same as the phone number data you enter on the Phone Detail
page. When you save data here, the system updates the same phone number data on the Phone Detail page.


Phone Type Select the type, such as Home, Business, or Mailing) that describes this
telephone number.


Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values.


Phone Number Enter the telephone number, including area code, for this individual.


Extension Enter the individual’s direct extension, if any.


Country Code Enter the country code, if required to complete the call.


Preferred Select to indicate that this is the individual’s preferred phone number, and
the one to use first when contacting this individual. You can select only one
preferred phone number for an individual.
For information about preferred phone for Notifications,


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Managing
Biographical Information, Managing Personal Attributes Information, Entering
Notification Preferences


Managing Personal Attributes Information
This section provides an overview of the personal attribute deceased label, lists prerequisites, and discusses
how to:


• Enter ethnicity information.


• Process ethnicity information updates.


• Enter languages information.


• Enter communication preferences.
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•
Bundle 29
New


Enter notification preferences.


• Enter religious preferences.


• Enter date of death and other decedent data.


• (AUS) Enter student data.


Understanding the Personal Attribute Deceased Label
When an individual dies, you should apply the deceased label to all pages about that individual. Then, when
users encounter a page with the word DECEASED at the top, they can determine whether to continue or
suspend their transactions for that individual.


You can apply the label using either of the following methods. In both methods, when you save the individual’s
page, the system displays the word DECEASED at the top of the pages.


• To display the deceased label and not enter any other decedent data (for example, place of death and death
certificate number), assign your institution’s deceased service indicator to the decedent.
The service indicator sets the deceased label to display. You can use this method regardless of whether you
know the individual’s date of death.


• If you know the individual’s date of death, you can enter that date on the Decedent Data page along
with other decedent data, and then save the page.
You can use this method to apply the deceased label only if you know the date of death.


For example, you might receive confirmation that Gloria is deceased. You want to apply the deceased label to
all pages about her as soon as possible to alert users. However, you have not received a copy of the death
certificate or official confirmation of her date of death. Because you do not know when she died, you could
assign her your institution’s deceased service indicator, which is the one that is set to display the deceased label.


You can verify that the label is applied by accessing any page about the decedent. The word DECEASED
appears at the top right of the page.


All of the decedent’s data remains in your database until your system administrator deletes the decedent’s ID.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Service Indicators


lscc, Managing System IDs, Deleting Individual IDs


Prerequisites
Before you can enter personal attributes data, you must define language codes, and religious preferences codes
in your system. Before you can apply and manage FERPA privacy control, you must establish FERPA privacy
control fields. Before you can allow students to identify publications for which they release FERPA privacy
restrictions, you must set up your institution’s publications.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Personal Attributes
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Pages Used to Manage Personal Attributes Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Ethnicity ETHNICITY_DETAIL Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Personal
Attributes, Ethnicity


Enter or review an
individual’s ethnicity data.


Ethnicity Detail Update SCC_ETH_UPDATE Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biodemo Processes,
Ethnicity Detail Update


Process ethnicity-related
updates to person records
in batch.


Languages SCC_LANGUAGES • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Personal
Attributes, Languages


• Student Recruiting,
Student Recruiters,
Personal Information,
Languages


• Student Recruiting,
Maintain Prospects,
Personal Information,
Languages


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Personal Information,
Languages


Enter and track an
individual’s language
abilities.


Communication Preferences SCC_COMM_PREF Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Personal
Attributes, Communication
Preferences


Enter an individual’s
preferred language and
method for receiving
communications (applies to
communication generated by
Comm Gen only).


Notification Preferences
Bundle 29
New page


SCC_NTF_PREF • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Personal
Attributes, Notification
Preferences


• Campus Community,
Personal Information
(Student), Biographical
(Student), Personal
Attributes, Notification
Preferences


Enter an individual’s
notification preferences.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Religious Preferences RELIGIOUS_PREF • Campus Community,


Personal Information,
Biographical, Personal
Attributes, Religious
Preferences


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Personal
Attributes, Religious
Preference


Enter data to identify an
individual’s religious
preference.


Decedent Data SA_DECEASED_DATA • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Personal
Attributes, Decedent Data


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Personal
Attributes, Decedent Data


Enter the date of death
and other data about the
decedent.


Student Data AUS SSR_STDN_DATA_DEST Campus Community,
Personal Information
(Student), Biographical
(Student), Personal
Attributes, Student Data
AUS, Student Data AUS


Enter DEST information
regarding a student’s prior
programs, including values
related to TAFE, secondary
school, and postgraduate
programs.


Entering Ethnicity Information
Access the Ethnicity page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Personal Attributes,
Ethnicity).


Ethnicity page


For institutions with USA as an installed country, the following fields appear for editing:


Person is Hispanic or
Latino


Select this check box to indicate whether the person is of Hispanic or Latino
origin.
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For further information on guidelines for defining if person is Hispanic or
Latino, see http://nces.ed.gov/statprog/2002/std1_5.asp.


Note. You must select this check box if a row exists in the grid that indicates
Hispanic origin.


If yes, Select Ethnic Group If you selected the Person is Hispanic or Latino check box, then select an
ethnic group code to further refine the person’s ethnicity. When you select a
value, row changes occur as follows:


• If no value exists in the drop-down list and you select a value that does not
currently exist on the record, the system inserts a new row into the grid.


• If a value exists in the drop-down and that value exists in the grid,
when you select a new value from the drop-down, the system updates
the existing row.


• If a value exists in the drop-down and blank is selected from the
drop-down, nothing affects existing rows.


• If the drop-down value is blank and you select a value that already exists
in the grid, nothing happens to the existing rows.


Primary Select this check box to indicate with which ethnic group the person most
directly identifies.


IPEDS Select this check box to indicate that the data has been submitted by a
reliable source, such as application data or self service, in response to the
IPEDS questions.


The following fields appear for all customers:


Ethnic Group This field allows you to select multiple ethnic backgrounds.


Click the Add button to add more than one ethnic group.


Ethnic Category The system populates this field based on the value in the EEO Ethnic Group
field for U.S. regulatory region ethnic groups or the Ethnic Category for ethnic
groups tracked for other regulatory regions.
For any ethnic group codes with a regulatory region of USA, this field should
always map to one of these five races:


• American Indian or Alaska Native.
• Asian.
• Black or African American.
• Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander.
• White.
For further information on guidelines for mapping ethnic group codes to the
five races, see http://nces.ed.gov/statprog/2002/std1_5.asp.


See lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Personal Attributes,
Defining Ethnic Groups.


Percentage Indicate the share of 100 of which this person derives his or her ethnicity. The
system displays a warning if you enter an amount over 100.
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Note. Collecting this information is optional.


Last Updated, Updated By Indicates when the ethnicity data was last created or changed, and by whom.
The system updates these fields when you save the page. The system stores the
OPRID of the user and displays the name of the user.


Record Last Updated This field displays the date and time of the most recently added row in the grid.


Record Last Updated By This field displays the name of the last user to update any row of the grid.


Processing Ethnicity Information Updates
Access the Ethnicity Detail update page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biodemo Processes,
Ethnicity Detail Update).


Ethnicity Detail Update page


If your institution chooses not to resurvey your population, you can use the check boxes on this page to update
ethnicity record attributes in batch. Select any combination of the four check boxes.


Sync Ethnic Details Select this check box to instruct the system to search for all rows in the
DIVERS_ETHNIC table without a corresponding row in ETHNICITY_DTL
and add a row, if one does not exist.
Select this check box to instruct the system to search for all rows in
ETHNICITY_DTL without a corresponding row in DIVERS_ETHNIC and
delete them.


Set IPEDS Flag Select this check box to instruct the system to set the
ETHNICITY_DTL.ETH_VALIDATED flag on ethnicity records to "Y",
meaning that your institution considers the records valid for IPEDS
requirements. The system also updates corresponding audit fields on the
record.


Set Hispanic/Latino Flag Select this check box to instruct the system to search for all DIVERS_ETHNIC
rows with an EEO Ethnic Category = 3 ’Hispanic’ that are not set to
"HISP_LATINO = Y", and set them to "Y." The system also updates
corresponding audit fields on the record.
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Update Percentages Select this check box to instruct the system to search ETHNICITY_DTL
records for fractional ethnicity data (such as 2/5) and convert it to a percentage
(such as 40%) or to convert zero percentages to a Numerator = 0 and a
Denominator = 100. The system also updates corresponding audit fields
on the record.


Click the Run button to initiate the process. Review the results log within Process Scheduler that identifies
which option was run and how many records were updated.


Entering Languages Information
Access the Languages page (Student Recruiting, Student Recruiters, Personal Information, Languages).


Languages page


Language Code Enter the language that this individual speaks, reads, or writes.


Native Select this check box to indicate that this is the individual’s native or primary
language.


Translator Select this check box to indicate that the individual can translate or interpret
this language.


Teacher Select this check box to indicate that the individual can teach or has taught
this language.


Speak Select the level of proficiency, such as high, medium, or low, with which the
individual can speak this language.


Read Select the level of proficiency, such as high, medium, or low, with which the
individual can read this language.


Write Select the level of proficiency, such as high, medium, or low, with which the
individual can write this language.


Evaluation Date Enter the date on which the individual’s levels of proficiency in this language
were evaluated, reported, or entered.


Set Preferred
Communication Language


Appears only if the Support multiple languages check box is selected on the
Installation Default - CC (installation default - Campus Community) page.
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Click to transfer to the Communication Preferences page where you can specify
the language in which the student prefers to receive communications from you.


See lscc, Designing Campus Community, Reviewing or Defining Campus
Community Installation Settings.


See Also
lscc, Designing Campus Community, Setting Up Campus Community and PeopleSoft Enterprise HRMS
Shared Elements, Setting Up Language Codes


Entering Communication Preferences
Access the Communication Preferences page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical,
Personal Attributes, Communication Preferences).


Communication Preferences page


If your institution supports multiple languages and multiple methods, you can enter an individual’s
communication preferences so that the Communication Generation process will produce correspondences
to that individual accordingly.


Note. Communication preferences apply to the Communication Generation process only. They do not apply to
the Letter Generation process.


Preferred Language Enter the language in which the individual prefers to receive communications
from your institution.
Only the languages that your institution supports and selects on the Installation
Default - CC (installation default Campus Community) page are available.


Preferred Communication
Method


Enter the method by which the individual prefers to receive correspondence
from your institution.


Only the methods that your institution supports and selects on the Installation
Default - CC (installation default Campus Community) page are available.


Note. Currently, the Communication Generation process supports only the
methods of Email and Letter.


Entering Notification Preferences
Bundle 29
New
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Access the Notification Preferences page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Personal
Attributes, Notification Preferences).


Notification Preferences page


For information about the Notifications Framework,


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Working with the Notifications
Framework


Enable SMS Notification
and Enable Email
Notification


Enable notifications and then select the preferred phone/email type.


Note. The specified phone number must be able to receive SMS or text
messages.


If phone or email details do not exist for the person, use the links to access the
Phone Numbers page or Electronic Addresses page and add them.


If the preferences on this page differ from those on the Phone Numbers and Electronic Addresses pages, the
preferences selected here are always used for notifications (except when overridden on Notification setup).


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Working with the Notifications
Framework, Configuring Notification Setup for the Generic Templates


Entering Religious Preferences
Access the Religious Preference page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Personal
Attributes, Religious Preferences).


Religious Preference page


Religious Preference Select the individual’s stated religious preference.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Personal Attributes, Defining Religious Preference
Codes
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Entering Date of Death and Other Decedent Data
Access the Decedent Data page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Personal Attributes,
Decedent Data).


Decedent Data page


Note. Only the date of death is required to display the deceased label for the individual throughout your system.


Example of the Addresses page with the Deceased indicator displayed


Date of Death Enter the individual’s date of death. You can enter either the official date of
death or the date on which your institution was notified of the death, depending
on your institution’s requirements.


When you enter a date and save the page, the system displays the word
DECEASED at the top of pages about this individual throughout your system.
If you do not enter a date, the deceased label does not appear.
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Note. If you do not know the date of death, use the Service Indicator page to
assign your institution’s deceased indicator to this individual.


If, after you enter a date of death and save the Decedent Data page, you
decide that you do not want the deceased label to appear on pages for this
individual, return to the Decedent Data page, highlight and delete the date, and
then save the page with an empty Date of Death field. The deceased label
no longer appears.


Place of Death Enter the place (city, state, county, or country) where the individual died.


Death Certificate Number Enter the number from the official certificate of death.
The death certificate number might be required for financial aid reconciliation
if the individual is a student, for beneficiary pay out if the individual is
an employee, or to receive funds if the individual donated a trust to your
institution. Consult your institution’s administration.


(AUS) Entering Student Data
Access the Student Data AUS page (Campus Community, Personal Information (Student), Biographical
(Student), Personal Attributes, Student Data AUS, Student Data AUS).
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Student Data AUS page


Department of Industry, Innovation, Science, Research and Tertiary Education (DIISRTE) was previously
known as DEEWR and before that as DEST. DIISRTE reports require data on students and staff at an
institution. The Staff File for DIISRTE is produced using PeopleSoft Human Resources Management System.
It is important that the data elements used in the DIISRTE reports be set up and entered properly.


See lssr, (AUS) Setting Up Government Reporting, Setting Up DEEWR Reporting Codes.


See lssr, (AUS) Generating Government Reports.


DEST Data


DEST Year Arrival Code Enter the year that a student, who was not born in Australia, entered Australia.
This value is reported in element 347.


Language Spoken at Home Enter the appropriate code to indicate the use of a language other than English
at the student’s permanent home residence.
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The drop-down list includes any PeopleSoft-defined language codes. The
DIISRTE Enrollment Extract process maps your selection to the numeric
DIISRTE language code. This value is reported in element 346.


See lssr, (AUS) Setting Up Government Reporting, Setting Up DEEWR
Reporting Codes.


DEST Permanent Resident
Code


Select the value for reporting in element 390 – Permanent Resident Eligibility
for HELP Assistance.


Note. This element is reported as blank in files for the 2009 reporting year
and later. It is required for pre-2009 reporting periods, including revisions
to those reporting periods.


Refer to DIISRTE’s Higher Education Collection Documentation for explanation of the permanent resident
codes.


DEST Education Participation Details
Record the status and the last year applicable to each level of education the student has participated in.
This data is used to determine the value for elements 493 and 572 if the student is deemed to be a domestic
commencing student.


Values for Post Graduate Program, Degree Program, Higher Ed Sub-Degree Program, VET Sub-Degree
Program, and VET Award Program are:


Commenced, not completed


Completed all requirements


Never commenced


No information


Not a commencing student


Values for School Secondary Program are:


Completed final year


Did not do final year


No information


Not a commencing student


Values for TAFE Secondary Program are:


Completed such a course


Didn’t begin/complete


No information


Not a commencing student


Values for Other Qualification are:


No information


No other qualifications/certs (certifications)
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Not a commencing student


Other qualifications/certs (certifications)


Commencing Location Enter the Australian postcode of a student’s permanent home residence in
their last year of secondary school.
This value is reported in element 476 if the student is deemed to be a domestic
school leaver commencing an undergraduate course.


Name of
Suburb/Town/Locality


Enter the name of the suburb, town, or locality applicable to the permanent
residence of the student in their last year of secondary schooling.
This value is reported in element 486 if the student is deemed to be a domestic
school leaver commencing an undergraduate course.


Gender Parent/Guardian 1 Select the gender for the first parent or guardian.


Highest Education
Parent/Guardian 1


Specify the highest level of education attained by the parent or guardian.
The values presented in this prompt are restricted to those applicable to the
gender specified for parent/guardian 1.


Gender Parent/Guardian 2 Select the gender for the second parent or guardian.


Highest Education
Parent/Guardian 2


Specify the highest level of education attained by the parent or guardian.
The values presented in this prompt are restricted to those applicable to the
gender specified for parent/guardian 2.


Managing Relationships Data
This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Relate one individual to another.
• Identify an individual’s legacy relationship to the institution.
• Specify communications for the communication recipient relationship.
• Create joint communications relationships.
• Enter relationship addresses.
• Enter relationship detail data.
• View a list of relationships.
• Identify an individual’s relationship with the institution.


See Also
lscc, Managing Communications, Understanding Joint Communications


lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Relationships Data, Identifying an Individual’s
Relationship with the Institution
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Prerequisites
Before you can enter relationship data, you must define the relationship types for which you want to collect
information. To use full relationship functionality, you must also define legacy affiliations, create institutions
and academic programs, and create letter codes to identify communications to send to related individuals and
set up salutation types to use.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Individual Relationships


lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Relations to the Institution


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure


lscc, Designing Campus Community, Establishing Salutations, Defining Salutation Types for Joint
Communications


lscc, Designing Campus Community, Reviewing or Defining Campus Community Installation Settings


lscc, Setting Up Communications, Defining Letter Codes


Pages Used to Enter Relationships Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Relationships RELATIONSHIPS • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical,
Relationships,
Relationships


• Contributor Relations,
Prospect Management,
Relationships,
Relationships


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Relationships,
Relationships


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Relationships,
Relationships


• Student Recruiting,
Maintain Prospects,
Relationships,
Relationships


Enter data to associate one
individual with another
individual inside or outside
of your database.


Legacy Information LEGACY_SEC Click the Legacy button on
the Relationships page.


Identify a related person’s
legacy relation with your
institution.


Communication Recipient REL_MLT_RECPNT_SEC Click the Communication
Recipients button on the
Relationships page.


Specify the communications
for which a copy should also
be sent to the related person.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Joint Communication
Management


RELATION_SALU_SEC Click the Joint
Communication
Management button on the
Relationships page.


Create joint communications
between two related
individuals and establish
how their names should
appear in the address and
salutation. You can also
use this page to dissolve
joint communications for
these individuals.


Relationship Address REL_ADDR_DTL • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical,
Relationships,
Relationship Address


• Contributor Relations,
Prospect Management,
Relationships


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Relationships


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Relationship,
Relationships


• Student Recruiting,
Maintain Prospects,
Relationships


Review addresses for the
primary individual and for
the related individual. If
the related person does not
have an ID in your system,
the Edit Address link is
available for you to enter an
address for this person. If
you use the communication
recipient feature, this is also
where you select the related
individual’s address to send
a copy letter. Also, if you use
the joint communication
feature, this is where you
select which address (either
from the primary or from the
related ID’s addresses) to
which you want to send the
joint communications.


Relationship Detail RELATIONSHIP_DTL • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical,
Relationships,
Relationship Detail


• Contributor Relations,
Prospect Management,
Relationships


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Relationships


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Relationships


• Student Recruiting,
Maintain Prospects,
Relationships


Enter information about
the related person that is of
interest to your institution.


Person-to-Person Summary RELATIONSHIP_SUMRY Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Relationships,
Person to Person - Summary


View a list of relationships
for an individual.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Relations with Institution PERS_INST_REL • Campus Community,


Personal Information,
Biographical,
Relationships, Relations
with Institution


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Relationships, Relations
with Institution


• Student Recruiting,
Maintain Prospects,
Relationships, Relations
with Institutions


Specify or review an
individual’s relations to your
institution.


Relating One Individual to Another
Access the Relationships page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Relationships,
Relationships).


Relationships page


You can create the same relationship between the same two people on this page. The system validates the
Effective Date and Status of the relationships. As long as the new relationship is not concurrent with the
existing, the system does not return an error, allowing you to track remarriages, for example.


Relationship


Related ID If the related person is in your database, select the related person’s ID. When
you select the ID, the system displays the related person’s biographical data,
including the person’s name, prefix, suffix, sex, marital status, and primary
NID information.
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If the related person is not in your database, the name and biographical data
fields are available so that you can enter the related person’s name and data.


Note. The Related ID field is available when you are creating the relationship
between these individuals for the first time. After you create and save the
relationship, when you return to the Relationships page, the system continues
to display the related ID and biographical data, but you cannot edit or update
it from here. If you need to edit or update the related person’s biographical
data, click the Biographical Details link at the bottom of the page. You then
determine if you need to update information on the Biographical Details page
or reconsider the relationship that you are creating.


Relationship Specify the related person’s relationship, such as mother, neighbor, employer,
or loan reference to this individual.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. Do
not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values could
require substantial programming effort.


Note. If you set up marital status verification on the Relationship / Marital
Status page, the system verifies the marital status on the Biographical Details
page for each individual against the relationship that you select here. If the
marital status of either individual is not the appropriate status for the specified
relationship, the system displays a warning message suggesting that you
update the marital status for the individuals on the Biographical Details page.


Guardian Select the legal guardianship that describes the status of the related person to
the primary individual. Values are:
Guardian
N/A
Other
Parent
Self
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. Do
not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values could
require substantial programming effort.


Comment Enter comments to further identify or describe the related person or the
relationship between the two individuals.


Biographical Details Click to access the Biographical Details page, on which you can view or
update the related person’s biographical data.


Legacy Click to access the Legacy Information page, on which you can identify the
related person’s legacy relation with your institution.


Communication Recipients Click to access the Communication Recipient page, on which you can specify
the communications for which a copy should also be sent to the related person.


Joint Communication
Management


Click to access the Joint Communication Management page, on which you can
create or dissolve joint communications for these two individuals.
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Warning! Individuals can have several relationships in your database; however they can have joint
communications with only one of those relationships. For example, you can create a relationship between
Gloria Wilson and her husband, Mark Gonzalez, and you can create a relationship between Gloria Wilson and
her mother, Maria Wilson. You can then create joint communications with either Gloria and her husband or
Gloria and her mother, but you cannot create joint communications for both.


Identifying an Individual’s Legacy Relation to the Institution
Access the Legacy Information page (click the Legacy button on the Relationships page).


Legacy Information page


See lsav, Setting Up Constituent Data, Defining Person and Organization Relationships.


Specifying Communications for the Communication
Recipient Relationship
Access the Communication Recipient page (click the Communication Recipients button on the Relationships
page).


Communication Recipient page


You can create letter copies to send to an individual’s related IDs. You can create copies of all communications
generated for the primary ID or select specific communications to copy. To create the copy letter, you must
set up a template with the related ID’s name and address. When the letter generation data extract process
encounters a letter code that is set to include a copy to the individual’s related ID, it extracts the related
person’s address data from the Relationship Address page.
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Note. For confidentiality purposes, the communication recipients that you set here will not receive
copies of communications set to allow joint communications for a relationship, even when you select All
Communications. This preserves information communicated to Mr. and Mrs. Smith, for example.


All Communications Select to generate a copy for this related individual of all communications
to the primary individual.


Letter Code Enter the letter codes for the communication to copy.
Available letter codes are from the Standard Letter Codes page.


Warning! When an individual has multiple relationships set up with communication recipients, the process
extracts data for all of the related IDs. When merging the data into the template, the process lists a maximum
of five recipients as receiving a copy. You can create and send copies to more than five recipients, but the letter
can list only five, as shown in the following sample letter.


The following graphic provides an example of the CCLTRREC.doc letter that is created for recipients set
on the Communication Recipient page:
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Example of the CCLTRREC.doc letter that is created for recipients set on the Communication Recipient page


Creating Joint Communications Relationships
Access the Joint Communication Management page (click the Joint Communication Management button on
the Relationships page).
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Joint Communication Management page


Create Joint
Communication


Select to address joint communications to both the primary and related
individuals, using the salutation that you specify on this page.


Dissolution Reason When you clear the Create Joint Communication check box, or when you
inactivate the relationship to stop joint communications for these two
individuals, the Dissolution Reason field becomes available, enabling you to
enter the reason for dissolving the joint communications. Values include:
Deceased Partner
Divorce
Per Request
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these translate values.


Joint Salutations


Salutation Type Specify the type of salutation, from the Joint Salutation Type Table page, to
use for joint communications to these IDs.


When you enter a salutation type, the system displays the individual’s names
in the Salutation and Address Block Name fields, based on the default formats
associated with that salutation type. The default formats are designed to reduce
data entry; however always validate that the information is correct.


Note. When you select the Create Joint Communication check box, the system
displays the default salutation type from the Installation Default – CC page, if
you entered one. You can add salutation types, but do not delete the one that
you defined as the default value. Use the default value as the lowest level joint
usage on the Name Usage page so that when you run the letter generation
process, it does not fail due to a lack of salutation type.
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Salutation (Line 1),
Salutation (Line 2)


The system displays the names of the two individuals as they will appear in
the greeting of the letter according to the default salutation format for the
salutation type defined on the Joint Salutation Type Table page.
Example values include:
Mr. and Mrs. Smith
or, using two lines:
John Smith
Mary Fletcher


Address Block Name (Line
1) Address Block Name
(Line 2)


The system displays the names of the two individuals as they will appear in
the address of the letter (and envelope or label if applicable) according to the
default address block format for the salutation type defined on the Joint
Salutation Type Table page.
Example values include:
Mr. and Mrs. Smith
or, using two lines:
John Smith
Mary Fletcher


Entering Relationship Addresses
Access the Relationship Address page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical,
Relationships, Relationship Address).
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Relationship Address page (1 of 2)


Relationship Address page (2 of 2)
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Related ID (or Name)


Joint Address Select to send joint communications for these two individuals to this address.


If the related person does not have an ID in your database, this check box is
unavailable. For the system to generate a joint communication, the address
must be associated with an ID in your system.


For joint communications, you must select either the related individual’s
address or the primary individual’s address as the joint address to use. You
cannot select both.


Related ID (or Name) Address


Address Type Select the address type to use for the related individual in association with this
relationship.
If the related person does not have an ID in your database, the Edit Address
link becomes available. Click the link to enter the related person’s address data.
If the individual has an ID in your database, the system automatically displays
the address data for the address type that you select. Only address types that
contain data are available.
If you do not select an address type, the default value is the address type
selected in the Address For Related ID field on the Installation Default -
CC page.


Related ID’s Addresses If the related person has an ID in your database, you can click this link to
access the Addresses page where you can view or update the related person’s
address data.
If the related person does not have an ID in your database, this link is not
available.


Related ID (or Name) Email


Email Type Select the related individual’s email address type to associate with this
relationship.


Email Address Enter the related individual’s email address.
If the related person has an ID in your database, the email address for the
specified email type appears.
If the related person does not have an ID in your database, the field is not
available.


Related ID’s Electronic
Addresses


If the related person has an ID in your database, click this link to access the
Electronic Addresses page where you can view or update the related person’s
email address data.
If the related person does not have an ID in your database, this link is not
available.


Primary ID


Joint Address Select to send joint communications for this relationship to this address.
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For joint communications, you must select either the related individual’s
address or the primary individual’s address as the joint address to use. You
cannot select both.


Primary ID Address


Address Type Select the primary individual’s address type to associate with this relationship.
Because the primary individual has an ID in your database, the system
automatically displays the address data for the address type that you select.
Only address types that contain data are available.
If you do not select an address type, the default value is the address type
selected in the Address For Primary ID field on the Installation Default -
CC page.


Joint Address Select to send joint communications for these two individuals to this address.
If you are creating joint communications for this relationship, you can select
either the related individual’s address or the primary individual’s address as the
joint address, but you must select one of them. You cannot select both.


Primary ID’s Addresses Click this link to access the Addresses page, on which you can edit or update
the primary person’s address data.


Primary ID Email


Email Type Select the primary individual’s email address type to associate with this
relationship.


Email Address Displays the email address for the email type selected.


Primary ID’s Electronic
Addresses


Click this link to access the Electronic Addresses page, on which you can view
or update the primary person’s email address data.


Note. The email addresses that you enter on the Relationship Addresses page are used by the Communication
Generation process to send emails to the communication recipients. When no email address is entered,
intended recipients will not receive a copy of the communication.


See lscc, Managing Biographical Information, Managing Relationships Data, Entering Relationship Addresses.


Entering Relationship Detail Data
Access the Relationship Detail page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical, Relationships,
Relationship Detail).
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Relationship Detail page


Relation Demographics
For related individuals with or without an ID in your database, enter data in the fields in this area. For a related
individual with an ID in your database, you can click the Biographical Details link at the bottom of the
page, to review additional information.


Income Enter the amount of the related individual’s income and the currency in
which it is expressed. The amount is usually expressed annually, but it can
be expressed hourly or monthly.


Occupation Enter the related individual’s occupation, from the Standard Occupation
Classification Code page.


External Org ID If the related person is associated with or employed by an organization that is
in your database, identify that organization here.


Employer The system automatically displays the name of the related person’s employer if
you selected an employer ID. If the employer does not have an organization ID
in your database, you can manually enter the employer’s name here.


Highest Education Level Specify the highest level of education that the related person has achieved.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. Do
not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values could
require substantial programming effort.


Relation Residency


Country, State, and Date For related individuals with or without an ID in your database, you must enter
the related individual’s country, state and date of residency information.
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Daytime Telephone
When the related person does not have an ID in your database, the system displays this group box with fields
available for you to enter the related person’s daytime, evening, and fax telephone numbers.


Email ID
When the related person does not have an ID in your database, the system displays this group box with fields
available for you to enter the related person’s email ID and URL.


Country of Citizenship
When the related person does not have an ID in your database, the system displays this group box with
fields available for you to enter the related person’s country of citizenship and citizenship status based on
the Citizen Status Table page.


Links


Phones Click this link to access the Phone Numbers page, on which you can review
or change telephone numbers for the related ID.
For a related individual with no ID in your database, manually enter the
individual’s phone data in the Daytime Telephone section.


Email Address Click this link to access the Electronic Addresses page, on which you can
review or change URLs and email addresses for the related ID.


For a related individual with no ID in your database, manually enter the
individual’s email data in the Email ID section.


Biographical Details If this related individual has an ID in your database, click this link to access
the Biographical Details page, on which you can review or change additional
basic data for the related ID.


Citizenship and Passport
Date


Click this link to access the Citizenship/Passport page, on which you can
review or change additional citizenship and passport data for the related ID.
For related individuals without an ID in your database, you must manually
enter the related individual’s Citizen Country and Citizenship Status.


Viewing a List of Relationships
Access the Person-to-Person Summary page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical,
Relationships, Person to Person - Summary) to view a list of an individual’s relationships.
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Person-to-Person Summary page


The Person-to-Person Summary page is for viewing only. You cannot enter or edit data here. Data that appears
here is entered on pages in the Relationships component.


Identifying an Individual’s Relationship with the Institution
Access the Relations with Institution page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical,
Relationships, Relations with Institution).


Relations with Institution page


Note. PeopleSoft Contributor Relations Solutions uses the abbreviations on this page in the contributor
relations search.


See lscc, Searching for Records and Using Search, Match.


Currently Is A(n) Select to indicate that the individual is currently related in this way to your
institution.
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Has Been A(n) Select to indicate that the individual has previously been related in this way
to your institution.


Manual Maintenance Select to indicate that this relationship (current or past as appropriate) should
be maintained manually and not used or changed by mass change or any
other automatic process.


Entering Emergency Contact Data
This section discusses how to


• Enter emergency contact data.


• Enter additional phone numbers for the emergency contact.


Pages Used to Enter Emergency Contact Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Emergency Contact
Information


SCC_EMERG_CNTCT1 Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Emergency
Contacts


Enter an individual’s
emergency contact data,
including the contact’s
name, addresses, and
primary phone number.


Emergency Contact Other
Phones


SCC_EMERG_CNTCT2 Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Emergency
Contacts, Emergency
Contact Other Phones


Enter additional telephone
numbers for an emergency
contact.


Entering Emergency Contact Data
Access the Emergency Contact Information page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical,
Emergency Contacts).
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Emergency Contact Information page


Emergency Contact


Contact Name Enter the name of the emergency contact for this individual.


Relationship to Individual Select the option that indicates the contact’s relationship to the individual
at your institution.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. Do
not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to these values could
require substantial programming effort.


Primary Contact Select to indicate that this is the first person to contact in an emergency. You
can enter only one primary contact for an individual.


Same Address as Individual
and Address Type


Select to indicate that the contact has the same address information as the
individual in your database, and then select that individual’s address type
that is the same as this contact’s address type. If it is selected, you do not
need to complete any of the address fields. The system displays the correct
address data.


Note. If Same Address as Individual is not selected, the address area of the
page is titled Contact Address. When Same Address as Individualis selected,
the title becomes Individual’s Current Address.
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Same Phone as Individual
and Phone Type


Select to indicate that the contact has the same phone information as the
individual in your database, and then select that individual’s phone type that
is the same as this contact’s phone type. If it is selected, you do not need to
complete any of the phone fields. The system displays the correct phone data.
An emergency contact can have the same address as the primary individual,
but have a different phone number.


Note. If Same Phone as Individual is not selected, the phone area of the page
is titled Contact Phone. When Same Phone as Individualis selected, the
title becomes Individual’s Phone.


Entering Additional Phone Numbers for the Emergency Contact
Access the Emergency Contact Other Phones page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Biographical,
Emergency Contacts, Emergency Contact Other Phones).


Emergency Contact Other Phones page


Other Phone Numbers for Emergency Contact


Phone Type Select the phone type that describes the additional phone number for this
emergency contact.


Phone Enter the additional phone number for this emergency contact.


Tracking Work Experience
This section discusses how to enter work experience data.
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Pages Used to Track Work Experience
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Work Experience PRIOR_WORK_EXP_SA • Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Work
Experience


• Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Relationships, Work
Experience


• Student Recruiting,
Maintain Prospects,
Relationships, Work
Experience


• Contributor Relations,
Constituent Information,
People, Relationships,
Work Experience


• Student Recruiting,
Student Recruiters,
Participation and
Achievements, Work
Experience


Enter data to track
an individual’s work
experience.


Entering Work Experience Data
Access the Work Experience page (Student Recruiting, Student Recruiters, Participation and Achievements,
Work Experience).
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Work Experience page


Work Experience Details


Employer If the employer is an organization in your database, enter the organization’s
ID. The system displays the organization name and address.
If the employer is not an organization in your database, enter the employer’s
name and address.


Relevant Work Experience Select to indicate that the former position is relevant to a current position
within your institution or to the career that the individual is seeking.


Retired and Retire Date If the person retired from this employer, select this check box and enter the
date on which the individual retired.


Industry Code (SIC)
(industry code [Standard
Industrial Classification])


Enter the SIC for this position.


Start Date and End Date Enter the dates on which the individual began and ended employment with
this employer.


Job Title Enter the title of the last position that the individual held with this employer.
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Occupation Code (SOC)
(occupation code [Standard
Occupation Classification])


Select the SOC codes for this position.


Employment Fraction The fractional amount of full time employment.


Hours Per Week Enter the number of hours per week that the employee is scheduled to work.
Hours per week are particularly important for the recording of the current
work commitments in terms of potential impact on study.


Ending Pay Rate Enter the pay rate and currency at which the individual ended employment.


Pay Frequency Select the frequency that describes the ending pay rate. The default value
is Month.


Comments Enter comments to further describe this work experience.


Attachments


Add Attachment Click this button to add a file attachment to the page.
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Population Selection Process Queries
and Equations


The PeopleSoft system delivers some predefined queries and Equation Engine equations for use with the Population
Selection process. This document provides a list of those queries and equations that it delivers as of the date of this
publication. Check with your department or system administrator to determine if your institution has created other
queries or equations that you should use, or if additional queries or equations have been provided since the date
of this publication.


The queries and equations listed in this document should be used as examples of how to create your own. They do not
necessarily correspond to real business process transactions.


Queries for Population Selection
This table lists the queries that, as of the date of this publication, the PeopleSoft system delivers for use with
the Population Selection process and the application processes where you can use them.


Query Name Description Process
QA_CS_AA_PS_AARPTRQST Population Selection AA Report by


Career
Generate Report Requests
(SAA_RPT_RQST app engine)


SAA_RPT_ACADLEVEL AA Report Query by Acad Level Generate Report Requests
(SAA_RPT_RQST app engine)


SAA_RPT_ADVISOR AA Report Query by Advisor Generate Report Requests
(SAA_RPT_RQST app engine)


SAA_RPT_CAREER AA Report Query by Career Generate Report Requests
(SAA_RPT_RQST app engine)


SAA_RPT_PROGPLAN AA Report Query by Plan Generate Report Requests
(SAA_RPT_RQST app engine)


SAA_RPT_PROGRAM AA Report Query by Program Generate Report Requests
(SAA_RPT_RQST app engine)


SAA_RPT_STUDENT_GROUPS AA Report Query by Student Grp Generate Report Requests
(SAA_RPT_RQST app engine)


QA_CS_AD_PS_APPDEL_01 Population Selection query for batch
Application Delete testing


Application Delete by Batch
(SAD_APP_DEL app engine)


QA_CS_AD_PS_APPDEL_02 Population Selection query for batch
Application Delete testing


Application Delete by Batch
(SAD_APP_DEL app engine)


QA_CS_AD_PS_APPDEL_03 Population Selection query for batch
Application Delete testing


Application Delete by Batch
(SAD_APP_DEL app engine)


QA_CS_AD_PS_PROSDEL_01 Population Selection Query for Batch
Prospect Delete Testing


Prospect Delete by Batch
(SAD_PRS_DEl app engine)
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Query Name Description Process
QA_CS_AD_PS_PROSDEL_02 Population Selection Query for Batch


Prospect Delete Testing
Prospect Delete by Batch
(SAD_PRS_DEl app engine)


QA_CS_AD_PS_PROSDEL_03 Population Selection Query for Batch
Prospect Delete Testing


Prospect Delete by Batch
(SAD_PRS_DEl app engine)


QA_CS_AD_PS_PROSDEL_04 Population Selection Query for Batch
Prospect Delete Testing


Prospect Delete by Batch
(SAD_PRS_DEl app engine)


Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — not
related to code change:
Added QA_CS_CC_EMS_APPL,
QA_CS_CC_EMS_THESIS, and
QA_CS_CC_EMS_UPD_DEL for
Evaluation Management System.


QA_CS_CC_EMS_APPL


Population Selection Query for EMS
Create Appl Eval


Create and Maintain Evaluations
(SCC_GE_MAINT app engine)


QA_CS_CC_EMS_THESIS Population Selection Query for EMS
Create Thesis Eval


Create and Maintain Evaluations
(SCC_GE_MAINT app engine)


QA_CS_CC_EMS_UPD_DEL Population Selection Query for EMS
Update Delete


Create and Maintain Evaluations
(SCC_GE_MAINT app engine)


QA_CS_CC_NSLDS_UPD1 Population Selection Query for
NSLDS Data Push


NSLDS Data Push (SFA_
NSLDSUPDS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_NSLDS_UPD2 Population Selection Query for
NSLDS Data Push


NSLDS Data Push (SFA_
NSLDSUPDS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_NSLDS_UPD_DAY_
BEFORE


Population Selection Query for
NSLDS Data Push


NSLDS Data Push (SFA_
NSLDSUPDS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_NSLDS_UPD_WEEK_
BEFORE


Population Selection Query for
NSLDS Data Push


NSLDS Data Push (SFA_
NSLDSUPDS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_ADM_PRSPCT_
CAR


Population Update Query for
ADM_PRSPCT_CAR


Population Selection Update where
record set to ADM_PRSPCT_CAR
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_APPL_RCR_CA Population Update of Application
Recruiter Category


Population Selection Update where
record set to ADM_APPL_RCR_CA
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_ASG_
CITIZENSHIP


Population Update Query for
SFA_ASG_ORG_DTL


Population Selection Update where
record set to SFA_ASG_ORG_DTL
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_CARTERM Population Update of Student Career
Term


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_CAR_TERM
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_EA_PROC_
STATUS


Population Update Query for
SFA_EASTAGE_DTL


Population Selection Update where
record set to SFA_EASTAGE_DTL
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_INSTREL Population Selection Query for Batch
Prospect Delete Testing


Population Selection Update where
record set to PERS_INST_REL
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_LOAN_ORIG_DTL Population Update Query for
LOAN_ORIG_DTL


Population Selection Update where
record set to LOAN_ORIG_DTL
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)
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Query Name Description Process
QA_CS_CC_POP_PELL_
CITIZENSHIP


Population Update Query for
PELL_ORIG_DTL


Population Selection Update where
record set to PELL_ORIG_DTL
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_PELL_ORIG_
FIELDS


Population Update Query for
PELL_ORIGINATN


Population Selection Update where
record set to PELL_ORIGINATN
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_PKGVAR Population Update Query for
STDNT_PKG_VAR


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_AID_ATRBT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_PKG_VAR
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


Population Selection Update where
record set to INAS_PROF_EXT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


Population Selection Update where
record set to INAS_CALC_RECS
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_SLC_STUDENT Population Update Query for
SFA_SLC_STUDENT


Population Selection Update where
record set to SFA_SLC_STUDENT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_STDCAR Query for Population Update of
STDNT_CAREER


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_CAREER
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_STDEQUTN Population Update for STDNT_
EQUTN_VAR


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_EQUTN_VAR
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_STDNTAID Population Update Query for
STDNT_AID_ATRBT


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_AID_ATRBT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_PKG_VAR
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


Population Selection Update where
record set to INAS_PROF_EXT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


Population Selection Update where
record set to INAS_CALC_RECS
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_STDNT_FATERM Population Update Query for
STDNT_FA_TERM


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_FA_TERM
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_LOAN_DISBMNT Population Update for LOAN_
DISBMNT


Population Selection Update where
record set to LOAN_DISBMNT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_CC_POP_PELL_DISBMNT Population Update for PELL_
DISBMNT


Population Selection Update where
record set to PELL_DISBMNT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)
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Query Name Description Process
QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_ADMA Population Selection and 3C Engine -


ADMA
3C Engine when Administrative
Function is ADMA (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_ADMP Population Selection and 3C Engine
- ADMP


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is ADMP (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_AVAK Population Selection and 3C Engine
- AVAK


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is AVAK (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_AVIN Population Selection and 3C Engine -
AVIN


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is AVIN (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_AVMS Population Selection and 3C Engine
- AVMS


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is AVMS (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_AWRD Population Selection and 3C Engine -
AWRD


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is AWRD (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_FINA Population Selection and 3C Engine -
FINA


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is FINA (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_GENO Population Selection and 3C Engine
-GENO


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is GEN for Organization
(3C ENGINE app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_GENP Population Selection and 3C Engine
-GENP


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is GEN for person (3C
ENGINE app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_IHC Population Selection and 3C Engine
-IHC


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is IHC (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_ISIR Population Selection and 3C Engine
- ISIR


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is ISIR (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_LOAN Population Selection and 3C Engine
- LOAN


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is LOAN (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_PROP Population Selection and 3C Engine
- PROP


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is PROP (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_PROS Population Selection and 3C Engine
- PROS


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is PROS (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_PSSV Population Selection and 3C Engine
-PSSV


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is ADMA (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_RSTR Population Selection and 3C Engine
-RSTR


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is PSSV (3C ENGINE app
engine)
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Query Name Description Process
QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFACO Population Selection and 3C Engine -


SFAC Organization based
3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFAC for organization
(3C ENGINE app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFACP Population Selection and 3C Engine -
SFAC Person Based


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFAC for person (3C
ENGINE app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFBI Population Selection and 3C Engine
- SFBI


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFBI (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFCO Population Selection and 3C Engine
- SFCO


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFCO (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFIT Population Selection and 3C Engine
- SFIT


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFIT (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFPA Population Selection and 3C Engine -
SFPA


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFPA (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFRC Population Selection and 3C Engine
- SFRC


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFRC (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFRF Population Selection and 3C Engine -
SFRF


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFRF (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFTPO Population Selection and 3C Engine -
SFTP Organization Based


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFTP for organization
(3C ENGINE app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_SFTPP Population Selection and 3C Engine -
SFTP Person Based


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is SFTP for person (3C
ENGINE app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_3CENGINE_STRM Population Selection and 3C Engine
- STRM


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is STRM (3C ENGINE app
engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_SI_ACADRECRUIT Population Selection for Service
Indicators - Academic Recruits


Mass Assign Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_ASSN app engine)


Mass Release Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_RELS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_SI_ACADRECRUIT_
P


Population Selection for Service
Indicators - Academic Recruits


Mass Assign Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_ASSN app engine)


Mass Release Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_RELS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_SI_AMOUNTDUE_
ORG


Population Selection for Service
Indicators - Organization with
Amounts Due


Mass Assign Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_ASSN app engine)


Mass Release Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_RELS app engine)
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Query Name Description Process
QA_CS_CC_PS_SI_AMOUNTDUE_
ORG_P


Population Selection for Service
Indicators - Organization with
Amounts Due


Mass Assign Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_ASSN app engine)


Mass Release Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_RELS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_SRVCIND_ORGS Population Selection for Service
Indicators - Organizations


Mass Assign Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_ASSN app engine)


Mass Release Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_RELS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_SRVCIND_PERS Population Selection for Service
Indicators - Person


Mass Assign Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_ASSN app engine)


Mass Release Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_RELS app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_STDNT_GRPS Population Selection - Student
Groups


Mass Contract Select (SSF_PS_TPC
app engine)


QA_CS_CC_PS_USER_SCTY_
REPLACE


Population Selection and User
Security Replacement


Mass User Security Replacement
(SCC_SCRT_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_FA_INSTPRESENT QA_CS_FA_INSTPRESENT Mass Packaging Select
(SFA_BPKGSEL app engine)


QA_CS_FA_ISIRPRESENT QA_CS_FA_ISIRPRESENT Mass Packaging Select
(SFA_BPKGSEL app engine)


QA_CS_FA_NEEDUPDT Test query for Need Summary Update Select Students for Need Summary
Validation (FAPPKNSD COBOL
SQL)


QA_CS_FA_NEEDUPDT_
FARPK0001


Test query for Need Summary Update Select Students for Need Summary
Validation (FAPPKNSD COBOL
SQL)


QA_CS_FA_NEEDUPDT_
FARPK0002


Test query for Need Summary Update Select Students for Repackaging
(SFA_RPKGSEL app engine)


QA_CS_FA_NEEDUPDT_
FARPK0003


Test query for Need Summary Update Select Students for Repackaging
(SFA_RPKGSEL app engine)


QA_CS_FA_NEEDUPDT_
FARPK0012


Test query for Need Summary Update Select Students for Repackaging
(SFA_RPKGSEL app engine)


QA_CS_FA_SAP Test Query for SAP Pop Selection Process SAP (SFA_SAP_BDRV app
engine)


QA_CS_FA_SFEA_UGRD QA_CS_FA_SFEA_UGRD SF External Award Feed
(SSF_EXT_AWDS app engine)


QA_CS_FA_USER_EDIT_MSG Test query for Population Selection
for User Edit Messages


Process User Edit Messages
(SFA_EDIT_MSG app engine)


QA_CS_FA_USER_EDIT_MSG Population Update Query
for INAS_FED_EXT and
INAS_PROF_EXT


Population Selection Update where
record set to INAS_FED_EXT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)
Population Selection Update where
record set to INAS_PROF_EXT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


QA_CS_SF_PYMTPLANS Population Selection for Specific
Account Number


Mass Contract Select (SSF_PS_TPC
app engine)
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Query Name Description Process
Bundle 29
Documentation-only update.
Added Student Financials query
for Mass Assign Student Waivers.


QA_CS_SF_WV_ASSIGN


Population Selection for Mass Assign
Student Waivers


Student Waiver Pop Select
(SSF_SWVR_PS app engine)


QA_CS_SR_PS_TRAN_BY_
PROGRAM


Query for Population Selection
testing


Process Transcripts (SSR_TSRPT
Oracle BI Publisher)


SSR_CREATE_ACADPROJ
Bundle 29
Added this row for the Create
Project Records process (the
process is part of the Student
Academic Projects feature)


Create Student Academic Project
records


Create Project Records
(SSR_BAT_PRJ app engine)


SSR_MLSTN_PROGPLAN Process Milestones query by plan Process Milestones (SSR_MLSTN_
PR app engine)


SSR_MLSTN_PROGRAM Process Milestones query by program Process Milestones (SSR_MLSTN_
PR app engine)


SSR_PERC_ACTION_LETTERS Population Selection and 3C Engine
– SENR


3C Engine when the Administrative
Function is SENR (3C app engine)


SSR_PERC_DROP_LETTERS Population Selection and 3C Engine
– SENR


3C Engine when the Administrative
Function is SENR (3C app engine)


SSR_PERC_DROP_PG_LETTERS Population Selection and 3C Engine
– SENR


3C Engine when the Administrative
Function is SENR (3C app engine)


SSR_PERC_DROP_WL_LETTERS Population Selection and 3C Engine
– SENR


3C Engine when the Administrative
Function is SENR (3C app engine)


SSR_PERC_WARN_LETTERS Population Selection and 3C Engine
– SENR


3C Engine when the Administrative
Function is SENR (3C app engine)


SSR_PERC_WARN_WL_LETTERS Population Selection and 3C Engine
– SENR


3C Engine when the Administrative
Function is SENR (3C app engine)


SSR_REQS_ACAD_GRP Post Enrollment Requirement query
by Group


Process Batch Post Enrollment
Requirement Checking
(SRRQPERC)


Process Batch Drop Requests for Post
Enrollment Requirements: Generate
and Process Drops (SRRQDROP)
or Generate Drop Transactions
(SSR_REQS_DRP)


Print Enrollment Requirement
Rosters (SSR_REQS_RPT )


Purge Post Enrollment Requirement
Data (SSR_REQS_PRG )


SSR_REQS_ACAD_ORG Post Enrollment Requirement query
by Org


Same as for SSR_REQS_ACAD_
GRP


SSR_REQS_CAMPUS Post Enrollment Requirement query
by Campus


Same as for SSR_REQS_ACAD_
GRP


SSR_REQS_CAREER Post Enrollment Requirement query
by Career


Same as for SSR_REQS_ACAD_
GRP
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Query Name Description Process
SSR_REQS_SESSION Post Enrollment Requirement query


by Session
Same as for SSR_REQS_ACAD_
GRP


SSR_REQS_SUBJECT Post Enrollment Requirement query
by Subject


Same as for SSR_REQS_ACAD_
GRP


SSR_REQS_SUBJECT_CATNBR Post Enrollment Requirement query
by Subject Catalog Number


Same as for SSR_REQS_ACAD_
GRP


SSR_REQS_TERM Post Enrollment Requirement query
by Term


Same as for SSR_REQS_ACAD_
GRP


SSR_TS_ACADLEVEL Transcript Query by Acad Level Process Transcripts (SSR_TSRPT
Oracle BI Publisher)


SSR_TS_ADVISOR Transcript Query by Advisor Process Transcripts (SSR_TSRPT
Oracle BI Publisher)


SSR_TS_CAREER Transcript Query by Career Process Transcripts (SSR_TSRPT
Oracle BI Publisher)


SSR_TS_PROGPLAN Transcript Query by Prog Plan Process Transcripts (SSR_TSRPT
Oracle BI Publisher)


SSR_TS_PROGRAM Transcript Query by Program Process Transcripts (SSR_TSRPT
Oracle BI Publisher)


SSR_TS_STUDENT_GRP Transcript Query by Stdnt Grp Process Transcripts (SSR_TSRPT
Oracle BI Publisher)


Equations for Population Selection
This table lists the equations that, as of the date of this publication, the PeopleSoft system delivers for use by
the Population Selection process and the processes where you can use them.


Equation Names Descriptions Process
ADADPSDELAPP Population Selection AD Application


Delete
Application Delete by Batch
(SAD_APP_DEL app engine)


ADPDPSCARTRM Population Selection AD Prospect
Delete Career Term


Prospect Delete by Batch
(SAD_PRS_DEl app engine)


CC3CPSADMA Population Selection 3C Engine
ADMA


3C Engine when Administrative
Function is ADMA (3C ENGINE app
engine)


Bundle 29
Documentation-only update —
not related to code change:
Added CCEMPSCRTADM,
CCEMPSCRTTHS, and
CCEMPSUPDDEL for Evaluation
Management System.


CCEMPSCRTADM


Pop Sel EMS Create Appl Eval Create and Maintain Evaluations
(SCC_GE_MAINT app engine)


CCEMPSCRTTHS Pop Sel EMS Create Thesis Eval Create and Maintain Evaluations
(SCC_GE_MAINT app engine)
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Equation Names Descriptions Process
CCEMPSUPDDEL Pop Sel EMS Update Delete Create and Maintain Evaluations


(SCC_GE_MAINT app engine)
CCPUPSRELINS Population Selection Update Related


Institution
Population Selection Update where
record set to PERS_INST_REL
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


CCPUPSRCRCAT Population Selection Update AD
Application Recruiter Category


Population Selection Update where
record set to ADM_APPL_RCR_CA
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


CCPUPSSTAID Population Selection Update Student
Aid Attribute EmplID Range


Population Selection Update where
record set to STDNT_AID_ATRBT
(SCC_POP_UPD app engine)


CCSGPSERANGE Student Groups EmplID Range Process Student Groups
(SCC_STD_GRP app engine)


CCSIPSMAORG Population Selection Service
Indicators Org


Mass Assign Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_ASSN app engine)


CCSIPSMAPER2 Population Selection Service
Indicators Assign Person2


Mass Assign Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_ASSN app engine)


CCSIPSMAPERS Population Selection Service
Indicators Assign Person2


Mass Assign Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_ASSN app engine)


CCSIPSMRPERS Population Selection SI Mass Release
Person


Mass Release Service Indicator
(SCC_SI_RELS app engine)


CCSIPSMRORG Population Selection SI Mass Release
Org


Mass Assign Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_ASSN app engine)


CCSIPSORG1 SI Population Selection Demo Org Mass Assign Org Service Indicator
(SCC_ORG_ASSN app engine)


CCUSPSUID Population Selection User Security
Update


Mass User Security Replacement
(SCC_SCRT_UPD app engine)


CRINPSDEMO01 Population Selection CR Initiative
Demo 1


Audience Criteria


ESTRPSBYPROG Population Selection Transcripts By
Program


Process Transcripts (SSR_TSRPT
Oracle BI Publisher)


ESRRPSADV1 Population Selection AA Report
Request


Generate Report Requests
(SAA_RPT_RQST app engine)


FAAYPSERANGE Population Selection FA AY Act
EmplID Range


Aid Year Activate (SFA_ACTADYR
app engine)


FAMPPSCHAR1E Mass Pkg Choose Char1 = E Mass Packaging Select
(SFA_BPKGSEL app engine)


FAMPPSINST Check if INST Exists Mass Packaging Select
(SFA_BPKGSEL app engine)


FAMPPSISIR Select those with ISIRs Mass Packaging Select
(SFA_BPKGSEL app engine)


FAMPPSREADY Grads and Ugrads Ready to Pkg Mass Packaging Select
(SFA_BPKGSEL app engine)


FARPPSCHAR2E Grads and Ugrads Ready to Package Select Students for Repackaging
(SFA_RPKGSEL app engine)


FASPPSGPAG24 Grads and Ugrads Ready to Package Process SAP (SFA_SAP_BDRV app
engine)
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Equation Names Descriptions Process
SFPPPSPPL Population Selection for specific


Account Number
Mass Contract Select (SSF_PS_TPC
app engine)


SFPPPSPPLTPC Population Selection for Range of
EmplIDs


Mass Contract Select (SSF_PS_TPC
app engine)


SRPSSACADPROJ
Bundle 29
Added this row for the Create
Project Records process (the
process is part of the Student
Academic Projects feature)


Population Selection create student
academic project records


Create Project Records
(SSR_BAT_PRJ app engine)
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CHAPTER 1
Bundle 29
New chapter.


Working with the Rules Engine


This chapter provides an overview of the Rules Engine Framework and discusses:


• Setting Up the Rules Engine
• Constructing Rules
• Using Statements for Evaluation and Calculation in a Rule
• Building and Testing Rules


Understanding the Rules Engine
This section discusses:


• Rules Engine components.
• A high level description of the Rules Engine.
• Rules Engine Manager and Entity Registry.


The Rules Engine provides:


• a non-programmer user interface to create complex business rules.
• a secure way to retrieve data from the system in a logical manner, perform calculations and evaluations,


and update data.
• a way to use the Entity Registry, a familiar logical hierarchy, to retrieve data from the system; for example,


the curriculum structure of the Academic Item Registry (AIR) or the results structure of the Academic
Progress Tracker (APT).


• System Variables and Functions for creating Rules.
• a compiler (Rule Builder) that compiles and readies Rules for execution.
• a means to manage changes to Rules over time and a large number of Rules using versioning.


Rules Engine Components
There are three components used to manage the Rules Engine feature:


• Rules Engine Manager
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The Rules Engine Manager is the interface for creating institution business rules. The Rules Engine
Manager can be deployed for two Rule building Skill Levels, Expert and Developer, each with its own set
of Rules-building capabilities. The Rules Engine Manager uses the Entity Registry by allowing users to
build Rules using a familiar logical hierarchy; for example, the curriculum structure.


Note. Oracle plans to introduce additional Skill Levels in future releases.


• Rules Engine
The Rules Engine builds (compiles) and executes the user-created business rules.


• Rules Engine Categories.
Rules Engine Categories are used to restrict access to pre-defined and secured areas of application
functionality including access to Rules in other Rules Engine Categories and what types of Rules can be
created: Triggers, Functions or Rules.


High Level Description of the Rules Engine
This diagram shows Rules Function functionality:
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Rules Engine Business Process (Generic)


Rules Engine Manager and Entity Registry
This section discusses the relationship between the Rules Engine and the Entity Registry.


Entity Registry
When building Rules you need access to the data in your system. For Query Manager and Equation Engine,
data access is based on granting the user access to specific records in the system.


However, data access for the Rules Engine is controlled through the Entity Registry. An Entity is an object
that provides access (view, create, update) to data in a record. The properties on the Entity represent the
fields in the actual records.
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By design, an Entity is the primary point of access to the underlying records. This avoids potential
inconsistencies of having the same logic in multiple places and helps in making relevant code reusable and
maintenance easier. This becomes relevant when the same data is accessed or updated in multiple ways: a
user-interface, web services, or the Rules Engine.


Entity relationships are represented in a tree-like hierarchy, making the underlying data structure logical
for functional users to understand. When building a Rule that needs to access specific system data, you
first choose which Base Entity you want to with.


For more information about Entity Registry:


See [PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook]Setting Up Entity Registry.


Note. Although the Rules Engine can be used with any Entity Registry delivered with the system, it is the
Entity Registries created for data records from the Program Enrollment Academic Item Registry (AIR) and
Academic Progress Tracker (APT) features that are optimized for Rules Engine use.


These Entities are used throughout this chapter as examples of how Entity-based data can be used in the
Rules Engine.


For more information about AIR and APT:


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up Program Enrollment and PeopleSoft Student
Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing Program Planning and Enrollment.


Here is a example that shows part of the APT Entity Registry Hierarchy:


Academic Progress Tracker Program of Study Entity Registry Hierarchy example
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In the example above, the APT Year and APT Semester Entities have been generated from non-system
Academic Item Types Year and Semester. AIR and APT structures are unique in that they can be specified
using institution specific objects. The Entity Registry reflects this. The hierarchical relationships between
Program of Study, APT year and APT semester are reflected in the APT hierarchy tree and are very similar to
how the Curriculum structure reflects in a student’s APT:


Example of the Academic Progress Tracker Tree


The results from the student’s APT are reflected in a similar fashion in the Entity Registry Structure:


Academic Progress Tracker Course Entity Registry Hierarchy example
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Example of Academic Item Attempt


Entity Properties
Table fields are represented as properties in the Entity Registry. The Rules Engine uses properties to retrieve
or update information.
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Example of Entity Properties for Academic Item Attempt


Entity Profiles
Entity Profiles are used to grant or restrict access to specific Entities and/or Entity properties. For example,
you want to allow a specific user to create Rules which retrieve information from APT like the Grade Result
Value for a Course, but do not want to allow the ability for this same Rule to retrieve any administrative notes
that have been added by the supervisor. Through setup of specific Entity Profiles, you can restrict access to the
property that represents the Result Notes.


Security for access to specific Entities via the Rules Engine Manager is enforced by associating specific
Entity Profiles with Rules Engine Entity Categories.


Additional Rules Engine Features
This section discusses Rules Engine major features.
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Rules Engine Categories
Rules Engine security is enforced through the set up of Rules Engine Categories. A Rules Engine Category is
user-defined and tied to one or more Roles and/or specific Users. Rules Engine Category security determines
which Entities can be accessed by these Roles and Users and what types of Rules can be created. There are
three types of Rules: Triggers, Functions, and Rules. For example, specific Rules Engine Categories may
allow the creation of Triggers but not of Rules or Functions. Also, Rules Engine Categories can be set up
to use other Rules Engine Categories.


Rule Groups
A Rule Group is a template which can be used to create new Rules that share the same functional purpose. A
Rule Group provides a predefined set of input and output parameters for a Rule or Function and an option
to predefine a Base Entity. Whenever a Rule is created using the predefined Rule Group, all the Input and
Output variables are populated using the Rule Group Template options. By using the same parameters, all
Rules created in the same Rule Group can be used the same way. This is beneficial when, for example, you
need multiple Rules to be called from a user interface, and you need all of those Rules all to provide similar
feedback; like a message that can be displayed on screen. You may also want to dictate that the Input for all of
these Rules needs to be the same, namely confined to the information available on the user interface. A Rule
Group can subsequently be used to dynamically call all Rules associated with that Rule Group.


Creation of Rule Groups is optional.


Rule Creation
You can use the Rules Engine Manager component to Create, Build, Test, and Version a Rule, and determine if
a Rule is used by other Rules.


• Creating
You can identify and select a functional application area from which to retrieve data by selecting an
Entity and, in the case of a Rule, defining the Criteria which need to be used to select specific data. Use
Statements to act upon the selected entity by creating evaluative statements, performing calculations,
calling other Rules and Functions, and updating and inserting data in the system.


• Building
Once a Rule is created, you must build (compile) it before testing and using it. The Build action compiles
the created Rule and converts it into executable code, which means the Rule is ready to perform evaluation
and calculation tasks.


• Testing
After Rules have been created and built, you can test them with the Rules Engine Tester. The Tester allows
users to define and save one or more Test Profiles with test specific data so that multiple scenarios can
be tested for the same Rule.


• Versioning


The Rules Engine Manager allows the user to create new versions of a Rule and administer one or more
version codes and/or code and comments whenever a new version of a Rule is created.


• Cross Referencing


The Cross Reference page lists all Functions and Rules which reference the Rule in context.
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Calling Rules and Creating Triggers
After Rules have been created, built, tested, and activated, they are ready to use. To use a Rule as part of a
functional business process, it needs to be associated with and called from that process. For example, you can
set up a Trigger and use the code created by the Trigger to call Rules from a user interface; keeping in mind that
the Trigger-generated code may need some adjustment to work for the specific purpose for which you need it.


Note. The determination of where you want to use Rules and how to make them available must be discussed
with the technical team that supports Campus Solutions at your school.


Rules can be called and executed from the following application functionality:


• Rules Engine Manager Tester


• Application Component (for example, a user interface)


For more information, see the Defining Rule Triggers section of this chapter.


Setting Up the Rules Engine
This section discusses how to:


• Set Up Rules Engine Install Options.
• Define Rule Category Security.
• Define Color Codes for Rules Engine Manager Elements.
• Define Rules Engine Statements.
• Define Rules Version Reason Codes.
• Set up Rules Engine Variables.
• Define Lists of Values.


Pages Used to Setup the Rules Engine
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Rules Engine Install Options SCC_INSTALL_RE Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Rules Engine
Install Options


Set up Rules Engine Install
Options


Rule Category Definition SCC_RULE_CAT_SETUP Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define
Categories, Definition


Add and define Rule
Categories to control the
ability to create Rules by
Rule Usage. Control Rule
Category access to called
Rules and Functions and
assign a valid Entity Profile.


Rule Category Rule Groups SCC_RULE_CAT_RLGRP Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define
Categories, Rule Groups


Determine if Rule Groups
are required for a Rule
Category and assign valid
Rule Groups.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Rule Category Security SCC_RULE_CAT_SCRTY Set up SACR, System


Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define
Categories, Security


Assign valid roles and
additional users that have
access to a Rule Category.


Define Colors SCC_COLORS Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define Colors


Define colors to associate
with Rules Engine user
interface elements.


Define Rules Engine Text
Colors


SCC_RULE_TXT_COLOR Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define
Text Color


Associate colors with
Rules Engine user interface
elements.


Define Rules Engine
Statements


SCC_RULE_STMT_TBL Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define
Statements


Define Statements to use
in Rule evaluations and
calculations.


Define Version Reason
Codes


SCC_RULE_VRSN_TBL Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define
Version Reason Codes


Define Rules Version
Reason Codes to use when
creating new versions of
existing Rules.


Define System Variables SCC_RULE_SYSVAR Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define
System Variables


Define System Variables to
use when creating Rules.


Define Data Sets SCC_RULE_EDS Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define
Data Sets


Define Data Sets to use as a
temporary storage when
creating Rules.


Data Set Property Details SCC_EDS_PROP_DTLS Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define Data
Sets, Details link


Define Data Set property
details.


Define List of Values SCC_RULE_LOV_DEFN Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define List
of Values


Define lists of values to use
for property prompting when
creating Rules.


Setting Up Rules Engine Install Options
Access the Rules Engine Install Options page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup,
Rules Engine Install Options).
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Rules Engine Install Options page


Allow Changes to Active
Rules


Select this check box to allow changes to active Rules or Functions. You can
use this flag to override the feature that makes Rules features inaccessible when
Rules or Functions are active. This option can be useful in non-production
environments in cases where it should be possible to change active Rules.
The check box is not selected by default.
When Allow Changes to Active Rules is not selected only the following can be
changed or accessed by the user when accessing the Rules Engine Manager
Component:


• Rule Long Description (change)
• View of Variables (access)
• View of Evaluations and Calculation Details. (access)
When Allow Changes to Active Rules is not selected, the following Action
Drop down options are not available:


• Create new Version of Rule
• Delete Rule
• Inactivate Rule
• Remove Rule Group from Rule
• Delete Rule Group
• Inactivate Rule Group
When Allow Changes to Active Rules is not selected, Rule Groups that are
selected to be Available In Dynamic Rules cannot be altered.


Rules Engine LOV Default
Values


Rules Engine List of Values (LOV) allows you to define Rules Engine
prompting for variables created and used in the Rules Engine Manager. The
system-delivered default values of the fields in this group box control LOV
functionality in the Rules Engine Manager.


Warning! Do not change the values delivered with the system.
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Defining Rule Category Security
Rules Engine Categories provide a means of administering various Rules Engine settings by Role and/or User.
Every Rule that is created must belong to one predefined Rule Category. The Rule Category is used to
control the following:


• The type of Rule that can be created as defined by Rule Usage: Rule, Function, and/or Trigger. Rule Usage
determines how a Rule can be used in a business process.


• Access to Rules in other Rule Categories. Multiple Rule Categories can be added to the Rule Category
definition. When these Rule Categories are added, Rules or Functions belonging to the associated Rules
Category can be called from the main Rule.


• Access to Data through Entities. The Entity Profile attached to the Rule Category defines which Entities
can be used as a Base Entity in the Rule created. The Base Entity is the starting point from which the logic
in the Rule is built. Depending upon the Entity Profile setup, you may have access to one or more Base
Entities and all or a defined set of Entity Properties.
See [PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook]Setting Up Entity Registry.


• Valid Rule Groups. Valid Rule Groups can be associated with a Rules Category. Restrictions may be
applied so that you can only build Rules from a Rule Group. This can be beneficial in circumstances where
you want to guide a group of users with Rule creation by making sure that they build their Rule according
to the defaults provided by the Rule Group or Rule Groups associated with this Rule Category.


Access the Rule Category Definition page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup,
Define Categories, Definition).


Rule Category Definition page


Using this category as an example, you cannot create Functions or Rules in category Math, but you can create
Functions and Rules in category AIR Functions and CALL Functions in category Math.
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Rule Category Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new Rule
Category, the default value is NOID. After saving the Rule Category, a unique
ID is generated by the system and assigned to the Rule Category. The ID is
created by combining prefix “SCC_RULE_CAT_” with the system date and
time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Rule Category Name Enter a Rule Category Name. The Rule Category Name is used when
searching for a Rule Category and for display.


Long Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the Rule Category.


Entity Profile Name Enter the Entity Profile Name that you want to associate to this Rule Category.
Rules, Functions and Triggers can be built using the Base Entities which have
been setup in this Entity Profile. If the Entity Profiles uses Views access to
certain properties within an Entity may haven been restricted.


Allow Rules Select this check box to allow the creation of Rules with this Rule Category.


Allow Functions Select this check box to allow the creation of Functions with this Rule
Category.


Allow Triggers Select this check box to allow the creation of Triggers with this Rule Category.


Valid Rule Categories Select Rule Categories available to this Rule Category. The Rules, Functions,
and Triggers of the selected categories can be called by Rules created in
the main Category.


Note. This is not an inheritance model. Adding a valid Rule Category here
gives you access to the Rules, Functions, and Triggers native to that Rule
Category but not to Rules, Functions, and Triggers of any Rule Categories
associated with the selected Rule Category.


Access the Rule Groups page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup, Define Categories,
Rule Groups


Rule Category Rule Groups page


Use this page to add valid Rule Groups to this Rule Category or to restrict users to only being able to build
Rules by using one of the associated Rule Groups.


Rule Group Required Select to enforce Rule Group usage. When building Rules users must select
one of the Valid Rule Groups before being able to build their Rules.


Valid Rule Groups Select Rule Groups.
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Note. Rule Groups are added to this setup page automatically when you add
Rules to a Rule Group by using the Create Rule Group option from Rules
Engine Manager or by using Create Rule Group from a Rule when on the
Rules Engine Search option page.


Access the Rules Category Security page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup,
Define Categories, Security).


Rule Category Security page


Valid Roles Enter Valid Roles for which the Rules Category definition is valid. These are
Roles that are set up using the standard PeopleTools Security function.


Additional Users Enter additional users for which the Category Definition is valid. The
registration of Additional Users is supplemental to the Valid Roles.


Defining Color Codes for Rules Engine Manager Elements
A set of predefined color codes for the Rules Engine Manager user interface are delivered. The different
colors represent different types of elements of the Rule; for example, Rule Names, Statements, Variables,
etc. You can customize the colors and the Rule elements with which they are associated. The following
color codes are delivered:


Color Color Code ID
Dark Purple 380B61
Black 000000
Blue 0000ff
Red ff0000
Green 008000
Purple 800080
Brown a52a2a
Gray 808080
Dark Blue 0000a0
Yellow ffff00
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Color Color Code ID
Orange ffa500
Maroon 800000


Access the Define Colors page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup, Define Colors,
Define Colors).


Define Colors page


Although Oracle recommends using the pre-delivered color range, you can add new colors to the system for
the Rules Engine Manager user interface elements. New colors can be added simply by adding a new entry,
specifying a Color Name and a Color Code which conforms to the HTML color code standard.


Color Code ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the Color Code is
saved. The Color Code ID is created by combining prefix SCC_COLORS_
with the system date and time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Color Name Enter the name of the color; for example, Sky Blue.


Color Code Enter an HTML standard color code. New color codes can be defined using
HTML standards.


• HTML color codes format – Each HTML code contains the symbol "#" and
6 letters or numbers. These numbers are in hexadecimal numeral system;
for example, "FF" in hexadecimal represents number 255 in decimal.


• Meaning of the HTML color codes format – After the “#” symbol, the first
two positions in HTML color code represent the intensity of red color.
“00” is the least, and “FF” is the most intense. The third and fourth
positions represent the intensity of green color, and the fifth and sixth
positions represent the intensity of blue color. By varying the intensity of
red, green and blue, you can create a large number of colors.


Access the Define Rules Engine Text Colors page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup,
Define Text Color, Define Rules Engine Text Colors).
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Define Rules Engine Text Colors page


Use this page to assign colors to Rules Engine Manager elements. The following elements can be color coded:


• Entity String
• Hard Coded Text
• Property
• Rule Name
• Statement
• Text
• Variable
• Call Argument
• Call Return


Defining Rules Engine Statements
Rules Engine Statements help you create business rules in the Rules Engine Manager to perform specific
processing Functions like assigning values to variables or creating Evaluative Statements. An extensive set
of Statements is delivered with the system to facilitate the creation of a comprehensive set of Rules. The
processing functionality for each statement is defined in Application Class PeopleCode and associated with a
Rules Engine Manager secondary page through a predefined work record. This secondary page is used to
display fields and logic associated with the Statement.


For more information, see the Using Statements for Evaluation and Calculation in a Rule section of this chapter.


Note. Oracle may deliver additional Statements in the future. You are advised not to create your own
Statements at this time.


Access the Define Rules Engine Statements (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup,
Define Statements, Define Rules Engine Statements).
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Define Rules Engine Statements page


Statement Displays a unique system-generated Rules Engine Statement identifier. When
adding a new value the default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated
when the Rules Engine Statement is saved. The Rules Engine Statement ID is
created by combining prefix SCC_RULE_STMT_ with the system date and
time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Name Enter a Statement Name. The Statement Name is used when searching for a
Statement and for display.


Long Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the Statement.


Application Class Enter the Application Class for this Rules Engine Statement.
Logic for system–delivered Statement functionality uses the
SCC_RULES_ENGINE:Statements Application Class.


Warning! To ensure that delivered functionality works as intended, do not
change delivered Application Classes.


Page Name Enter the Page Name for this Rules Engine Statement. Each Statement
references a secondary page specifically created for this Statement. The
secondary page is used to display Statement functionality to the end user. The
Statement secondary pages are pre–delivered and are designed to render
Statement logic in a specific way.


Warning! To ensure that delivered functionality works as intended, do not
change the Page Name for the Statement.


Record Name Enter the Record Name for this Rules Engine Statement. Each Statement
has a unique work record reference. The associated work record is used to
technically facilitate the information shown on the secondary pages. The
Statement work records are pre–delivered and have been designed to render
Statement logic in a specific way.
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Warning! To ensure that delivered functionality works as intended, do not
change the Record Name for the Statement.


Search Page Title Enter the Page Title for the Rules Engine Statement. The Page Title is
displayed at the top of the Statement grid once the Statement has been selected
for use in the Rule.


Encompassing Select to indicate whether the Statement created is an encompassing statement.
An Encompassing Statement is one which can enclose one or more other
Statements in the Rule. The following delivered statements are encompassing:


• IF (ELSE)
• For-each
• Create-Entity


For more information, see the Using Statements for Evaluation and
Calculation in a Rule section of this chapter.


Define Rules Version Reason Codes
New versions of Rules can be created for each Rule, Trigger or Function. Rule Versions are managed on the
Rules Engine Manager Rule Version Page. New versions of Rules can be created for reasons like needing to
incorporate new Rule logic or correcting Rule mistakes. To facilitate Rule maintenance, use Rule Version
reason codes to indicate why a new version was created. Define Rule Version Codes on the Rules Version
Reason Code setup page.


Access the Define Version Reason Codes page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup,
Define Version Reason Codes).


Define Version Reason Codes page


Version Reason Code Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when Version Reason Code
is saved. The ID is created by combining prefix SCC_RULE_VRSN_ with the
system date and time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Name Enter a Version Reason Name. The Version Reason Name is used when
searching for a Version Reason and for display.


Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the Version Reason Code..
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Setting Up Rules Engine Variables
This section discusses setting up Rules Engine Variables.


Understanding Rules Engine Variables
Variables provide you with a flexible way to create a temporary placeholder or storage location which can
be used in a Rule or passed from the current Rule to another. A Variable has a name and a certain type; for
example, “Text” or “Number”. The Variable starts out as empty storage and can be assigned a value, cleared,
and re-used.


For example, a Variable named “Total Units” is a variable of type “Number”. The Variable is used in a
Function that calculates Total Units from Course Units that are found in a specific Course List. At the end of
the Function, the Variable “Total Units” is displayed as the result or outcome of the Rule.


The following Variables can be created when working with the Rules Engine Manager:


• Rules Engine Manager Variables
• System Variables
• Data Sets


Rules Engine Manager Variables are created in a specific Rule and act as a storage place to temporarily store a
value in that particular Rule. The previously mentioned “Total Units” is an example. Such a variable can be
passed from one Rule to another, but it cannot be referenced by another Rule without having been passed.


System Variables have been predefined in the Define System Variable component and have a specific
predefined value. System Variables are available for all Rules in the system and are intended to provide values
which are generic and are Variables that are appropriate in multiple situations. Their values do not need to
change from one Rule to the next. An example is “Current Date” which always provides the user with value
of the current system date. System Variables are typically created by Developers but, once created, can
be used by Functional Expert Users in their Rules.


Data Sets allow you to define multiple Variables that can be referenced as a group. When building more
complex Rules you may need more than one Variable as a temporary placeholder. There may be situations
where you need multiple temporary placeholders that can be stored together as a logical set of Variables. For
example, when calculating Total Units for multiple students in batch, you may need to not only store the “Total
Units” but also the Student (in the example below we store Student ID as well as Student Name) and the Course
List ID. In this case you may want to create three temporary Variables that can be referenced together as a
group. This is a Data Set. The Data Set described above would allow you to store the following example data:


Student ID Student Name Course List ID Total Units
0000012 Brad Wilkinson Math100 12
0000011 Brenda Benson Math100 22
0000010 Billy Mathews Math100 18


Defining Rules Engine Manager Variables
Rules Engine Manager Variables can be defined whenever you need to use a named temporary storage space of
a specific type in which to store a value in the Rules Engine. You can pass that Variable to other Rules or use
the Variable to store data retrieved from other Rules. Variables are always created within a Rule itself.


For more information, see the Adding Variables to a Rule section of this chapter.
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Defining Rules Engine System Variables
A System Variable is predefined in the system typically by a developer or programmer. Once created, the
System Variable can be used in Rules built by functional experts. System Variables can be created to provide
re-usable defaults for commonly used values such as system date, Operator ID, etc.


Access the Define System Variables (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup, Define
System Variables).


Define System Variables page


System Variable ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new
value the default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the
system variable is saved. The Statement ID is created by combining prefix
SCC_RULE_SYSVAR_ with the system date and time stamp in format
YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


System Variable Name Enter a System Variable Name. The System Variable Name is used when
searching for a System Variable and for display.


Long Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the System Variable.


Type Select the Type of Variable. Values are:


• Date
• DatetTime
• Text
• Time
• Number
• True/False (This Variable Type accommodates Boolean values.)


Base Application Package Enter the Base Application Package for this System Variable. The Base
Application Package contains the logic that returns the System Variable.
System Variables can only be assigned using application package PeopleCode.
Delivered system variables have been created in the reserved application
package: SCC_RULE_SYSTEM_VARIABLES:SystemVariables.
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Note. Oracle expects to make new system variables available as needed.


Rule Category Name Enter the Rule Category Name for this System Variable. This restricts direct
access to specific System Variables.


List Variable Select this check box if the System Variable needs to accommodate the
return of multiple values.


The following System Variables are delivered with the system for use in Rules and Functions by an Expert user:


System Variable Name Rule Category Name Function
Current Date DateTime Returns the Current Date in format YYYY-MM-DD
Current date Time DateTime Returns the Current Date in format YYYY-MM-DD


HH:MM:SS
OperatorID String Returns the ID of the Operator that is running the Rule.
Current Time DateTime Returns the Current Time in format HH:MM:SS


Defining Rules Engine Data Sets
Data Sets can be used in Rules when you need to create placeholders or temporary storage for multiple
Variables and reference those Variables together as a logical group. The Data Set can be used across any Rule
in the system and is not specific for one Rule alone.


Access the Define Data Sets Page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup, Define
Data Set).
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Data Set Definition page


Data Set ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the Data Set is saved.
The Statement ID is created by combining prefix SCC_ENTITY_ with the
system date and time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Name Enter a Data Set Name. The Data Set Name is used when searching for a
Data Set and for display.


Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the Data Set..


Label Enter a label for each of your Data Set properties. This Label is used in the
Rules Engine Manager to display the Data Set Property.


Property Type Select the Property Type:


• Date
• DateTime
• Number
• String
• Time


Details Click on the Details link to access more information about each Data Set
Property.
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Access the Data Sets Details page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup, Define
Data Set, Details link).


Data Set Property Details page


The Data Set Property details page allows you to add a long Description for a Property and List of Values
(LOV) which can be used to enforce Prompt Edits.


For more information, see the Defining Lists of Values for Rules Engine Variables section of this chapter.


Entity Profile Select Entity Profiles to associate multiple Data Sets to a group of Data
Sets. The Category is used to search for Data Sets when associating Rules
Engine Variables with created Data Sets. There is no security tied into this
functionality. A created Data Set can be used by any Rule in the system.


Defining Lists of Values for Rules Engine Variables
This section discusses defining lists of values for use with Rules Engine Variables. There are cross references
to information about adding lists of values to Entity Properties and Data Set Properties.


Understanding Lists of Values for Rules Engine Variables
List of Values (LOV) functionality allows you to add the functionality of prompting with edits against a
defined List of Values where there were no edits defined before. In Rules Engine Manager, a LOV can be
added to properties or variables of the following Types:


• Rules Engine Variable
• Entity Property
• Data Set Property
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For example, take a Variable created in Rules Engine named “Institution” . When defined as a Variable of
type String and referenced in a Rules Engine Rule, any String value can be added to the Variable and no
editing is enforced. However, you may want to enforce that users can only add values to this Variable that are
valid according to the Institution Table defined in the system (Set up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic
Structure, Institution Table). In order to enforce that edit, you can define a LOV on the Institution Table. Once
defined, the LOV can be tied to any Rules Engine Variable which has the same Type (for example, String) as
the defined LOV.


To understand more about how to add an LOV to an Entity Property,


See [PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook]Setting Up Entity Registry.


Refer to the Setting Up Entity Property Details section


To understand more about how to add an LOV to a Data Set Property, see the Defining Rules Engine Data Sets
section of this chapter.


To understand more about how LOV functionality can be used throughout the system,


See [PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook]Setting Up List of Values.


Defining Lists of Values – Ad Hoc Values
Access the Define List Of Values page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine Setup, Define
List of Values, select Ad Hoc Values radio button).


Define List of Values – Ad Hoc Values page


Select LOV Type Ad Hoc Values if you want to prompt on a user-defined Value or List of Values that is not
related to a translate table or an existing prompt table.


LOV Unique ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the LOV is saved.
The UID is created by combining prefix SCC_LOV_ with the system date and
time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Description Enter a LOV Description. The LOV Description is used when searching
for a LOV and for display.
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LOV Type – Ad Hoc Values
selected


Create an LOV of Ad Hoc Values if you want to prompt on a user-defined
value or List of Values that is not related to a translate table or an existing
prompt table.


LOV Unique ID – Copy Ad
Hoc Values From grid


Select an LOV to copy by using the Search icon to find an existing LOV
Unique ID. Then add custom values in the Ad Hoc Values grid.


Value – Copy Ad Hoc
Values grid


Enter an Ad Hoc Value from which you would like to copy existing Ad
Hoc values.


Description – Copy Ad Hoc
Values grid


Enter a Description for the Ad Hoc Value.


Test Click the Test button to display a preview of the values that will be returned
by the LOV when it is deployed as a prompt edit.


Defining Lists of Values – Table
Access the Define List Of Values page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine Setup, Define
List of Values, select Table radio button).


Define List of Values – Table


Select an LOV Type of Table if you want to prompt on an existing Campus Solutions Prompt Table.


LOV Unique ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the LOV is saved.
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The UID is created by combining prefix SCC_LOV_ with the system date and
time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Description Enter a LOV Description. The LOV Description is used when searching
for a LOV and for display.


LOV Type – Table selected Create an LOV of type Table if you want to prompt on an existing Campus
Solutions Prompt Table.


Record Enter the Record where the prompt is found.


Field Select a Field for the prompt.


Description Field Select the Field from which the description should be taken.


Prompt Table Filters Select Field Names to further specify the selection. For example in case of
the Honors and Awards Table, the setup is defined by Institution. To specify
that only values from institution PSUNV be retrieved, add the Field Name
Institution and Field Value PSUNV.


Exclude Prompt Field
Values


• Insert All Values – Click button to add all LOV values to the excluded
values list.


• Remove All Values – Click button to remove all LOV values from the
excluded values list.


Test Click the Test button to display a preview of the values that will be returned by
the LOV when it is deployed as a prompt edit. The Test functionality uses the
Exclude Prompt Field Values and Prompt Table Filter settings.


Defining Lists of Values – Translate Values
Access the Define List Of Values page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine Setup, Define
List of Values, select Translate Values radio button).


Create an LOV of type Translate Values if you want to prompt on an existing Campus Solutions Translate
Value.
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Define List of Values – Translate Values


Select an LOV Type of Translate Values if you want to prompt on an existing Campus Solutions Translate
Values.


LOV Unique ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the LOV is saved.
The unique ID is created by combining prefix SCC_LOV_ with the system
date and time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Description Enter a LOV Description. The LOV Description is used when searching
for a LOV and for display.


Field Enter the Record where the prompt is found.


Translate Usage Select the Translate Usage to be returned:


• Use Long Description
• Use Short Description


Exclude Prompt Field
Values


• Insert All Values – Click button to add all LOV values to the excluded
values list.


• Remove All Values – Click button to remove all LOV values from the
excluded values list.


Test Click the Test button to display a preview of the values that will be returned by
the LOV when it is deployed as a prompt edit. The Test functionality uses the
Exclude Prompt Field Values and Prompt Table Filter settings.
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Constructing Rules
This section discusses how to:


• Use Rules Engine Search


• Use Rule Engine Groups Search


• Define Rule Options


• Add Variables to a Rule


• Add Criteria to a Rule


• Define Rule Groups


You create all Rules, including Functions and Triggers, using the Rules Engine Manager. Functionality
available to create Rules is determined by:


• Skill Level (Expert or Developer)
• Rule Usage (Rule, Function, or Trigger)
• Rule Category
• Rule Group


Depending on user security as set up in Rule Category Security, the Rules Engine Manager can be accessed
using different Skill Levels. Skill Levels that can be selected are Expert or Developer, with Developer having
ability to create Rules where the logic is defined in Application Class PeopleCode. Experts create Rule logic
in the Rules Engine Manager Define Rule Page.


Note. Currently, the Rules Engine Manager can only be used by users with a Skill Level of Expert or
Developer. Oracle expects to add options for less complex Skill Levels in the future.


An Example Rule
To help describe the process of creating a new Rule, an example scenario of creating a new academic
progression Rule is used throughout this chapter. This Rule evaluates data in the Academic Progress Tracker
(APT). The example assumes that the Rule is run as part of a batch process at the end of a specific Academic
Year; targeting all students in a specific Academic Program (Bachelor of Psychology) and student cohort. The
purpose of the Rule is to find out whether students have obtained enough credits to progress to the from Year 1
to Year 2 of their academic program. The Rule is setup to run for a particular student.


Pages Used for Constructing Rules
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Rule Search SCC_RULE_SRCH_SEC Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select the Search
for a Rule radio button and
click Next).


Search for existing Rules.
You can also save Searches.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Rule Group Search SCC_RULEGRSRCH_SEC Set Up SACR, System


Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Search for a
Rule Group radio button
and click Next).


Search for existing Rule
Groups. You can also save
Searches.


Define Rule SCC_RULE_GOV Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select the Search
for a Rule radio button and
click Next, enter Search
criteria, click Search button,
select a Rule from results,
click Next button).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select the Add
a New Rule radio button
and click Next).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select the Create
a Rule from a Rule radio
button and click Next, enter
Search criteria, click Search
button, select a Rule from
results, click Next button).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select the Create
a Rule from a Rule Group
radio button and click Next,
enter Search criteria, click
Search button, select a Rule
Group from results, click
Next button).


Define Rules.


Add a New Variable SCC_RULE_VARD_SEC Click the Add a New
Variable button on the Define
Rule page


Add Variables to a Rule.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Define Rule Groups
Categories


SCC_RULEGR_CAT Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Search for a Rule
Group radio button and click
Next, enter Search criteria,
click Search button, select a
Rule Group from results,
click Next button, click
Categories tab).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Add a New Rule
Group radio button and click
Next, click Categories tab).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Create a Rule
Group from Rule radio
button and click Next, enter
Search criteria, click Search
button, select a Rule from
results, click Next button,
click Categories tab).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Create a Rule
Group from Group radio
button and click Next, enter
Search criteria, click Search
button, select a Rule Group
from results, click Next
button, click Categories tab).


Define valid Rule Categories
for a Rule Group.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Define Rule Groups
Definition


SCC_RULEGR_MGR Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Search for a Rule
Group radio button and click
Next, enter Search criteria,
click Search button, select a
Rule Group from results,
click Next button).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Add a New Rule
Group radio button and
click Next).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Create a Rule
Group from Rule radio
button and click Next, enter
Search criteria, click Search
button, select a Rule from
results, click Next button).


Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Define Rule Groups,
select the Create a Rule
Group from Group radio
button and click Next, enter
Search criteria, click Search
button, select a Rule Group
from results, click Next
button).


Define Rule Groups.


Define Rule Triggers SCC_RULE_TRIG Set Up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Define Rule
Triggers


Define Rule Triggers to
determine from where in the
system a Rule can be called.


Using Rules Engine Search
Rules Engine Search is the starting point for the following activities:


• Searching for Rules.
• Adding new Rules.
• Creating a new Rule from an existing Rule.
• Creating a new Rule for a Rule Group.


Access the Rules Engine Search page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Rules Engine
Manager).
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Rules Engine Manager Search page


Searching for a Rule
In the Rule Engine Manager search page, select Search for a Rule and click on the Next button to open
Rules Search options page.
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Rule Search Options page


Rule Category Name is a required field. If a unique Rule ID is known and the user has access to the Rule
Category, the Rule Category is automatically selected and not required.


The following fields can be used with wildcard search option “%” and are case-sensitive:


• Rule Category Name
• Rule Name
• Rule Group Name
• Long Description


Click the Search button and any results are displayed in a grid below the Search fields. If there are no results, a
message appears.


Click the Reset button to clear the Search fields.
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To save the Search, enter a name in the Saved Search field and click the Save button.


To delete a Saved Search, enter the name in the Saved Search field and click the Delete button.


In the Search results grid, select the Select check box or click on the Details icon to select a Rule. Clicking
the Details icon also displays a panel below the Search results grid displaying the Long Description, Rule
Category, Rule Group Name, Rule Usage, and Entity Name of the Rule.


Click the Next button to open the selected Rule in the Rules Engine Manager and edit your Rule.


Click the Previous button to return to the Rules Engine Manager search page.


Adding a New Rule
In the Rules Engine Manager search page, select Add a new Rule and click on the Next button to open the
Rules Engine Manager page where you can define the parameters of your new Rule.


For more information, see the Constucting Rules section of this chapter.


Creating a New Rule from an Existing Rule
In the Rules Engine Manager search page, select Create a Rule from a Rule and click on the Next button
to open the Rule Search page.


When you have found the Rule you want to clone, click Next to open the Rules Engine Manager component. A
new Rule is created with Rule Status In Progress, and it has inherited all the Variables, Criteria and evaluative
statements from the Rule you selected to clone.


Note. The Rule Name is also copied. As a first step, you should rename the Rule to avoid confusion.


Creating a New Rule from a Rule Group
In the Rules Engine Manager search page, select Create a Rule from a Rule Group and click on the Next button
to open the Rule Group Search page, which is similar to the Rule Search page.


When you have found the Rule Group to which you want to add a Rule, click Next to open the Rules Engine
Manager component. A new Rule is created with Rule Status In Progress, and it has inherited the Input and
Output Variables, Entity Profile, Rule Category Name, Rule Usage, Entity name, and Skill Level of the Rule
Group to which it has been added. This means that the Rule Category Name, Rule Group Name, Rule Usage,
Entity Name, and Skill Level are predetermined and cannot be altered for this new Rule.


Note. The Rule Name is also copied from the Rule Group Name. As a first step you should rename this Rule
as to avoid confusion.


Using Rule Groups Search
Rule Groups Search is similar to Rules Engine Search and is the starting point for the following activities:


• Searching for a Rule Group.


• Adding a new Rule Group.


• Creating a new Rule Group from an existing Rule.


• Creating a new Rule Group from an existing Rule Group.


Access the Define Rule Groups Search page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Define
Rule Groups).
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Define Rule Groups Search page


Searching for a Rule Group
In the Rule Group search page, select Search for a Rule Group and click on the Next button to open Rule
Group Search options page.


Rule Group Search Options page


Rule Category Name is a required field. If a unique Rule Group ID is known and the user has access to the
Rule Category, the Rule Category is automatically selected and not required.
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The following fields can be used with wildcard search option “%” and are case-sensitive:


• Rule Category Name


• Rule Name
• Rule Group Name
• Long Description


Click the Search button and any results are displayed in a grid below the Search fields. If there are no results, a
message appears.


Click the Reset button to clear the Search fields.


To save the Search, enter a name in the Saved Search field and click the Save button.


To delete a Saved Search, enter the name in the Saved Search field and click the Delete button.


In the Search results grid, select the Select check box or click on the Details icon to select a Rule. Clicking
the Details icon also displays a panel below the Search results grid displaying the Long Description, Rule
Category Name, Entity Name, Rule Usage, and all Input and Output variables as they are key features of the
Rule Group Template.


Click the Next button to open the selected Rule Group in the Rule Groups Manager and edit your Rule Group.


Click the Previous button to return to the Define Rule Groups search page.


Adding a New Rule Group
In the Define Rule Groups page, select Add a New Rule Group and click on the Next button to open the Rules
Groups Definition page where you can define the parameters of your new Rule Group.


For more information, see the Defining Rule Groups section of this chapter.


Creating a New Rule Group from an Existing Rule
In the Define Rule Groups search page, select Create a Rule Group from Rule and click on the Next button
to open the Rule Search options page.


When you have found the Rule you want to base your new Rule Group on, click Next to open the Rule Groups
Manager component. A new Rule Group is created with Rule Group Status In Progress, and it has inherited all
the Variables, Entity Name, Skill Level and Rule Usage from the Rule you selected.


Note. The Rule Name is also copied. As a first step, you should rename the Rule Group Name to avoid
confusion.


Creating a New Rule Group from an Existing Rule Group
In the Define Rule Groups search page, select Create a Rule Group from Group and click on the Next button to
open the Rule Group Search page, which is similar to the Rule Search page.


When you have found the Rule Group that you want to clone for a new Rule Group, click Next to open the
Rule Group Manager component. A new Rule Group is created with Rule Group Status In Progress, and it
has inherited the Input and Output Variables, Entity Profile, Rule Category Name, Rule Usage, Entity Name,
and Skill Level of the Rule Group chosen to clone.


Note. The Rule Group Name is also copied from the selected Rule Group. As a first step you should rename
this Rule as to avoid confusion.
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For more information on how to create and edit Rules,


For more information, see the Defining Rule Groups section of this chapter.


Creating Functional Rules
The section describes how to create functional Rules.


Access the Access the Rules Engine Manager Define Rule page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine Manager, select Add a New Rule, Define Rule).


Define Rule page


Action Note. The list of available Actions is dynamic depending upon the Rule Status.


Select an Action for this Rule Group:


• Activate Rule – An In Progress Rule can be activated using the Activate
Rule Action.


• Build Rule – Opens the Build Rule window.
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• Create New Rule from Rule – This action clones the current Rule and
creates a new Rule using the values from this Rule.


Note. The Name of the new Rule is copied exactly from the current Rule
so your first action should be to rename the Rule.


• Delete Rule – Rules can be deleted. When choosing this Action, a warning
is displayed, and, after choosing “OK”, the Rule is deleted.


• Inactivate Rule – An In Progress Rule can be inactivated using the
Inactivate Rule Action.


• Test Rule – Opens the Test Rule window.
For more information, see the Testing Rules section of this chapter.


Rule ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the Rule is saved.
The Rule ID is created by combining prefix SCC_RULE_ID_ with the system
date and time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Version Displays the Version number of the Rule.
Rules are automatically versioned. The first version of a Rule is 1. Only one
version of a Rule can be active at any given time. The Action dropdown can
be used to inactivate an Active Rule and to create a new Rule Version. When
creating a new Version, the previous Version automatically becomes Inactive.


Rule Status Displays the Rule Status


• Active
• Inactive
• In Progress. This is the initial Rule Status assigned when creating a Rule.


Rule Build Status Displays the Rule Build Status. Values are:


• Rule Not Built – The Rule has never been built.
• Build Not Current – A change has been made to this Rule since the last


build which may warrant a rebuild.)
• Build Failed – The build/compilation process for the Rule ran to error.


Consult the process scheduler message log to view the error.
• Build Successful — The Rule was built without errors.


Status Last Date/Time Displays the Last Date/Time of the Rule Build Status in native format
including an indication of time zone. This field does not display until after an
attempt to build this Rule.


Rule Name Enter a Rule Name. The Rule Name is used when searching for a Rule
and for display.


Long Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the Rule.


Rule Category Name Enter the Rule Category Name. The Rule Category restricts access to Rule
Usages, Rule Categories, and Entities.
Available Rule Categories are limited to those for which you have been
authorized. This is determined by a Role or our User ID.
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If you have access to multiple Rule Categories, you should choose the Rule
Category that is most appropriate considering the data that the Rule needs to
access and any Functions that the Rule may need to call. Functional Expert
users who create Rules may not necessarily be familiar with how to create
Rule Categories so should be provided with instructions by Rules Engine
Administrators about the Rule Categories for which they have been authorized.
For example, depending on your institution’s policy, Functional Experts may
only be authorized to use a single Rule Category.


Rule Group Name Enter a Rule Group Name if this Rule needs to conform to a specific template
with predefined input and output Variables and a predetermined Base Entity.


Rule Usage Select a Rule Usage of Function, Rule, or Trigger. The available Rule
Usages are limited to those for which the user has been authorized through
Rule Category setup.
The selected Rule Usage impacts availability of Rules Engine Manager
functionality as follows:


• Rule: The Criteria grid, the Variables Grid, and Evaluations and
Calculations grids are available.


• Function or Trigger: The Variables grid and Evaluations and Calculations
grids are available. The Criteria grid is not available.


Selection of Rule Usage needs to consider how this Rule will be used and what
tasks it needs to perform.


• Rule – Rules can be used stand-alone (when executed from the Rules
Tester), called from other Rules, or called from a Batch Process. Rules
need criteria in order for the correct data to be selected from the system.


• Trigger – Triggers are tied to a specific system event.
• Function – A Function is a reusable Rule that performs a specific task,


often performed in the context of a larger Rule. For example, when
creating a Rule that evaluates whether Total Credit is greater than a
specific Credit amount, first the Sum of all Credit needs to be established.
The “Add” Function could be used to do nothing other than add retrieved
Credit to a Credit total. The “Add” Function could be used to add any
numeric value in the system, not just Credit, making it very reusable. A
Function does not need specific criteria in order to determine an exact set
of data. In this Rule Creation example, it only needs a numeric input to
perform its task.
When a Function uses a Base Entity, information to determine an exact
set of data is passed from the calling Rule to the called Function using
Contextual Reference.
See the Understanding Contextual Referencing section of this chapter.
This example is using a Rule Usage of Rule and Skill Level of Expert
to demonstrate the use of Criteria to identify a specific set of data. The
Criteria in this example are used to identify the exact student Academic
Progress Tracker data from the Base Entity as chosen by selecting an
Entity Name. If data from other application areas is needed, it can be
collected using other Functions.
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Entity Name Enter the Entity to use as the Base Entity for the Rule. The Base Entity
controls which application data you have access to when creating a Rule,
Function, or Trigger. The Entities available are limited to those for which
user has been authorized by attaching Entity Profiles to Rule Categories in
the Rule Category setup.
Identifying which data to use by designating the Base Entity can be considered
the “starting point” of the creation of a functional Rule. Further, using the
designated Base Entity with the Rule Criteria makes it possible to identify the
exact record to use in the Rule. For a Function that uses a Base Entity, the
exact data needed is passed from caller to called Function using Contextual
Reference.
In this example, a Rule is being created that look at Student Progression;
therefore, the Rule needs to access Student Results Data as stored in the
Academic Progress Tracker (APT) records. The APT data is represented in the
Entity APT Header. By selecting the APT Header as the Base Entity, you can
access all of the data associated with the APT Header Entity Tree. This means
that you have access to all logical child Entities in that Tree structure like
APT Program of Study, APT Course List, and APT Course as well as other
data associated with those Entities.
As with Rule Categories, Functional Expert users should be provided with
instructions on selecting Base Entities. Also consider that since the available
Base Entity is determined by the selected Rule Category, it could be that only
one Base Entity is presented for selection.
For more information, refer to the Defining Rule Category Security and
Understanding Contextual Referencing sections in this chapter and


See [PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook]Setting
Up Entity Registry.


Skill Level Select the Skill Level required for creating this Rule:


• Expert – This Skill Level has access to all features delivered with Rules
Engine.


• Developer – This Skill Level has limited access to Rules Engine features.
A user accessing the Rules Engine Manager and selecting Developer Skill
Level is assumed to create Rules using Application Package PeopleCode.
The Criteria Grid and Evaluations and Statements Grid are not available
with Developer Skill Level.


In this example, a functional Rule is being created and there is no “coding”
occurring. Therefore, a Skill Level of Expert is being used to demonstrate the
Statement, Operator, Function, and Variable features.


Rule Application Class Note. This field is available and required when Skill Level is Developer.


Enter or select a Rule Application Class. A Rule Application Class can be
selected from a list of Extension Application Classes.


Warning! Developer Rules should be built by Developers/Programmers who
have extensive experience with Application Package/Class PeopleCode
programming. Developers working with the Rules Engine should be familiar
with Entity Registry concepts.
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Logging Level Select the Logging Level to use when testing this Rule:


• Error Messages
• Informational Messages
• No Message Logging
• Trace Logging
• Warning Messages


Note. Oracle recommends using the Trace Logging option to see correct
trace results when testing Rules.


Available in Other Rules Select this check box if you want to allow this Rule or Function to be available
for use by other Rules or feature functionality. If you do select this check box,
it is recommended that you do so after adding Variables and Criteria to the
Rule and finalizing the functionality for your Rule.


Note. Save the Rule after completing the first portion of the Definition tab (everything above the Available in
Other Rules check box) and before adding Variables and Criteria. At this point the Rule Status is In Progress,
and the Rule can still be changed and retested.


Adding Variables to a Rule
Once Rule options are defined, you can add the Variables you want to use in the Rule. The Variables grid on
the Rules Engine Manager Definitions tabs is display-only. The grid shows whether variables are in use and
whether they are used as input, output or required. Variables can be created before starting to incorporate
evaluations or calculations or added on the fly.


Since the object of this example Rule is to determine whether students may or may not progress from Year
1 to Year 2 within an Academic Program, you already know that you want to return the Progression Status
as output. You also know that you want to ensure that the process that calls this Rule can pass the correct
parameters to retrieve a specific student. That is our input.


To add a Variable, access the Add a New Variable page (click the Add a Variable button on the Rule Definition
page).
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Add a New Variable page


Type Select the Variable Type that you want to add:


• Data Set
• Date
• Datetime
• Number
• Text
• Time
• True/False
Type is displayed in the Variables grid and can be selected when viewing or
adding Variables.


List Select this check box if the variable is a List variable which can contain
multiple values. Use this option in combination with Type to obtain a list of
specific values. List is displayed in the Variables grid and can be selected
when viewing or adding Variables. Selecting this check box activates the
Default Values button and the Default List Values field.


System Variable Select this check box if the variable is a System Variable predefined in setup
outside of this Rule. System Variable is displayed as System in the Variables
grid and can be selected when viewing or adding Variables. Selecting this
check box activates the System Variable Search button and the System
Variable Name field.


Argument Name Enter an Argument Name for Variable. The Argument Name is used when
searching for a Variable and for display.


Long Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the Variable..


Input Select this check box if the variable is an Input Variable. Input is displayed in
the Variables grid and can be selected when viewing or adding Variables.
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Required Select this check box if the variable is required. Required is displayed in the
Variables grid and can be selected when viewing or adding Variables.


Output Select this check box if the variable is an Output Variable. Output is displayed
in the Variables grid and can be selected when viewing or adding Variables.


Default Value Click this button to open the Create Default List Values page. Add List Values
in the Object column and click the OK button.


Note. This button is available when the List option is selected.


To remove a List Value, select the corresponding Remove check box for an
Object and click the Remove Selected Values button.


Note. If the List option is not selected, Default Value is an edit field. A Default
Value can be entered here for this Variable.


Default List Values Displays values for this Variable created using the Create Default List
Values page.


System Variable Search Click this button to open the Prompt for Rules Engine System Variables page.
This button only appears when System Variable is selected above.


System Variable Name Displays the selected System Variable Name. This field only appears when
System Variable is selected above.


Data Set Search Click this button to open the Prompt for Entity page.
Search on a Field Name of Data Set ID, Entity Name, or Entity Profile Name.
Results display a hyperlinked Entity Profile. Click the hyperlink to select an
Entity. This returns you to the Add a New Variable page with the Data Set
Name and the Data Set Properties grid displayed. The Data Set Properties grid
displays the Property Type and Label of each Variable in the Data Set


Data Set Name Displays the Data Set Name.


LOV Search Select the button to open the Prompt for LOV Searches page.
Search on a Field Name of Description, Dropdown Prompt Filed, Edit Table,
LOV Context, or LOV Unique ID.
Results display a hyperlinked Descr (description). Click the rink to select
an LOV. This returns you to the Add a New Variable page with the LOV
Search Name displayed.


LOV Search Name Displays selected LOV.


Default Value Search Click this button to open the Prompt for (selected LOV) page.
Search on a Field Name of Description or Value.
Results display hyperlinked Values.
Click the link to select a Default Value. This returns you to the Add a Variable
page with the Default Value displayed.


Default Value Displays Default Value.
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Adding Criteria to a Rule
Once Rule options are defined and Variables are added for a Rule Usage of Rule, you can add Criteria to
identify data from the chosen Base Entity. In the example being followed in this chapter, you want to add all
criteria needed to identify and select the correct APT instance record for a particular student.


Note. If you are creating a Rule with a Rule Usage of Function, there is no option to add Criteria. For more
information, see the Understanding Contextual Referencing section of this chapter.


To add Criteria, expand the Criteria group box by clicking the arrow to the left of Criteria in the group box
header.


Criteria Grid – Initial Row


Then, click the Search icon to the right of the Label field to open the Prompt for page where you can select an
Entity Property.


Prompt for page


Click the Academic Institution link to select it as a Property. The Prompt for page closes, and you return to the
Criteria grid with the Label column in the first row populated with Academic Institution. The Operator you
want to use is = and the Variable Type you want to use is Variable, both of are already populated by default in
this case. Since Type Variable is selected, the Search icon appears to the right of the Object field.
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Example of Criteria Grid – Label Populated


Click the Search icon to the right of the Object field to open the Add/Select Variable page.


Add/Select a Variable page


Select the check box next to the Variable you want to add, and click the Add button.


Once you’ve selected all the Criteria you want to add, the Criteria grid looks something like this:


Example of Criteria Grid


In this example, there is an assumption that a batch process is responsible for supplying the correct Variables to
our Rule. This is why the Variables selected for the Criteria grid are Input Variables.


Here is more information about fields in the Criteria grid:


Label Displays the name of the Property. Clicking the Search icon to the right of
the Label field opens the Prompt for page where you can select from a list
of properties from the Base Entity that is added in field Entity Name on
the Rule Definition page.


Connectors and
Parentheses


In the left-most columns of the Criteria grid are the AND/OR connectors and
parenthesis. Select these to create complex (nested) Select Criteria.
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Example of Connectors and Parentheses


Operator Select an Operator to relate the Property Label to the Type/Variable. The
Operator is a symbol or function used to express a mathematical function or
logical action. The following Operators can be used when adding a Criteria
line:


• < (less than)
• <= (less than or equal to)
• <> (not equal to)
• = (equal to)
• > (greater than)
• >= (greater than or equal to)
• Exists and Not Exists – The Exists and Not Exists operators can be used in


combination with Types Text, Variable, Numbers, Date, Datetime, and
Time. When using these Operators, an argument only exists on the left
side of the operator, the Label. These Operators work differently based on
the Object type:
• If the Object is a string, Exists is true if Argument 1 is a non-blank value.
• If the Object type is a number, Exists is true then whenever a value


greater than 0 is found.
• If the Object type is a date, time or date time, Exists is true if the


value is anything other than null.
• If the Object type is Boolean, the operator will always return true since


true and false are both valid values.
• In and Not In – The In and Not In operators can only be used in


combination with Type of Variable. The Variable in question needs to be
a Variable of type List.
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• Like and Not Like – The Like and Not Like operators can be used in
combination with Type Text and Variable. Numeric values in string
fields can also be evaluated:
• “%” (percent sign) – Use at the beginning or end of string to replace any


length value in the comparison.
• “_” (underscore) – Use to replace a single alphabetic value in the


comparison.
• “#” (hash or pound sign) – Use to replace a single numeric value in


the comparison.
• AsOfDate – This operator automatically performs Effective Date selection


as per standard Effective Dated processing. The AsOfdate operator is only
available when the Base Entity has an Effective Date Key field.


• FirstSeq and LastSeq – These operators allow you to select a minimum
or maximum effective sequence for those Entities that have an effective
sequence Key field. The LastSeq and FirstSeq are only available on Base
Entities with key field Effective Sequence.


Type Select the Type of Object Property to be compared to the Label Property. The
chosen Operator controls what Types are available.
For the Operators Exists and Not Exists, no Type can be chosen.
For the Operators In and Not In, only Variables of Type List can be chosen.
Here are the available types:


• Date
• Datetime
• Number
• Property
• Text
• Time
• True/False
• Variable


Object The Object field behaves differently depending on which Type or Operator
is chosen.
The Object field is an open edit field except in the following cases:


• The Object field is not available when the Operator is Exists or Not Exists.


• The Object field changes to a prompt when the Type is Variable,
True/False, Property, or when LOV prompting has been enabled for
properties.


For more information, see the Defining Lists of Values for Rules Engine
Variables section of this chapter.


Help Hover your cursor over the Help icon (question mark) to open a popup window
for information on how to use the selected Type and/or Operator.
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Defining Rule Groups
This section covers defining Rule Groups.


Understanding Rule Groups
Rules that share the functional purpose and have similar functionality, input and output can be grouped
together in a Rule Group. For Rules to share the same Rule group, they must:


• Be based on data in the same Entity Tree and use the same Entity Registry item as the basis for that
Rule. This Entity is known as the Base Entity.


• Share the same required input parameters.


• Share a subset of non-required input parameters.


• Share the same output parameters and can pass back required output.


• Belong to the same Rule Category, giving them the same security Rules.


One advantage of combining Rules in Rule Groups is that it allows you to call all Rules associated with a Rule
Group dynamically. You would not have to know before the fact which Rules you are calling. Rule Groups
that have been created can be called from other Rules, Triggers or Functions in the Rules Engine Manager
using the “CALL DYNAMIC RULE GROUP” Statement. In short, by allowing Rules to call Rules from Rule
Groups dynamically without specifying Rules or Functions directly, it is possible to dynamically call one or
more Rules with similar functionality.


For example, an institution has created an Academic Item Registry program with courses from which the
student can choose. For all those courses that require a prerequisite, a functional Rule is created that takes the
course selected as input and checks whether the student meets the prerequisite requirement. When students
select courses to add to their Academic Progress Tracker (APT), the prerequisite is checked, and, based on
the outcome, a message is displayed to the student indicating whether or not he or she may add the course to
their APT.


Example Rules for this scenario could be:


• Students must have completed Introduction to Calculus or Elementary Algebra before attempting
Advanced Calculus


• Students must have completed Introduction to Psychology and have completed 10 credits from the
“Human Studies” Course List before attempting Advanced Psychology.


Another advantage to creating Rules in the same Rule Group is the ability to control that the input and output
for all Rules in the Rule Group is the same.


Each of these Rules needs to take the selected Course as input as well as information from the program of
study and the student. All Rules above would return a similar outcome of true or false as well as a message that
can be displayed. The Rules can be grouped together in the same Rule Group.
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Note. Rule Groups should be created by Rules Engine Experts or Developers. The settings used in Rule Groups
are enforced for any Rule added to the Rule Group. Once a Rule has been added to a Rule Group, the Rule’s
input and output parameters cannot be altered; however, it is still be possible to add to and alter Statements in
the Evaluations and Calculations grid. Also, Rule Groups with Active Rules attached cannot be changed.


You may find it challenging to define a new Rule Group with input and output Variables and specifications
for the Base Entity if you have not built the actual Rule that will be using the Rule Group . When building
Rules, some experimentation is in order, and it is not always clear before the fact what exactly the input and the
output of a Rule needs to be. Rule logic is optimized during the build process, and input or output Variables
may need to be added based on new specifications or insights. Therefore, it may not be possible to define a
template for input and output before any Rule has been built.


Rule Groups can also be created from Active Rules using the Rules Engine Manager Action Create Rule
Group. Rule Groups can also be created using one of the available Rules Engine Search options.


Defining New Rule Groups
Access the Rule Groups Manager Categories page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine,
Define Rule Groups, select “Add a New Rule Group”, select the Categories tab).


Define Rule Groups Categories page


Rule Category Enter the Rule Categories for this Rule Group. Rule Groups are tied to
one or more Rule Category Names.


Note. Assign categories first before selecting a Base Entity in the Definition
tab.


Entity Name Enter the Entity for the Rule Group. The Entity entered here is the Default
Base Entity for any Rules added to this Rule Group. The Base Entity controls
which application data You have access to when building the Rule, Function,
or Trigger.


Access the Rule Groups Manager Definition page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine,
Define Rule Groups, select “Add a New Rule Group”, select the Definitions tab).
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Define Rule Groups Definition page


Action Select an Action for this Rule Group:


• Activate Rule Group – In Progress Rule Group can be Activated using
the Activate Rule Group option.


• Create Rule Group from Group – This action clones the current Rule Group
and creates a new Rule Group using the values from this Rule Group.


Note. The Name of the new Rule Group is copied exactly from the current
Rule Group so your first action should be to rename the Rule Group.


• Delete Rule Group – Rule Groups can be deleted. When choosing this
option a warning is displayed first. After choosing OK the Rule is Deleted.
This is only available if no Rules are attached to this Rule Group


• Inactivate Rule Group – In Progress Rule Group can be Inactivated
using the Inactivate Rule Group option. Only possible if zero Rules
are attached to this Rule Group


Rule Group ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the Rule Group is
saved. The Rule Group ID is created by combining prefix SCC_RULEGR_ID_
with the system date and time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Rule Group Status • In Progress
• Active


Used By X Rules Displays the number of Rules associated with this Rule Group; includes
Active and Inactive Rules.


Rule Group Name Enter a Rule Group Name. The Rule Group Name is used when searching
for a Rule Group and for display.


Long Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the Rule Group..


Rule Usage • Function
• Rule
• Trigger
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Available in Dynamic Rules Select this check box if you want this Rule Group to be available for use by
the statement CALL DYNAMIC RULE GROUP.


Note. If the Allow Changes to Active Rules check box on the Rule Engine
Install Options page is not selected, the Available in Dynamic Rules check
box cannot be selected here.


Dynamic Rule Variable A Dynamic Rule Variable is always created when a Rule Group is created.
This Variable is used when calling Rules using the Dynamic Rule Group
statement to call the required Rule ID.


Add a Variable Select this button to open the Add a New Variable page.
For more information, see the Adding Variables to a Rule section of this
chapter.


Defining Rule Triggers
After a Trigger Rule is defined, a Trigger Definition can be created. Trigger Definitions allow you to associate
the Trigger Rule to a Component Event or an Entity Method and generate PeopleCode that can be added
to the associated component, record, or field event specified on the Define Rule Triggers page using the
Generate Code button.


Note. The component helps to generate Template PeopleCode but does not automatically add this code to the
specified event. You may want or need to adjust generated code to add institution specific business logic.


Access the Define Rule Triggers page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup, Define
Rule Triggers).


Define Rule Triggers page
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Trigger ID Displays a unique ID generated by the system. When adding a new value the
default value is NOID. The unique ID is generated when the Rule Trigger is
saved. The Trigger ID is created by combining prefix SCC_RTRIG_ with the
system date and time stamp in format YYYYMMDDHHMMSS.


Name Enter a Trigger Name. The Trigger Name is used when searching for a
Trigger and for display.


Trigger Description Enter descriptive text explaining the function of the Trigger..


Event Note. This field is only available if the Trigger Type is Online Application.


Choose the PeopleCode Component Event to add to the Trigger:


• FieldEdit
• FieldChange
• SavePostChange
• SaveFieldChange
:


Component Note. This field is only available if the Trigger Type is Online Application.


Select from a list of available Components in the environment by Component
Name or Description.


Record Note. This field is only available if the Trigger Type is Online Application.


Select from a list of available records for the selected Component or any record
in the system if no Component is selected by Record Name or Description.


Field Note. This field is only available if the Trigger Type is Online Application.


Select from a list of available fields for the selected Record selected by
Field Name or Description.


Rule Category Name Select from a list of Rule Categories for which the “Allow Trigger” option
has been selected on the Define Rule Categories definition page by Rule
Category Name or Long Description.


Rule Name Select a Rule to associate with the Trigger.


Using Statements for Evaluation and Calculation in a Rule
The section discusses how to:


• Activate and move Statements within a Rule.
• Apply Rule concepts and add Statements to a Rule.
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Pages for Using Statements for Evaluation and
Calculation in a Rule


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Select a Statement SCC_RULE_STMT_SEC On the Define Rule page,


click the Details icon on a
blank row in the Evaluations
and Calculations group box.


Select a Statement to add to
a Rule.


Define If Statement SCC_RULE_IF_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select IF.


Select an If Statement for
a Rule.


Define Else Statement SCC_RULE_ELSE_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select ELSE.


Select an Else Statement for
a Rule.


Define For-Each Statement SCC_RULE_FOR_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select FOR EACH.


Select a For-Each Statement
for generic loop processing
for a Rule.


Exit For-Each Statement SCC_RULE_EXTF_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select EXIT FOR
EACH.


Select to exit a For-Each
loop.


Define Assignment
Statement


SCC_RULE_ASGN_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select ASSIGN.


Select an Assignment
Statement to assign data to
an object.


Define Call Statement SCC_RULE_CALL_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select CALL.


Select a Call Statement to
call a Rule.


Exit Rule Statement SCC_RULE_EXTR_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select EXIT RULE.


Insert to exit a Rule.


Create Entity SCC_RULE_CREN_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select CREATE
ENTITY.


Create an Entity within
a Rule.


Call Dynamic Rule Group SCC_RULE_DYNR_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select CALL
DYNAMIC RULE GROUP.


Insert to call a dynamic Rule
Group.


Define Add To List
Statement


SCC_RULE_LADD_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select ADD TO LIST.


Select an Add to List
Statement to add a value to
a list in a Rule.


Define Length of List
Statement


SCC_RULE_LENL_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select LENGTH
OF LIST.


Select a Length of List
Statement to return the
length of a list in a Rule.


Define Sort List Statement SCC_RULE_SRTL_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select SORT LIST.


Define an Sort List
Statement to sort a list for
a Rule.


Define Clear List Statement SCC_RULE_LCLR_SEC On the Select a Statement
page, select CLEAR LIST.


Select a Clear List Statement
to reset a List variable to
empty in a Rule.
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Understanding Statements for Evaluation and
Calculation in a Rule
You can use delivered Rules Engine Statements in the Rules Engine Manager Evaluations and Calculations
grid to set up evaluative logic for your business Rules or Functions. Available Statements can be used to
perform a specific task in the Rule you have created.


Access the Select a Statement page (click the Details icon on the left side of an empty row in the Evaluations
and Calculations Grid).


Delivered Statements


Understanding Common Statement Attributes
When you select a Statement, a Define Statement page opens. Each Statement has a Define Statement page
created specifically for that Statement. Although each Define Statement page is different, there are common
fields and elements shared by all Statements. Each Define Statement page for each delivered Statement is
explained below, but, first, to illustrate the common attributes of the Statement, access the Define If Statement
page (select the check box next to the IF Statement Name on the Select a Statement page).
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Example of Common Statement Attributes


Connectors and Parentheses
Use the AND/OR connectors and parenthesis to create complex (nested) Statement definitions.


Example of Connectors and Parentheses
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Current Context
Displays the Current Context of the Statement. The Current Context provides information about the current
Entity you are working with when you have a Rule that accesses multiple layers in a Data Hierarchy
represented by the Base Entity. You always have access to properties from the Current Context and the
immediate Parent. For example, when working with the Academic Progress Tracker (APT) using System Data
only, your Current Context could be one of the following:


Example of Academic Progress Tracker Entity Hierarchy


In our example, the context is set to APT Header which means that we are able to use as data, within our IF
Statement, all properties from the APT Header. If our current context had been APT Program of Study we
would have been able to use all properties from the APT Program of study as well as the APT Header.


Rule Statement Summary
Displays a summary of the entire evaluative statement. The view is shown in color. Bold type indicates
which Statement you are currently working with.


If you have not yet added a Statement, this is shown as "Current New Row".


Current Statement
Displays the short description of theCurrent Statement you are working with as well as the options for this
Statement.


Override Auto Description
Select the Override Auto Description check box to override the Generated Description and provide your
own using a Rich Text Editor.


Understanding Statement–Specific Attributes
Each delivered Statement contains Statement-specific features; as described below with examples.


IF Statements
Use this statement to create evaluative Statements in your business rule. This is an encompassing statement;
meaning that within the context of this statement, you can use other statements.


This example evaluates whether or not a student has achieved a sum of credits higher than 60 in Year 1 of his
program. If the condition is met, the student may progress to Year 2.
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Example of IF Statement before Saving


The possible combinations of Objects and Types in IF Statements are:


Type Object Type Object
Number Open field
Property Prompt for Search of


Properties of Type Number


Variable of Type Number


Variable Prompt for Search on
Variables of Type Number


Property Prompt for Search on
Properties of Type Text


Text Open field.


Variable


Variable of Type Text


Note. This works the same
for Variables of Type Date,
Datetime, Time, and Entity Variable Prompt for Search on


Variables of Type Text
Number Open field
Property Prompt for Search of


Properties of Type Number


Property Prompt for Search of Entity
Properties of Type Number


Note. This works the same
for Variables of Type Date,
Datetime, Time, and Entity


Variable Prompt for Search on
Variables of Type Number


Property or Variable Property with LOV
prompting enabled
or Variable with LOV
prompting enabled


Text Object field is disabled, but
the prompt button is enabled
which allows you to prompt
on the relevant LOV value.


DS Prop (data set property)


Note. Only available if Data
Sets are in the Rule


Prompt for Data Set
Property


Type associated with the
Data Set Property


Open field or Prompts
depending upon Type


The saved IF Statement looks like this:
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Example of IF Statement After Saving


ELSE Statements
Combine ELSE statements with IF statements to create complex evaluative business Logic. This statement
can only exist in the context of an IF statement. The ELSE statement page itself offers no features besides
the possibility to override the auto-generated text.


Note. If you do not already have an IF statement in your Rule, the ELSE statement is not shown as an
option on the Select a Statement page.


This example evaluates whether or not a student has achieved a sum of credits higher than 60 in Year 1 of his
program. If the condition is met, the student may progress to Year 2. However, if the student has less than 60
credits but greater than 40 credits, this student may need to repeat courses from Year 1.


Define ELSE Statement page


Here is an example of how an Evaluative Statement can be created combining IF and ELSE statements:
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Example of IF and ELSE Statements Used Together


FOR EACH Statements
Use this statement to scroll through a set of elements which has been retrieved into the Rule. These elements
can be Entities retrieved in the context of a Rule or Variables from a list of Variables. The FOR-EACH
statement is an encompassing statement; meaning you can use other statements within the context of the
FOR-EACH.


For example, to scroll through the Academic Progress Tracker entity to retrieve all courses in a program,
select a FOR-EACH statement:


Define FOR-EACH Statement page


Statement-specific fields on this page are:


Entity Processing Select this option to activate the Entity Name prompt and Process Immediate
Children Only check box.


List Variable (list variable
radio button)


Select this option to activate the List Variable prompt.
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Entity Name Select an Entity.


List Variable(list variable
field)


Select a List Variable.


Process Immediate
Children Only


Select this check box to process only immediate child records of the selected
Entity. This means only a direct child record of the Entity is used in the
process; not grand children of great-grand children in the same Entity structure.


For example, you want to evaluate whether a student has achieved a sum of credits higher than 60 in Year 1 of
his program of study in order to progress to Year 2. To calculate the overall credit total, you must first retrieve
all courses for Year 1 and sum the credits of each course. First, you retrieve Year 1 for the student, and then
you use a FOR EACH (course) statement to loop through all courses and retrieve the credits.


Since the Courses in Year 1 may be part of a Course List or a Requirement and not an immediate child of the
Year, you do not want to select the "Process Immediate Children Only" option. However, if you wanted to
make sure that you only process immediate children of the Year, you do want to select this option.


EXIT FOR EACH Statement
The EXIT FOR EACH statement is only available in the context of a FOR EACH statement. Use this
statement to exit scrolling through a set of elements which has been retrieved into the Rule. These elements
can be Entities retrieved in the context of a Rule or Variables from a list of Variables.


For example, you want to evaluate whether a student completed Course Math 101 in Year 1 of his program of
study. If the condition is met, the student may progress to Year 2. When the condition has been met (Math 101
course has been found), there is no need to retrieve other Courses from the system. The EXIT FOR EACH
can be used to exit the for each loop at this time.


ASSIGN Statements
Use this statement to assign values to Variables or Properties in your Rule


For example, to assign Credit = 2 to Variable Credit, select the ASSIGN statement from the Select a Statement
page:
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Define Assignment Statement page


The possible combinations of Objects and Types in ASSIGN Statements are the same as for IF Statements.
Please refer to the table in the If Statements subsection in the Understanding Statement–Specific Attributes
section of the chapter:


CALL Statements
Use this statement to call a Function or Rule from within the current Function or Rule. The current Rule is the
Calling Rule. The Function or Rule called executes a piece of business logic in the context of the Calling Rule.


When you call a Rule, you need to pass all Criteria for that Rule as input to that Rule otherwise the correct
data cannot be selected.


When you call a Function which uses Entity Data, you do not need to provide Criteria to find the correct data.
That data is passed to the called Function automatically through Contextual Referencing.


For more information, see the Understanding Contextual Referencing section of this chapter.


In this example, a student is evaluated to see if he has achieved a sum of credits greater than 60 in Year 1 of his
program of study 1. If that condition is met, the student may progress to Year 2. In order to obtain the student’s
credit total, you must first to retrieve all courses for Year 1 and sum the credit result by retrieving each course
to obtain the overall sum of credit. This is done using a FOR EACH statement that retrieves Year 1 and loops
through all Courses and retrieves credits. This uses an Add math Function to add Course Credits to a variable,
SumCredit. At the end of the FOR EACH loop, the total number of credits for all courses in Year 1 is counted.
Here is a similar example of the Add Function Add being called from a Rule:
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Define Call Statement page


These are the Call Statement-Specific fields:


Rule Category Select a valid Rule Category from which to retrieve the Function you want
to use. The Rule Category available must be one of the valid categories on
the Rule Category Definition page.


Rule Name Click the Search icon to the right of the Rule Name to open the Rules Engine
Search page and select a Rule.


Inputs Select an Argument and Type for each Object. This is required so that all Input
can be passed from the Calling Rule to the Called Function. The arguments
are the Input Variables that have been defined in the Called Function. The
Operator field is restricted to only show the Equals to operator. The Type is
restricted to the Type that is assigned to the Argument.


Outputs Select a Type and Object for each Output. The Return represents the
Variable(s) that has been defined as Output Variable in the called Function.
The Type is restricted to the Type that is assigned to the Argument.
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EXIT RULE Statement
Use this statement to exit a Rule or Function in its entirety. The outcome for this Rule would be to process
to success.


For example, to find out whether a student completed Course Math 101 in Year 1 of his program of study, you
can create a Rule to retrieve only that information. If you have use a FOR EACH statement in the Called Rule
to scroll through all of the courses in Year 1, you can use an EXIT RULE statement to exit the FOR EACH
loop and the Rule entirely once the condition has been met.


CREATE ENTITY Statement
Use this statement to create an Entity. After the Entity is created, the user is transferred to the context of the
created Entity and all Entity properties are available.


You can only create an Entity in the context of a parent Entity. For example, when in the context of APT
Course, you can create Entity APT Attempt, and when working in the context of APT Attempt, you can
create and APT Result Entity or APT Schedule Entity.


Example of APT Header Hierarchy


When the Entity is created, it does not yet exist in the database. The CREATE ENTITY statement can be used
together with the delivered Function Save Entity to insert new rows into database tables.


Note. You can only create an Entity as a child within the Entity of the Current Context.


The following Functions can be used after having changed an entity or after having created an entity:


Function Function Description
SaveEntity Saves the Current Entity in context and all of its children.


Performs all validation and pre-save logic and deletes any
entities marked for deletion.


SaveAllEntities Saves all the Entities in context and all of their children.
Performs all validation and pre-save logic and deletes any
entities marked for deletion.


DeleteEntity Marks the Current Entity and all of its children for deletion.
SaveEntity Function must be called to actually delete the
Entity.


UndeleteEntity Marks the Current Entity and all of its children to be
un-deleted. SaveEntity Function must be called to actually
delete the Entity
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Warning! Using the CREATE ENTITY statement in combination with delivered Functions which can save
an Entity, like the Save Entity Function, inserts data into referenced database tables. These Statements
and Functions should only be used by experienced users with a Skill Level of Expert who have a good
understanding of the Campus Solutions record structure. Rules Engine administrators should minimize risk by
allowing Functional Experts to create Entities but not authorizing them to use one of the Save Entity Functions
or by creating separate Functions in which CREATE ENTITY and SAVE ENTITY statements are combined.


For example, continuing the example of evaluating whether a student has achieved a sum of credit higher
than 60 in his program of study year 1, you can use the CREATE ENTITY statement to create and Entity to
store the result of the that calculation in APT result. Once the Entity is created, you populate the appropriate
fields with values. In this case, Result value with the Sum of Credits retrieved by the Rule. To do this, use
the Assign statement to assign the actual Sum of Credits to the Result value property for Result Type Sum
Credit. Once assigned, you can save the Entity, which creates a row in the database using the system delivered
Function Save Entity.


CALL DYNAMIC RULE GROUP Statements
Use this statement to call a Rule from a dynamic Rule Group. A Rule Group provides Rules with a standard
template with predefined input and output parameters as well as a Base Entity. Rules which share the same
template characteristics can be grouped in the same Rule Group. When calling Dynamic Rule Groups, all
Rules belonging to this Rule Group are called and executed. The following example passes a retrieved Rule ID
to the Rule Group PRECON-Minor Precondition. The Rule associated with the ID is then called.


For more information, see the Understanding Rule Groups and Define Rule Groups sections of this chapter.


CALL DYNAMIC RULE GROUP Statement page


These are the Call Statement-Specific fields:


Rule Category Select a valid Rule Category from which to retrieve the Rule Group you want
to use. The Rule Category available must be one of the valid categories on the
Rule Group Category Definition page.
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Rule Group Name Click the Search icon to the right of the Rule Name to open the Rule Group
Search page and select a Rule Group.


Inputs Select an Argument and Type for each Object. This is required so that all Input
can be passed from the Calling Rule to the Called Function. The arguments
are the Input Variables that have been defined in the Called Function. The
Dynamic Rule Variable will always be the first required Input parameter
when calling Dynamic Rule Groups. The Operator field is restricted to
only show the Equals to operator. The Type is restricted to the Type that is
assigned to the Argument.


Outputs Select a Type and Object for each Output. The Return represents the
Variable(s) that has been defined as Output Variable in the called Function.
The Type is restricted to the Type that is assigned to the Argument.


ADD TO LIST Statements
Use this statement add values to a List.


The List to which you want add Variables must have been created before using this statement. ADD TO LIST
statements can also be used in the context of a FOR EACH loop; however, when using ADD TO LIST, you
cannot add to the same List that you are scrolling through within the context of a FOR EACH loop.


Define ADD TO LIST Statement page


Click the Search icon to the right of the List field to open the Add/Select a Variable page:


Example of Add/Select a Variable page with only List Variables


After having selected the List, you are returned to the ADD TO LIST statement page to add relevant Variables
to the list:
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Example of ADD TO LIST statement page with Value to Add to the List Grid


• If the selected List is a Data Set, you may only add Type Variable to the List, and the Variable must be a
Data Set.


• If the list is not a Data Set, you may add the following to the List:
• A Variable which matches the Type of the List (for example, Text).
• A Data Set Property which matches the Type of the List.
• A Property which matches the Type of the List.
• A user–defined value of Type Text .


For example, a curriculum requirement dictates that students may only fail three courses in subject area
“Economics”. A Rule is needed to capture a List which contains both the Course as well as the failed Mark.
For this, use a Data Set for the purpose of capturing the failed courses in subject area Economics. At the time
of creation, the List is empty. Associate the List Variable with the created Data set. In the same Rule, also
add a simple List containing all Courses. In a FOR EACH loop which scrolls through all the Courses in a
program of study, evaluate the subject area for each course, determine whether the course is failed and, if
meeting the criteria, add the Course ID as well as the Mark to the Data Set list. Use a ADD TO LIST to add
Course ID’s and Marks as they are found.


LENGTH OF LIST Statement
Use this statement to determine the length of any List.


Define Length of List Statement page


Click the Search icon to the right of the List field to open the Add/Select a Variable page.


Enter a Number Variable in the Length filed or create a Numeric Variable on the fly to designate the Length
of the List.


SORT LIST Statements
Use the SORT LIST statement to sort a List by any List value. Depending of the type of List you select, you
are presented different options upon returning to the Define statement page.


For Lists that are not Data Sets, select a Sort Order of Ascending or Descending.
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Example of a Sort Order Specification that is not a Data Set


For Lists that are Data Sets, select the Search icon to the right of the Object to open theData Set Property
Search page and select a Data Set. Upon return to the Define SORT LIST statement page, select a Sort Order
of Ascending or Descending for selected Data Set.


Example of a Sort Order Specification that is not a Data Set


CLEAR LIST Statements
Use this statement to clear a list and remove all list data.


Click the Search icon to the right of the List field to open the Add/Select a Variable page and select a List.


Activating and Moving Statements within a Rule
Once Statements are added to a Rule, they can be activated or inactivated, and they can be moved within
the Rule to alter the Rule logic.


Activating and Inactivating Statements
Select the Active check box to the right of each Statement to activate or inactivate the Statement.


An Inactive statement (check box is unchecked) is ignored by the Rules Engine compiler and skipped when
executing a Rule build. Inactivated statement are displayed in non-bold italic text.


Moving Statements within a Rule
One way that Rule logic can be modified is by moving Statements within the Rule. There are two ways that a
Statement can be moved within a Rule:


• Up and Down


Up and Down Toggle for Statements


Use the Up and Down Toggle fields to move a Statement before or after other Statements, changing the
order in which Statements are executed. The type of Statement and where it is located in relation to other
Statements determines if it can be moved up and/or down.


• By Indentation
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Indentation Toggle for Statements


Use the Indentation Toggle fields to move a Statement within or outside of other Statements, changing
when a Statement is executed in relation to Statements above or below it.


Example Showing Statements with Indentations and Up and Down Toggles


For an example of incorrectly indented Statements, see the Add a CALL Statement to Determine Academic
Progression subsection of the Applying Rule Concepts and Adding Statements to a Rule section of this chapter.


Applying Rule Concepts and Adding Statements to a Rule
In this section, an example Rule illustrates how Rule Options, Variables, Criteria, and Statements are used
together. Previous sections of the chapter describe creating Variables, using Criteria to define a data set, and
the features of delivered Statements for Rule evaluation and calculation.


The objective of this example Rule is to evaluate whether a student has obtained enough credits to be able
to progress to the next phase of an academic program after having completed Year 1. To start, the Rule
accesses the courses for the program of study for Year 1 and sums the credits for the courses the student has
passed. In order to insure an accurate TotalCredit value, the Rule sets the TotalCredit Variable to zero prior to
passing the sum result into a Variable, TotalCredit.


Add an ASSIGN Statement to Set the TotalCredit Field to Zero
With Rule Options, Variables, and Criteria defined, begin by adding an ASSIGN statement that selects the
Variable TotalCredit and set it equal to the Number 0 (zero):


Example of Assignment Statement Definition


Upon saving, the ASSIGN statement is added to the Evaluations and Calculations grid of the Define Rule page
with the Rule text automatically generated using the text color setup:
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Example of ASSIGN Rule Text


For more information about ASSIGN statements, see Understanding Statement-Specific Attributes, ASSIGN
Statements section in this chapter.


Add a FOR EACH Statement to Select All Courses
The next step is to retrieve all courses by adding a FOR EACH statement:


Example of FOR EACH Statement Definition


Select Entity Processing to activate the Entity Name field and prompt. Select the Search icon and choose the
APT Course Entity. By selecting APT Course, you can retrieve all courses that are part of the APT instance
selected as Base Entity. Do not select Process Immediate Children Only so the Rule selects Courses wherever
they exist in the structure and not just the immediate children of the APT Header.


Upon saving, the FOR EACH statement is added to the Evaluations and Calculations grid of the Define Rule
page with the Rule text automatically generated using the text color setup:


Example of FOR EACH Rule Text


Add a FOR EACH Statement to Select a Result for Each Course
Next, you add another FOR EACH Statement to Select APT Results for each Course. This statement is
indented under the FOR EACH APT Course Statement so that it is executed for each to retrieve the APT
Result for each APT Course.


Example of Indented FOR EACH APT Result Rule Text


Add an IF Statement
Next add an IF statement to make sure that we select the correct result before we add it to our total credit count.
Do this by restricting the APT Results by Result Type and whether the Result is included in the Calculation:
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Example of Define IF Statement Definition


Add a CALL Statement to Sum Credits
After adding specified criteria for selecting results, use a CALL statement to call a Function to sum the
retrieved credits. In the Define CALL Statement page, pre-delivered Functions are available that are restricted
to those which are available in the Rule Categories, including common math functions.


When calling a Function, the required parameters are automatically displayed and the available parameter
values are restricted to those that can retrieved for the Rule. For example, when selecting Rule Category
Math and Rule Name Add, the Input and Output parameters are displayed. The selection of variables and
properties and variables are restricted to show the correct property and variable types. In this case only
numeric variables and properties can be selected:
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Example of Define CALL Statement


Upon saving, the CALL statement is added to the Evaluations and Calculations grid of the Define Rule page
with the Rule text automatically generated using the text color setup:


Example of CALL Statement Rule Text


Add a CALL Statement to Determine Academic Progression
After calculating a student’s total credits, you can use that result to evaluate whether the student may
progress to Year 2 of his program of study. Assuming that multiple programs of study use the same credit
requirement for academic progression, you can create a Rule of type Function that can be used by multiple
academic progression Rules:
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Example of Academic Progression Function (1 of 2)


Example of Academic Progression Function (2 of 2)


This Function can be called from the main Rule by adding a row to the Evaluations and Calculations grid
and using the CALL statement. The Parameters from the Rule are automatically offered as Input and Output
parameters on the Define Call Statement page:
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Example of Academic Progression Input and Output


Upon saving, the academic progress CALL Function is added to the Evaluations and Calculations grid of the
Define Rule page with the Rule text automatically generated using the text color setup. However, its placement
would result in its being executed at the wrong time:


Example of Academic Progression Rule Text with Progression Function Incorrectly Indented


With the CALL Function in the current position the evaluation will take place for each result selected
as follows:


• Fetch of Course A
• Retrieval of Result for Course A
• — Add retrieved result for Course A to TotalCredit
• — Call Function Credit progression Year 1


• Fetch of Course B
• Retrieval of Result for Course A
• — Add retrieved result for Course B to TotalCredit
• — Call Function Credit progression Year 1


The evaluation of academic progression takes place each time a result is retrieved. This is not what you want
the Rule to do. What you want is for the academic progression evaluation to take place after all the course
credit have been added up:


• Fetch of Course A
• Retrieval of Result for Course A
• — Add retrieved result for Course A to TotalCredit


• Fetch of Course B
• Retrieval of Result for Course A
• — Add retrieved result for Course B to TotalCredit
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• Call Function Credit progression Year 1


Use the remove indentation field to place the statement in the correct place:


Example of Academic Progression Rule Text with Progression Function Correctly Indented


Building and Testing Rules
This section discusses how to:


• Build Rules.


• Test Rules.
• Create a new version of a Rule.


• View the Page Process Flow.


• View Rule Cross-references.
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Pages for Building and Testing Rules
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Rule Builder SCC_RULE_BUILDER Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select Search for a
Rule, Define Rule, select an
Action of Build Rule


Select Rules to build.


Build Rules SCC_RULE_REBUILD Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Setup, Build Rules


Search for Rules to build.


Rules Engine Tester SCC_RULE_REBUILD Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select Search for a
Rule, Define Rule, select an
Action of Test Rule


Test a Rule.


Rules Engine Manager
Version History


SCC_RULE_VERSION Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select Search for a
Rule, Version History tab


View and manage Version
History for a Rule.


Rules Engine Manager Cross
Reference


SCC_RULE_XREF Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select Search for a
Rule, Cross Reference tab


View the other Rules where
this Rule is used.


Rules Engine Tester SCC_RULE_REBUILD Set up SACR, System
Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine
Manager, select Search for a
Rule, Define Rule, select an
Action of Test Rule


Test a Rule.


Building Rules
Before a Rule can be tested or used, the code in the Rule needs be converted to executable code. This is done
by the Rules Engine Build code compilation process. This process can be initiated:


• From an individual Rule using the Rule Action Build on the Define Rule page.
• In batch using the Build Rules process, where you can build multiple Rules simultaneously.


Building a Rule from the Define Rule Page
Access the Define Rule page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Rules Engine Manager,
select Search for a Rule, Define Rule).


Select the Update Status Information Action to display the current Rule Build Status.


Then, select the Build Action to open the Rule Builder page, select the Rule, and click the Build button to
compile the Rule:
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Rule Builder Page


If the Rule Build Status is updated to Build Successful, you may proceed to testing the Rule. Otherwise, consult
your Rule for Current Logic. A flaw in Rule Logic may be the issue.


Building Multiple Rules at the Same Time
Access the Build Rules page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Setup, Build Rules).


Build Rules page


Select any search parameter fields you want to use to search for Rules you want to build and click the Search
button. If you click the Search button without making any parameter selection, all Rules are returned.


Select the Rules you want to build and click the Build button.


Testing Rules
After a Rule is built successfully, you can test the Rule.


Access the Define Rule page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine, Rules Engine Manager,
select Search for a Rule, Define Rule).


Select the Test Rule Action to open the Rules Engine Tester page:
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Rules Engine Tester page (1 of 2)


Rules Engine Tester page (2 of 2)


Enter the required Arguments that are needed to test the Rule. After test parameters have been added the
Parameters can be saved as a Rule Test Profile.


Test Data Profile Select a saved Test Data Profiles.


Delete Click this button to delete a stored Test Profile.


Update Click this button to update a stored Test Profile with new parameter.


Add a New Test Data
Profile


Enter a name if you want to save a new Test Data Profile and click the Add
button.


Inputs Displays all Parameters/Variables which have been listed as Input.


Arguments Enter the required Arguments needed to test the Rule.


Execute Test Select the button to execute the Rule. If a Rule needs parameters and none are
provided, the Rule cannot be executed.
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Outputs Displays all output Parameters/Variables with the output result when the
Rule executes successfully.


Debug Log Information Displays debug information is shown if the Logging Level is set on the
Define Rule page. The Debug Log Information shows the execution logic
of the Rule in order of execution.
Refer to the “Starting Query” for information about how the Base Entity is
selected and with which criteria the selection is done. If this is a Rule, a Select
statement is generated based on the underlying tables associated with the Base
Entity attached to the Rule. The Criteria attached to the Rule is used to
create the Starting Query’s Criteria.
Refer to the individual debug statements to view what information was
selected per statement. The timestamp option shows the elapsed time.


Return Select this button to return to the Define Rule page.


XML Dumps of the Entity, before and after Rule execution, are also displayed:


Example of XML Dump in Rule Tester


XML Dump of the Entity
Before Execution


Displays all data selected for the Base Entity and made available to the Rule.


XML Dump of the Entity
after Execution


Displays all current data for the Base Entity after the Rule is executed. This
information is relevant in instances where the Rule is used to update or
insert data in the database.


Creating a New Version of a Rule
Active Rules can be referenced by other Rules or by online triggers and/or batch processes. In a production
environment, it should not be possible to change anything in an active Rule. Changing an Active Rule can
be disruptive to business processes. Therefore, Rule changes should be made by creating a new version of
an Active Rule. Only one Active version of a Rule exists for any Rule at any given time. Since Rules are
referenced by other systems using the Rule ID, it is always the Active version of the Rule that is executed. Use
the Create new Version of Rule Action on the Define Rule page to create a new version of an Active Rule.


After the option Create new version of Rule has been selected the user is shown a warning message:
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Example of Create New Rule Warning Message


After clicking OK on the warning message, the Version History page opens:


Version History page


Note. You may also access the Version History by navigating to Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules
Engine, Rules Engine Manager, Version History.


Older versions of the Rule are shown as Version History. Any Version Codes and Comments are displayed by
Version. You can still ignore the new Rule Version created by cancelling out of the page without saving.


After saving the Rule Version, an Operator ID and Date Time stamp are automatically updated, and the status
of the new Version is In Progress. In the example illustrated above, . Version 2 remains Active until Version 3
is activated. When activating Version 3, Version 2 becomes Inactive automatically.


Note. It is not possible to reactivate “old” versions of Rules.
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Viewing Rule Cross References
Access Rules Engine Manager Cross Reference page (Set up SACR, System Administration, Rules Engine,
Rules Engine Manager, Cross Reference).


Cross Reference page


A Rule Cross Reference page is available which shows all Rules which are referencing the current Rule via a
call statement. Click the link to navigate directly to the referenced Rule. If there no other Rules reference the
current Rule, a message is displayed: “This Rule is not used by another Rule.”


Understanding Contextual Referencing
The Rules Engine includes a feature called Contextual Reference. This feature ensures that when Functions are
called by other Rules (Calling Rules), the Entity of the Calling Rule is passed to the called Function.


The following is an example of a Rule using Contextual Referencing which does the following:


1. Select all relevant Courses.
2. For each Course, determine whether en enrollment record exists in Year 1 of the academic program


according to the APT schedule record using user defined Function “NLD Function Year of Program
Course”. The system generated text has been overridden to show “Check whether Course is in Year 01”


3. Select the appropriate result which is stored in the result record as Result Type “ECTS”.
4. Use the result value obtained in the previous step to calculate the sum of credit using delivered math


Function “Add” in Category “Math”.
5. Evaluate whether total credit is enough to progress to year 2 of the academic program using user defined


Function “NLD Function Credit Progression Year 1”.
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Progression Rule for Contextual Reference Example (1 of 2)


Progression Rule for Contextual Reference Example (2 of 2)


The Functions used to perform summing of Total Credit (Steps 4 and 5) receive either an Input value of type
Variable or Property by calling Rule “NLD Progression Rule for Year 1 (RULE CALLING FUNCTION)”. An
input Variable is all that these Functions need to execute the required processing logic. Shown below is an
example of the custom Function “NLD Function Credit Progression Year 1”. The Function performs a series
of evaluative Statements using the single input variable TotalCredit and passes back the result into variable
Progressionoutcome. The Function has no Entity of its own and is without criteria.
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Progression Function for Contextual Reference Example (1 of 2)


Progression Function for Contextual Reference Example (2 of 2)


Next is an example of the Function “NLD Function Year of Program Course”. This Function does have its own
Base Entity “APT Course”, but Input and Output parameters are defined in the Call Statement shown after
the Function example. The criteria identifying the exact Course are not explicitly passed from the Calling
Rule to the Called Function.
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However, when the Function is called, the exact Course information is passed from the calling Rule to the
called Function by virtue of Contextual Reference. This is because the called Function’s Base Entity is APT
Course which is the same context that the Calling Rule is working from when retrieving Courses using
the FOR-EACH loop.


Program Course Function for Contextual Reference Example


Call Statement for Contextual Reference Example (2 of 2)
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Call Statement for Contextual Reference Example (2 of 2)
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Chapter: Understanding and Setting Up 


Delegated Access 
[Bundle 29. 


The Setting Up Notifications Framework section has been removed from this chapter. For 


information about the Notifications framework, see the Working with the Notifications Framework 


chapter in the Campus Community PeopleBook for Bundle 29.] 


This Campus Community PeopleBook chapter provides an overview of the Delegated Access framework 


and discusses how to use and set up the framework. 


Understanding Delegated Access 


Delegation is when a person authorizes another to serve as his or her representative for a particular task. 
With the Delegated Access framework, a user can authorize another user to perform a task on their 
behalf by delegating access to perform a transaction.  


Delegated Access is a framework owned by Campus Community that standardizes who can delegate 


what to whom. The framework enables you to define what components a delegator (for example, a 


student) can delegate to one or more proxies (for example, the parents). It integrates with the Constituent 


Transaction Management (CTM) framework, the New User Registration framework, the Notifications 


framework (email notification utility), and the PeopleTools security management to grant access to certain 


pages in your system.  


The most common use for delegation in the Campus Solutions system is when a student needs to give 


access to a parent to view or update his or her personal, academic, or financial information. The parent 


may be unknown to the system and therefore needs to register and create a user profile to access your 


system.  


Warning! Delegating a transaction is performed by a self-service user in a delivered self-service 


component called Share My Information (SS_CC_DA_SHAREINFO). The setup for Delegated Access 


must be performed by a security administrator familiar with the Campus Solutions self-service 


components, the PeopleSoft security, and how you manage your security. 


Delegation Terminology 
The following terms are important to the understanding of Delegated Access framework and are used 


throughout the chapter: 


Delegation The act of delegating one's access to another user. 


Delegator A person that delegates access to another user (for 


example, a student). 
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Proxy A person granted access to act on behalf of another user 


(for example, a parent). 


Delegate When a delegator delegates someone access to view or 


update his or her data. 


Revoke When a delegated access is withdrawn.  


Delegation Transaction A set of one or more components and pages whose 


access a delegator can delegate to a proxy. Those 


components are contained in a security role associated to 


a transaction during setup. The role is provisioned to the 


proxy’s user profile for him or her to be allowed to perform 


the transaction.  


Delegated Access 


Components 


The self-service components that are configured for 


delegated access. 


New User Registration 


framework 


Enables the proxy to either create a user ID and password 


or reuse an existing user ID to sign into the Campus 


Solutions system and perform the delegated transaction. 


Notifications framework Sends email notifications to the delegator and to the proxy 


when new transactions are delegated or revoked.  


 


An Overview of the Delegated Access Process  
The diagram illustrates an overview of the delegated access process: 
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Delegated Access flow 


The following is the detailed explanation of the diagram: 


1. The Institution sets up the delegation transactions in the Delegation Transaction Setup page. 


Refer to the Configuring Delegation Transactions section for information about this page. On this 


page you will set up a delegation transaction by listing a security role that contains one or more 


components that you want to delegate in a delegation transaction. The system will provision this 


role to the proxies when access is delegated to them. The components listed for the role that you 


select must be configured for delegated access.  


 


See “Step 5: Setting Up Components for Delegated Access” subsection in the Developer 


Reference for Setting Up Delegated Access section.  


 


The Delegation Transaction Setup page also enables you to identify the security that the system 


requires to delegate the transaction. This is done by selecting, in this setup page, the component 


information the delegators must have in their user profiles in order to delegate the transaction.  


2. The delegation process is always initiated by the delegator. Delegators can create proxies and 


delegate transactions to these proxies through the Share My Information component self-service 


component. Each time a delegator creates a new proxy, the delegator must first accept the 


institution’s terms and conditions. Your institution can include their terms and conditions in the 


delivered Share My Information - Terms and Conditions page. For example, academic institutions 


in the United States can display their terms and conditions in the Share My Information - Terms 


and Conditions page to comply with the data privacy regulations under FERPA. Once the terms 


and conditions are accepted, the delegator enters the name, the relationship and the email 


address of the proxy to whom he or she wants to delegate access. The delegator then selects the 


delegation transactions that he or she wants the proxy to view or update. Examples of 


transactions can include transactions for self-service components such as View My Class 


Schedule, View My Grades and so on. The delegator can delegate a transaction to one or more 


proxies. For example, a student can delegate access to the Emergency Contacts transaction to 


his or her mother and father. Conversely, a proxy can be granted access by multiple delegators 


(for example, this applies to a case where the parent has more than one child in an academic 


institution and they all delegate him or her access to their data). The delegator only sees the 


transaction for which he or she is allowed to delegate. 


3. When the delegator identifies a proxy and delegates access to one or more transactions, the 


system uses the Notifications framework to send a courtesy email notification to the delegator to 


inform him or her that access to his or her data has been delegated to a certain person and an 


action email notification is sent to the proxy’s email address. Both emails list the transactions that 


have been delegated. In addition, the email sent to the proxy also includes a security key that the 


proxy will later be required to enter at the time of accepting the proxy terms and conditions and a 


URL link that the proxy can click to access your Campus Solutions system. The URL is 


configured by your institution.  


 


See “Step 9: Setting Up the URL Contained in the Proxy Email Notification to Access New User 
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Registration Login Page” subsection in the Developer Reference for Setting Up Delegated 


Access section. 


4. If set up to use the New User Registration framework, the URL link can be embedded with the 


information to access the New User Registration login page and a New User Registration Context 


ID value (configured for Delegated Access framework) that could transfer the proxy directly to the 


Proxy Terms and Conditions page after the proxy successfully signs into the system. On the New 


User Registration login page, the proxy can either reuse an existing user ID (if the proxy already 


has one) or create a new one. The New User Registration framework enables the reuse or 


creation of a user ID. With the New User Registration Context ID value, the New User 


Registration framework, immediately after successfully registering and authenticating the proxy to 


your system, knows how to provision the proxy with proper security to access the Proxy Terms 


and Conditions page and how to immediately transfer the proxy to this page.  


5. On the Terms and Conditions for Accessing Somebody Else's Data page (this page is also known 


as the Proxy Terms and Conditions page), the proxy is asked to act responsibly with the 


delegator’s data. You can personalize the terms and conditions to fit your institution needs. On 


this page, the proxy is required to accept or decline the institution’s specific terms and conditions, 


enter the security key given in the received email notification and enter the email address where 


the email notification was sent. This information is the signature that proves the proxy is the right 


person wanting to access the delegator’s data. In addition, the proxy may be asked to enter some 


personal information. The proxy must accept the terms and conditions stipulated by the institution 


before accessing the delegator’s data. Once proxy submits the information, validation is in place 


to make sure the right person is trying to access the delegator’s information. The Delegated 


Access framework links the proxy’s user ID with the delegator's EMPLID after the system 


performs a successful validation.  If the proxy accepted the terms and conditions, the framework 


updates the proxy’s user profile with the security roles associated with each of the delegated 


transactions (Proxy Role Name). If proxy declines, then the system does not perform the role 


provisioning and proxy cannot access any of the transactions delegated by the delegator.  


 


A proxy can access data only for the delegators who granted the access. 


 


The Delegated Access framework being integrated with CTM framework allows your system to 


optionally associate an EMPLID with the proxy. At the time of accepting the terms and conditions, 


if at least one of the transactions delegated to the proxy requires an EMPLID to be associated 


with the proxy, Delegated Access uses the proxy’s personal information entered at the time of 


accepting or declining the proxy terms and conditions to call the CTM framework and trigger 


Search/Match. 


6. Once the proxy has accepted the terms and conditions, the system had validated the information 


and provisioned the proxy’s user profile with roles tied to the delegated transactions, the proxy 


can access the delegated information by navigating to Self Service, Shared Information Center.  


From there, the list of components that were delegated to the proxy by different delegators is 


displayed. This is an example of a proxy that has been delegated access to three components: 
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Example of Shared Information Center 


When accessing any of these components, if multiple delegators delegated access to the proxy, 


then the system displays a search record and returns only the names of the delegators who 


delegated access to the component. The proxy selects the name of the delegator for whom the 


proxy wants to review or update the data.  


Note: The search record is delivered with your system and should override the search record for 


the self-service components you make available for delegated access. Refer to “Step 5: Setting 


Up Components for Delegated Access” subsection in the Developer Reference for Setting Up 


Delegated Access section. 


A delegator can revoke proxy access by deselecting one or all of the transactions delegated to a 


proxy from the Share My Information - Details page. When the delegator revokes, the Notifications 


framework sends an email to the proxy informing which transactions were revoked. Also, when the 


delegator adds new transactions for delegation, the Notifications framework sends an email to the 


proxy and to the delegator informing which additional transactions were delegated. Once the proxy 


has accepted the terms and conditions for a specific delegator, additional delegations or revoked 


delegations are automatically provisioned or de-provisioned from the proxy’s user profile. 


Notes: 


 For a proxy to login to your system, you can either use your own login page (proxy will need 


to have a way to create a new User ID) or customize the New User Registration login sample 


page delivered with the New User Registration framework. Refer to the “New User 


Registration framework and Delegated Access” subsection in this section and also refer to 


the Using New User Registration Framework chapter. This chapter is included in the Campus 


Community documentation updates for Bundle 27. Campus Solutions delivers a sample New 


User Registration login page that you can modify according to the requirements of your 


institution. 


 Some self-service components configured for delegated access are delivered with the system 


as samples. The self-service components that are configured for delegated access are 


known as Delegated Access Components. Refer to the “Review delivered delegation 


transactions” subsection in the Configuring Delegation Transactions section of this chapter 


for information about the delivered Delegated Access Components. 


 For the delegated transactions to be displayed on the Shared Information Center portal 


folder, the components that you include in your transactions must be configured a certain 


way. Refer to the “Step 5: Setting Up Components for Delegated Access” subsection. 
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[Bundle 29. New] 


An administrative user can review the delegations made by a delegator from the Review Shared 


Information component. On behalf of the delegator, the administrative user can grant access to more 


transactions to an existing proxy and can also revoke access to already delegated transactions. The 


administrative user cannot create a new proxy on behalf of the delegator. Only updates to an existing 


proxy can be done.  


See Using the Review Shared Information Pages. 


Transactions delegated to a proxy can be manually revoked by a delegator, an administrative user, 


or by the Proxy Access Validation process. The Proxy Access Validation process ensures that a 


proxy still has access to a delegated component. Validation is performed in real time or through a 


batch process.  


See “Using Proxy Access Validation” in the Understanding Delegated Access section for more 


information about the Proxy Access Validation process. 


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self-Service for Delegated Access. The 


Using Self-Service for Delegated Access chapter was released as part of the Campus Community Bundle 


27 documentation updates. 


Notifications Framework and Delegated Access 
The system uses the Notifications framework to notify delegators and proxies of newly delegated or 


revoked transactions through email messages. Within the Delegated Access framework, only email 


notifications are sent. Delegated Access triggers the notifications from the Share My Information 


component, the Review Shared Information component, as well as from the Proxy Terms and Conditions 


page.  


[Bundle 29. Updated information about email notifications because of changes to the 


Notifications framework.] 


The system sends an email notification to the delegator and proxy when: 


 The delegator creates a proxy and delegates one or more transactions: 


o To the Delegator: A courtesy email notification is sent to let the delegator know the list of 


transactions that were just delegated to a certain person. The delegator is advised to 


verify his or her account if the delegation was not intentional. (Delivered with your system 


the notification is sent using the DA_DELEGATOR_GRANT email template). 


o To the Proxy: An action email notification is sent to inform on how the proxy can sign into 


the system and be validated as the proper person trying to access the proper student’s 


information, and the notification also lists the transactions that have been delegated. The 


email message includes a security key that the proxy will later be required to enter at the 


time of accepting the proxy terms and conditions and a URL link that the proxy can click 


to access your Campus Solutions system. (Delivered with your system the notification is 


sent using the DA_PROXY_GRANT email template). 



http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29376_01/hrcs90r5/eng/psbooks/lsss/htm/lsss01.htm
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 The delegator delegates one or more transactions to an existing proxy that has already accepted 


the terms and conditions and therefore been associated with the delegator (a known proxy).  


o To the Delegator: The same courtesy email described above is sent. 


o To the Proxy: An information email notification is sent to inform the known proxy of the 


new delegated transactions. This time, since the proxy is already associated with the 


delegator, the notification only lists the transactions that have been delegated. No 


security key is sent. (Delivered with your system the notification is sent using the 


DA_KNOWN_PROXY_GRANT email template). 


 The administrator delegates one or more transactions to an existing proxy on behalf of the 


delegators: 


o To the Delegator: A courtesy email notification is sent to let the delegator know the list of 


transactions that were just delegated to a proxy. The delegator is advised to verify his or 


her account if the delegation was not intentional. (Delivered with your system the 


notification is sent using the DA_DELEGATOR_GRANT email template). 


o To the Proxy: An information email notification is sent to inform the known proxy of the 


new delegated transactions. Since the proxy is already associated with the delegator, the 


notification only lists the transactions that have been delegated. No security key is sent. 


(Delivered with your system the notification is sent using the 


DA_KNOWN_PROXY_GRANT email template). 


The system sends an email notification to only the proxy (and not to the delegator) when: 


 The delegator revokes one or more transactions for a proxy or deletes the proxy. In this case, the 


notification only lists the transactions that have been revoked. (Delivered with your system the 


notification is sent using the DA_PROXY_REVOKE email template). 


 The administrator revokes one or more transactions for a proxy or deletes the proxy. In this case, 


the notification lists only the transactions that have been revoked. (Delivered with your system the 


notification is sent using the DA_PROXY_REVOKE email template). 


 The proxy declines the terms and conditions. At this stage all the proxy’s delegated transactions 


for the delegator in question are automatically revoked. The notification lists the transactions that 


have been revoked. (Delivered with your system the notification is sent using the 


DA_PROXY_REVOKE email template). 


 From the Review Shared Information component, the administrator resets the security key for a 


proxy. The notification contains a new security key along with all the transactions delegated by 


the delegator. (Delivered with your system the notification is sent using the DA_PROXY_GRANT 


email template). 


In addition, the delegator can use the Share My Information - Details self-service page to resend an email 


notification that was last sent to the proxy. The administrator can also resend an email notification from 


the Review Shared Information – Details page. 
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Note: The email templates intended to be sent to the proxy and delivered with your system are set up 


with a custom logic to retrieve the proxy’s email address. This logic is delivered with your system and 


uses the email address entered by the delegator at the time of creating the proxy on the Share My 


Information - Details page. The custom logic is contained in the application class called 


SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DACustomLogicProvider. The email templates sent to the delegators are set to 


use the delegator’s preferred email address defined in the Email addresses record.  


Important: Because Delegated Access is a security feature and sending courtesy email notifications to 


the delegator is part of the business process to avoid security vulnerability, the delegator must have an 


email address stored inside the Email addresses record (EMAIL_ADDRESSES record) in order to 


delegate any access.  The delivered courtesy email template (DA_DELEGATOR_GRANT) is setup with a 


criticality of ‘Process Dependant’ to enforce this (see the setup of this template in the Delivered Setup for 


the DA_DELG_EMAIL_ON_GRANT Template section). Notice the process ignores or overrides the fact 


that the delegator has or has not set his or her notification preferences —this is done from the self-


service Notification Preferences page. 


The email template that contains information on how the proxy can access the delegator’s data is also 


considered ‘Process Dependant’. 


See the Working with the Notifications Framework chapter in the Campus Community PeopleBook for 


bundle 29 for information on how to define the email addresses for notification recipients. 


Reviewing Delivered Notification Templates for Delegated Access 


Delivered with your system are four email templates that are used to send email notifications to complete 


the Delegated Access process flow. Generic templates establish a common format for notifications.  


The following table describes the email templates that are delivered with your system, from which page 


they are triggered, who receives them and sends them, along with information on how the emails are set 


up and delivered. 


Template Name Notification Description Trigger Recipients 


DA_DELEGATOR_GRANT The system sends this courtesy email 


notification to the delegator after access 


to the delegator’s data has been granted 


to a proxy.  


Example:  


Email Subject: Access to some of your 


school data has been shared with John 


Red 


Email Message: Dear Steven Pratt, 


access to your data has been granted to 


John Red (Neighbor) to perform or 


review the following transactions: 


On the Share 


My 


Information - 


Details page, 


the delegator 


delegates 


one or more 


transactions 


to a proxy 


and clicks the 


Save button. 


On the 


Review 


Shared 


Information – 


Delegator 
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Template Name Notification Description Trigger Recipients 


- Emergency Contacts 


- Update Contact Information 


If you did not authorize this, please sign 


into your account and make the proper 


adjustments on the Share My 


Information page. 


You are solely responsible for the 


actions taken on your behalf by the 


designated person. 


This is an auto generated email; please 


do not respond to this message. 


Details page, 


the 


administrator 


delegates 


one or more 


transactions 


to a proxy on 


behalf of the 


delegator and 


clicks the 


Save button. 


DA_PROXY_GRANT The system sends this action email 


notification to the proxy after access to 


the delegator’s data has been granted to 


a proxy. The notification states that the 


proxy has been delegated access for the 


first time (the proxy is newly created by 


the delegator). 


Provides email security key for validation 


and URL for the proxy to access the 


system. 


Example: 


Email Subject: Access to Steven Pratt's 


school data has been granted to you. 


Email Message: John Red, you have 


been granted access to Steven Pratt's 


data. You will be able to perform or view 


the following transactions on Steven's 


behalf: 


 


- Emergency Contacts 


- Update Contact Information  


 


Instructions: 


On the Share 


My 


Information - 


Details page, 


the delegator 


enters a new 


proxy 


(delegates 


access to a 


new contact), 


delegates 


one or more 


transactions, 


and clicks the 


Save button. 


On the 


Review 


Shared 


Information – 


Details page, 


the 


administrator 


presses the 


Reset 


Security Key 


button. 


Proxy 
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Template Name Notification Description Trigger Recipients 


 


1. Click this link to access our school 


system. You will be asked to sign in 


using your existing User ID to access our 


site. If you don't have one already you 


will be able to create one. 


2. After signing into our system, you will 


be required to accept or decline the 


"Terms and conditions for accessing 


somebody else's data".  


3. You will also be required to enter the 


following two pieces of information: 


a) The following security key: 


Security Key: 1234567  


b) The email address where we sent you 


this notification. 


The above steps are only required when 


it is the first time you register to access 


Steven Pratt's data.  


This is an auto generated email; please 


do not respond to this message. 


DA_KNOWN_PROXY_GRA


NT 


The system sends an informational email 


notification to a known proxy after 


access to the delegator’s data has been 


granted to an existing proxy. The 


notification states that the proxy has 


been delegated additional access after 


having previously accepted terms and 


conditions and going through proper 


validation.  


Example: 


Email Subject: Access to Steven Pratt's 


school data has been granted to you. 


Email Text: John Red, you have been 


granted access to Steven Pratt's data. 


On the Share 


My 


Information - 


Details page, 


the delegator 


delegates 


one or more 


transactions 


to an existing 


proxy and 


clicks the 


Save button. 


On the 


Review 


Shared 


Information – 


Proxy 



http://yourserver.yourdomain.com/psc/ps/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/SCC_NUR.SCC_NUR_REG.GBL&cmd=start?CAMPUS_URL=http%3a%2f%2fyourServer.yourDomain.com%2fpsp%2fps%2fEMPLOYEE%2fHRMS%2fs%2fWEBLIB_SCC_NUR.SCC_SS_GATEKEEPER.FieldFormula.IScript_SCC_GateKeeper%2fSCC_APPL_CONTXT_ID%2fSCC_NURCTXT_20120817100821
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Template Name Notification Description Trigger Recipients 


You will be able to perform or view the 


following transactions on Steven Pratt's 


behalf: 


- View To Do List 


This is an auto generated email; please 


do not respond to this message. 


Details page, 


the 


administrator 


delegates 


one or more 


transactions 


to an existing 


proxy and 


clicks the 


Save button. 


DA_PROXY_REVOKE The system sends an informational email 


notification to the proxy after a delegated 


access is revoked. The notification states 


the list of transactions that have been 


revoked.  


Example: 


Email Subject: Access to Peter Dryfus' 


school data has been revoked. 


Email Text: Jean Taylor, you have been 


revoked access to Peter Dryfus' data. 


You will no longer be able to perform or 


view the following transactions on Peter's 


behalf: 


- Emergency Contacts 


If you feel you should still have access to 


these transactions, please contact Peter 


Dryfus for inquiry. 


This is an auto generated email; please 


do not respond to this message. 


On the Share 


My 


Information - 


Details page, 


the delegator 


revokes one 


or more 


delegated 


transactions, 


and clicks the 


Save button. 


On the 


Review 


Shared 


Information – 


Details page, 


the 


administrator 


revokes one 


or more 


delegated 


transactions, 


and clicks the 


Save button. 


 


On the Proxy 


Terms and 


Conditions 


page, the 


proxy 


declines the 


Proxy 
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Template Name Notification Description Trigger Recipients 


terms and 


conditions. At 


that time, the 


delegated 


transactions 


are revoked 


and the email 


notification is 


sent. 


 


The email templates can be modified under PeopleTools, Workflow, Notifications, Generic Templates.  


Each template also requires additional setup to be triggered from the Notifications framework under 


Setup SACR > System Administration > Utilities > Notifications > Notification Setup. 


[Bundle 29. New setup options for email notifications.] 
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Delivered Setup for the DA_DELG_EMAIL_ON_GRANT Template 


 


Notification Setup page for DA_DELG_EMAIL_ON_GRANT 


In the setup page for DA_DELG_EMAIL_ON_GRANT (generic template DA_DELEGATOR_GRANT), 


Notification Criticality must be set to Process Dependant. This enforces that if the courtesy email cannot 


be sent (for example no email address found for the delegator), the delegation process will not go 


through.  
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Delivered Setup for the DA_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_GRANT Template 


 


Notification Setup page for DA_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_GRANT 


In the setup page for DA_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_GRANT (generic template DA_PROXY_GRANT), 


Notification Criticality must be set to Process Dependant. This enforces that if the action email cannot be 


sent, the delegation process will not go through. Custom logic is used to retrieve the proxy’s email 


address. This logic is delivered with your system. It uses the email address the delegator provides when 


the delegator creates the proxy on the Share My Information – Details page. The custom logic is 


contained in the application class SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DACustomLogicProvider. 
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Delivered Setup for the DA_KNOWN_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_GRANT Template 


 


Notification Setup page for DA_KNOWN_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_GRANT 


In the setup page for DA_KNOWN_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_GRANT (generic template 


DA_KNOWN_PROXY_GRANT), Notification Criticality can be set to Informative (optional). The email 


informs the existing proxy that new transactions have been delegated to him or her. Custom logic is used 


to retrieve the proxy’s email address. This logic is delivered with your system. It uses the email address 


the delegator provides when the delegator creates the proxy on the Share My Information – Details page. 


The custom logic is contained in the application class SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DACustomLogicProvider. 
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Delivered Setup for the DA_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_REVOKE Template 


 


Notification Setup page for DA_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_REVOKE 


In the setup page for DA_PROXY_EMAIL_ON_REVOKE (generic template 


DA_KNOWN_PROXY_GRANT), Notification Criticality can be set to Informative (optional). The email 


informs the proxy that existing transactions have been revoked. Custom logic is used to retrieve the 


proxy’s email address. This logic is delivered with your system. It uses the email address the delegator 


provides when the delegator creates the proxy on the Share My Information – Details page. The custom 


logic is contained in the application class SCC_DA:NOTIFICATION:DACustomLogicProvider. 
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Warning! The notifications are intended to be short and simple messages with the purpose of informing 


about a specific subject. The list of variables contained in each of the messages is delivered with your 


system and require extended coding effort to be modified. 


At the time of delivering the Delegated Access framework, only these twenty five variables are available. 


Adding more variables requires substantial programming effort. 


 %1 => delegatorName 


 %2 => proxyName 


 %3 => relationShip 


 %4 => Delegated or Revoked Transactions list 


 %5 => Delegators Page Name ("Share My Information") 


 %6 => URL value 


 %7 => security key 


 %8 => Nametype 


 %9 => Nameinitials 


 %10 => Nameprefix 


 %11 => Suffix 


 %12 => Royalprefix 


 %13 => Royalsuffix 


 %14 => Title 


 %15 => Lastname 


 %16 => Firstname 


 %17 => Middlename 


 %19 => PrefFirstname 


 %20 => PartnerLastname 


 %21 => PartnerRoyPrefix 


 %22 => Display 


 %23 => Formal 
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 %24 => Birthdate 


 %25 => Relationship 


You can’t change the variable numbers as these are predefined or populated in the Delegated Access 
app class SCC_DA.NOTIFICATION.NOTIFY code.  


See “Configuring the Generic Templates for Notifications Framework” subsection in the Working with the 


Notifications Framework chapter in the Campus Community PeopleBook for bundle 29. 


See the Working with the Notifications Framework chapter in the Campus Community PeopleBook for 


bundle 29 for information on how to define the email addresses for notification recipients. 


New User Registration Framework and Delegated 


Access 
The New User Registration framework, when you integrate it with Delegated Access, enables the proxy to 


register and authenticate to your system and provides an easy way to transfer the proxy directly to the 


initial page to start the process of viewing or updating somebody else’s data. The framework provides a 


sample New User Registration login page that you can customize and deploy to suit your institution’s 


requirements. A proxy can use this page to sign into the system using an existing user ID or to register for 


a new user ID. A suggested approach to allow the proxy to access the New User Registration login page 


(or your own sign in page) is by including a URL in the email notification sent to the proxy when the 


delegator creates the proxy and delegates some transactions. The URL is used to transfer the proxy to 


the login page. The URL must be embedded with the location of your login page, New User Registration 


Gatekeeper information, and optionally, but recommended, a New User Registration Context value you 


create for Delegated Access.  


New User Registration Context 


After signing into your system, the very first thing a new proxy must do to start reviewing the delegator’s 


data, is to accept the terms and conditions proving that the proxy will act responsibly with the delegator’s 


data. This is done in the Proxy Terms and Conditions page. Integrating delegated access with New User 


Registration offers a seamless way of automatically provisioning the proxy with the security to access this 


page and then to transfer the proxy to this page immediately after successfully authenticating to your 


system. To do so, a New User Registration Context value specific to Delegated Access needs to be 


created and embedded in the URL mentioned above (that is the URL contained inside the 


DA_PROXY_GRANT email template). Delivered with your system and explained below is the New User 


Registration Context ID SCC_NURCTXT_20120918102441 (NUR_DELEGATED_ACCESS).  


Note: A known proxy (proxy that has already accepted the terms and conditions for accessing a specific 


delegator’s data and therefore programmatically associated to that delegator), should not see the Proxy 


Terms and Conditions page again. Therefore, when additional transactions are delegated to a known 


proxy, a URL could be inserted inside the information email template (DA_KNOWN_PROXY_GRANT) 


without being embedded with a New User Registration Context ID. In that case the proxy will be 


transferred to your home application page after successfully signing into your system.  


The New User Registration Context value can be set as follows: 
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Example of a New User Registration Context value created for Delegated Access 


The New User Registration Context ID is the value that you can embed in the URL (the email notification 


sent to the proxy will include this URL).  


The system adds the selected Role Name(s) to the proxy’s user profile just-in-time after the proxy 


successfully goes through registration and authentication from the New User Registration login page. 


Make sure the selected role(s) grants access to the page defined in the Target Page group box. 


[Bundle 29. Sample roles that grant access to the Proxy Terms and Conditions page.] 


The following sample roles are delivered with your system, which show examples of how you can grant 


access to the Proxy Terms and Conditions page. 


 CS – DA Proxy TermsConditions. This is the Role selected inside the delivered New User 


Registration Context ID shown above. It grants access to the Proxy Terms and Conditions page 


without menu navigation (the permission list contained inside the role does not allow a user to 
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navigate to the page). The page can only be accessed after being successfully authenticated by 


New User Registration. This setup is recommended to avoid having a proxy re-accessing the 


Proxy Terms and Conditions page by mistake.  


 CS – DA Proxy TermsCond_Test. Use this role for testing only. It grants the proxy access to the 


Proxy Terms and Conditions page, but with menu navigation: Self – Service > Proxy Terms and 


Conditions. This is not a real implementation option, but you can use this role to help your 


administrators test the functionality without setting up the New User Registration framework, or 


your own solution to authenticate a proxy to your system. 


The entered Target Page information is used to transfer the proxy to a target page, immediately after 


successfully going through registration and authentication from the New User Registration login page. In 


the case of Delegated Access, the target page is the Proxy Terms and Conditions. In the example graphic 


above, the defined target page will transfer the proxy directly to the proxy terms and conditions. The 


proxy’s first action is to reach this page to accept or decline the terms and conditions for accessing the 


data belonging to someone else. Setting a target page here facilitates the user experience for the proxy 


(because the proxy need not manually navigate to the target page). 


Note: If the proxy already has a user ID to access the Campus Solutions database (for example, the 


proxy is an alumnus or an employee at your institution), then the proxy can reuse his or her existing user 


ID to access the delegator’s data. The same is true if multiple delegators delegated access to the same 


proxy. The proxy can reuse the same user ID to access all of the delegator’s data. This meets the security 


convention that ideally one person has one user ID to access a system. The role provisioning and the 


target page transfer will occur regardless of whether the user ID is newly created or if an existing one was 


used. 


CTM and Delegated Access 
Constituent Transaction Management (CTM) framework allows the assignment of an EMPLID while a 


user is performing a transaction set for CTM. CTM uses the personal data information entered by the user 


as search data to trigger Search/Match and associate an EMPLID. The process is invisible to the user.   


The Delegated Access framework triggers CTM for creating or assigning an EMPLID to the proxy if a 


delegation transaction requires an EMPLID to be associated with the proxy. This setup decision is made 


on the Delegation Transaction Setup page. Delegated Access triggers CTM from the Proxy Terms and 


Conditions page after the proxy accepts or declines the terms and conditions, enters some personal 


information, and clicks the Submit button. At that time the SCC_DA_SUBMIT web service operation is 


triggered and if at least one transaction delegated to the proxy is set up to assign an EMPLID, then CTM 


triggers Search/Match. The constituent data entered by the proxy is stored in the CTM constituent staging 


tables. 


Assigning an EMPLID to a proxy is an optional setup because within your institution, you may have 


delegation transactions that necessitate an EMPLID to be assigned to the proxy and some not. For 


example, if you configure a delegation transaction to allow a proxy to donate money on behalf of the 


delegator, you may want to capture as much information as possible for the proxy and create an EMPLID 


to send further communications. Whereas if you create a delegation transaction to delegate access to the 


View My Class Schedule component, you may not care about gathering personal information for the 


proxy and to assign him or her an EMPLID.  
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On the Delegation Transaction Setup page, for a specific transaction, if you elect to assign an EMPLID to 


the proxy, you will be required to enter a CTM Transaction Code. On the Proxy Terms and Conditions 


page, the proxy enters personal information. If that transaction was delegated, at submit time CTM 


triggers and uses the CTM Transaction Code to call Search/Match and assign an EMPLID to the proxy. 


Note: CTM is always consumed as part of a transaction and handles constituent and optionally 


transaction data. When consumed by Delegated Access, only constituent data is involved. Delegated 


Access framework does not involve any transaction data. Once the proxy/delegator relationship is 


confirmed, any updates made on behalf of a delegator are saved directly in the production tables.  


Note: The personal information you capture from a proxy at the time of accepting or declining the terms 


and conditions should be sufficient for Search/Match to use as search data. The Search/Match 


Parameters to use are defined in the CTM Transaction Code that you enter on the Delegation 


Transaction Setup page. Refer to the “Step 8: Modifying the Proxy Terms and Conditions page to Include 


Proper Constituent Fields” subsection. 


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self Service for Delegated Access, 


Performing a Delegated Transaction, “Accepting or Declining Terms and Conditions”, for information on 


where the proxy enters constituent information. The Using Self Service for Delegated Access chapter was 


released as part of the Campus Community Bundle 27 documentation updates. 


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, Working with Constituent 


Transaction Management. An updated version of the Working with Constituent Transaction Management 


chapter was released as part of the Campus Community Bundle 29 documentation updates. 


CTM Transaction Code associated with Delegated Access 


Although optional, a CTM Transaction Code can be set up in each of the delegation transactions defined 


on the Delegation Transaction Setup page. When the proxy clicks the Submit button on the Proxy Terms 


and Conditions page, the system determines which CTM transaction code to use by evaluating the setup 


of each of the delegation transaction codes that was delegated to the proxy. Because only one CTM 


transaction code can be used to process the proxy’s constituent data, the following logic takes place. 


If multiple delegation transaction codes exist for the proxy, then the Delegated Access framework 


evaluates the setup for these delegation transaction codes in the following way: 


 If one delegation transaction code is set up with Assign EMPLID to Proxy = Y, then use its CTM 


transaction code to save the proxy’s constituent data in CTM staging records and trigger 


Search/Match. 


 If multiple delegation transaction codes are set up with Assign EMPLID to Proxy = Y, then from 


these transaction codes, use the first encountered CTM transaction code to save the proxy’s 


constituent data in CTM staging records and trigger Search/Match. 


For example, a proxy has been delegated the following four transactions: 


 Transaction 1: Set up with CTM Transaction Code = ‘AAAA’ and Assign EMPLID to Proxy = ‘Y’ 


 Transaction 2: Set up with CTM Transaction Code = ‘BBBB’ and Assign EMPLID to Proxy = ‘Y’ 
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 Transaction 3: Set up with CTM Transaction Code = <blank> and Assign EMPLID to Proxy = ‘N’ 


 Transaction 4: Set up with CTM Transaction Code = ‘CCCC’ and Assign EMPLID to Proxy = ‘Y’ 


In the example above, the logic uses the CTM Transaction Code for the first transaction encountered. In 


this case, CTM Transaction Code ‘AAAA’ will be used.  


If none of the transactions are set up to assign an EMPLID, then CTM is simply not triggered and none of 


the personal information entered by the proxy inside the Proxy Terms and Conditions is saved in the CTM 


staging tables. 


Note: A same CTM Transaction Code can be reused for your transactions. Use a different value if 


different Data Update Rule or Search/Match Parameters should be used.  


How CTM processes the New User Registration and Delegated Access transactions 


If the proxy went through New User Registration to create a user ID, then the CTM Transaction Code 


NEW_USER_REGISTRATION is performed (this transaction code is delivered with your system). Once 


the proxy has entered constituent data and clicks the Submit button on the Proxy Terms and Conditions 


page, if a delegated transaction exists with a CTM Transaction Code, then the CTM Constituent Staging 


component indicates that a second transaction has been performed.  


Below are examples of what the CTM Constituent Staging component would look like depending on if a 


user ID is created through New User Registration and if an EMPLID should be associated with the proxy 


for at least one of the delegated transactions. 


 


 


Example of what the Constituent Staging component would look like after performing New User 


Registration and Delegated Access when an EMPLID is needed to be assigned (Assign Proxy EMPLID 


was set to ‘Y’), but no EMPLID was found. 
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Example of what the Constituent Staging component would look like after performing New User 


Registration and Delegated Access when an EMPLID is needed to be assigned (Assign Proxy EMPLID 


was set to ‘Y’), and an EMPLID was created. 


 


Example of what the Constituent Staging component would look like when after performing New User 


Registration by creating a new user ID and Delegated Access when no EMPLID is needed to be assigned 


(Assign Proxy EMPLID was set to ‘N’) for at least one of the delegated transactions. 


Note: The CTM Transaction Code NEW_USER_TRANSACTION is performed only when the user 


creates a user ID through New User Registration framework. If the user uses an existing user ID, no CTM 


transaction is involved. Only at user ID creation time the user may be asked to enter some personal 


information and this information needs to be stored in the CTM constituent staging records because no 


EMPLID exists for this user.  


See PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, Using New User Registration 


Framework. This chapter was released as part of the Campus Community Bundle 29 documentation 


updates. 
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See “Step 4: Setting Up the CTM Transaction for Delegated Access (Optional)” subsection in the 


Developer Reference for Setting Up Delegated Access section. 


Entity Registry and Delegated Access 
The Delegated Access framework uses the Entity Registry feature for validating and processing the proxy 


information at the time when  the proxy accepts or declines the terms and conditions.  


The entities associated with Delegated Access are delivered with your system. 


Delivered entities related to delegated access data 


The following table lists the delivered Delegated Access entities at the time of delivering this chapter. 
 


Entity ID Entity Name Production Record 


SCC_ENTITY_20120419155543 DA Proxy SCC_DA_PROXY 


SCC_ENTITY_20120419155813 DA Proxy Transactions SCC_DA_PRXY_TXN 


 
 


See Also 
PeopleSoft Campus Community Fundamentals 9.0 PeopleBook, “Setting Up Entity Registry" which was 


posted to My Oracle Support as part of the Campus Community documentation updates for Bundle 27. 


Contact and Transaction Statuses 
Contact statuses indicate whether the proxy has accepted or declined the terms and conditions for a 


specific delegator. The delegator can keep track of these statuses on the Share My Information - 


Summary page and the administrators from the Review Shared Information – Summary page. Contact 


statuses are: 


 Unknown: Indicates that it is not known whether the proxy has accepted or declined the terms 


and conditions page. 


 Accepted: Indicates that the proxy has accepted the terms and conditions. 


 Declined: Indicates that the proxy has declined the terms and conditions. 


Internal transaction statuses enable you to track the progress of each delegation transaction from the 


time the delegator delegates the transaction to the time the access is revoked. These internal statuses do 


not appear in self service or any other Campus Solutions pages. Combined with the contact statuses, 


they are used to derive and display the transaction status values. Internal transaction statuses are: 


 Access Granted: Indicates that the transaction has been delegated to the proxy. 


 Revoked: Indicates that the transaction has been revoked from the proxy. 


Transaction statuses enable the delegator to track the progress of each delegation transaction from the 


time the delegator delegates the transaction to the time the access is revoked. These statuses appear on 


the Share My Information - Summary self-service page. Transaction statuses are: 
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 Submitted: Indicates that the transaction has been delegated to the proxy, but the proxy hasn’t 


accepted the proxy terms and conditions yet. 


 Access Granted: Indicates that proxy has accepted the proxy terms and conditions and can now 


access the delegator’s data. 


 Revoked: Indicates either that the proxy has declined the proxy terms and conditions or the 


delegator has revoked the transaction from the proxy. 


 Pending: Indicates the transaction has been delegated to the proxy, but is pending proxy 


acceptance to the proxy terms and conditions. 


The following table describes the transaction statuses associated with the contact statuses that appear on 


the Share My Information - Summary page: 


Contact 


Status 


Transaction 


Status 


Internal Transaction 


Status 


System assigns these statuses when 


Unknown Submitted 


 


Access Granted On the Share My Information - Details 


page, the delegator creates a new 


contact (a new proxy), adds the contact 


details and delegates one or more 


transactions and clicks the Save button. 


Accepted Access 


Granted 


 


Access Granted Proxy clicks the I Accept button on the 


Proxy Terms and Conditions page. 


Delegator delegates new transactions to 


a proxy that has already accepted the 


terms and conditions (a known proxy). 


Accepted Revoked Revoked Delegator revokes a transaction after 


the proxy has accepted the terms and 


conditions, and then clicks the Save 


button on the Share My Information - 


Details page. 


Note: Transactions that are revoked are 


not shown on the Share My Information 


– Summary page. If all the transactions 


delegated to a same proxy are revoked, 


the message: “No access is currently 


delegated to this contact” is displayed. 


Unknown Revoked Revoked Delegator revokes a transaction before 


the proxy accepts or declines the terms 


and conditions, and then clicks the Save 


button on the Share My Information - 
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Contact 


Status 


Transaction 


Status 


Internal Transaction 


Status 


System assigns these statuses when 


Details page. 


Note: Transactions that are revoked are 


not shown on the Share My Information 


- Summary page. If all the transactions 


delegated to a same proxy are revoked, 


the message: “No access is currently 


delegated to this contact” is displayed.  


Declined Revoked Revoked Proxy clicks the I Decline button on the 


Proxy Terms and Conditions page. 


Note: Transactions that are revoked are 


not shown on the Share My Information 


- Summary page. In this case, all the 


transactions delegated to a same proxy 


are revoked and the following message 


is therefore shown: “No access is 


currently delegated to this contact”. 


Declined Pending Access Granted Delegator delegates a new transaction 


to a proxy that has already declined the 


terms and conditions, and then clicks 


the Save button on the Share My 


Information - Details page. 


 


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self-Service for Delegated Access. The 


Using Self-Service for Delegated Access chapter was released as part of the Campus Community Bundle 


27 documentation updates. 


Revoking Proxy Access 
[Bundle 29. Added information about the Proxy Access Validation engine.] 


A proxy access to a transaction can be manually revoked either by a delegator from the Share My 


Information – Details self-service page or by an administrator from the Review Shared Information – 


Details page by simply deselecting a previously delegated transaction. At that moment, the transaction 


status is set to Ended (or marked in the record as Revoked) and evaluated to determine if the same 


transaction is also delegated by a different delegator. If that is the case, the logic does not remove the 


role associated to the revoked transaction from the proxy’s user profile (the proxy still needs to have 


access to the delegated components to access other delegators’ data). If no other delegators exist, then 


the proxy’s user profile is automatically updated. At the time of revoking the transaction, the Notifications 


framework is triggered to notify the proxy via email about the revoked transactions.  



http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29376_01/hrcs90r5/eng/psbooks/lsss/htm/lsss01.htm
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A proxy’s access to a transaction can also be programmatically revoked by the Proxy Access Validation 


(PAV) engine.  


See Understanding Proxy Access Validation for information about the PAV process. 


When a transaction is revoked, a revoke reason is given based on the condition it was revoked. The 


following table describes the various revoke reason values along with how they are assigned.  


Revoke Reason 


Values 


From where this value is 


set 


Who or what sets 


that value 


Results 


Manual Revoke In the Share My 


Information – Details 


component, when the 


Delegator manually 


deselects a Transaction 


Name. 


In the Review Shared 


Information – Details 


component, when the 


administrator manually 


deselects a Transaction 


Name. 


 Delegator 


 Administrator 


 Transaction status is set 


to Ended (or marked in the 


record as Revoked) for the 


delegator/ proxy relation. 


 Email notification is sent to 


the proxy. 


 Proxy’s user profile is 


updated by removing the 


role tied to the revoked 


transaction if the proxy’s 


user profile is known and 


no other delegator 


delegated the proxy 


access to the same 


transaction.  


Proxy Delete In the Share My 


Information – Summary 


component, when the 


Delegator manually deletes 


a proxy. 


In the Review Shared 


Information – Summary 


component, when the 


administrator manually 


deletes a proxy. 


 Delegator 


 Administrator 


 Transaction status for all 


delegated transaction is 


set to Ended (or marked in 


the record as Revoked) for 


the delegator/ proxy 


relation. 


 Email notification is sent to 


the proxy. 


 Proxy’s user profile is 


updated by removing the 


role tied to the revoked 


transaction(s) if the 


proxy’s user profile is 


known and no other 


delegator delegated the 


proxy access to the same 
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transaction(s). 


Declined Terms and 


Conditions 


In the Proxy Terms and 


Conditions component 


when the Proxy declines 


the terms and conditions.  


Proxy  Transaction status for all 


delegated transaction is 


set to Ended (or marked in 


the record as Revoked) for 


the delegator/ proxy 


relation. 


 Email notification is sent to 


the proxy. 


Security When the revoke proxy 


access option selected for 


the transaction is 


Delegator no longer has 


access to delegate the 


transaction. The following 


validation occurs:  


 At the moment the 


delegator accesses 


the Share My 


Information – 


Summary component.  


 At the moment the 


administrator 


accesses the Review 


Shared Information – 


Summary component  


 At the moment the 


proxy accesses a 


delegated component 


and activates the 


component search 


record.  


PAV real-time logic  Transaction status is set 


to Ended (or marked in the 


record as Revoked) for the 


delegator/ proxy relation. 


 Transaction record 


(SCC_DA_PRXY_TXN) is 


flagged to be later picked 


up by the PAV batch 


process.   


 The Proxy Access 


Validation batch process 


runs. 


 


 


PAV batch process  Transaction status is set 


to Ended (or marked in the 


record as Revoked) for the 


delegator/ proxy relation. 


 Email notification is sent to 


the proxy. 


 Proxy’s user profile is 
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updated by removing the 


role tied to the revoked 


transaction if the proxy’s 


user profile is known and 


no other delegator 


delegated the proxy 


access to the same 


transaction. 


Inactive Transaction When the revoke proxy 


access option selected for 


the transaction is 


Transaction Inactivated. 


The validation occurs:  


 At the moment the 


delegator accesses 


the Share My 


Information – 


Summary component.  


 At the moment the 


administrator 


accesses the Review 


Shared Information – 


Summary component  


 At the moment the 


proxy accesses a 


delegated component 


and activates the 


component search 


record.  


PAV real-time logic  Transaction status is set 


to Ended (or marked in the 


record as Revoked) for the 


delegator/ proxy relation. 


 Transaction record 


(SCC_DA_PRXY_TXN) is 


flagged to be later picked 


up by the PAV batch 


process.   


 The Proxy Access 


Validation batch process 


runs. 


 


PAV batch process  Transaction status is set 


to Ended for the delegator/ 


proxy relation. 


 Email notification is sent to 


the proxy. 


 Proxy’s user profile is 


updated by removing the 


role tied to the revoked 


transaction if the proxy’s 


user profile is known and 


no other delegator 


delegated the proxy 
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access to the same 


transaction. 


 


Note: The revoke reason value can only be seen by an administrator from the Review Shared Information 


component. The delegator does not see the revoked transactions from the Share My Information 


component.  


Delegated Access Validation 
The validation process runs when the proxy clicks the I Accept or I Decline button on the Proxy Terms 


and Conditions page, enters the security key and email address, and optionally some personal 


information, and clicks the Submit button. The validation process contains the criteria to make sure the 


right person is trying to access the delegator’s data. This is needed because at the time of delegating 


access, the delegator and the system have no technical knowledge about the proxy. Both do not know 


the proxy’s user ID or if an EMPLID exists or not for the proxy. All they know is the proxy’s name, email 


address, and relationship with the delegator. 


Using the security key and the email address entered by the proxy on the Proxy Terms and Conditions 


page, the validation process associates the proxy (proxy’s user ID) with the delegator (delegator’s 


EMPLID). This is possible since the security key is unique for the delegator-proxy combination. 


Once the validation is successful, and if the proxy has accepted the terms and conditions, the system 


updates the proxy’s user profile by provisioning the security role(s) associated with the delegated 


transaction(s). If the proxy declined the terms and conditions, provisioning is not performed and the 


delegated transactions are automatically revoked.  


Finally, if at least one of the delegated transactions is set up with the Assign EMPLID to Proxy option 


selected, the system uses the first corresponding CTM Transaction Code encountered to trigger 


Search/Match and assigns an EMPLID to the proxy.  


The proxy validation process is only performed once per proxy-delegator combination. If a proxy has 


already registered, and has been validated and tied to a specific delegator, the proxy will not go through 


this validation again.  


The Delegated Access validation logic described above is performed as part of a web service: the 


SCC_DA web service contains the SCC_DA_SUBMIT (Delegate Access Submit) service operation. 


See “CTM and Delegated Access” in the “Understanding Delegated Access” section for more information 


about how CTM assigns an EMPLID to a proxy. 


Using Proxy Access Validation 
[Bundle 29. New] 


This section discusses: 


 Validating a proxy’s access in real time 
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 Validating a proxy’s access using a batch process 


Understanding Proxy Access Validation 


[Bundle 29. New] 


The Proxy Access Validation (PAV) logic evaluates different conditions that determine whether or not a 


proxy should have access to a delegated component. The conditions are defined for each of the 


delegation transactions in the Delegation Transaction Setup component. 


The PAV engine uses any one of the following conditions to determine whether to revoke a proxy’s 


access: 


 Never. The proxy will never have his or her access to the transaction revoked. 


 Transaction status is set to Inactive. 


 Delegator no longer has the security access to delegate the transaction.   


If any one of the above conditions is met, the PAV logic revokes the proxy access to the transaction. It will 


set the transaction status to Ended (or marked in the record as Revoked) and provide a revoked reason 


that depends on which condition is met. The process could also result in the removal of the security role 


tied to the transaction from the proxy’s user profile. Removing the security access from the proxy’s user 


profile depends if another delegator has delegated the same transaction to the proxy. In that case the 


proxy’s user profile is not updated because the proxy will need to continue having access to the 


components to access other delegators’ data. For example, Mary is the mother of Jane and Luke. Both 


are students in your institution and they both delegated access their mother to their View My Class 


Schedule component. If this transaction is set to revoke the proxy access if the delegator no longer has 


access to delegate the transaction and Jane lost her access to a component needed to delegate the View 


My Class Schedule transaction, then Mary will see her access to that transaction being revoked for Jane, 


but still granted for Luke. In this case PAV will not delete the role tied to the View My Class Schedule 


transaction from Mary’s user profile. Mary still needs to keep her access to view Luke’s data. 


See the Configuring Delegation Transactions section for information on how to setup a transaction with 


these proxy access revoke conditions. 


To make sure the proxy has the proper access to the delegated transactions at all times, the PAV engine 


is triggered two different ways: 


 Real-time processing. The proxy access validation occurs just in time, at the time a delegated 


access actor (a proxy, a delegator or an administrator) accesses a component configured for 


PAV. Running the process in real time ensures that proxies can only access what they are 


allowed to access, and that delegators and administrators see an accurate picture of the 


delegated transactions. There is no need to wait for the batch process to run. It also ensures that 


if the batch process fails or was not scheduled, the security check is enforced.  


See “Validating a proxy access using the PAV real time process.” 
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 Batch processing. This allows the PAV engine to validate multiple transactions, delegators and 


proxy relationships at the same time. Proxy access validation is performed ahead of time.  The 


batch process is an application engine process called SCC_DA_PAV and can be triggered from 


Campus Community, Delegated Access, Proxy Access Validation. It uses the same validation 


logic used in real-time processing. In addition, during a batch process extended database 


updates and notification framework calls are executed. For example, roles can be added to or 


removed from proxy user profiles, and email notifications are sent. 


See “Validating a proxy access using the PAV batch process.” 


Understanding Real Time Proxy Access Validation 


In real-time processing, the PAV engine validates whether a proxy should still have access to a 


component at the time the: 


 Proxy accesses a delegated component. The PAV engine evaluates if the proxy has the security 


necessary to access the desired component.  The PAV is triggered from the delegated 


component generic search record SCC_DA_SRCH_VW.  


See Step 5: Setting Up Components for Delegated Access in the Developer Reference for Setting 


Up Delegation Access section for information on how the search record is used. 


The search record triggers the PAV engine and retrieves the user ID of the proxy that is logged 


in, as well as the transaction code that is related to the component that the proxy is trying to 


access. Based on the transaction code retrieved, the process evaluates whether the revoke 


conditions for the transaction are met, and then returns in the search record only the names of 


the delegators for which the proxy still has access.  


For example, Mary is the mother of Jane and Luke. Both are students to your institution and they 


both delegated access their mother to their Emergency Contacts component. If this transaction is 


set to revoke the proxy access if the delegator no longer has access to delegate the transaction 


and Jane had lost her access to a component needed to delegate this transaction, then the PAV 


real-time logic will revoke Mary’s access to access Jane’s data and the search record to access 


the Emergency Contacts component will only return the name of Luke. Mary won’t be able to 


access Jane’s data.  


Another example would be if the Emergency Contacts transaction is set up to revoke proxy 


access when the transaction is made inactive. Let’s pretend that this transaction has been 


inactivated and Mary attempts to access it. She navigates to the component and through the 


search record, the PAV process triggers and after evaluation will revoke Mary’s access to the 


component for all the delegators. Mary will see a search record to access the Emergency 


Contacts component, but it will return ‘No matching values were found”. Mary will not be able to 


access any of her delegators since she lost access due to the transaction being inactivated. 


 Delegator accesses the Share My Information component.  


The PAV engine evaluates all the proxies created by the delegator to determine whether or not 


any of the proxies meet any one of the revoke conditions selected in the transaction codes they 


have been delegated. The PAV engine is triggered from the SS_CC_DA_SHAREINFO 
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component. The Share My Information – Summary page will only display the proxies that have 


current access to the delegated transactions.  


See also “Using the Share My Information Summary – Page” section in the “Using Self Service 


for Delegated Access” chapter. This chapter was released as part of the Campus Community 


Bundle 27 documentation updates. 


 Administrator accesses the Review Shared Information component. The PAV engine evaluates 


all the proxies created by the selected delegator to determine whether or not any of the proxies 


meet any one of the revoke conditions selected in the transaction codes they have been 


delegated.  The PAV is triggered from the SCC_DA_ADMIN component. The Review Shared 


Information – Summary page will only display the proxies that have current access to the 


delegated transactions. 


See “Using the Review Shared Information – Summary Page.” 


When the PAV engine determines that a proxy’s access should be revoked from a certain transaction, it 


performs the following updates to the database: 


 The Transaction Status is changed from ‘Access Granted’ (AG) to ‘Revoked’ (RV). This value is 


stored in SCC_DA_PRXY_TXN.SCC_DA_TXN_STATUS record field. 


 The Revoke Reason field is populated with the reason based on why the access was revoked. 


See the Revoking Proxy Access section for information on the revoke reason values. 


 The transaction record is flagged so that it can be picked up by the PAV batch process, and the 


Notifications framework can send an email notification to the proxy and its user profile can be 


properly updated. In the SCC_DA_PRXY_TXN record, the SCC_DA_RLTM_UPD field is set to 


‘Y’. 


Note: When PAV is processed in real time, no email notification is sent to the proxy and the proxy’s user 


profile is not updated. Those two actions are instead later performed by the PAV batch process.  


Understanding Batch Proxy Access Validation 


Instead of waiting for a proxy, a delegator, or an administrator to access a component, use the PAV batch 


process to evaluate multiple transactions or delegators and proxy relationships to validate a proxy’s 


access to a transaction.  


When the PAV process determines that a proxy’s access should be revoked from a certain transaction, it 


updates the database: 


 The Transaction Status is changed from Access Granted’ (AG) to ‘Revoked’ (RV). This value is 


stored in SCC_DA_PRXY_TXN.SCC_DA_TXN_STATUS. 


 The Revoke Reason field is populated with the reason based on why the access was revoked 


(see Revoke Reason values table). 


See the Revoking Proxy Access section for information on the revoke reason values. 
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 The Notifications framework is triggered to send an email notifications to the proxy to let him or 


her know about the revoked transactions (the delivered DA_PROXY_REVOKE generic template 


is used).  


 If no other delegators delegated the proxy access to the same transaction code, the proxy’s user 


profile is updated by de-provisioning the security role tied to the transaction code for which the 


proxy got his or her access revoked.  


 If a transaction record was flagged by the PAV real-time process (the field SCC_DA_RLTM_UPD 


is set to ‘Y’ inside the SCC_DA_PRXY_TXN record), the PAV batch process completes the full 


validation process by triggering the Notifications framework to send an email notification to the 


proxy to let him or her know about the revoked transactions and determines if the proxy’s user 


profile should be de-provisioned from the role listed inside the delegated transaction. Once 


terminated, the PAV batch logic sets the SCC_DA_RLTM_UPD field to ‘N’ so it doesn’t get picked 


up again the next time the batch process is run. 


See the “Using the Proxy Access Validation Batch Process” section for information on how to run this 


process. 


Pages Used to Validate Proxy Access 


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage 


Proxy Access 
Validation 


SCC_DA_PAV_RUN_C
NT 


Campus Community, 
Delegated Access, Proxy 
Access Validation 


Use a batch process to 
validate multiple 
transactions, delegator 
and proxy relationships in 
order to revoke access to 
delegated transactions. 


 


Validating Proxy Access in Real Time 


[Bundle 29. New] 


The Proxy Access Validation process validates proxy access in real time when the 


 Proxy accesses a delegated component. 


 Delegator accesses the Share My Information component.  


See “Understanding Real Time Proxy Access Validation” in the Understanding Delegated Access 


section. 


 Administrator accesses the Review Shared Information component.  


See Using the Review Shared Information Pages. 


Validating Proxy Access in Batch 


[Bundle 29. New] 
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Access the Proxy Access Validation page (Campus Community, Delegated Access, Proxy Access 


Validation).  


 


Proxy Access Validation page 


The batch process evaluates whether the Transaction Status is set to Access Granted. It also evaluates 


the transactions that are flagged as Real-time Updates by the PAV real-time process. This is when the 


SCC_DA_RLTM_UPD field is set to ‘Y’ inside the SCC_DA_PRXY_TXN record.  


When you run the batch process against one delegator or specific transactions, the PAV process 


evaluates only the transactions for the selected delegator or specified transaction codes. This means that 


transactions that have been updated during PAV real-time processing but do not belong to the selected 


delegator or transaction codes will not be processed. 


Delegator IDs or Transactions Selection 


Use this group box to select the transactions or delegator EMPLIDs to process. 
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Selection Select: 


 All Transactions to process all transaction codes 


for all delegator EMPLIDS who delegated 


transactions. When selected, All Transaction 


Codes checkbox is selected and disabled (you 


cannot specify a specific transaction code). 


 All Delegators to process all delegators. When 


selected, you can specify to process All 


Transaction Codes (the result of this setup is 


similar to selecting All Transactions as described 


above) or Specific Transaction Codes (both 


checkboxes are enabled).  


 Specific Transactions to select only specific 


transaction codes to process. When you select 


this option, the Specific Transaction Codes 


checkbox is checked and disabled, and the 


Delegated Transaction Selection grid appears so 


you can select which transaction codes you want 


to evaluate the proxies’ access. 


 One Delegator to select a specific delegator to 


process. When you select this option, the 


Delegator ID field appears. Also, you must select 


whether all transaction codes or specific 


transaction codes should be processed for the 


delegator you choose. 


Delegator ID Select a delegator ID for which to run the batch process. 


The field prompt only returns EMPLIDs for existing 


Delegators. 


This field appears when you select One Delegator from 


the Selection list. 


All Transaction Codes 


Specific Transaction Codes 


 


Select to run the batch process for one or specific 


transaction codes. When one option is selected, the other 


one is disabled. When Specific Transaction Codes is 


selected, the Delegated Transaction Selection grid is 


displayed.  


 


Delegated Transaction Selection 


Use this grid to add one or more transaction codes for which to run the batch process. 
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Revoke Proxy Access Options 


Use this group box to override the transaction settings that you set up in the Delegation Transaction setup 


page.  


Note: The option ‘Never’ is not applicable for PAV when run in batch.  


See Configuring Delegation Transactions. 


Configuring Delegation Transactions 
This section discusses how to: 
 


 Configure delegation transactions.  


 Review delivered delegation transactions. 


Warning! Prior to setting up the Delegation Transaction Setup page, you need to have identified the 


components you want to make available for delegation, created the menus, set up the appropriate 


permission lists, roles and optionally CTM Transaction Code. Refer to the “Step 5: Setting Up 


Components for Delegated Access” subsection. The setup for Delegated Access must be performed by a 


security administrator familiar with the Campus Solutions self-service components, the PeopleSoft 


security, and how you manage your security. 


Page Used to Configure Delegation Transactions 


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage 


Counter Setup SCC_AWS_FIX_CTRS Set Up SACR, System 
Administration, Utilities, 
Constituent Transaction 
Mgmnt, Counter Setup 


Set up the max ID 
number for the next 
created proxy ID.  
 
Proxy ID is created when 
a delegator delegates 
access to a new contact 
in the Share My 
Information component. 
This value is used 
programmatically and not 
visible in pages. 
 
See PeopleSoft Campus 
Community 
Fundamentals 9.0 
PeopleBook, Working 
with Constituent 
Transaction 
Management, Setting Up 
CTM, “Setting Up 
Counter”. An updated 
version of the Working 
with Constituent 
Transaction Management 
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chapter was released as 
part of the Campus 
Community Bundle 29 
documentation updates. 
 


Delegation 
Transaction Setup 


SCC_DA_SETUP Set Up SACR, System 


Administration, Utilities, 


Delegated Access, 


Delegation Transaction 


Setup 


Configure transactions for 
delegation. 
 
 


Configuring Delegation Transactions 
Access the Delegation Transaction Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, 


Delegated Access, Delegation Transaction Setup).  


[Bundle 29. New group box: Revoke Proxy Access Options]  
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Delegation Transaction Setup page 
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Delegation Transaction Setup page (with the Pages/Components tab selected in the grids) 
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Delegation Transaction Setup page (with Menus Information tab selected in the grids) 
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Transaction Code Displays the auto-generated unique ID.   


When you add a new delegation transaction, this field 


displays the value NOID until you save the record. When 


you save the new delegation transaction, the field displays 


a unique ID that the system assigned to the delegation 


transaction. 


Transaction Name Enter the name of the transaction. This name will appear 


on the Share My Information - Details self-service page 


where a delegator can select the transaction names he or 


she wants to delegate.  


It is strongly recommended that you always assign a 


meaningful transaction name because the self-service 


users will see it. 


Transaction Status Activate or inactivate the delegation transaction. When 


inactivated, the transaction name is no longer displayed in 


the Share My Information - Details self-service page even 


if the user has access to delegate it. 


Note: If you inactivate a transaction, you may want to 


revoke access to the proxies that have already been 


delegated access to it, To do so, inside the Revoke Proxy 


Access Options group box, select Transaction Inactivated. 


The next time a proxy attempts to access a component 


included inside the inactivated transaction, the Proxy 


Access Validation real-time logic will automatically revoke 


the proxy access. The same can also be done by batch 


using the Proxy Access Validation process.  


See “Using Proxy Access Validation” in the Understanding 


Delegated Access section.  


Description and Display 


Description to Delegator 


Enter a description of the components that the transaction 


contains or what the transaction is used for.  


Select the Display Description to Delegator check box to 


display this description on the Share My Information - 


Details self-service page where a delegator can select the 


transaction he or she wants to delegate. 


Reset Security Required Click to reset the information entered in the Security 


Required To Delegate This Transaction grid. The fields in 


this grid will be populated by default using the information 


defined in the Proxy Role Name you select.   
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Delegated Access Security 


Use this group box to establish security access for proxies who are delegated access to the given 


transaction and decide if an EMPLID should be assigned to the proxy.  


Proxy Role Name Select the security role that will be provisioned to the 
proxy’s user profile once the proxy has accepted the terms 
and conditions for accessing a specific delegator’s data. 
The selected role must contain security information that is 
only relevant for the transaction created. For example, if 
the transaction is to delegate access to a single 
component, for example the Emergency Contacts 
component, the selected role must only include a 
permission list that contains the Emergency Contacts 
component. You can quickly validate all the components 
included in the selected role by expanding the Proxy Role 
Name Definition collapsible grid. 


 


If instead you create a transaction that should grant 


access to multiple components (for example Update 


Contact Information), the role you select will need to 


include the collections of components you want to grant 


access as part of this transaction. For example, the role 


could grant access to the Email Addresses, Phones, 


Addresses, Languages, Names components. 


When a proxy's delegated access is revoked, (assuming 
the proxy has accepted the terms and conditions and 
therefore has been identified), the system deletes this role 
from the proxy's user profile. Thus, the proxy no longer 
has access to the transaction component.  


 


Note: If there are other delegators that delegated the 
proxy access to the same transaction, the role is not 
deleted since the proxy still needs it to access the other 
delegators’ data. However, since the transaction will have 
a status of Revoked, the proxy will not be able to access 
the delegator’s data that has been revoked.   


 


This field prompts from roles set up in the Roles 
component. 


 


Assign EMPLID to Proxy? Select if you want the CTM framework to assign an 


EMPLID to the proxy. Refer to the previous section CTM 


and Delegated Access for information about the 


implications of this setting. When selected, you are 


required to enter a CTM Transaction Code. 
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CTM Transaction Code Specify the CTM transaction code that the system will use 


to store the proxy’s constituent data that the proxy enters 


on the Proxy Terms and Conditions page.  


If the Assign EMPLID to Proxy check box is selected, the 


system uses this CTM transaction code to trigger 


Search/Match and assign an EMPLID to the proxy. 


The prompt only returns the CTM transaction codes that 


are set up with partition data By Constituent. This is 


because Delegated Access framework does not involve 


any transaction data. 


 


Proxy Role Name Definition 


When you select the Proxy Role Name value, this grid automatically displays the components, associated 


pages, and menus included in the selected role. This information is to show you what the proxy will be 


granted access to, after being delegated access to the transaction. Use this grid to confirm that the right 


role is selected for the transaction you are creating. 


Security Required To Delegate This Transaction 


When you select the Proxy Role Name value, by default, the system automatically populates this grid with 


the components, associated pages, and menus included in the selected role. 


You can edit the fields in this grid. A delegator’s user profile must have access to all the components, 


pages, action modes and menus listed in this grid in order to be eligible to delegate the transaction and 


see the transaction name on the Share My Information - Details page. What you define here is basically 


who has access to delegate this transaction. 


In most cases the delegator will need to have access to the same components and page names listed in 


the proxy role. However the menus or the action modes may differ. For example, a student that has 


access to the Names self-service component in display only mode, should not be able to delegate access 


to the Names self-service component in update display mode (in most cases,  if the student doesn’t have 


access to update some data, the parents should also not have access to update the data).  


Because all the components made available for delegation, previously needs to be added to a DA Menu 


(Refer to the “Step 5: Setting Up Components for Delegated Access” subsection), the delegator will not 


have access to that menu. For example, the screen shot above shows that the Emergency Contacts 


component was added to the SCC_DA_SS_EMRCNCT menu in the proxy role name. The delegator (the 


student) will not have access to this menu. Instead he or she will have access to the CC_PORTFOLIO 


menu.  


Use this grid also if your institution has created a “parent version” of a student self-service component. 


For example, if you created a parent version of the View My Class Schedule component, the student will 


not have access to it. The student will have access to the student version. In this case make sure the 


proxy role contains the parent version of the component and in the Security Required To Delegate This 


Transaction grid, you select the component name and other information for the student version. 
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Note: If you leave the grid empty, then no security is required to delegate the transaction. All users can 


delegate it. 


Warning! Setting up the delegator’s required security to delegate a transaction requires strong 


knowledge of the PeopleTools security management (Roles, Permission List, Menus, Components, 


Pages, and Action Modes). It also requires a good understanding of how your system’s security is 


configured.   


Component Name Enter the name of the component(s) the delegator should 


have security access to, in order to be eligible to delegate 


the transaction name. 


Page Name Enter the name of the associated page(s) the delegator 


should have security access to, in order to be eligible to 


delegate the transaction name. 


Action Mode Enter the action mode in which you want to check for 


delegator security access. The action mode entered here 


will be considered while checking if the delegator has 


security access to the page with the same action mode. If 


the delegator does not have security access to the page 


with the action mode entered, the transaction cannot be 


delegated. 


Note: When action mode(s) is given in a permission list, 


the value(s) selected applies to all pages in a same 


component.  The action mode you select here for a page 


will therefore be defaulted for the other pages included in 


the same component.  
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Display Only Allowed Use this checkbox to indicate whether the delegator is 


allowed to have access to the pages contained in the 


Proxy Role Name selected in display only mode or not in 


order to be eligible to delegate the transaction name. This 


check box prevents a user that has only display only 


access to certain pages to delegate a transaction that 


grants a proxy access to update the data. 


Within PeopleTools security, the permission list contains 


pages and for each of them you can decide if the user 


should have access to the page in display only mode or 


not. In other words if the user will be allowed to view the 


page or to view and update the page.  


Suppose the Proxy Role Name selected contains 


permission lists that grant access to pages in display only 


mode (see the sample transaction delivered with your 


system called View Contact Information). In most cases 


you would want to allow delegators with display only and 


any other modes to delegate this transaction. In this case 


you would select the Display Only Allowed check box 


because having display only access should be permitted 


to delegate this transaction.  


If instead the Proxy Role Name selected contains 


permission lists that grant access to pages in 


update/display mode (see the sample transactions 


delivered with your system called Update Contact 


Information and Emergency Contacts). In this case you 


will probably not want to allow delegators that only have 


display only access to delegate the transaction. In this 


case you will not allow display only and therefore will not 


check the Display Only Allow check box.    


For example,  a student that has access to the Names 


self-service component in display only mode, should not 


be able to delegate access to the Names self-service 


component in update display mode (in most cases, if the 


student doesn’t have access to update some pages, the 


parents should also not have access to update the data).  
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 Recommendations: 


If the Proxy Role Name selected grants access to  pages 


in update mode (the Display Only flag for the page names 


is unchecked inside the permission list included in the 


role), then you may not want the delegators who have 


access to the page in display only mode should be able to 


delegate this page’s access. In this case, do not select the 


Display Only Allowed check box.  


If the Proxy Role Name selected grants access to pages 


in display only mode (the Display Only flag for the page 


names is checked inside the permission list), or if the 


nature of the pages only shows data (no value can be 


updated or selected in the page) then you may want that 


the delegators who have access to the page in display 


only mode should be able to delegate access to this page. 


In this case, select the Display Only Allowed check box. 


See PeopleTools PeopleBooks for more information on 


how permission lists are created and how pages are 


marked as display only. 


Menu Name, Menu Bar 


Name and Menu Item Name 


Enter the name of the menu(s) the delegator should have 


security access to, in order to be eligible to delegate the 


transaction name. 


 


Revoke Proxy Access Options 


[Bundle 29. New] 


The Revoke Proxy Access Options group box allows an institution to decide which conditions to use to 


revoke a proxy’s access at the transaction level. This is used by the Proxy Access Validation real time 


and batch logic. 
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Never By default, this check box is disabled. 


If you enable this option, the other options are disabled. 


When selected, the Proxy Access Validation logic never 


revokes the proxy access to the transaction. Use this 


option for transactions containing components that are 


generic or do not grant access to sensitive data. 


Warning! When you select this check box and the 


delegator loses security access to the transaction, the 


proxy continues to have access to the transaction. The 


delegator will not be able to revoke proxy access. Only an 


administrative user can revoke access to the transaction 


through the Review Shared Information component. 


Transaction Inactivated By default, this check box is enabled. 


This option indicates that when the transaction status is 


set to Inactive, the proxies would no longer have access to 


it. 


Delegators and administrators will be unable to delegate a 


transaction that is inactive. Inactive transactions do not 


appear in the Share My Information – Details component 


and in the Review Shared Information – Details. When this 


option is selected, proxies with previous access to the 


transaction will see their access revoked. 


Note: When a transaction is set to Inactive, this does not 


immediately revoke a proxy’s access to the transaction. 


Proxy access is revoked at the time the Proxy Access 


Validation process is run (real time or by batch).  
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Delegator no longer has 


access to delegate the 


transaction 


By default, this check box is enabled. 


In most cases, when a delegator loses access to a 


transaction, the proxy also should lose access to it. This 


ensures that the delegator controls what a proxy has 


access to. 


For example, a student has delegated his parent access 


to his Addresses information. If the student looses access 


to the Addresses component, by selecting this option, his 


parent will also no longer be able to access it.  


Note: The proxy access is revoked at the time the Proxy 


Access Validation process is run (real time or by batch). 


 


 


 


See also “Revoking Proxy Access” in the Understanding Delegated Access, Using Proxy Access 


Validation section. 


Reviewing Delivered Delegation Transactions 
PeopleSoft delivers few transactions that are preconfigured for the Delegated Access framework and 


accessible through the Delegation Transaction Setup page. The transactions are meant to be used as 


samples only and are delivered with a status of Inactive.  


This table lists the delivered delegation transactions and their configuration:  


Transaction Name / 


Transaction Code 


Delegation 


Transaction 


Description 


Unique Role / 


Permission 


List 


Component Name Unique Menu 


Name / Search 


Record 


Override 


View Contact Information / 


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062601


4905 


 


Delegate 


the ability to 


view your 


phone 


numbers, 


email 


addresses 


and 


addresses. 


CS - DA 


Contact Info  


View / 


HCCPCSSA1


140:  CS - DA 


Contact Info 


View  


Note: Pages 


included in the 


permission list 


are defined 


with Display 


SS_CC_PERS_PH


ONE 


SS_CC_EMAIL_AD


DR 


SS_CC_ADDRESS


ES 


Note: This sample 


shows that a 


collection of 


components can be 


delegated as part of 


SCC_DA_ADDR


_VW /  


SCC_DA_SRCH


_VW 
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Only = Y. That 


way the proxy 


will only be 


able to view 


the 


delegator’s 


data. 


a same transaction. 


 


Update Contact Information /  


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062508


0419 


Note: This transaction is 


similar to the “View Contact 


Information” transaction and 


contains the same collection 


of components, but is set up 


to allow proxies to update 


the contact information. 


Delegate 


the ability to 


update your 


phone 


numbers, 


email 


addresses 


and 


addresses. 


CS - DA 


Contact Info 


Update / 


HCCPCSSA1


141: CS - DA 


Contact Info 


Update  


Note: Pages 


included in the 


permission list 


are defined 


with Display 


Only = N. That 


way the proxy 


will be able to 


update the 


delegator’s 


data. 


SS_CC_PERS_PH


ONE 


SS_CC_EMAIL_AD


DR 


SS_CC_ADDRESS


ES 


Note: This sample 


shows that a 


collection of 


components can be 


delegated as part of 


a same transaction. 


SCC_DA_SS_A


DDRESS /  


SCC_DA_SRCH


_VW 


Emergency Contacts /  


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062508


0659 


Delegate 


the ability to 


view and 


update your 


emergency 


contacts. 


CS - DA 


Emergency 


Contacts / 


HCCPCSSA1


150:  CS - DA 


Emergency 


Contacts 


SS_CC_EMERG_C


NTCT 


SCC_DA_SS_E
MRCNCT  
/  


SCC_DA_SRCH


_VW 


View To Do List /  


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062508


0459 


Delegate 


the ability to 


view the 


pending 


items on 


your to do 


list 


generated 


by the 


institution. 


CS - DA To 


Do List / 


HCCPCSSA1


160: CS - DA 


To Do List  


SS_CC_TODOS SCC_DA_SS_T


O_DO 


/  


SCC_DA_SRCH


_VW 
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Warning! The delivered sample transactions are configured using the delivered self-service components. 


These components were originally intended to be used by the person to whom the data belongs to. You 


may want to modify these components or create a “proxy” version so that they make better sense for a 


proxy.   


Using the Review Shared Information Pages 
[Bundle 29. New] 


This section describes how to: 


 Use the Review Shared Information – Summary page 


 Use the Review Shared Information – Details page 


Pages Used to Access the Review Shared Information Pages 


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage 


Review Shared 
Information – 
Summary 


SCC_DA_RVEW_SUM
M 


Campus Community, 


Delegated Access, Review 


Shared Information 


Use to view delegation 
information such as proxy 
information, delegated 
transactions, and 
transaction status. 
 
Administrators can also 
use this page to delete a 
proxy on behalf of a 
delegator. 


Review Shared 
Information – Details 


SCC_DA_RVEW_DTL Click the Edit button on the 


Review Shared 


Information – Summary 


page 


Use this page to view or 
update proxy information. 
 
Administrator can also 
use this page to grant or 
revoke the proxy access 
to delegation 
transactions. 


 


View Holds /  


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062508


0559 


Delegate 


the ability to 


view the 


holds placed 


on your 


record for 


specific 


services. 


CS - DA Holds 


/ 


HCCPCSSA1


170: CS - DA 


Holds  


SS_CC_HOLDS SCC_DA_SS_H


OLDS 


/  


SCC_DA_SRCH


_VW 
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Using the Review Shared Information – Summary Page 


[Bundle 29. New] 


Access the Review Shared Information – Summary page (Campus Community, Delegated Access, 


Review Shared Information). 


 


Review Shared Information – Summary page 


Use the Summary page to view the same delegation information a delegator sees in the Share My 


Information – Summary page.  


From this page, administrators can: 


 View proxy information for all proxies with delegated access to a delegator’s data 


 View the current transactions that are delegated to each proxy 


 View the transaction status 


 Delete a proxy on behalf of the delegator 
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Note: The administrative component does not allow an administrator to create a new proxy on behalf of 


the delegator. This page allows administrators to only update information on existing proxies. 


When administrators access this component, the PAV process runs in real time to determine whether a 


proxy should have access to delegated components. This gives an accurate picture of who has access to 


what. 


Warning! Granting security access to the Review Shared Information component should be done with 


care. Since the component allows granting a third party (a proxy) security access to someone’s data (a 


delegator), it may violate your data privacy rules. Consider granting security access to the component in 


display only to your regular administrators, and to full edit to your administrative super users.     


Edit Click to access the Review Shared Information – Details 


page. From this page, you can execute more actions on 


behalf of a delegator. 


 


Delete Click to delete the proxy on behalf of the delegator. When 


you do so, all the transactions delegated to the proxy are 


automatically revoked, and the proxy will no longer be 


displayed on the Summary page. The Notifications 


framework is triggered and an email message is sent to 


the proxy to inform him or her about the revoked access. If 


the proxy’s user ID is known and no other delegator 


delegated him or her access to the security role tied to the 


revoked transaction, the proxy’s user profile is removed 


from the security role.  


Note: This button is disabled when the administrator has 


display-only security access to this component. 


 


Using the Review Shared Information – Details Page 


[Bundle 29. New] 


Click the Edit button in the Review Shared Information – Summary page. 
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Review Shared Information – Details page 


Proxy Details 


Administrators use this page to view and update the proxy’s information. The contact email address listed 


is the email address used to send notifications to the proxy when transactions are granted or revoked. If 


necessary, the delegator could change this information using the Share My Information – Details page, 


but it can also be done by an administrator.  This group box also gives the administrator information on 


whether the proxy has accepted the terms and conditions to access the delegator’s data. The values are 


‘Unknown’ (proxy has not accepted or declined the terms and conditions), ‘Accepted’ or ‘Declined’. Once 


accepted or declined, the Terms and Conditions Reviewed Date is populated with the date the proxy has 


accepted or declined the terms and conditions. The Proxy User ID field is only populated once the proxy 


has accepted or declined the terms and conditions. Only at that time is the proxy associated with the 


delegator’s EMPLID. The Proxy EMPLID field is populated only after the proxy has accepted or declined 


the terms and conditions and at least one of the delegated transactions was set up to assign an EMPLID 


to the proxy. If not, the field remains blank. 


Resend Email Notification Click to resend the last email notification sent to either the 


proxy or delegator. 
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Reset Security Key Click to reset the security key for the proxy.  


Use this to reset the security key that was generated when 


the proxy was created. If the proxy is unable to accept the 


Terms and Conditions because of a security key error, you 


can generate a new security key.  


See Delegated Access Validation in the Understanding 


Delegated Access section for more information about 


using the security key. 


Clear All / Select All Deselects or selects all transactions in the Current 


Delegation Status and Past Delegation Status grids. 


 


Current Delegation Status 


This group box is dynamic and only displays the transactions that a delegator has access to. On behalf of 


the delegator, the administrator can delegate new transactions to an existing proxy and revoke access to 


certain transactions. To delegate or revoke transactions, select or deselect the appropriate check box for 


the transaction.  


The grid displays the Transaction Status as well as who made the latest update. 


Note: The administrator can only delegate transactions for which the delegator has access to. This is why 


the grid limits the list of transactions. Who has access to delegate a transaction is defined in the 


Delegation Transaction Setup page (in the Security Required to Delegate this Transaction group box). 


Past Delegation Status  


This group box displays the transactions that a proxy previously had access to. In most cases the 


transactions listed in the grid will be disabled and will have a Transaction Status of Ended (or Revoked in 


the record). The Revoke Reason field is populated with proper information. This is the only place where 


the Revoke Reason is displayed. 


See “Revoking Proxy Access” in Understanding Delegated Access, Using Proxy Access Validation 


section for information on the revoke reason values. 


The grid also displays the transactions for which the delegator no longer has access to delegate, but for 


which the proxy still has access to. This happens when a transaction was set with the option to never 


revoke the proxy access and the delegator later lost security access to it. If a proxy had access to a 


transaction set as such, the grid will display the transaction with the checkbox selected, and will allow the 


administrator to revoke it. The delegator, because he or she no longer has access to that transaction, will 


not see it in the Share My Information self-service component, and will be unable to manually revoke the 


proxy’s access to it. In this case, only an administrator can revoke the proxy’s access. The following 


image shows an example of how the Past Delegation Status grid will look like with a transaction that has 


been set with the option to Never revoke a proxy access and the delegator lost access to the transaction 


after delegating it to the proxy. 
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Review Shared Information – Details page when the Past Delegation Status grid shows a transaction  


that the delegator no longer has access to delegate, but for which the proxy still has access. 


See Configuring Delegation Transactions. 


When an administrator uses the Details page to: 


 Change the email address, the Confirm Email Address field is enabled. The administrator must 


also provide the new email address in the Confirm Email Address field. 


 Revoke the proxy’s access to a delegated transaction, a warning message appears and asks if 


the administrator wants to revoke access to the delegated transaction. If the administrator clicks 


OK, the Notifications framework is triggered and an email notification is sent to the proxy about 


the change (the DA_PROXY_REVOKE template is used). 


 Delegate a transaction on behalf of the delegator, a warning message appears and asks if the 


administrator wants to delegate access to the transaction. If the administrator clicks OK, the 


Notifications framework is triggered, and email notifications are sent to the delegator and proxy 


about the change (the DA_DELEGATOR_GRANT or the DA_KNOWN_PROXY_GRANT 


templates are used). 


Developer Reference for Setting Up Delegated Access  
Take advantage of the Delegated Access framework to create your own delegation transactions.  


Warning! Some steps to configure Delegated Access require a technical effort and require knowledge of 


Application Designer, web services, Integration Broker, Entity Registry and how you manage user 


security access at your institution. 
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This section discusses: 


 Step 1: Setting up counter for proxy ID. 


 Step 2: Defining the delegator’s terms and conditions message catalog. 


 Step 3: Defining the proxy’s terms and conditions message catalog. 


 Step 4: Setting up the CTM transaction for delegated access (optional). 


 Step 5: Setting up components for delegated access. 


 Step 6: Setting up permission lists and roles for the delegated access components. 


 Step 7: Setting up the delegation transactions. 


 Step 8: Modifying the Proxy Terms and Conditions page to include proper constituent fields. 


 Step 9: Setting up the URL contained in the proxy email notification to access New User 


Registration login page. 


 Step 10: Setting up New User Registration framework.  


 Step 11: Modifying the delegated access notification templates. 


 Step 12: Configuring your system for sending email messages through Notifications framework. 


 Step 13: Activating the SCC_DA web service. 


 Step 14: Verifying that the request handler exists. 


Step 1: Setting Up Counter for Proxy ID 
The Delegated Access framework assigns a unique proxy ID number (which is not EMPLID or User ID) 


every time a delegator creates a new proxy (new contact) in the Share My Information component. To 


view the latest proxy ID assigned or to enter the next proxy ID that you want the system to assign when 


the system automatically generates proxy IDs, use the Counter Setup page (Set Up SACR, System 


Administration, Utilities, Counter Setup). The proxy ID value is only used for processing purposes and 


therefore never displayed. 


See the Working with Constituent Transaction Management chapter in the Campus Community 


PeopleBook for bundle 29 for more information about the Counter Setup page. 


Step 2: Defining the Delegator’s Terms and Conditions 


Message Catalog 
The delegator’s terms and conditions are displayed on the Share My Information -Terms and Conditions 


page (SS_CC_DA_DELEG_AGR page). Modify the message catalog number 14025, 60 to display your 


institution specific terms and conditions. Each time a delegator creates a new proxy, the delegator must 
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first accept the institution’s terms and conditions. For example, academic institutions in the United States 


can display their terms and conditions on this page to comply with the data privacy regulations under 


FERPA. 


Step 3: Defining the Proxy’s Terms and Conditions 


Message Catalog 
The proxy’s terms and conditions are displayed on the Proxy Terms and Conditions page. Modify the 


message catalog number 14025, 1 to display your institution’s terms and conditions that you want the 


proxy to accept prior to start viewing the delegator’s data. 


Step 4: Setting Up the CTM Transaction for Delegated 


Access (Optional) 
Access the Transaction Setup page (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, Constituent 


Transaction Mgmt, Transaction Setup).  
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Example of a Transaction Setup page for generic Delegated Access use 


Each of the delegation transactions you create can be associated with a CTM Transaction Code. 


Consider reusing the same CTM Transaction Code. You will want to use different values mostly only if a 


delegation transaction code requires a different Search/Match configuration or you want to use a different 


Data Update Rule configuration. Oracle recommends associating a delegation transaction with a CTM 


Transaction Code only if you want to assign an EMPLID to the proxy. 


The following is the recommendation for configuring a CTM transaction for delegated access: 


Transaction Options 


Field/Option Configuration 


Online Transaction Select this check box because the Delegated 


Access business process is performed through 


self-service pages. 


Process Search/Match 


(The system uses the Process 


Search/Match setting only if 


Assign EMPLID to Proxy is 


selected). 


Select Batch if you want to assign EMPLIDs at a 


later time and process many proxy data at once 


or the Realtime option if you want to process the 


proxy data immediately after the proxy submits 


the Proxy Terms and Conditions page. In this 


case, deselect the Run on Save check box 


because Delegated Access only supports 


triggering CTM on Submit (proxy can only submit 


the Proxy Terms and Conditions page). 


 


Transaction Handler 


Field/Option Configuration 


Root Package ID Select SCC_CTM. 


Path Select TRANSACTION. 


Application Class ID Select DefaultTransaction. 


Staged Record Name Select SCC_DFLT_TRANS. 


 


The SCC_CTM.TRANSACTION.DefaultTransaction class allows for processing CTM transactions that 


use only constituent data and do not use any transaction-specific data. Delegated Access does not 


involve any transaction-specific data.  
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Constituent Handler 


Field/Option Configuration 


Root Package ID Select SCC_SL_TRANSACTION. 


Path Select INTFC. 


Application Class ID Select DefaultConstituent. 


 


Partition Data 


Field/Option Configuration 


By Constituent Select this option (the Delegated 


Access framework does not use 


transaction data). 


 


Transaction Data Launch Parameters 


The fields in this region should be left blank because there is no transaction-specific data with delegated 


access and therefore there is no transaction staging component for the administrative user. 


Note: Set the Search/Match Setup page using the configuration of your choice.  


See the Working with Constituent Transaction Management chapter in the Campus Community 


PeopleBook for bundle 29 for more information about the Transaction Setup and Search/Match Setup 


pages. 


See CTM and Delegated Access in the Understanding Delegated Access section. 


Step 5: Setting Up Components for Delegated Access 
To enable a Campus Solutions component for delegated access, these steps are required: 


1. Determine which components should be enabled for delegated access. 


Evaluate your self-service components and identify the ones you would like to make available for 


a proxy to look at or to make any updates on behalf of the delegator (for example, the delegator 


can be a student). 


2. Determine if a proxy version of these components should be created. If so, these proxy 


components should be used in the subsequent steps.  


The delivered Campus Solutions self-service components are intended to be used by the person 


who owns the data. For example the self-service page where a user can enter email addresses 


mentions “Enter your email addresses below”. If a proxy accesses this page, the text might be 
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confusing since it is not the proxy’s email addresses that should be entered, but the delegator’s 


email addresses. In this case you may want to consider creating a “proxy” version of this self-


service component. The same is true if you want to hide some information. For example, it might 


make sense to display some information to a student, but may be not to a proxy. 


3. Create a menu (DA Menu) for each of the components you identified above to delegate to a 


proxy. A menu can include one or more components related to a specific transaction. 


The menu you create will be used to allow overriding the original component search record and 


also to make the security to delegate more granular. Each menu created can later be added to a 


single permission list.  


You can create one menu for one component. For example, delivered with your system is a 


sample delegated transaction called Emergency Contacts. It only contains the emergency 


contacts self-service component called SS_CC_EMERG_CNTCT. This component is added to a 


new menu named SCC_DA_SS_EMRCNCT.  


You can also create one menu for multiple components. For example, delivered with your system 


is a sample delegated transaction called Update Contact Information. It contains the email 


address self-service component (SS_CC_EMAIL_ADDR), the phone self-service component 


(SS_CC_PERS_PHONE) and the addresses self-service component (SS_CC_ADDRESSES). 


These components were added to a new menu named SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS. 


4. Create a menu search record override. 


If you make a delivered Campus Solutions self-service component available for Delegated 


Access, the search record needs to be overridden. In fact, the component search record only 


returns the EMPLID for the person that is signed into your system (again, Campus Solutions self-


service components display the information of the person that is signed into your system). When 


a proxy accesses one of these components, the search record used should return the list of 


delegators that granted him or her access to the component and for which the delegation status is 


Access Granted (not Revoked). 


Delivered with your system is a search record called SCC_DA_SRCH_VW. This search record 


should be added to the menus you created in the previous step. This search record overrides the 


component search record.  
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Example of the SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS menu item properties showing how to override the 


component search record 


When a proxy accesses one of the components he or she has been delegated, only the delegator 


names are returned.   


For example, Joe, Jane and Jack are siblings attending the same school. Joe and Jane granted 


their mother Mary Smith access to their Emergency Contacts data. Jack granted his mother 


access to a different component. When the mother accepts the terms and conditions for each of 


her three kids, her User ID gets tied to Joe, Jane and Jack’s EMPLIDs. When she navigates to 


the Emergency Contacts component (through the DA Menus), she sees a search record that 


returns only the names of her kids who granted her access to the component: Joe and Jane. 


Jack’s name is not listed because he did not grant his mother access to that component. 


Because we are using a DA Menu, if Mary was also a student at the institution, she wouldn’t see 


her own Emergency Contacts data from that navigation. To see her own data she will still need to 


navigate to the regular Self Service, Campus Personal Information, Emergency Contacts 


component.  


The Delegated Access search record returns the delegators that delegated the component 


access to the proxy and where the proxy has previously accepted the terms and conditions. Once 


a delegated transaction is revoked by a delegator, the proxy will no longer see that delegator’s 


name inside the search record. 
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[Bundle 29. Added information about proxy access validation.] 


The logic for the Proxy Access Validation engine, when triggered in real time by the proxy, is also 


contained inside the Delegated Access search record.  


See Understanding Proxy Access Validation. 


Note: The delivered Delegated Access search record SCC_DA_SRCH_VW returns the 


delegator’s names only. The system does not return their EMPLIDs to avoid giving unnecessary 


information to the proxy.  


Note: If you created a proxy version of a student self-service component, the search record 


SCC_DA_SRCH_VW can be added directly to the component you created. 


See PeopleTools PeopleBook: PeopleSoft Application Designer Developer's Guide for more 


information on how a menu is created. 


5. Create a content reference to access the menu through portal navigation.  


Each of the DA Menu/component combinations created above must be added to its own content 


reference. For example, the SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS menu (along with each of its three 


components) was added to the “Update Address”, “Update Email Address” and “Update Phone” 


content references. Below is a representation of the sample components delivered with your 


system and how they were added into a specific content reference.  


Content Reference Name 


Content 


Reference 


Label  Menu Name Component Name 


HC_SCC_DA_ADDRESS_UPD


ATE 


Update 


Address SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS SS_CC_ADDRESSES 


HC_SCC_DA_EMAIL_UPDATE 


Update Email 


Address SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS SS_CC_EMAIL_ADDR 


HC_SCC_DA_PHONE_UPDAT


E Update Phone SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS SS_CC_PERS_PHONE 


HC_SCC_DA_ADDR_VIEW View Address SCC_DA_ADDR_VW SS_CC_ADDRESSES 


HC_SCC_DA_EMAIL_VIEW 


View Email 


Addresses SCC_DA_ADDR_VW SS_CC_EMAIL_ADDR 


HC_SCC_DA_VIEW_PHONE View Phone SCC_DA_ADDR_VW SS_CC_PERS_PHONE 


HC_SCC_DA_HOLDS Holds SCC_DA_SS_HOLDS SS_CC_HOLDS 


HC_SC_DA_TODO To Do List SCC_DA_SS_TO_DO SS_CC_TODOS 
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HC_SCC_DA_EMRG_CNTCT 


Emergency 


Contact 


SCC_DA_SS_EMRCNC


T 


SS_CC_EMERG_CNTC


T 


 


Each of the content references you create for Delegated Access should be added to the delivered 


Self Service, Shared Information Center portal folder. This will become the navigation the proxy 


will take to see all of the components that were delegated to him or her by one or multiple 


delegators (the search record override controls which data the proxy has access to view).  


The following graphic shows an example of content references created under the Shared 


Information Center portal folder.  


Note: The proxy will only see the navigation links for which he or she has been delegated access 


to. 


Note: If you are making more components available for Delegated Access, we recommend you 


also add them under the Self Service, Shared Information Center portal folder. This will limit the 


number of places a proxy needs to navigate to access somebody else’s data. 


 


Example of content references inserted under the Shared Information Center portal folder 
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The following two tables depict an example of how a component (Emergency Contacts) can be 


made available for delegated access and how it can be modeled on the existing student self-service 


component. 


This table depicts the existing student self-service component: 


Component Component 


Search 


Record 


Menu Menu 


Search 


Record 


Override 


Portal folder Content 


Reference 


SS_CC_EMERG_CNTCT LS_SS_PE


RS_SRCH 


CC_PORTFOLIO n/a Self Service, 


Campus 


Personal 


Information 


Emergency 


Contacts 


 


This table depicts the Delegated Access component: 


Component Component 


Search 


Record 


Menu Menu 


Search 


Record 


Override 


Portal folder Content 


Reference 


SS_CC_EMERG_CNTCT LS_SS_PE


RS_SRCH 


SCC_DA_SS_E


MRCNCT 


SCC_DA


_SRCH_


VW 


Self Service, 


Shared 


Information 


Center 


Emergency 


Contacts 


 


You create content references under PeopleTools, Portal, Structure and Content.  


See PeopleTools Portal Technology PeopleBook. 


Step 6: Setting Up Permission Lists and Roles for the 


Delegated Access Components 
[Bundle 29. Added access to SCC_DA_AUTH_CHECK web service for the PAV process to run.] 


Create a permission list to include the DA Menu (this is done through PeopleTools security components). 


To keep the security granular to be able to delegate access to a specific subject at a time, consider 


creating one permission list per DA Menu. For example, delivered with your system is a permission list 


called CS - DA Contact Info Update. It only contains one DA Menu (SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS) that grants 


access to several components (Addresses, Email Addresses and Phone).  
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This single permission list is then added to a role. Create a role to include the permission list (this is done 


through PeopleTools security components). The role created will become the Proxy Role Name when you 


create the delegation transactions in the next step. It is the role that will later be provisioned to the proxy 


to perform the transaction. 


The following is a representation of how the sample components delivered with your system were 


included in a corresponding permission list and role. 


Role Name Permission List Menu Name Component Name 


CS - DA Contact Info 


Update 


HCCPCSSA1141 SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS SS_CC_ADDRESSES 


  SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS SS_CC_EMAIL_ADDR 


  SCC_DA_SS_ADDRESS SS_CC_PERS_PHONE 


CS - DA Contact Info 


View 


HCCPCSSA1140 SCC_DA_ADDR_VW SS_CC_ADDRESSES 


  SCC_DA_ADDR_VW SS_CC_EMAIL_ADDR 


  SCC_DA_ADDR_VW SS_CC_PERS_PHONE 


CS - DA Emergency 


Contacts 


HCCPCSSA1150 SCC_DA_SS_EMRCNCT SS_CC_EMERG_CNTCT 


CS - DA Holds HCCPCSSA1170 SCC_DA_SS_HOLDS SS_CC_HOLDS 


CS - DA To Do List HCCPCSSA1160 SCC_DA_SS_TO_DO SS_CC_TODOS 


 


See PeopleTools Security Administration PeopleBook for more information on creating roles and 


permission lists. 


Granting access to the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHECK service operation 


For each permission list that grants access to a DA menu, make sure it also grants access to the 


SCC_DA_AUTH_CHECK service operation. This web service is used by the Proxy Access Validation 


process when the proxy accesses a delegated component (PAV is triggered real time from the search 


record). You do so by accessing the permission list you created under PeopleTools, Security, Permission 


Lists (for example HCCPCSSA1141). In the Web Services tab, add the web service SCC_DA, click Edit 


and select Full Access for the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHK service operation. Additionally, ensure security to 


the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHECK service operation is also granted from the permission list you use to grant 


the delegators access to the Share My Information component and from the permission list used to grant 


your administrators access to the Review Shared Information component. This is needed because the 


PAV process also triggers real time when accessing both of these components. 
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Example of how the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHK service operation should be setup inside the permission lists 


used by proxies, delegators and administrators 


Warning: Not granting access to the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHECK service operation will result in self-service 


users not being able to access the Share My Information component and the administrators to not be able 


to access the Review Shared Information component. 


Granting access to the SCC_DA_SUBMIT service operation 


Granting access to the SCC_DA_SUBMIT service operation is only needed in the permission list used to 


grant a proxy access to the Proxy Terms and Conditions page (delivered with your system are permission 


lists HCCPCSSA1182 - CS - DA Proxy Terms&Conditions and HCCPCSSA1180 - CS - DA Proxy 


Terms&Cond_TEST). Access to this service is needed for the proxy to submit the information.  


See Delegated Access Validation in the Understanding Delegated Access section for information on 


using the SCC_DA_SUBMIT service operation.  


Also see New User Registration Framework and Delegated Access in the Understanding Delegated 


Access section for information on how these permission lists are used with the corresponding roles in 


New User Registration. 


Step 7: Setting Up the Delegation Transactions 
Use the Delegation Transaction Setup page to define a transaction and tie the role you created above to 


it. Define the delegation transactions in which the components made available for delegated access 


should be included. A transaction can be tied to one or multiple components. For instance, you can create 


a transaction that will only delegate access to the self-service Emergency Contacts component, or a 


transaction that will delegate access to all the self-service personal information components at once (refer 


to the delivered Update Contact Information and View Contact Information sample transactions for 


examples of this). 
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The following is a representation of how the sample Delegated Access Transaction Codes delivered with 


your system were assigned a single role granting access sometimes to a collection of components, or to 


a single component. 


DA Transaction Code DA Transaction 
Name 


Role Name Component Name 


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062
5080419 


Update Contact 
Information 


CS - DA Contact Info 
Update 


SS_CC_ADDRESSES 


   SS_CC_EMAIL_ADDR 


   SS_CC_PERS_PHONE 


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062
6014905 


View Contact 
Information 


CS - DA Contact Info 
View 


SS_CC_ADDRESSES 


   SS_CC_EMAIL_ADDR 


   SS_CC_PERS_PHONE 


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062
5080659 


Emergency 
Contacts 


CS - DA Emergency 
Contacts 


SS_CC_EMERG_CNTCT 


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062
5080559 


View Holds CS - DA Holds SS_CC_HOLDS 


SCC_DA_TXN_2012062
5080459 


View To Do List CS - DA To Do List SS_CC_TODOS 


 


For example, when a student delegates access to his or her parent the right to Update Contact 


Information, he or she is actually granting them access to the addresses, email addresses and phones 


self-service components. If the student delegates access to the Emergency Contacts transaction, he or 


she is granting the proxy access to the Emergency Contacts self-service component. 


In the Delegation Transaction Setup component, identify the components, menu, and modes the 


delegator should have access to in order to delegate the transaction.  


See Configuring Delegation Transactions section. 


Step 8: Modifying the Proxy Terms and Conditions 


Page to Include Proper Constituent Fields  
Review the Proxy Terms and Conditions self-service page and consider modifying the fields comprised 


inside the “Your Personal Information” subpage (SCC_DA_PERINFO_SBP). This subpage is delivered as 


a sample. Include the desired constituent fields you need to capture personal information about the proxy. 


If your delegation transactions are set to create an EMPLID for the proxies, make sure you gather enough 


information so Search/Match can use them as search data to identify or create an EMPLID. 


The constituent fields that you can include in this subpage must be part of the Constituent entity or part of 


any of its children entities (for example, Names, Email Address, Citizenship, and so on). But you need to 


extend the SCC_DA:UTILS:DAUtils App Class methods to capture the data from new fields on this 


subpage. 


Implementation recommendation: Do not modify the delivered SCC_DA_PERINFO_SBP page. Instead 


clone it and rename it as you wish. 
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Terms and Conditions for Accessing Somebody Else’s Data page (also known as the Proxy Terms and 


Conditions page) 
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Step 9: Setting Up the URL to Access the New User 


Registration Login Page 
The proxy receives the URL to access the New User Registration login page through email notification (it 


uses the delivered generic template DA_PROXY_GRANT). For the URL to be functionally appropriate, 


the host or kiosk information should be set up in New User Registration. Set up the values for the New 


User Registration constants that are in the application class SCC_IDENTITY_MGR:UTIL:NURConstants 


during your New User Registration implementation. These are the constants and their descriptions: 


 &TARGET_HOSTNAME: Set up the URL of your server where you are running your PeopleSoft 


Campus Solution application in the form of 


<ServerName>.<DomainName>.com(yourServer.yourDomain.com). 


 &KIOSK_HOSTNAME: Set up the URL of your server where you are running the KIOSK web 


profile in the form of <ServerName>.<DomainName>.com (yourServer.yourDomain.com). 


The URL is created using the New User Registration constants application class and constructed in the 


SCC_DA_NOTIFICATION.NOTIFY.OnExecute application class. You can use the following 


concatenation to create the target URL that is emailed to the delegator. You can modify the URL as per 


your requirements. The link should direct the user to the New User Registration login sample page (or 


your own version of it) and once successfully authenticated, automatically transfer the user to the 


delegated access target page (the Proxy Terms and Conditions page). For this scenario, the logic could 


be: 


Outside firewall: &url = "http://" | &NURConst.KIOSK_HOSTNAME | &NURConst.NUR_URI | 


"CAMPUS_URL= http://" | &NURConst.TARGET_HOSTNAME| &GATEKEEPER_URI 


Inside firewall: target hostname(&TARGET_HOSTNAME) + Proxy Terms and Conditions page 


navigation part.  


Note: Once a user is provisioned and is inside the firewall, then the user does not need to go through the 


GateKeeper. However, if you make it mandatory for the user to go through the GateKeeper, then you can 


receive the following benefits: 


 The Gatekeeper can record self-service access metrics. 


 Self-service users have a seamless experience if you reconfigure the target landing page for an 


application. Otherwise, users might get a broken link. 


Note: The URL constructed in delegated access notification is aimed to redirect the proxies to New User 


Registration login page through KIOSK web profile. If you use a destination other than the sample New 


User Registration login page, you need to construct it.  


See Using New User Registration Framework, Developer Reference to Deploy New User Registration, 


Step 7: Creating a URL to Access the New User Registration Login Page in the Campus Community 


package for bundle 29 for information about other New User Registration constants. 
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Step 10: Setting Up New User Registration Framework 


or Required Proxy Security 
[Bundle 29. Added information about proxy security.] 


The URL created in the previous step transfers the proxy to the New User Registration login page or a 


custom version of it. Ensure that the proxy can sign into your system by either allowing the proxy to 


create a new user ID or reuse an existing user ID. If the proxy already has a user ID, he or she should not 


have to create a new one to take advantage of the delegated access to access your system. Similarly, if 


multiple delegators delegated access to a same proxy, this proxy should be able to access the system 


with the same user ID.  


See the Developer Reference to Deploy New User Registration section in the Using New User 


Registration Framework chapter for information on how to setup New User Registration. The latest 


version of the Using New User Registration Framework chapter is in the Campus Community PeopleBook 


for bundle 29. 


Note: If you use the New User Registration framework to facilitate the user experience for a proxy signing 


into your system, create a New User Registration Context ID that will transfer the proxy directly to the 


Proxy Terms and Conditions page after signing in.  


See New User Registration Framework and Delegated Access in the Understanding Delegated Access 


section for information on how to setup the New User Registration Context value for delegated access.  


If you are not planning on using the New User Registration framework, make sure your proxies (whether 


they are new or existing users) have access to the USER_PROFILE component interface. This is needed 


in order to give users access to the proper role tied to the delegated transactions. The delegated role 


provisioning occurs after the proxies accept the terms and conditions, and click the Submit button.  


Note: If the New User Registration framework is used, the newly created user IDs are provisioned access 


to the USER_PROFILE content reference as part of the New User Registration initial setup. 


Step 11: Modifying the Delegated Access Notification 


Templates 
Define the text message you want to include in each of the email notifications triggered by Delegated 


Access.  Go to PeopleTools, Workflow, Notifications, Generic Templates and modify the notification 


templates for Delegated Access. 


See Notifications Framework and Delegated Access in the Understanding Delegated Access section for 


information on the notification templates. 


Warning!  Adding or removing template variables requires intensive code changes in the way the 


Delegated Access framework calls the Notifications framework. The email templates should not be used 


for extensive communication with the proxies or delegators. 
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Step 12: Configuring Your System for Sending Email 


Messages through Notifications Framework 
To invoke the Notifications framework: 


1. Determine the point that triggers the Notifications framework. 


This depends on the consumer functionality. A sample would be the Delegated Access framework’s 


Share My Information - Details page from where the Notifications framework is triggered. 


As shown in the graphic below, the Contact Name, Relationship and Email Address are defined on the 


page. The transactions for which access is to be granted or revoked are then selected or cleared. On 


clicking the Save button, the system triggers the Notifications framework. 


As an example, you can refer to the Delegated Access application class 


SCC_DA.NOTIFICATION.NOTIFY as a reference to trigger the Notifications framework. 


 


Share My Information - Details page 


2. Instantiate the methods to consume the Notifications framework. 


On instantiating the NotificationManager class, a Notification Header object will be instantiated. On calling 


the createNotificationDetail() method of NotificationManager class, Notification Detail object(s) will be 


created. Next, the consumer needs to use the createConsumerNotificationItems() method of 


NotificationManager to create the item(s) associated with the transaction. Finally, the send() method of 


NotificationManager will need to be invoked. This will in turn call Header send(), followed by Detail send() 


and Item send(). Item send() invokes NotificationRouter send(), which creates the appropriate channel 


object, in this case Email (EML), and calls send() of  the EmailChannel app class. This in turn will call 
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send() of the PeopleTools created PT_WF_NOTIFICATION.Notification which will deliver the email 


notification. 


The methods that need to be used by consumer to consume the Notifications framework are given in the 


following steps: 


1. Instantiate a NotificationManager object: NotificationManager() 


Sample Code: 


%This.ntfMgr = create 


SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:NotificationManager("SCC_NTF_CON_20120625084442"); 


2. Invoke the NotificationManager class method: createNotificationDetail() 


Sample Code: 


Local SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:Accessors:NotificationRequestDetail &ntfReqDtl; 


      &ntfReqDtl = &ntfMgr.createNotificationDetail(&myNtfCntxt, 


&p_messageLog); 


3. Invoke the NotificationManager class method: createConsumerNotificationItems() 


Sample Code: 


Local array of SCC_COMMON:NOTIFICATION:Accessors:NotificationRequestItem 


&ntfReqItms; 


      &ntfReqItms = &ntfMgr.createConsumerNotificationItems(&ntfReqDtl, 


&myNtfCntxt, &p_messageLog); 


4. Invoke the NotificationManager class method: send() 


Sample Code: 


Local string &lSccNtfreqId = &ntfMgr.Send(&p_messageLog); 


5. Invoke the NotificationManager class method: Resend()  


This should be used only when a resend of the previously sent set of notifications is required, and can be 


used only after issuing a send. 


Sample Code: 


&ntfMgr.ReSend(&p_SccNtfreqId, &p_messageLog); 


Setting Up SMTP Server 


See PeopleTools PeopleBook: System and Server Administration, Setting Application Server Domain 


Parameters 
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About Logging 


During Notifications framework processing, logging happens for following categories:  


A. Exceptions 


B. Reconcile Errors 


C. Normal Errors 


D. Warnings 


E. Informational  


Logging is done in two ways:  


 Using People tools Application Logging feature to record all exceptions and reconcile errors (A 


and B categories listed above).  Here, the system uses the People Tools WriteToLog built-in (with 


AppFenceSetting parameter value as %ApplicationLogFence_Error) to write the log details to 


either the application server or the TraceSQL log file that can be found in App Server log folder. 


 For the other categories C, D and E, the errors, warnings, informational messages are recorded 


in tables: SCC_NTF_LOG and SCC_NTF_LOGPARM.  You can query these tables to get the 


details. 


Step 13: Activating the SCC_DA Web Service 
[Bundle 29. Added step for activating the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHK service operation.] 


To activate the web service: 


1. Select PeopleTools, Integration Broker, Integration Setup, Service Operations. The Service 


Operations - Search page appears.  


2. Search for SCC_DA service, then select the SCC_DA_SUBMIT service operation.  


3. On the General page ensure that the SCC_DA_SUBMIT service operation is active and 


regenerate both Any-to -Local and Local-to-Local routing definitions.   



http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28394_01/pt852pbh1/eng/psbooks/tpcd/book.htm?File=tpcd/htm/tpcd16.htm#H3029

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28394_01/pt852pbh1/eng/psbooks/tpcl/book.htm?File=tpcl/htm/tpcl02.htm%2337ee99c9453fb39_ef90c_10c791ddc07__3be0
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General page 


4. Click the Service Operation Security link to access the Web Service Access page. 
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Web Service Access page 


5. On the Web Service Access page make sure you select a permission list for which all users will 


have access. This permission list needs to be included in a role that is granted to all your users. 


The proxy can have a newly created user ID or use an existing user ID. Either way he or she 


needs to have access to a role that contains this permission list.  


Note: When setting up New User Registration, you are required to create a user ID called 


SCC_SS_TEMPLATE. This user id is cloned when a new User ID is created. The user ID 


template needs to have access to the basic security role called Standard Non-Page Permissions. 


This role contains the HCSPSERVICE permission list. So the proxies creating a new user ID will 


automatically have access to the SCC_DA_SUBMIT web service operation. 


6. Perform the above steps, but this time for the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHK service operation. In step 4, 


make sure you select all the permission lists that grant access to a delegated transaction are 


listed. For example, with the sample delivered delegated transactions the following permission 


lists were created and therefore need to be listed in the Service Operation Security: 
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Refer to “Step 6: Setting Up Permission Lists and Roles for the Delegated Access Components” 


for information about the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHK service operation. 


Step 14: Verifying the Existence of the Request 


Handler 
To verify that the request handler exists: 


1. Select Set Up SACR, System Administration, Integrations, Request Handlers.  


2. Search for SCC_DA service name and verify that the handler exists for both SCC_DA_SUBMIT 


and SCC_DA_AUTH_CHK service operations: 
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Request Handlers page showing the SCC_DA_SUBMIT 


 


Request Handlers page showing the SCC_DA_AUTH_CHK 
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Troubleshooting Delegated Access 
[Bundle 29. New] 


Error message 158,963 


 


Replication Resolution 


The proxy accepts the Proxy Terms and Conditions 


and presses the Submit button. 


Activate the web service SCC_DA. 


1. Go to Peopletools > Integration Broker > 


Integration Setup > Service Operations. 


2. Select Service = SCC_DA; Service 


Operation SCC_DA_SUBMIT. 


3. Make sure you select the Active check box, 


and the Routing Status is set to ‘Exists’. 
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Error message 158,536 


 


 


Replication Resolution 


The proxy accepts the Proxy Terms and 


Conditions and presses the Submit button. 


 Give the proxy access to the HCCPCSSA1200 


permission list, which grants access to the NUR 


Gatekeeper. You can include this permission list inside 


a role, for example: CS – NUR Gatekeeper. Make sure 


all new and existing users have access to the role. 


 Give the proxy access to the HCCPCSSA1180 


permission list, which grants access to the SCC_DA 


web service. You can include this permission list inside 


a role, for example: CS - DA Proxy TermsConditions. 


Make sure all new and existing users have access to 


the role. 
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Error message 158,974 


 


 


Replication Resolution 


The proxy accepts the Proxy Terms and Conditions 


and presses the Submit button. 


The proxy user ID needs access to the 


USER_PROFILE component interface. To grant 


this access, do one of the following: 


 Create a permission list that grants access to 


the USER_PROFILE component interface, 


then assign it to all new or existing user IDs 


 Use the delivered roles:  


o Standard Non-Page Permissions 


o PeopleSoft User 


If New User Registration (NUR) is used, the NUR 


setup recommends adding these roles inside the 


user ID templates SCC_GUEST or 


SCC_SS_TEMPLATE. 


 


 








CHAPTER 1


Setting Up Administrative Functions


To set up or review administrative functions and their variable data, use the Administrative Function Table component
(ADMIN_FUNCTION_TBL).


This chapter provides an overview of administrative functions and discusses how to:


• Review administrative functions.
• Determine variable data fields.


Understanding Administrative Functions
Administrative functions identify the variable data or key fields associated with specific functions in the
higher education environment. Throughout your system, when you select a function, the associated fields
or data for that function become available. With this feature, PeopleSoft helps you to ensure consistency
between all records within a similar functional area across your institution. Administrative functions are
also especially useful for extracting relevant data for generating letters and other communications within a
specific functional area.


Warning! PeopleSoft delivers predefined administrative functions on the Administrative Functions Table. You
should not modify the delivered administrative functions. You can add administrative functions; however
extensive system configuration is required to do so.


This table lists the administrative functions (and their respective codes) and variable data fields that are
delivered in your system.
Bundle 29
Documentation-only update — not related to code change:
For Research Tracking feature, added RREQ, RSCH, SUPR, THES, and TOPC to this table:


Code Administrative Function Variable Data Fields


ADMA Admissions Application


[Application Level]


• Academic Career


• Student Career Number


• Application Number


ADMP Admissions Program


[Program Level]


• Academic Career


• Student Career Number


• Application Number


• Application Program Number
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Code Administrative Function Variable Data Fields


AVAK Advancement Acknowledgements • Designation Code


• Gift Number


• Initiative Code


• Recognition Type


• Session Number


AVIN Advancement Initiatives • Audience Code


• Audience Type


• Initiative Code


AVMB Advancement Membership Benefits • Member Payment Number


• Standard Benefit


AVMS Advancement Membership • Membership Number


• Membership Organization Code


AWRD Awarding • Academic Career


• Aid Year


• Item Type


BDGT Budget Maintenance • Academic Career


• Aid year


• Effective Date (FINA)


• Term


EVNT Event • Event ID


• Meeting Number (optional)


FINA Financial Aid Aid Year


FINT Financial Aid Term • Aid Year


• Term


GEN General None


IHC International Health Coverage Coverage Number


ISIR ISIR Corrections • Aid Year


• Effective Date (FINA)


• Effective Sequence (FINA)
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Code Administrative Function Variable Data Fields


LOAN Loan • Aid Year


• Loan Type Code


• Application Sequence


NLBP Internships NLD Internal Contract


NLOW Educational contracts NLD Contract Number


PROP Prospect Program • Academic Career


• Academic Program


• Recruiting Center


PROS Prospect Academic Career


PSSV Prospect Self Service Academic Career


RECR Recruiters Academic Career


RREQ Research Requirement • Candidature Number


• Assignment Type


RSCH Research Administration Candidature Number


RSTR Restricted Aid • Aid year


• Restricted Aid ID


SENR Student Enrollment • Academic Career


• Class Number


• Academic Term


SFAC Student Financials Account • Business Unit


• Account Number


• Account Term


SFBI Student Financials Billing • Business Unit


• Invoice ID


SFCO Student Financials Collections • Business Unit


• Collection ID


SFGR Student Financials Groups • Business Unit


• Group ID
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Code Administrative Function Variable Data Fields


SFIT Student Financials Item Lines • Business Unit


• Item Number


• Line Sequence Number


SFPA Student Financials Payments • Business Unit


• Payment ID Number


SFPR Student Financials Promise Checklist Date Time


SFRC Student Financials Receipt • Business Unit


• Cashier’s Office


• Receipt Number


SFRF Student Financials Refund • Business Unit


• Refund Number


SFTP Student Financials Contracts • Business Unit


• Contract Number


SPRG Student Program • Academic Career


• Career Number


STRM Student Term • Academic Career


• Academic Term


SUPR Research Supervisors • Candidature Number


• Supervisor Sequence


THES Thesis Administration • Candidature Number


• Thesis Submission Nbr


TOPC Research Topic • Candidature Number


• Topic Sequence


Reviewing Administrative Functions
This section discusses how to review administrative function codes.
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Chapter 1 Setting Up Administrative Functions


Page Used to Review Administrative Functions
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Administrative Function
Table


ADM_FUNCTION_TABLE Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Administrative
Function Table


Review administrative
functions.


Reviewing Administrative Function Codes
Access the Administrative Function Table page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Administrative
Function Table).


Administrative Function Table page


Variable Data Click this button to access the Administrative Function Field Usage page,
on which you can view a list of all the variable data fields associated with
this function.


Admin Function - People
or Admin Function -
Organizations


The system selects these check boxes to indicate whether the function relates
to individuals or to organizations in your database.


Determining Variable Data Fields
This section discusses how to determine the data fields associated with a function.


Page Used to Determine Variable Data Fields
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Administrative Function
Field Usage


ADM_FUNCTION_SP Click the Variable Data
button on the Administrative
Functions Table page.


View fields associated with
an administrative function.


Viewing Variable Data Fields Associated with a Function
Access the Administrative Function Field Usage page (click the Variable Data button on the Administrative
Functions Table page).
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Administrative Function Field Usage page


A selected check box indicates that the item is variable data for that administrative function. Administrative
functions are shipped with their variable data preassigned. Any modification to these selections could require
substantial programming effort.
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The Programs (which include both the software and documentation) contain proprietary information; they are 
provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are also protected by 
copyright, patent, and other intellectual and industrial property laws. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or 
decompilation of the Programs, except to the extent required to obtain interoperability with other 
independently created software or as specified by law, is prohibited. 


The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. If you find any problems in 
the documentation, please report them to us in writing. This document is not warranted to be error-free. 
Except as may be expressly permitted in your license agreement for these Programs, no part of these 
Programs may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any 
purpose. 


If the Programs are delivered to the United States Government or anyone licensing or using the Programs 
on behalf of the United States Government, the following notice is applicable: 


U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS  
Programs, software, databases, and related documentation and technical data delivered to U.S. 
Government customers are “commercial computer software” or “commercial technical data” pursuant to the 
applicable Federal Acquisition Regulation and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, use, 
duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation of the Programs, including documentation and technical 
data, shall be subject to the licensing restrictions set forth in the applicable Oracle license agreement, and, 
to the extent applicable, the additional rights set forth in FAR 52.227-19, Commercial Computer Software--
Restricted Rights (June 1987). Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065. 


The Programs are not intended for use in any nuclear, aviation, mass transit, medical, or other inherently 
dangerous applications. It shall be the licensee's responsibility to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, 
redundancy and other measures to ensure the safe use of such applications if the Programs are used for 
such purposes, and we disclaim liability for any damages caused by such use of the Programs. 


The Programs may provide links to Web sites and access to content, products, and services from third 
parties. Oracle is not responsible for the availability of, or any content provided on, third-party Web sites. 
You bear all risks associated with the use of such content. If you choose to purchase any products or 
services from a third party, the relationship is directly between you and the third party. Oracle is not 
responsible for: (a) the quality of third-party products or services; or (b) fulfilling any of the terms of the 
agreement with the third party, including delivery of products or services and warranty obligations related to 
purchased products or services. Oracle is not responsible for any loss or damage of any sort that you may 
incur from dealing with any third party. 


Oracle, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft are registered trademarks of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. 
Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. 


Open Source Disclosure 


Oracle takes no responsibility for its use or distribution of any open source or shareware software or 
documentation and disclaims any and all liability or damages resulting from use of said software or 
documentation. The following open source software may be used in Oracle’s PeopleSoft products and the 
following disclaimers are provided. 


Apache Software Foundation 


This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation 
(http://www.apache.org/). Copyright 1999-2000. The Apache Software Foundation. All rights reserved.  







 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS'” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE 
SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


OpenSSL 


Copyright 1998-2003 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.  


This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit 
(http://www.openssl.org/). 


THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR 


IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 


MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 


EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, 


INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, 


BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 


DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 


LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR 


OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 


THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


SSLeay 


Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All rights reserved. 


This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young  (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product 
includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com). Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young. All 
rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO 
EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR 
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


Loki Library 


Copyright 2001 by Andrei Alexandrescu. This code accompanies the book: Alexandrescu, Andrei. 
“Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns Applied”. Copyright (c) 2001. 
Addison-Wesley. Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute and sell this software for any purpose is 
hereby granted without fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both 
that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation 
 


Helma Project 
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Copyright 1999-2004 Helma Project. All rights reserved. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND 
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE 
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE HELMA PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR 
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER 
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 


 
Helma includes third party software released under different specific license terms. See the licenses 
directory in the Helma distribution for a list of these licenses. 


 


Sarissa 
 


Copyright 2004 Manos Batsis 
 


This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser 
General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the 
License, or (at your option) any later version. 


 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without 
even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See 
the GNU Lesser General Public License for more details. 


 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along with this library; if 
not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307 
USA. 
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PeopleSoft Campus Community 
Documentation Updates for CS Bundle #29 


Note. This PDF package is an update to the PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals 


PeopleBook. It describes the Patch ID # 16230048 / Product Update ID # 892055 that was posted 


to My Oracle Support in April 2013. Use this PDF package in conjunction with your PeopleBook 


to maintain a complete set of documentation. 


Documentation about bundle changes is incorporated into the relevant 9.0 PeopleBook chapters. 
PDFs of the updated chapters for bundle 29 are attached. 


Use this Overview document to view a list of bundle changes and updated chapters. 


Using PDF Package Documentation 


These instructions are for Adobe Reader X, with the latest updates installed (with the PDF open, 
click Help, Check for Updates).  


The package opens with this Overview document that lists the bundle changes and updated 
chapters.  


Click the Files tab to view the list of chapters. 


To search for documentation about the changes within a particular chapter, click on the chapter 
.pdf in the left hand pane. In the Search field in the top right hand corner of the PDF package, 
enter “bundle xx” where xx is the bundle number, and click the search icon. 


You can search the entire package for documentation updates by selecting Edit, Search Entire 
Portfolio.  


Here is a list of the bundle 29 changes and the chapters that contain documentation about those 
changes:   


 Rules Engine – new feature 


 Working with the Rules Engine.pdf  


 Notifications Framework updates 


 Working with the Notifications Framework.pdf  


 Managing Biographical Information.pdf 


 Using Self-Service Campus Personal Information.pdf 


 Delegated Access updates 


 Understanding and Setting Up Delegated Access.pdf 


 New User Registration updates 


 Using New Registration Framework.pdf 


 Communication Generation – preferred email address for person communications 


 Managing Communications.pdf  
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 Entity Registry updates 


 Entity Registry Updates April 2013 Bundle 29.pdf 


 Updates for the Student Academic Projects feature 


 Using the Population Selection Process.pdf  


 Population Selection Process Queries and Equations.pdf 


The remaining updates are documentation-only updates (no code changes for this bundle): 


 Documentation-only updates  


 Working with Constituent Transaction Management.pdf  


 Documentation-only updates for the Research Tracking feature 


 Setting Up Administrative Functions.pdf  


 Documentation-only updates for the Evaluation Management feature 
Documentation-only updates for Student Financials 


 Using the Population Selection Process.pdf  


 Population Selection Process Queries and Equations.pdf 


  


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 
 








Entity Registry Updates April 2013 / Bundle 29 


Introduction 
 


The April bundle introduces many enhancements to the Entity Registry.  This document details those 


enhancements.  These changes were generally done to better support Campus Mobile and the Rules 


Engine, however given the common nature of the entity framework many of these changes are 


beneficial to all areas touched by the entity registry. 


This document makes the assumption that you are already familiar with the Entity Registry as it is 


currently documented in the PeopleBooks and is designed merely to highlight new features. 


 Key Enhancements 
 Entity Profiles – Allows the creation of subsets of data within an entity tree.  Restricting access 


to child entities and properties for the rules engine, or trimming unnecessary data for web 


services. 


 Common Attribute Framework Integration – Attributes can be accessed as properties on an 


entity.  This allows attributes to be treated more like fields on the record. 


UI Changes/Enhancements 
We have made several changes to the Entity Registry component, mostly to support new functionality. 


Entity Registry 


Action Drop Down 


The old action button bar has been replaced with an action drop down.  It supports the same 


functionality as the old buttons with a couple new inclusions. 


 Entity View –Described in detail in the section on Entity Profiles, however entity views are 


accessed on the entity. 


 Entity Sync – The Property sync process has been moved from the property page here.  Since 


Common Attribute Framework properties can add children it needs to be called from the main 


page. 


 


 
Old Buttons 


 







 
New Drop Down 


 


List of Values 


We have added support for List of Value UID, allowing for a single key to reference a List of Values Setup 


rather than requiring record/field/context approach.  For Properties already using the 3-key approach it 


will continue to work.  All new LOV overrides require the UID approach, as it greatly simplifies setup.  


For fields that are using prompting based on the default underlying record/field prompting will continue 


to work as normal. 


 


Old Property Details with 3-field LOV 







 


 


New Property Details with LOV Unique ID 


Properties Page 


“to XML” and “from XML” have been replaced with “Viewable” and “Editable” respectively.  With the 


addition of JSON and the rules engine, these attributes do not just apply to XML, but JSON and Rules 


Engine access as well. 


 
Old Grid 


 


New Grid 


List Properties 
We now have support for treating properties as lists.  This allows us to support the concept of 


repeatable attributes.  Non-field based properties can also be marked as lists, in which case they are 


treated as arrays in the entity application class. 







 


Entity Property Sync 
There have been several Changes that required updating the Entity Sync Process. 


 The Number of entities has grown significantly.  


 We now also sync entity views. 


 We have increased the amount of caching. 


UI Changes 


Entity Registry 


Entity Registry setup component updates: 


 Added persistent log view.  You can see all sync based property changes from a link in the entity. 


property page. 


 
 


 The reset button has been removed (it removed all properties and rebuilt from the record and 


could therefore unintentionally remove delivered properties). 


 Sync has been moved to the action drop down, since it affects views and Common Attribute 


Framework integration could require it to add entity children. 


 


Property Sync 


 







 


 


 Separated out Property Sync to 2 steps:  


o Sync Button now starts a Process Scheduler that does the sync operation.  Once the 


request is in place it is replaced with a Refresh Button, to check the status, until the 


process is complete. 


o Wipe Cache allows manual wiping of the Entity Registry Meta Data cache.  This was 


previously done as part of the sync process, but now that the sync is performed on a 


process scheduler, the cache wipe needs to be performed separately on the appserver. 


 It is recommended to run a sync and wipe in these events: 


o Setting up a new database.  This will make sure all your properties match the fields, and 


all your views match their underlying entity. 


o Importing data via dat/dms.  Since dat/dms bypasses all processing logic this will fill in 


any holes. 


o If changes are made to records that have entities built on top of them via appdesigner.  


The sync process is the only way to update the entities to match the records.  This can 


also be done on the entity registry component in a one-off manner. 


Sync Process 


The sync process keeps all the entity data up to date. 


Here are the key features the sync process is responsible for: 


 Updates properties to match underlying records. 


 Keeps entity views up to date with changes to Entity Properties and Children. 


 Keeps Entities properties/children synced with the Common Attribute Framework. 


Cache Wipe  


The Cache wipe wipes the entity registry cache on the appserver.  This wipe should be 


performed anytime a sync is performed, once the sync process has completed successfully. 


 







This cache uses rowset caches to store entity registry meta-data.  This avoids unnecessary trips 


to the databases, bringing significant increases to performance for all entity registry operations. 


Entity Profiles 
Entity Profiles is a new feature that allows for entities to be grouped and subsets of entity trees to be 


created.   


Main Features 
 Categorize Entities for searching.  The actual revised entity search is planned for a future bundle. 


 Reduce data load for web services, and restrict access for updates. 


 Restrict access for rules created using the rules engine. 


Entity Views 


Overview 


Entity Views allow the creation of subsets of entity meta-data.   


Entity Views can only reduce access from what is specified at the base entity.  So if a property is set to 


viewable but not editable, it cannot be set to editable from a view, but viewable can be turned on or off. 


So the options are: 


Entity Properties 


 Editable – Editable can be turned on or off on a per property/view basis. 


 Viewable – Viewability can be set on a per property/view basis. 


 LOV – List of Values can be turned on or off on a per view basis.  However it requires that LOV is 


available and turned on for that property.  The LOV setup for the property cannot otherwise be 


change on the view. 


Entity Children 


 Hide – Entity Children can be marked hidden, in which case those entities, that are a direct child 


of the current entity, will not be shown.  This also means any entity that is a child of that entity 


will not be shown as well.   


o Note: Setting this value merely hides the entity child; it does not prevent that child from 


being filled as part of the initial fill process.  This avoids certain complications in the 


rules engine. 


 







Setup 


 


Entity View Setup 







 


Creating a new Entity View 


Every entity has a “complete” view. The complete view always matches what has been set on the entity 


property and children.  This view cannot be edited and is maintained during the sync process. 







A single view, per entity, is always marked default.  The default view is used if no profile is selected, or if 


that entity does not belong to the current profile.  Default also specifies the view assigned when a new 


entity is added to a profile.  The default is used by all entity based services built prior to profiles existing, 


such as EWS and AAWS. 


Every view has the option to “Default new items to disabled”.  Normally any new property would be 


added to all views allowing access.  Checking this box prevents any new properties/children from being 


editable/viewable/LOV without explicitly specifying it in the View definition. 


Sync 


The sync process maintains the entity view matching the entity properties and children.  No data is 


currently logged for entity view syncs. 


Entity Profiles 


Overview 


Entity Profiles allow entities and views to be combined to create groupings of entities and views. 


Setup 


 


 Entity Profile ID – Auto Generated Unique ID for the profile. 


 Entity Profile Name – The descriptive name of this profile. 


 Entity Profile Description – The Description for this profile. 


 Profile Type – One of 4 profile types, “Category”, “Data Set Category”, “Rules Engine”, “Web 


Service”.  Each of those has a different purpose and may change available options.  The details 


of each type are specified in the next section. 


 Parent Profile – Each Profile may have a parent.  A Child inherits entities, and their settings, from 


the parent profile.    







o Only one level of inheritance is allowed, so a profile can be a parent or a child, but not 


both.  This was done to avoid the potential for confusion and maintenance difficulty. 


o Additional entities may be added on children, and entity settings may be overridden. 


 Entity Name – The Name of the entity associated with this profile, from the list of entities 


defined in the registry. 


 Entity View – The Entity View to use for this entity in the context of this profile. 


 View – Shows details of access based on the entity view. 


 Lower Drop Down – Allows selection of Entity Profile or Entity Tree, or adding all entities in a 


given tree, based on selecting the parent entity.  


o Entity Profile - This allows the addition of all entities in another profile.  Since this is a 


one time copy it can be done as often as you want. 


o Entity Tree – Adds entities based on a parent entity being specified tracing down the 


entire tree and adding data.  This is a one time add, so it does not do maintenance. 


Types 


Category 


Category will be used to make searching through entities easier.  Currently there are over 300 entities, 


making it more difficult than it used to be to find the actual entities that you want - being able to search 


for entities by category will help to alleviate that.  Currently Category is not supported in search - that 


will be rectified soon. 


 


For category there is no entity view, since it is not used to specify display a view is unnecessary. 


 


 







Data Set Category 


 


Data set category is similar to category, except it is restricted to entities of type “rules engine data set”.  


Data Set Categories are created here but entities can be added in the data set setup component in the 


rules engine data set component. 


Rules Engine 


The Rules Engine profile allows restricting what properties and entity children are available based on the 


entity view.  The available base entities for a rule category are also set here.  Any Entity not specified as 


a base entity is not selectable as such when generating a rule in a rule category tied to this entity profile.  


Any entity not specified in here will still be accessible from the Rules Engine, using the default profile, if 


it is accessible from the entity tree. 


 


 







Web Service 


Web Service entity profiles are designed for use with Web Services.  They allow simple restriction of 


each entity to a particular view.  Any entity not specified here can still be accessed using its default 


profile.  If you want to remove an entity - remove it from the list of children on the parent view. 


 


 


Common Attribute Framework Integration 
Attributes from the common attribute framework are treated as entity properties.  By adding the 


properties and syncing the entity the new attributes should show up as properties.   


  Attribute types map to equivalent entity property types. 


Attribute Type Property Type 


Short Text, Text, Long Text, Yes/No, LOV String 


Number Number 


Date Date 


Time Time 


 


 Repeatable maps to the list entity property list attribute. 


 If the Attribute Type is a list of values the Property LOV UID is set. 







  For each attribute record there is a child entity created.  It is automatically added as a child. It is 


maintained and never should be accessed directly.  This entity will never show up in XML/JSON 


and will not be accessible in the rules engine. 


Under the Hood Changes/Enhancements 


Entity Component Adapter 
The entity component adapter allows entities to bind to the component row sets.  By binding to the 


component, entity validation and presave logic can be run on live component data.  This allows us to 


better consolidate common logic and make sure that components, services, APIS, etc. all follow the 


same rules for the data.  The Entity Component Adapter also serves to allow rules to be run based on 


component data. 


 


Performance Enhancements 
There have been performance enhancements made across the entity registry - most notably in the area 


of Fill and LOV. 


GenericParentEntity 
Generic Parent Entity is an appclass that acts as a parent to any entity.  It allows for an easy way to 


retrieve multiple entities of the same type.  For example if you want to retrieve multiple constituents, 


you can use GenericParentEntity to easily get that. 


Sample Code: 


Local SCC_COMMON:ENTITY:GenericParentEntity &objGenericParentEntity; 


/*Pass in the entityID you need a generic parent for in the constructor i.e. Constituent*/ 


      &objGenericParentEntity = create SCC_COMMON:ENTITY:GenericParentEntity(<entityID>); 


/*this will fill based on a where clause on the underlying record, not as elegent but very flexible*/ 


      &objGenericParentEntity.fillRowsetFromWhere(&strWhereClause); 


/*Another option is to set key values and use fill By Keys*/ 


&objGenericParentEntity.setProperty(<propname>,<value>); 


&objGenericParentEntity.fillFromKeys(true); 


/*Either way you can access the entity list via */ 


Array of Ientity &entitylist = &objGenericParentEntity.PrimaryChildEntity.childEntities; 







/*The option also exists to call some of the usual entity functions, that will act on all the entities under 


the generic parent */ 


&objGenericParentEntity.toXMLNode(<XML Node>); 


&objGenericParentEntity.save(<Message Log>); 


JSON 
Support for pushing data to JSON is in place just by running method toJSON() which returns a string, on 


any entity.  There is some preliminary support for parsing JSON, but full support should be available in 


an upcoming bundle. 


Multi-Field Sorting 
Sorting entities has been enhanced to support sorting by multiple values.  Sorting can be accessed on 


the childEntity using 


method sortEntitiesByMultipleProps(&QSPropList As array of SCC_COMMON:UTIL:EntityQuickSortProp); 


And EntityQuickSortProp 


class EntityQuickSortProp 


   /**The Name of the entity to sort by*/ 


   property string PropertyName; 


   /**The sort order to use, A for Ascending, D for Descending*/ 


   property string SortOrder; 


end-class; 


The properties in the list take priority based on their order.  Since this based on quicksort  any sort will 


re-organize and invalidate any previous sorting. 


Property List 
Since properties can now be lists this can affect how those properties set as a list are handled in some 


situations. 


 GetProperty – Returns an array.  If no values have been set yet it returns an empty array of the 


proper data type. 


 SetProperty – When adding/removing a value the entire list needs to be set.   So if you need to 


add a new item to the property list, retrieve the list first using getproperty and set it using 


setProperty. 


 







New Entity Types 
There have been several new entity types added this release, most are product specific, dealing with 


Program Enrollment or Activity Management.  These two are more generic so we are discussing them 


here. 


Rules Engine Data Set 
The Data Set Entity Type supports entities that are not record based.  These entities are purely meant to 


act as data structures.  This version of data sets is used by the rules engine, and controlled via a custom, 


simplified interface.   For more information on Rules Engine Data Sets see the PeopleBooks chapter 


“Working with the Rules Engine”.  


Read Only 
Read Only entities are essentially basic entities that have save and delete disabled.  They make it easy to 


create entities on top of records for rules engine access.  This makes it easy to add new entities 


accessible from the rules engine without introducing back door data updates.  If at some point proper 


validation and/or presave logic is added the entity can be switched to Basic Entity and save and delete 


would be enabled. 








CHAPTER 1


Using Self-Service Campus Personal Information


This chapter provides an overview of PeopleSoft Campus Self-Service personal information and discusses how to:


• Display and access self-service personal data.
• Use self-service user preferences.
• Use self-service addresses, names, phones, and demographic data.
• Use self-service personal attributes data.
• Use self-service identification data.
• Use self-service participation data.
• Enter other self-service biographical data.
• Use self-service service indicators data.
• Use self-service checklists data.


Understanding PeopleSoft Campus Self-Service
Personal Information


The personal information functionality of PeopleSoft Campus Self-Service exposes familiar PeopleSoft
Campus Community information to self-service users. It provides an easy way for self-service users to update
basic personal information about themselves at any time without having to visit your offices or complete and
mail a hardcopy form.


All authenticated roles can use self-service functionality. They can use it to maintain their own personal
information. They can also use it to review the holds and to do items on record at your institution for
themselves.


Note. For security reasons, the following data is view-only for self-service users: national identification
number, citizenship, driver’s license, visa or permit data, veteran status, gender, birth date, marital status,
extracurricular activities, and internal honors and awards.


The navigation tabs that are used in self-service personal information are defined on the Navigation Tabs
Setup page.


See Also
lsss, Setting Up Self-Service Navigation
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Displaying and Accessing Self-Service Personal Data
The Personal Data Summary page contains links to self-service pages showing the individual’s personal data.
Optionally, you can also set the summary page to display the person’s contact information and lists of holds
and to do’s for the student’s convenient viewing and for any staff viewing data for that individual.


You can enter the label to use as the link for redirecting the user to the self-service page where the displayed
address, phone number, or email address can be edited or updated. You can also set how many negative service
indicators (holds) to display and how many pending checklist items (to do’s) to display on the summary page.


This section describes how to:


• Set data to display on the Personal Data Summary page.
• Access personal data.


Pages Used to Display and Access Self-Service Personal Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Personal Data Summary
Options


SSS_PRSN_SUM_SETUP Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Personal Data Summary
Options


Optionally, set the types of
addresses, phone number,
and email address and
the number of holds and
to do’s to display for an
ID on the Personal Data
Summary page.


Personal Data Summary SSS_PRSNLDATA_SUMM Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Personal Data Summary


View a summary of links
to your personal data, and
view a list of your holds and
to do’s.


Setting Data to Display on the Personal Data Summary Page
Access the Personal Data Summary Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Personal
Data Summary Options).
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Personal Data Summary Options page


The Personal Data Summary Options page contains links to self-service pages that show the individual’s
personal data. You can optionally set the individual’s contact information and holds and to do’s to display
on the summary page.


Contact Information
You can select the type of contact information to display and enter the label to use as the link for redirecting the
user to the self-service page where the address, phone number, or email address can be edited or updated.


If you do not use the U.S. Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) functionality, you can enter the
URL to your institution’s privacy site in the Privacy settings link field.


Holds and To Do List Sections
You can also specify how many negative service indicators (holds) and pending checklist items (to do’s) to
display for the person.


Accessing Personal Data
Access the Personal Data Summary page (Self Service, Campus Personal Information, Personal Data
Summary).
Bundle 29
Notifications Preferences link
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Personal Data Summary page


Options set on the Personal Data Summary Options page render the Contact Information, Holds, and To
Dosdata on the Personal Data Summary page. If the individual had negative service indicators assigned or any
pending checklists, the page would (according to the sample options page) also list the first 10 holds (service
indicators) and all of the individual’s pending checklist items.


Using Self-Service User Preferences
User preferences enable self-service users to set default values for themselves to minimize the need for
repetitive data entry. After they have been set, the default values remain associated with the user until changed
or deleted. Self-service users can select their own user preferences or you can do it for them by using the User
Profiles Management process to assign them the latest values corresponding to their profiles.
Bundle 29
The Set Notification Preferences link is added to the User Preferences page.


The User Preferences page displays the Share My Information link. A self-service user, for delegating the
access of his or her data to another person, can click this link to navigate to the Share My Information
- Summary self-service page.


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Self Service for Delegated Access. The Using
Self Service for Delegated Access PeopleBook chapter was released as part of the Campus Community
Bundle 27 documentation updates.
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See Also
lsfn, Creating and Maintaining User Profiles


Page Used for Self-Service User Preferences
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


User Preferences SS_CC_USER_PREF • Select the User
Preferences link on the
Personal Data Summary
page


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
User Preferences


Enter default values for
academic value and other
elements required often by
the system.


Using Self-Service Addresses, Names, Phones,
and Demographic Data


Self-service users can view and update their own addresses, names, phone numbers, and demographic data,
including gender, date of birth, and marital status.


Addresses, names, phones, and demographic data are set up in the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system.
When you set up Personal Data Summary Options for PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, you can choose which
address, phone, and email type to display by default on self-service pages. No additional setup is required.


Links under Campus Personal Information enable online self-service users to view, modify, or update their own:


• Addresses
• Names
• Phone numbers
• Email addresses
• Internet addresses
• Emergency contacts
• Demographic information, including gender, date and place of birth, marital status, and so on.


See Also
lscc, Designing Campus Community


lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Names, Addresses, and Phone Numbers


lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Emergency Contacts Data
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Pages Used for Self-Service Addresses, Names,
Phones, and Demographic Data


Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Addresses SS_ADDRESSES • Click the address link


on the Personal Data
Summary page. An
address link is either or
both of the labels entered
for the Address Box 1 and
Address Box 2 on the
Personal Data Summary
Options page


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Addresses, Addresses


View your current address
types as permitted by the
Type Control page, and the
associated address data.


Edit Address EO_ADDR_USA_SEC • Click the edit button on the
Addresses page.


• Click the ADD A NEW
ADDRESS button on the
Addresses page.


• Click the Edit Address link
on the Emergency Contact
Detail page .


When you access this page
using the edit button on the
Addresses page or the
Edit Address link on the
Emergency Contact Detail
page, you can edit or update
the address.


When you access this page
using the ADD A NEW
ADDRESS button, you can
add an address type and
associated data for yourself
to be effective now or on a
future date.


Delete Address SS_UPDATE_ADDRESS Click the Delete (type)
address link on the Addresses
page. (Self-service users
can edit only the home and
mailing addresses, so no
Delete button appears for
these address types.)


Delete an address type and
associated data.


Names SS_CC_NAME • Click the Names link
on the Personal Data
Summary page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Names, Names


View your current name
types as permitted by the
Type Control page, and the
associated name data.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Change Name , Add a
new name


SS_CC_UPDATE_NAME • Click theedit button on the
Names page to access the
Change Name page.


• Click the ADD A NEW
NAME button on the
Names page to access the
Add a new name page.


When accessed from the
edit button, you can view or
update the name type.


When accessed from the
ADD A NEW NAME
button, you can add a name
type and new name with a
current for future effective
date.


Phone Numbers SS_CC_PERS_PHONE • Click the Contact
Information Description
link on the Personal Data
Summary page.


• Click the ADD A PHONE
NUMBER button on the
Emergency Contact Detail
page, and then select the
phone type to edit or
delete.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Phone Numbers


View and update your
current phone types as
permitted by the Type
Control page, and phone
numbers.


Buttons on this page also
enable you to add or delete
rows to add or delete phone
numbers.


Email Addresses SS_CC_EMAIL_ADDR • Click the Contact
Information Email
Address link on the
Personal Data Summary
page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Email Addresses


View and update your
current email address types
as permitted on the Type
Control page, and email
addresses.


Buttons on this page also
enable you to add or delete
rows to add or delete email
addresses.


Internet Addresses SS_CC_INTERNET_ADR • Click the Internet
Addresses link on the
Personal Data Summary
page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Internet Addresses


View and update internet
addresses, including website
and FTP site addresses.


Buttons on this page also
enable you to add or delete
rows and to add or delete
internet addresses.


Emergency Contacts SS_CC_EMRG_CNTCT_L • Click the Emergency
Contacts link on the
Personal Data Summary
page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Emergency Contacts


View the name, address, and
phone numbers for your
emergency contact.


Emergency Contact Detail SS_CC_EMRG_CNTCT_D Click the ADD AN
EMERGENCY CONTACT
button on the Emergency
Contact page.


Add an emergency contact
for yourself, and enter the
contact information.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Demographic Information SS_CC_DEMOG_DATA • Click the Demographic


Data link on the Personal
Data Summary page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Demographic Information


View a summary of your
demographic data such as
your date of birth, gender,
marital status, national ID,
and so on.


Note. If a photo is loaded
into the system from
the Photograph page in
PeopleSoft Campus
Solutions, that photo appears
in the upper right on this
page.


See lscc, Managing Personal
Identification Data, Entering
Photographs.


FERPA Restrictions SS_CC_FERPA_INQ • Click the FERPA
Restrictions link on the
Personal Data Summary
page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
FERPA Restrictions


View data that you have
restricted from being
released.


Edit FERPA/Directory
Restrictions


SS_CC_FERPA Click the EDIT
FERPA DIRECTORY
RESTRICTIONS button
on the FERPA Restrictions
page.


Place restrictions to prevent
the release of data about
yourself.


Release To Publication INST_PUB_CATG_SEC2 Click the Release To
Publication link on the
Edit FERPA/Directory
Restrictions page. (The
link appears only when
the Restrict check box is
selected.)


Release restricted
information for inclusion in
specific internal directory
publications.


Using Self-Service Personal Attributes Data
Self-service users can view and update the list of languages that they read, write, and speak.


Languages are set up in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions. No additional setup is required for self-service.
Bundle 29
New


Self-services users can also set their notification preferences.
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Note. Religious preference and decedent data personal attributes are not available from Campus Self Service.
These are set up and maintained in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions only.


This section lists the pages used for self-service personal attributes.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Personal Attributes
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Pages Used for Self-Service Personal Attributes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Languages SS_CC_LANGUAGES_L • Click the Languages link
on the Personal Data
Summary page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Languages


View or edit a list of the
languages that you read,
write, or speak and the
proficiency with which you
read, write, or speak them.


Language Detail SS_CC_LANGUAGES_D • Click the name of the
language on the Languages
page to access a view-only
version of the Language
Detail page.


• Click the edit button on the
Languages page to access
an updatable version of the
Language Detail page.


• Click theADD A
LANGUAGE button on
the Languages page to
access and enterable
version of the Language
Detail page.


When you access this
page from the name of the
language, view details of
that language and your
proficiency.


When you access this
page using the edit button,
view and modify details
of that language and your
proficiency.


When you access this
page using the ADD A
LANGUAGE button, add
a language to your list of
languages.


Notification Preferences
Bundle 29
New


SS_CC_NTF_PREF • Click the Notification
Preferences link on the
Personal Data Summary
page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Notification Preferences


View and edit notification
preferences.


Ethnicity SS_CC_ETHNICITY_US • Self Service, Student
Center, Demographic Data
link, Ethnicity


• Self Service, Faculty
Center, View Personal
Data Summary link,
Demographic Data link,
Ethnicity tab


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Personal Data Summary
link, Demographic Data
link, Ethnicity tab


Students, staff, and faculty
identify their ethnicity and
enter details about their
racial background.


Self Service Help SS_CC_ETH_HELP_PG Click the Explain link on the
Ethnicity page.


Students, staff, and faculty
review ethnicity definitions
from the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES)
website.
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Entering Ethnicity Data
The appearance of this page changes, based on the settings defined on the Self Service Ethnicity Setup page.
If the page is set up as display only, students and faculty are only able to see their ethnicity data on file in
the system; they cannot add or update it through Campus Self Service.


Ethnicity questions are asked in two parts. First, self-service users may indicate whether they are or are not of
Hispanic or Latino origin. Second, users may indicate their race. Users can click the Explain link to access the
Self Service Help page that describes the way to answer the two questions, based on information from the
NCES website: http://nces.ed.gov/statprog/2002/std1_5.asp


When a self-service user answers Question 1, the system inserts a value matching the Self Service Ethnicity
Setup Answer Mapping for the respective answer into the Ethnicity records. When a self service user
answers Question 2, the system inserts values matching the Self Service Ethnicity Setup Answer Mapping
for the respective answers into the Ethnicity records. For example, if the user selects Asian and ’Asian’ is
the ethnic group mapped to that answer on the Self Service Ethnicity Setup Answer, a row for Asian will be
inserted into the ethnicity tables.


The Background Information grid only appears if you have set it up in the Additional Background Information
section of the Self Service Ethnicity Setup page.


When collecting additional background information, the values that you selected in the Answer Mapping
section of the Self Service Ethnicity Setup do not appear in the Background prompt. The values that do appear
have been selected in the Ethnic Groups to Display on the Self Service Ethnicity Group page and match the
self-service user’s answers to the questions. For example, when the user selects ’Yes, I am Hispanic or Latino’
and also selects the American Indian or Alaska Native check box, only those active, current ethnic groups
selected in Ethnic Groups to Display on the Self Service Ethnicity Setup that map to Hispanic or American
Indian EEO Ethnic Groups will display in the Background prompt.


If the user answers ’No, I am not Hispanic’ and does not answer the second question, the Background prompt
displays all non-Hispanic ethnic groups selected in Ethnic Groups to Display on the Self Service Ethnicity
Setup page. If the user then selects a Background value that maps to one of the five answers to Question 2, the
related check box will be set when the Submit button is selected. Finally, users must click the The Information
is correct as entered check box to confirm their selections and Submit their information. Even if users choose
not to answer the questions, they will be prompted to select The Information correct as entered to indicate that
they have reviewed the survey questions.


The IPEDS Ethnicity survey questions are optional. If a self-service user does not wish to divulge the
information, they may simply leave the questions unanswered and select the The Information is correct as
entered check box then select Submit.


A detailed technical red paper, including data examples, is available on Oracle’s My Oracle Support website.


See Also
"Campus Solutions IPEDS and Ethnicity Red Paper," posted to My Oracle Support in June 2009.


Using Self-Service Identification Data
Self-service users can enter and change their own personal identification numbers from within Campus Self
Service. No specific setup is required.
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Note. For security reasons, other identification data is either not available from Campus Self Service (external
system ID and residency data) or is used as display-only (visa and passport data, driver’s license information,
or photos) These are set up and maintained in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions only.


This section lists the page used for self-service identification data.


See lscc, Setting Up Personal Identification Data.


See lscc, Managing Personal Identification Data.


Page Used for Self-Service Identification Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Personal Identification
Number


SS_CC_PIN • Click the Personal
Identification Number
link on the Personal Data
Summary page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Personal Identification
Number


Create a personal
identification number for
yourself.


Using Self-Service Participation Data
Self-service users can view and update lists of their own licenses and certificates, memberships, and
publications from within Campus Self Service. In addition, individuals can view lists of their own
extracurricular activities and honors and awards.


Participation data is set up in the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system. No additional setup is required
for self-service.


Note. Athletic participation is not available from Campus Self Service. You set up and maintain athletic
participation data in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions only.


This section lists the pages used for self-service participation data.


See Also
lscc, Managing Participation Data
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Pages Used for Self-Service Participation Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


License and Certificates SS_CC_LIC_CERT_L • Click the
Licenses/Certificates link
on the Personal Data
Summary page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Licenses and Certificates


View a list of your licenses
and certificates.


License/Certificate Detail SS_CC_LIC_CERT_D • Click the name of the
license or certificate
on the License and
Certificates page to access
a view-only version of
the License/Certificate
Detail page.


• Click the edit button
on the License and
Certificates page to access
an updatable version of
the License/Certificate
Detail page.


• Click the ADD A
LICENSE/CERTIFICATE
button on the Licenses and
Certificates page to access
an enterable version of
the License/Certificate
Detail page.


When you access this
page from the name of the
license or certificate, view
details about that license or
certificate.


When you access this page
using the edit button, view or
modify details about that
license or certificate.


When you access this
page using the ADD A
LICENSE/CERTIFICATE
button, add another license
or certificate to your list of
licenses and certificates.


Memberships SS_CC_MEMBER_L • Click the Memberships
link on the Personal Data
Summary page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Memberships


View a list of your
memberships.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Membership Detail SS_CC_MEMBER_D • Click the name of the


membership on the
Memberships page to
access a view-only version
of the Membership Detail
page.


• Click the edit button on
the Memberships page
to access an updatable
version of the Membership
Detail page.


• Click the ADD A
MEMBERSHIP button on
the Memberships page
to access an enterable
version of the Membership
Detail page.


When you access this from
the name of the membership,
view details about that
membership.


When you access this page
using the edit button, view or
modify details about that
membership.


When you access this
page using the ADD A
MEMBERSHIP button, add
another membership to your
list of memberships.


Extracurricular Activities SS_CC_EXTRACUR_ACT • Click the Extracurricular
Activities link on the
Personal Data Summary
page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Extracurricular Activities


View a list of your
extracurricular activities.


Note. Self-service users
can view extracurricular
activities information, but
they cannot enter, modify, or
update it.


Honors and Awards SS_CC_HONOR_AWARD • Click the Honors/Awards
link on the Personal Data
Summary page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Honors and Awards,
Academic Honors and
Awards


View a list of your academic
honors and awards.


Note. Self service users can
view academic honors and
awards information, but
they cannot enter, modify, or
update it.


Publications SS_CC_PUB_L • Click the Publications
link on the Personal Data
Summary page.


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Publications


View a list of your
publications.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Publication Detail SS_CC_PUB_D • Click the name of the


publication on the
Publications page to access
a view-only version of the
Membership Detail page.


• Click the edit button on the
Publications page to access
an editable version of the
Membership Detail page.


• Click the ADD
PUBLICATION button
on the Publications page
to access an enterable
version of the Membership
Detail page.


When you access this
page from the name of the
publication, view details of
that publication.


When you access this page
using the edit button, view
and modify details of that
publication.


When you access this
page using the ADD
PUBLICATION button, add
a publication to your list
of publications.


Entering Other Self-Service Biographical Data
You can also use Campus Community self service to enable students to manage other biographical data.


This section lists the pages used to enter other self-service biological data.
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Pages Used to Enter Other Self-Service Biographical Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Work Experience SS_CC_WORK_EXP_A • Click the Work Experience
link on the Personal Data
Summary page .


• Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Work Experience


View a list of your work
experience.


Employment Details SS_CC_WORK_EXP • Click the name of the work
experience on the Work
Experience page to access
a view-only version of the
Employment Details page.


• Click the edit button on the
Work Experience page
to access an updatable
version of the Employment
Detail page.


• Click the ADD A WORK
EXPERIENCE button
on the Work Experience
page to access an enterable
version of the Employment
Details page.


When you access this page
from the name of the work
experience, view details of
that work experience.


When you access this page
using the edit button, view
and modify details of that
work experience.


When you access this page
using the ADD A WORK
EXPERIENCE button, add a
work experience to your list
of work experiences


Using Self-Service Service Indicators Data
Self-service service indicators are presented in Campus Self Service as holds.


The Holds link under Campus Personal Information enables self-service users to assume responsibility for
viewing and resolving their own negative service indicator issues.


Note. Positive service indicators are not presented from Campus Self Service. Positive service indicators are
set up and applied in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions only.


Service indicators are set up in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions. When you define a service indicator in
Campus Solutions, you can choose whether to display the indicator (as a hold) on self service pages for all
IDs to which the indicator is assigned. When you set up Personal Data Summary Options for Campus Self
Service, you can choose how many holds to display and whether to display their monetary value, if any. No
other setup is required.


This section lists the pages used for self-service service indicators data.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Service Indicators


lscc, Managing Service Indicators
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Pages Used for Self-Service Service Indicators Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Your Holds SS_CC_HOLDS Self Service, Campus
Personal Information, Holds


View holds placed on
services for yourself and
determine how and when
to resolve them.


Hold Item SS_CC_HOLD_SEC • Click the name of the
hold item in the Holds
box on the Personal Data
Summary page


• Click the name of the hold
item on the Your Holds
page.


View information about a
specific hold and determine
how to resolve it and whom
to contact


Using Self-Service Checklists Data
Checklists data is presented as a to-do item list in Campus Self Service.


The To Do List link under Campus Personal Information enables self-service users to assume responsibility for
viewing and resolving their own pending checklist items.


Checklists are set up in PeopleSoft Campus Solutions. When you set up Personal Data Summary Options
for Campus Self Service, you can choose how many to-do items to display. No additional setup is required
for self service.


This section lists the pages used for self-service checklists data.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Checklists


lscc, Managing Checklists


Pages Used for Self-Service Checklists Data
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


To Do List SS_CC_TODOS Self Service, Campus
Personal Information, To
Do List


View your pending checklist
items and determine
what to do to satisfy the
requirements.


To Do Item SS_CC_TODOS_SEC • Click the name of the To
Do item in the To Do List
box on the Personal Data
Summary page


• Click the name of the To
Do Item on the To Do
List page.


View information about a
specific checklist item and
determine what is required
and whom to contact.
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